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Introduction 

This book is a study of Soviet.-era documents, recently declassified, 

that bear on Leon Trotsky and his conspiracies against the Soviet 

governmen.t and Party d.uring the 1930s. These documents are: 

Yuri Piata.kov's statement to Nikolai Ezhov, ch.ief of the NKVD, of 

December 1.9 .. 20, 1936; the transcript of the trial of Ma.rshal 
Mikhail N. Tukhachevsky and seven accomplices of June 11, 1937; 

and a collection of investigative materials from the former NKVD 
archive concerning the First and Secon.d Moscow Trials of August, 

1936, and January, 1937, 

I obtained P:iatakov's statement to Ezhov some years ago from m.y 

Moscow colleague and skilled historia.n Vladimir L. Bobrov, from 

the FSB (formerly NKVD) a.rchive in Moscow. It has since been 

declassi·fied a.nd published online from. the Russia·n State Archive 

of Social-Political History (RGASPI), also in Moscow. The texts are 
the same, though they were typed at differen·t times and have 

different pagination.1 

The 172 .. page text of the trial of t 'he ''Tukhachevsky Affai:r'' 

defendants was silently declassified from the Russian State 

Archive of Socio-Political History (RGA.SPI) in May, 2018, and 

posted on the Russian historical site istmat.inf o. It is in ·printed 

form, perhaps ·to be circulated in a limited manner~ 

The third set of documents are from the two--volun1e work 

Politbiuro i Lev Trotskii (sbornik dokume11tov), 1923-19402, edited 

by Oleg V. Mozokhin and published i11 2013 in Prague, 

Czechoslovakia.; by Sociosfera ... cz. This two-volume work .is 

essentially unobtainable. As o·f November) 201.9, the Worldca.t 

1 I have given the pagination for both versions in the text of Piatakov's statemen.t 

printed in the Appendi.x to this book·. 
2 English transla.tion: :''Th.e Poli.t.bu.ro a.nd Leon Trotsky (collecti.on of docu.ments), 

1923'"' 1940." 
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meta-database of world researcl1 libraries contains an entrv for . ~ 

t'his work w·l1ich states that ''110 libraries with tl1e specified i·t.em 
we14 e found.'J :-3 

In 2017 a one-volume version of this work was published in 
Russia. But this volume omits some of' the most interesting 
documents from the two-volume wo1.,k(4 My C()lleague Vladimi.1~ 
Bobrov obtat11ed a copy of the two-volume, 2013 vvorl< at the FSB 
archive. I have used this copy f'or the present book. 

Mozokhin is a historian employed by the FSB, th.e successor to the 
KGB and NKVD, and au.thor of n1any books a11d articles on the 
''special services." The two-volume 2013 worl<: is cited on his 
perso11al page. But there is n.o information a.bout wh.y it was 
published in Czechoslovakia rather than i11 Russia, or \Vhy it is 
unobtainable.5 

In the present book we will consider only t.he docu,.tnents in 
volume 2 of the two-volume 2013 work (hereafter referr·ed to as 
PiLT2). The first document in volt1me 2 dates from November 3, 
1932. The latest is from At1gust 24, 1940} and is an announcement 
of, and copy of the Pravda article on) Trotsky's assassi11ation on 
August 20, 1940. 

Our study of the docun1ents pt1blished in PiL T2 yields some 
important results concer11ing Trotsky's conspiracies during the 
1930s. The documents in this volu.me also touch on ma·ny other 
i1nportant issues witl1. w·hich w·e are not. concerned here. 

3 https: / /www.worldcat.org/titl e/pol it.bit11·0--i-lev-trotskii·sborni1<-do.kL1mentov-
192 3-1940 / oclc/889406J.53&refere r·~br·.i ef_rest1 I ts 
4 https: //www.worldcat.c)r·g/title /pc>'ljtbit11·0.-i--lev-·trotskii,.19 2 .2 ~ :194Q ... s.bor11il{ .. 
dokL1m entov/oclc/1C)5015 1524&refet'er=brief_1·es u1ts l ha·ve co111pared tl1.e 

, . .. 
Tabl es of Contents oftl1e 2013 and tl1e 2017 works. 
5 See 11tt~): / / m()ZOhin. rt1/JJ}1otos/image/ Politbj u r~o -i~ LevMTrc)ckij .l1 tml 
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A. Introduction Conclusion: The Results ·of This 
Study· 

What follows is a brief summary of the conclusions to be drawn 

from. the evidence un.der examination in t,his ·book: 

Trotsky Did Conspire with Germany and Japan against the 

USSR 

The information in these documents that- are examined in the 

present book constitutes additional strong evidence that Leon 

Tro·tsky did indeed enter into conspiratorial relations against the 

Soviet Union with both Nazi Germany and. fascist Japan. It 

corroborates a large body of other evidence of Trotsky's 

conspiracies with the fascist powers. We located, identified, and 

studied some of that evidence in a previous work 6 

Much more evidence of Trotsky's German ... Ja.panese collaboration 

is being disclosed as more documents from former Soviet archives 

are being released. We will collect and examine it in future studies. 

The Statements and Confessions of Moscow Trials 
Defendants Reflect What The Defendants Chose To Say 

All the documents under examination in the present book relate to 

the First and Second Moscow Trials of August, 1936) a.nd Ja.nuary, 

1937. Tod.ay we have a great deal of evidence that, in the cases of 

the three famous Moscow Tri.als ·of 1936-38, the NKVD did not 
force those under in.terrogation to confess to crimes they had not 

committed. 

Du.ring his tenure as.chief (People's Commissar) of Internal Affairs 

Nikolai Ezhov did frame1 or simply murder, h.undreds of thousands 

of innocent Soviet citizens. We have discussed this horror, the 

Ezhovshchina, in a separate study,.7 

6 Leon Trotsky's Collabo1"ation with Germany a11d japan. Kettering, OH; Erythr6s 

P·ress & Media, LLC, 2017). 
·7 Yezhov Vs. Stalin: The Truth Aboiit Mass Repressio11s an.d the So-Called 'Great 
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In the first twelve chapters of Trotsky's 'A1nalgan1s' we checked 
many statemen.ts lJy Mosco\v Trtals defendants against 
inciepe11d.ent. eviden.ce i1ow available. In ·The M·oscow Trial«' As 
Evidence we published an updated ve1~sion of this study. On the 
basis of this examination we concluded that the testimony in the 
Moscow Trials proves to be truthful in those i.nsta.nces where we 
ca11 independently check it. The interrogat.io11s published i11. PiLT2 
pr·ovide a grea·t deal of additio11al corrobor·ative _evidence t11at the 
Moscow Trials testimony was genuine - meaning, that those under 
interrogation answered the way they chose to ans·we1". 

Documents ·from the Harvard '"frotsky .A.rchive help to show that, 
ma11y of those inter1"ogated here told the truth. ·we can also 
independently check a nttmber of statements made in these 
interrogations against other i11dependent sources, such as Mark 
Zborowski's repo1"ts to his NKVD handlers; Anton Ciliga's memoirs 
about his years i11 the Verkhr1et1ra.l'sk political isolator alor1g with 
Trotskyists a11.d othe1-- oppositionists; and Valentin Astrov's 
testimony.8 

Our hypothesis that the prisoners' confessions i11 PiL T2 are 
genu.i.ne has been c.011firmed. When.ever we can ch.eek them by 
internal or external evidence they tur·n out to be genuine. There is 
no disconfirming evidence at all - no evidence that any of the 
confession statements were the res·uJt of compulsion of any kind. 
Therefore we must conclude that the staten1ents made in the 
confessions contai11ed i11 PiLT2 that we ca11not no·w directly 
confirn1 are also genuine a11d, consequently, may be used as 
evide·nce. 

T11e implications of this finding go far beyond the docu1nents in. 
'PiL T2. The co11tents of tl1ese interrclgation-co11fessio11s are 
consis·tent with those in tl1e 'First and Second Moscow Trials. We 
have other evide11ce that confirms the genuineness of the 

Terror' ir1 the USSR. Ketteric1g, OH: Erythros P1·ess & Mecli e:1 'LLC, 2018 .(2016). 
8 See Ft1rr, Amalgams, Moscow Trials, and Trotsky's Li es, f'or studies of the 
evidence from Zborowski, Ciliga, and Astrov. 
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testimony in th.ese trials. Toget.11er with ott.r analysis of the 
confessio11 stat:e111ents in PiL T2 w·e .have even. strc)nger eviden.ce 
that the testin1ony of the defendan.ts in the Moscow Trials is 
genuine - tl1at is, not f·orced ·upcln ·the defe11dants by the 
Pr(1secution or tl1e OGP.U--NKVD interrogators. 

We should consider the co11tents of the confessions to be triJthfi1l 
unless ·we have evidence to the co11trary. In a few cases, like t11at of 
I.N. Smirnov, we know that those under int.errogation lied to the 
interrogators. We know Sn1irnov lied becat1se we have evidence 
fro1n Leon Sedov hi.mself, t"'ou.nd i.n t.he .Harvarci Trotsky· Arc.hi.Ve) 
t11.at Smirnov -vvas i11deed the leader of the Soviet--based 
clandest.ine Trots.kyist group. 

The evidence is c·lear that t}1e arresteci oppositionists testified 
what they chc).se to sa.y. In some cases they deliberately lied, o.r did 
not tell the whole truth} in order to deceive tl1e prosecution. 
Swedish resea.rcher Sven-Eric Holmstrom has discovered 
con1pellin.g evidence t11at at least one ffi(1re promi11.ent Soviet 
figu.re aided Piatakov i11 this Norway trip. If Holmstrom is correct) 
'Piatakov r·emained silent about this person, no doubt to protect 
h.in1. 

A11other example is Grigori Sol<ol'nikov's claim during the January, 
1937, Moscow Trial ·that he had not 1~eceivec.1 aJ1y com1nu11tcatio11s 
fro·m Trotsky. w·e know that i.11 fact he did, because tl1e Harvard 
T·rotsky Archive preserves a return receipt fr()ffi a letter Trot.sl<y 
sent him. The NKVD evidently did not k110\V about this, so 
Sol<ol'nikov's statement \Vent unchalle11ged by the prosecutio·n. It 
would be interes·ting t.o kno\v what Trotsky said tl) Sokol)nikov in 
that letter. Probably it was similar to the letter he se11t to Radek 
anti whose contents Radel< described a.t t1·ial) since it was sent 
during the same pe·riod of time. 

Ivan Nikitich Smirnovr Leader of the Clandesti.ne 
Trotskyists in the USSR, Lied 

The PiLT2 dc)curnents give us ll1()fe information a.bout the First 
M(JSCC)W Trial. We see 1 ... N. Smirnov, who claimed. at trial that 11e no 
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longer l'did any work'' in the Trotsky conspiracy, lying to the 

investigators as soon as he is arrested. We know this now because 

man·y others testify to Smirnov's leading role in the conspiracy. 

The Trotskyists Conspired to Murder Sergei Kirov 

The PiL T2 documents give us important evidence that the 

Trotskyists, and therefore certainly Trotsky h.imself, were 

i.ndirectly involved in the assassination of Sergei Kirov on 

December 1, 1.934. The Trotskyists were planning similar 

assassinations an.d were in touch with the Zinovievists who in fact 

murdered Kirov. 

One Trotsky.ist told another that it was ''their people'' who had 

killed Kirov.9 This was not in fact true - Kirov was m.urdered by a 

clandestine Zinovievist group ..... but it shows that the Trotskyists 

were aiming at the same thing. 

Valentin OI'berg Was Guilty of Collaborating with Trotsky 
and the Ge·stapo 

We learn a lot more about Valentin Ol'berg, one of the leading 

defendants i.n the First M.oscow Trial of August, 1936. PiLT2 

contains much more information about Ol.1berg and his 

background, including testimony from his brother and his wife, 
and from others w·ho knew and helped him. Ol'berg claimed to 

have been on a mission from Leon Sedov, coordinated. with the 
Nazi Gestapo, to assassinate Stalin. We now have confirmation of 

his accusation from co--conspirators who knew about it. 

Since the publication of PiL T2 in 2013, more. evidence con.cerning 

Ol1be-1-(g and of those associated with him, including his wife, 

brother, and associates, has been declassified and made available 
. 

to researchers. We will st·udy this evidence in a future book. 

" 
9 Inte·rrogation of Ivan Aleksandrovich M.aslennikov, April 261 1936. PiLT 2, 249. 
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Trotskyists Within the USSR Collaborated with Fascists, 
Ukrainian Nationalists, and Nazi Agents 

We have more details about the ties bet·ween the Germ.an secret 

police, the Gestapo, and the Trotskyist conspiracy. As far as the 

Trotskyist conspirator.s are concerned, it appears that some of 

them, at least, did not take the initiative to contact the Gestapo bu·t 

instead were persuad.ed to work with the Gestapo as a result of 
being under a.rrest. Their trust in Leon Trotsky and their intense 

hostility towards Stalin and the Savi.et government made their 
Gestapo collaboration volu.n.tary. 

We learn more about these contacts from the testi.mony related ·to 
the Second Moscow Trial. Once Trotsky had made it clea.r to his 
followers that he was instructing them to collaborate with all who 

opposed the Stalin regime, the Trotskyists formed alliances with 
other Soviet oppositionists and dissidents; with Soviet citizens 

who had joined fascist anti .. Soviet groups; with Ukrainian 

nationalists; w·ith German technicians ·who, while working in the 

Soviet mining industry, were also German agents; and ·wit'h the 

Gestapo. 

We have corroborating evidence about Trotskyist and .fascist 
sabotage in the Kuzbass mi.ning region, a topic that is featured in 
the Second Moscow Trial. 

Trotsky Also Collaborated with Great Britain and Fra.nce 

The single interrogation of Grigori Sokol'nikov ·in this volume 

corroborates his own confession. at trial concerning his contacts on 

Trotsky's behalf with the Japanese and British. His contact with the 

French is also ·briefly mentioned. Other confessions by Sokol'nikov 
had. recently become available. We will examine them in a future 

study. 

Piatakov Did Meet with Trotsky in Norway in December, 
1935 

The test.imony in PiLTZ corroborates Piatakov's testimony in his 
Statement to Ezhov of September 19--20, 1936. This is particularly 
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important since Piatakov was more closely in. touch with Trotsky 

than any ot.her co11spirator whose materials we now possessv The 

details in PiLT2 also confirm the genuineness of Piata.k:ov's 

testimony concerning his secret visit to Trotsky in Norway in 

December 1935. 

B. Evidence and Denial 

The ''Anti-Stalin Paradigm~' 

The bourgeoisie turns everything into a commodity, 

hence also the writing of history. It is part of its being, of 
its condition for existence, to falsify all goods: it falsified. 

the writing of history. And the best. paid 

historiography is that which is best falsified for the 
purposes of the bourgeoisie . 

.. Friedrich Engels, ('Notes for the 'History of Ireland."' 

(1870) 

.According to the only acceptable model of Soviet history of the 
Stalin period - w·e call it, for convenience, the Anti-S·talin .Paradigm 

-... Stalin was guilty of many ho1 .. rific crimes, principally ma.ss 

murder, and the fabrication of false charges against innocent 

persons followed by their punishment (often death). In 

m.ainstream historiography of the Soviet Union it is considered 

illegitimate to challenge any charge of a serious crime against 
Stalin. It is a fortio .ri considered taboo to conclude that Stalin. did 

not commit any crime that he has been accu.sed ·of. 

R.esearchers of Soviet history of the Stalin period are constrained 

to adh.ere to the Anti-Stalin Paradigm regardless of the evidence. 

The ASP, th.erefore, is not a way of learning what really happe·ned. 

Rather, it is a way of 11ot learning what really happened. It is a way 
of telling· historians: ''Your task· is to come to acceptable, anti

Stalin} an.ticommunist conclusions, and, w·here necessary, to back 

those co:nclusions up with phony evid.ence and fallacious 

reasoning." Or,. at best, '{your job is ·to confine yourself to dra:wi·ng 

conclusions that do not challenge or threaten. to disprove the ASP." 
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The Trotskyist Paradigm 

A similar paradigm cont1 .. ols 
conclude that ''Trotsky \V<:1s 
I"egard.less of the evidence. 

Trotskvist .,, 

right'' and 
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writing, which mL1st 
11Stalin was wrong, '} 

Today we ha·ve a great deal of evi.dence that corrobo1 .. ates tl1e 
c·harges leveled a.gains·t Tro·tsky in ·the Moscow T1--ic.1ls of conspiri11g 
to mu1-der Soviet leade1-s, sabotage Soviet indust.ry, undermine the 
Soviet. milita1-y, and collude with Nazi Germany and fascist Ja.pan 
for the defea·t of th.e ·u·ssR tn ·war. But no rf.1"otsky.is·t historia11 can 
deal objectively with t11is evidence, or they \Vill no longer be 

welcome in the ranks of Trotskyists. 

Like·\vise, no acade111ic historian of the Soviet Union can approach 
the evidence objectively and concl11de that Stalin was not guilty of 

this or that cri1ne of which he has been charges, or they will not be 

published, w1t11 serious consequences for their acade1nic caree1 .. s. 

The Anti-Stalin Paradigm and the Issue of Denial 

Whatever the subject of research, it is always appropriate, and ii1 

fact essential; to discuss questions of evidence. In this larger sense, 

there i.s notl1i11g special abou.t the need for· such discussion in t11e 

field of Soviet l1istory of the Stalin pe1-iod. 

I-Iowever, the role of bias - an.ticommunist, and specifically a11ti~ 
Stalin bias - is so great that it poisons tl1e enti1"e field o·f So·viet 
history, and so it must be co11fronted. Likewise, the isst1e of denial 

and evasion - the refusal to objectively consider evidence· that 

sharply contt'adicts the prevai1tng Anti ~Stalin Paradigm10) is so 
pervasive that we must say something about it, 

10 Or t11 e Trotskyist pa ra clign11 wl1i ch is, in effect1 one variety of the Anti-Stal in 
.Paradigm (ASP) . 
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The Role of Denial and Evasion 

Pt~esident T·rump and. many congressional Republicans 
n.o·w trea.t anyt~l1ing 0th.er ·th~1n partisa.n hackery for their 
own. side a.s par·tisan l1acke11 y for the ()t.her s.ide. 

~David Leonha.rdt, New Yot"'k Tin1es, Novem1Jer 18, 2019 

We pred.ict tha·t the result of this research will be ignored. by 
mai11.strea1n Soviet historian.s, anti of course by Trotskytsts. The 
reader s·hould understand the reasons for this denial and evasion. 

The fa.ct is that. the academic field of Savi.et history of the Stalin 
per·iod exis·ts ·pri1narily to i)romclte falsehoods about ·that hist.ory. 
The truth about Stalin and the history of· the Soviet U11ion during 
Sta]i.11's time, and about 1,rotsky and his conspiracies, including 
with the Nazis, is simply too threatening to be honestly 
conf1--onted. The evidence suppor·ti·ng these con.clu.sions is too 
strong, and there is too n1uch of it, for it to be mentio11ed1 m·t1ch 
le.ss d.iscussed. The only \Vay to ''save'; the Anti-Stalin and 
Trotskyist para dig.ms of Soviet. h.isto1 .. y is to ig11ore t.11 e evide11ce 
and to contin·ue to t"'epeat fact-clai1ns that we can now prove false. 

It would be excelle·nt if some rn.ainstream historians of Sov·iet. 
history would subject the evidence in this bool<, and in my other 
books an.ct a.1~t.'ic1es, t.o scholarly critique. I would expect to lear·n 
that I 11ad made some e1~ror·s ~ after all, some d.egree of errl)f is 
inevitable in all human endeavor. I \Vould also hope to learn that I 
had overlooked some evidence and/or counter-evidence. That 
would be be11eficial to me i11my1~esearcl1. It would also contri1Jute 
to the project of learning t.he truth about Soviet hist.o.ry of this 
Stalin era £1nd about wha.t Leon Trotsky was 1~eally u.p ·to, as 
opposed t.o ·what h·is acolytes clair1·1 he was doing. 

I do not expect this to h.a.ppen. Willful ignorance, and personal 
attacks on. 111e for daring to conti~adict the prevailing <'wisdon1'' -
that is, falsehood.s ~ about Stalin and Soviet hi.story of this period) 
have 'been the only response to my· resea1--ch. I exp.ect that 
''mainst.ream'' historiography \Vill con.tinue to deny and evade the 
truth .. 11· 
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My goal is to discover the truthr I do not ''defend'' or '"apologize for'' 
Stalin. If Stalin comm.itted crimes, I want to know what they ·werex 
The only way to know this is to do honest research. However_, 
persons who perpetuate falsehoods in t'he service of a political 
agenda assume that everyone does as they are doing - tl1at 
everyone, li.ke they themselves, is bending, ignoring, or inventing 
evidence 'in the service of their own biases. Dishonest perso11s 
justify their own. disho11esty by assuming t.hat everyone else is also 
dishonest. This is why I am called a ''defender of' or ''apologist for'' 
Stalin. 

Techniques of Evasion and Denial: Logical 
Fallacies 

Argument Ad Hominem 

Example A: A Prominent Trot·skyist 

A prominent Ame.rica·n Trotskyist -- I will ref er to him as W .. A. .._ 
has called me a conspiracy theorist. Readers should recognize this 
as a logical fallacy, the argumentum ad hominem - an attack on the 
person making an argu.ment rather than on the matter at hand. 

Ad hominem (La·tin for ''to the person'')) short for 
argumentum ad hominem, typically refers to a 
fallacious argumentative strategy whereby genuine 
discussion of the topic at hand is avoided by instead. 
attacking the character, motive, or other attribute of the 
person making the argument, or persons associated with. 
the argument, rather than attacking the substance of the 
argument itself.12 

1.-i. Fo·r my extended analysis of one highly·-prai.sed study by a professional scholar 
of the Stalin period, see Grover F·urr, Stalin, Waiting for.;, the Trutl1. Exposing the 
Falsehoods i11 Stephen Kotkin's Stalin. Waiting for Hitl.er,. 1 ~29 .. 1941. Ne\v· y·or.k: 
R.ed Star Publishers, 2019. 

12 See 11ttps:/ / en.wikipedia.org_/wiki/ Ad_hominem. 
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W.A. did not explai.n what he means by this remark-. This is 1'name

calling." In itself it is without. substance and requires no refutation. 

But it is no.netheless telling i.n the present context. 

Wikipedia has a useful definition of Conspiracy theory: 

A conspiracy theory is an explanation of an event or 
situat.ion that invokes a conspiracy by sinister an.cl 
powerful actors, often political in motivation, when 
other explan.ations a.re more probable. The term has a 
pejorative connotation, implying that the appeal to a 
cons·pi11 acy is based on prejudice or insufficient 
evidence. Conspiracy theories resist falsification and are 
reinforced by circular reasoning: both evidence against 
the conspiracy and an absence of evidence for it, are re-
interpreted as evidence of its truth, and the conspiracy 
becomes a matter of faith rather than proof.1~~ 

According ·to this definition, Leon Trotsky himself was a 
conspiracy theorist. Trotsky claimed that Stalin was conspiring --
plotting - to wipe out personal enemies and any potential threat to 

his own power. There was not then, nor is there now, any evidence 

at all to support Trotsky's notion that Stalin was conspiring to do 

a·way with persona.I rivals and enemies. 

Trotskyists and Cold .... War anticommunists may claim that the 

Soviet -- ''Stalin's'' - accusations against the oppositionists in the 

USSR - Zinovievists, Trotskyists, Rightists, and others - also 

constitute a conspiracy theory. But this is false. We now know that 
the Soviet invest.iga.tors and prosecution did not base their 

conclusions on ''prejudice or insufficient evidence.'' They had a 

great deal of evidence! More and more of such evidence continues 
to be made pu.blic. We also have significant non-Soviet evidence 

that could not possibly ·have been coerced or planted by ''Stalin'' -
. 'h . s . . 14 I.e., t e ov1ets. · 

• 

13 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conspiracy_theory 
14 See Furr, The Moscow Trials as Evidence. 
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W,A. adheres to the Trotsky cult -- he ''believes'' Trotsky·. If anyone 
were to sin1ply ''beli.eve'' whatever Stalin wrote or sai.d, he would 
be ridiculed, and rightly sol ''Belief' can never aid the search for 
truth. Karl Marx himself said that ;'Question everything!'' (De 
omnibus dubitandu1n) was his favorite slogan. In this important 
sense, Trotskyists are not Marxists. 

There is no evi.d.ence whatsoever to support the Trotskyist 
accusations. We have exposed and discussed a number o·f the lies 
that Trotsky concocted to create a·nd sustain his anti-Stalin 
conspiracy theory. None of it i.s evidence. (Fu.rr, Trotsky's 
'Amalgams'; Trotsky's Lies). 

This makes W.A. himself a conspiracy theorist in that, in defiance 
of the evidence and logic, he continues to uncritically believe 
Trots·ky's charges against Stalin. It is a clever, though dishonest, 
rhetorical ploy to call som.eone you disagree wi.th a ''conspiracy 
theorist'' when in reality the term ap·plies to you yourself. 

Example 8: Stephen Cohen 

Stephen Cohen, a senior scholar of the Stalin period and defender 
of the Anti-Stalin Paradigm, has called me ''a Stalin terror denier or 
apologist;'' {'a pseudo-scholar who disregards or falsifies 
overwhelmingly evidence plain fa.cts, to put the matter plainly," 
and ''who has no standin.g ... among serious scholars here or in 
Russia.1

'
15 

Cohen is ''blowing smoke.'' Neither he nor any of the '(serious 
scholars'' of Soviet history of the Stalin period have any evidence, 
much less 1'plain facts'~ that Stalin. planned the 11terror~') On the 
contrary: all the evidence supports the opposite conclusion. Cohen 
simply asserts that there is ''evidence'' that I am ''disregarding'' or 
''falsifying." But he cites no examples. No wonde·r: he can't do so, 
because no such evidence exists. 

15 Personal communica·tion dated July 2, 201.9 from a colleague with an email 
from Stephen Cohen da.ted May 25, 2019. 
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Appeal to Authority 

When Cohen refers to {'standing ... among se1--ious scl101ars'' l1e is 
cc)mmitting the logical fallacy of ''appeal to autl1ori.ty .. " The fact that 
others disagree with me is not evid,en.ce that I am wro.n.g. A11y ·n1ore 
than tl1e fact that they do not ag1~ee witl1 rne evide11ce that they are 
wr .. ongl 

Only primary source evidence counts, n.ot the l<aut.hority'' of 
scholars who, instead of pursuing ·the truth ''and letti11g the cl1i.ps 
fall where they n1ay,'' cl1oose ·tel uphold the A·nti .. Stali11 Paradigm 
out of wl1atever moti.ve - ca.reerisn.1, a11ticommunis1n or loyalty to 
T1 .. otsl<y. 

Cohen is loyal to Nikolai Bukl1arin. In 1973 Col1en published a 
biography, Bukhari11 and the Bols"'hevik Revolution, that \-vas tc) 
become famou.s. In the tenth chapte.r - t11e chapter that. takes 
Bt1khari11's life fro1n 1.930 to his trial and execution in 19:38 -
Cohen relies heavily on Kh1~t1shchev-era materia1s about Stalin. 111 

2010 my colleague Vladimir L. Bob1"1ov and I published an article t11 

wl1ich we demo11strate 'that every a11ti-Stali11 staten1ent Cohe11 
writes in that tenth chapter is pr·ovably, de111onstrably false. 

We also prove that Cohen deliberately lied. Jn his book Cohe11 
quotes the memoir of Jules Ht1mbert-Droz, a for1ner co111m·t1nist 
and friend of Bukharin's. Httmbert--Droz reveals that Bukharin told 
hi1n in 1.927 or 1.928 that h.e and l1i.s followe11 s w·ere alread.y 
conspiring to murder Stalin. This was befc)re collectivizatio11, the 
first Five-Year Plan, the fan1i11e of 1932-3 3, possibly ever1 before 
Trotsky had been expelled fron1 the Party (November 12, 1927) 
and, as far as we know ·today,, befo,re T1~otsky l1imself was plt)tting 
to kill Stalin. 

But Cohen ·withholds this infoJ .. n1attcJn . . He cioes not tell hi.s readers 
that Humbert,..Droz, whose n1e1noi1~ he cites in his Bukharin book) 
stated this. To do so -vvould have undermin.ed Cohe11's desire to 
portray Bukl1arin as an i11nocent ''victin1 of Stalin.'''16 
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Those who uphold th.e Anti-Stalin and Trot.skyist paradigms do so 

in defiance of all t'he e·vid.ence we now l1ave. What are they afraid 

of? We should be clear: they fear the overthrow of ·the Anti-Stalin 

Paradigm and the complete dismantling of the ''Trotsky Paradigm,') 

the Trotskyist cult which is structured around Leon Trotsky~s lies 
an.d deceptions. 

Fallacy of Personal Incredulity 

The problems of logical fallacies a.nd preconceived bias persist 

even among Marxists. Here is an example of fallacious thinkin.g by 
the editors of Science & Society, a scholarly Marxist journal of 

worldwide reputation for eighty years. First, they announce in 

positive tones the publication of a comme.nta.ry article of mine: 

We are glad to be able to present Grover Furr's critical 
com1nentary on Gerald Meyer's article, ''Joseph Stalin: 

. 

Revisionst .Biog1 .. aphy," ·~· 

Then there follow these words: 

Furr ·is well known for his resolute defense of Stalin 
and his rejection of the e·ntire corpus of literature, from 
both the capitalist main.stream and the left, depicting 
Stalin as an authorita·rian and repressive figure, and one 
who was guilty of major crimes against humanity. 

r ·his is false. I do not ''defend Stalin." I defend the truth, as 
demonstrated by the best primary source evidence. I work hard to 

be objective, to question and doubt my own biases and 

preconceived idea.s, because failure to do so leads inevitably to 

Confirmation Bias and forfeits any chance of d.iscovering the truth. 

If Stalin committed crimes I want to know about t·hem. I wa.nt to 

find the truth-1 whatever it is and ''let the chips fall where they 
may.1

' 

16 See Grover Furr and Vladimi·r L. Bobrov, ns·tephen Cohen's Biography o.f 
Bukharin:A Stl1dy in the Falsehood of Khrusl1chev-Era ''Revelati.ons'', Cultural 
Logic, 201.0. A·t https:// ojs.li.brary.ubc.ca/index.php / clogic/article/ ·view /191531 
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The Science & Society editors correctly state: 

Furr argues, to the contrary, that almost all of these 

claims, from the Khrushcl1ev ''revelations), to the 
mountains of establishment scholarly works on the 
subject, are fa.lse. 

That is true - though the editors neglect to say that I base my 

conclusions upon evidence and st.udy of that evidence with firm 
objectivity. Then they state: 

We need to be clear: the great :majority of t.he S&S 

Edit.aria! Board and Manuscri.pt Collective do not accept 

Furr' s position.17 

T.his is an example of the fallacy of perso11al incredulity. On what 
basis do the editors say this? Not from studying the evidence, let 

alone studying it in a strictly objective manner_ They just ''do not 

accept'' - that is, do not believe ... it. 

In reality, the S&S editors have no basis eithe·r to agree or to 

disagree with me. The ''great m.ajority'' of the board is basing their 

''non-acceptance'' of my ''position'' - by which they mean the 

results of my research - on bias and p·reconceived notions, no 
doubt ·bolstered by the ''authority'' of some person or ·persons 

unnamed. 

This stance is not compatible with a materialist, scientific 

approach to history. Mate.rialists decide questions of truth or 
falsehood on the basis of primary source evidence and solid, 

o·bjective reasoning. Once again, this demon.strates the power of 

the Anti-Stalin Paradigm. Yet S&S i.s one of the foremost Marxist 

journals in the world today. How sad! 

1·7 ''Ed.itorial Perspective. In This Is·sue.1.r Scie11ce & Socte·ty 82, No. 4 (October, 
2018), p. 475. 
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C. Objectivity The sine qua non of discovering 
the truth 

But .how can we learn the truth? How can we avoid being blinded 

by our own biases and preconceived ideas? It is a basic tenet of 

materialism that one's conc·Iusions about reality, including 

historical reality, must be firmly based on evidence. This is the only 

way to discover the tru·th in history. T·he primary source evidence 

mus·t be identified, located, collected1 stu,died, and conclusions 

drawn from it that are based on the evide.nce alone, not on 

preconceived ideas1 biases, prejudices, without faults in logic and 
' reasoning. 

The materialist researcher must work hard to be thoroughly 

objective. She must be a·ware and suspicious of her own biases and 

preconceived i.deas. Everyone possesses biases, prejudices, and 

preconcei·ved ideas. So the materialist researcher must adopt a 

metb:od that is closely similar to that used in the ''hard'' sciences 

li .. ke physics or chemistry. 

The objective historian must be self-aware. It is her ow.n 
prt3conceived ideas and biases, i1ot those of anyone else, which are 

most likely to mislead her and to poison her research. 

* .. She must take special pain.s to look with inc·reased suspicion at 

any evidence or argument that tends to confirm her own 

preco,11ceived ideas. This is the threat of Confirmation Bias.1·8 

* She n1ust also force herself to look with an additional d.ose of 

sympathy and interest at any evidence or argumen·t that tends to 

disconfirm her own preconceived biases. 

18 'iConfirmation tJias is the tendency to search for, i'nterpret, fa.vor, and recall 

information in a W'..'-lY t11at affirms one1s prior beliefs or hypotheses." 

'https: / / en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Confirmat.ion_bias 
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This is the only way to operationalize - to put into practical use -
the ideal of objectivity. If a researcher fails to be objective, she will 
never discover the truth, or even recognize it if she sees it\ 

D. Why Is There No German or Japanese 
Evidence of Trotsky's Collaboration? 

''Most conspiracy theorists don't understand this. But if 
there really were a C.I.Ak plot, no documents would 
exist."19 

Instructions on concrete o.rganization · questions 
·regarding preparation for und.erground conditions must 
be given only verbally. , . At the very least it should. have 
been specified that these names and addresses be given 

. I 11 zcJ strict y ora Y~ . ~ 

In the course of this study we will show that there is a large 
amount of mut.ually-corroborative evidence of Trotsky's German ... 
Japanese collaboration from the Soviet side. 

In addition we have important, evidence from German and 
Japanese sources of collaboration by members of the Soviet 
opposition, including some who themselves claimed to have been 
working with Trotsky~ Here are a few examples: 

* The late Alvin D, Coax discovered and discussed the oral 
evidence he collected from former Japanese officers confi1""ming 
that Genrikh S. Liushkov, an NKVD general who defected to the 
Japanese in June, 1938, told them rather detailed information 
about anti-Stalin n1ilitary conspiracies in the Far Eastern Army and 
confirms that the Rightists - specifically, Aleksei Ryko·v - were 

t 9 Gerald Posner, "author of an anti .. conspiracy accoun.t of th.e Ken.nedy 
assassination, on, efforts to obtain C.I.A. documents relating to the assassin." The 
New York Times' ;'Quotation of tl1e Day,, of October 17, 2009. ~ 
20 0. Weber. ''How Not to Prepare .Fo·r Underground Conditions of Revolutionary 
Work.1

' The Commu11ist International. J1.1ly 1, 1932, 417. 
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involved in the conspiracy. In tu.rn, Rykov and others implicated 

Trotsky. 

* We also have evidence. t'hat Japanese General Hajime Sugiyama 

was in contact with Soviet oppositionists,. This story was reported 

in Soviet ne·wspapers and reprinted in the New York Times, We 

have confirmed it by obtaining the original Japanese newspaper 

article~ 

No e·vidence of Ger~an or Japanese collabo1 .. ation with Trotsky has 

been discovered outside the former USSR. There are a number of 

possible explanations for this fact: 

* Trotsk.y never collaborated with the Germans or Japanese .. All the 

Soviet evidence is fabricated. 

If Trotsky did collaborate the following possibilities exist: 

*Many of these archives were destroyed during the war. 

* Nobody has looked for it. At least, we are not aware anybody has 

done so. 

* These archives too might have been ''purged,'' as the Harvard 

Trotsky Archive has certainly been. 

But, as suggest.ed in the quotations above, the most likely 

explanation is that conspiratorial information of this kind is n.ever 

written down. Th.e.re·fore., there never was any ''archival evidence'' 

of this collaboration 

We know that some purging of the Soviet archives was done by 

Nikita Khrushchev.2:1 Elsew·here we have discussed the ''purging'' 

z:t. See Furr, Khrushchev Lied, Chapter 12: 1'There is general agreement ·that after 

he took power Khrushchev had. the archives searcl1ed and many documents 

removed and. doubtless destroyed. Th.e same scholars agree that these documents 

probably ·had to do with Khrt1shchev's own role in the massive repress.ions of the 

late 1930s.1
' See references tl1.ere. 
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of the Trotsky archive at Harvard of i11crin1inating materials. 22 We 
know of two cases in whicl1 a1 .. chival mate1 .. ials ha.ve disappeared. 

In addition, n1ost Soviet archives are not open to researchers. 
Given tl1e evidence that we have disC()Vered in the relatively ·few 
archival docu111ents that have been pt1blisl1ed to date it see111s 
lik.ely tl1at fu.rtl1er evi.denc.e in1pli.cating Trotsky n1~1y be C()n.tained. 
in archives that are still classified. 

We now ha.ve a great deal of evi.dence that the inili·tary 
commanders led by Mars11al Mikhail Tukhachevsky did indeed 
collaborate with the German General Staff. We have indirect. 
confirmation of this from German sources, and more direct 
confirmation in a document from the Czech National Archive. We 
have 111assive evidence from. fo11 mer Sc)viet archives of t.l1e guilt of 
rfukhachevsky and his co-defendants. The German a11d Czech 
evidence co·nt'ir1ns th.e Soviet evidence. 2 :~ 

ln disct1ssing their espionage for Germany several Soviet 
defendants said the·y had dealt directly with ·German Gene1~a1 Kurt 
von Hammerstein-Equord. Rumor of· this collaboration has 
sL1rvived in Hammerstein's family. Although to ou11 k11owledge no 
wr--itten record of that collaboration exists, it appears that no one 
has actually looked for such records. 24 Nor has anyone ever 
undertaken to survey the surviving papers of the other German 
gene1"a]s allegedly ir1volved in this conspi1--acy and named by Soviet 
defend c.111 ts. 

B·ut absence of evidence is only ''evidence of absence'' when 
evidence should indeed be present. We believe that the single 
n1ost likely reason is simply that no one should expect a 
conspiracy like this to be documented anywhere, ever, much less 

22 See Furr1 Amalge:1ms, Chapter 6, and. Moscow rfrials, Chc11)ter 6: fiNon-Soviet 
Evicienc;e: ... _ ~rhe 1'r·c>tsky Archive Ptirgec] ." 
23 ·For ·t.he docttn1ent from the Czecl1 Natio11al Archive see I~urr, .l\1nalga1ns1 anci 
Ft1rr, Tri<:1 ls, Chclpter~ 7; r(rrl1e rv1as·tr1y-BerlC)S Note ()f Febrltary 9, 1.CJ37.11 

,t 

2 4 lian.s Magnus F:11zensber·g·er. Hc11nmerstein ode1· der Eiger1sinn. Ei11e deittsche 
Gescf1ichte. Berlin: Sul1rkan1p, 20(18, pp. 2 34; 213 -215. 
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in archives. The demands of secrecy and security require that such 
information be exchanged only by word. of mouth. 

The Kremlin Affair: Conspiracy and Evidence of 
Conspiracies 

In 2000 Russian historian IUrii N. Zhukov published the only 
serious study that has yet appea.red devoted. to the Kre·mlin Affair 
of 1935. His conclusion is that) on the evidence, the ''Kremli.n 
Affair'' was not a fabrication, but the uncovering of a real 
conspiracy. 

Therefore, at the present time - until there is a 
substantial widening of the evidentiary base., until the 
declassification of the materials in the Central Archive of 
the FSB, we consider the following to be beyond doubt. 
Of all the possible hypotheses that can be form.ulated ·-to 
explain both the ''Kremlin Affair'' and the Enukidze case, 
th·e only one that can account for all the known facts 
without exception is that w·hich assumes that t·he 
conspiracy against Stalin and his group really existed. 25 

Zhu.kov cites powerful evidence in support of his hypothesis. He 
h.as some important things to say about evidence generally that is 
relevant to our purposes. 

It goes without saying that in this hypothesis the lack of 
evidence should mak.e us wary - either direct o.r indirect 
evidence, but indisputable evidence. And for this we 
must decide the question. as to whether evidence is 
to be expected in general in such cases. Could such 
evidence be found in the investigation of the ''Kremlin 
Affair'' and if so, what kind of evidence? Plans for the 
arrest of the members of th.e ''narrow leadershi.p''? A list 
of the future Politburo and government, or something 

25 IU. N. Zhukov, "Tainy 'K·remlevskogo dela' 1935 goda i sud'ba Avelia Enukidze>1 

(The Secrets of the {Kremlin Affatr' of 19 35 and the fate of .Avel1 :En·ukidze ). 
Voprosy Istorii No. 9 (2000), 83 .. 113, at p. 109. 
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similar. Or lists of conspirators, perhaps confirmed by 
their sig11atures? Or, perhaps, declarations, decrees, 
orders intended for publication imm.ediately after the 
seizure of power and prepared in advance? Hardly, 
because any normal conspirator who was also 
preparing a coup d'etat would do everything 
possible to be certain that no evidence of this kind 
existed. 

It would be just as futile to hope to find while searching 
the homes of the conspirators, let us say, plans of the 
Kremlin, on which were noted. the apartments and 
offices of Stalin, Molotov, an.ct others, the routes of their 
usual walks. The conspirators - if they were indeed su.ch 
- would not need them either. Both Peterson and 
Enukidze, who had lived and work.ed in the Kremlin, 
would have long known these things .. 

w·e could not expect to fi·nd. evidence of any other kind 
that definitively reflected the criminal plots that have 
been uncovered. Unless the conspirators suffered 
from dementia,. they would never commit their plans 
to paper. Everything, absolutely everything, would 
be only in their heads. (Zhukov 110--11.1) 

Zhukov cites an example of the kind of evidence that he finds 
convincing and reasonable to expect. 

Now let us consider an alternative hypothesis, the most 
paradoxical one. Let us suppose that the conspiracy 
really existed. Are there any facts to confirm this? Yes, 
altho·ugh they appeared only two years later, and also 
are of a very specific and unconvincing character - only 
confessions of suspects at i11terrogation_ On ·the day of 
the arrests of ·Enukidze, February 11 [1937] in Khar'kov, 
and of Peterson, April 2 7 [193 7] in K'iev they gave to 
·ctiff erent investigators confessions of gui.lt that are 
iden·tical down to the details. They related how they~ 
were preparing a cou.p and the arrest or murder in the 
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Kremlin of Stalin, Molotov, Kaganovich, Voroshilov and 
Ordzhonikidze~26 (108) 

The Conspiracy to Arrest Lavrentii Beria 

How likely is it that agreements of espionage and conspiracy 
wou.ld have been written down in the first place? Anyth·ing written 
down at some point would surely have been hidden securely or, 
more likely, destroyed as soon as read .. As long as such written 
evidence remained it wou.ld pose a terrible threat to any 
conspiratory 

We can be certain of the existence of one such conspiracy in. Soviet 
history - that among members of the Presidium to get rid of 
Lavrentii Beria - because it succe·eded on June 26, 1953. Yet no 
prior written record of that conspiracy has ever come to light, and 
no single, reliable account of it exists even nowJ There are a few 
accounts by those who were involved (or claimed. to have been 
involved). But these accounts do not agree~ We know nothing 
certain about the conspiracy except that it succeeded. We also 
know nothing about Beria's fa·te - whether he survived to be tried 
and executed in December, 1953, as the official story runs, or 
whether he was killed, perhaps accidentally, on June 26. 

This conspiracy must have involved. at least half a dozen men. 
Accounts of it ·by its partici·pants do not agree in deta.ils except. in 
this: it was all planned and carried out through oral 
communication. There is no mentio11 of it in writing. What does 
exist in the archives is the outline of a speech to be delivered by 
Georgii M, Malenkov at the Presidium meeting of June 26~ 1953. It 
was at this meeting, we know, that Beria. was either arrested or 
killed. Malenkov was certai:nly a party to whatever occurred. Yet 
Malenkov's archive contains only an outline of his speech, 

26 Zhukov discussed these specific confessions and the conclusions he draws from 
them in more detail in a meeting with Vladimir L. Bobrov on December 6, 2002. 
(Email letter ({LETTER V3o.doc) rec'd 12.08.02 doc'' from Vladimir L. Bobrov to - . 

Grover Furr.) 
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according to which ·Beria was to be remov·ed as head of the MVD 
(Ministry of Internal Affairs, .including the internal police force) 
an.d made Minister of the Petroleum. Industry.27 

Rehabilitations 

It is often assumed that, if a person convicted of a crime during t.he 
Stalin period h.as been ('rehabi.litated," his or her in11ocence can be 
assu.med to be established. But this is false. 

A leading anticon1m.unist researcher on Soviet. history, Marc Junge/ 
has written: 

Mit der vorliegen.den Arbe.it wurde das Ergebni.s der 
Studie des Utrechter Historikers van Goudoever 
bestatigt, daf5 Rehabilitierungen. in der Sowjetunion 
grundsatzlich ein politisches und nicht juristisches od.er 
gar ethisch-m.oralisches Phanomen darstellten. 

With the present work the result of the study of the 
Utrecht historian va.n Goudoever wa.s confirmed t.hat 
rehabilitati.ons in the Soviet Union in princi.ple 
represented a political and not juristic or even ethical
moral phenomenon.28 

In Khrushchev Lied we studied all the {{rehabilitation'' reports 
available in 2000, when a major collection of documents was 
published.29 None of them provide any evide·nce of any convicted 
perso·n's innocence. They are simply declared to be innocent. 

27 T:he outline of MaJenkov;s speech ls in Lavre11tii Beriia, 1953. Ste11ogramma 
iiul'skogo plenuma TsK KPSS i drugie dokume11ty. Ed. V. Naumov, IU. Sigacl1ev. 
11oscow; MDF, 1999, pp. 69 ... 70. 
28 Marc Junge, Bucharins Rehabilitieru11g. Historisches Gediichtnis in der 
Sowjetu11ion 1953 ... 199.1. Mit eine1n Dokume11te11a11hang. Berlin: BasisDrt1ck Verlag, 
1999, p, 259. 
29 Reabllita.tsiia: Kak· Eta Bylo. Mart 1953 - Fevral' 1956 gg. Dokume11ty Prezidiuma 
Ts.K KPSS i Dru.qie Materialiy¥ Moskva: Mezhdunaro·dniy Fond i(Demokratiian_, 
2000. 
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In succeeding years we studied other ''rehabilitation'' reports. Fo11 

example, in the case of the 1988 report. on the remaining (as yet 

un-rehabilitated) defendants of the Third Mosco·w Tri.al o.f March 

1938, the ''Bukharin-Rykov'' trial, we showed that the 

rehabilitation report lied about an important document that was 
published in 2006. 

r ·his 1988 report remains unpublished at the time of this writing 
(November, 2019). ~1 () To demonstrate that the Soviet Prosecutor 

and the Supreme Court were deliberately lying would cast doubt 

upon all the thousand.s of ''rehabilita·tions' issued during the 

:. Gorbachev years. The so-called /'revelations>' of these years played, 
·~.nd continue to play, a huge ideolog_ical and legal role in the 

• • 

attacks on Stalin and on the Soviet government and Party during 
' 

the Stalin_ years} and have been used uncriti.cally by two 

ge11erations of scholars of Soviet hi.story since that time. There is a 

gref1t deal at stake in perpetuating the falsehood tha.t the 

Khrtishchev-era and Gorbachev-era ''rehabilitations,, were honest 
a.nd p"rove that the ''rehabilitated'} persons were innocent. 

It ma)' well be that some persons ''rehabilitated1
' during the 

Khrush.chev and. Gorbachev years, and since the end of the Soviet 

Union, vvere in fact innocent of the crimes for which they w·ere 
-condemned. But, as Junge notes, the mere fact of ''rehabilitation'' 

cannot establish ·whether the ''rehabilitated'' persons were guilty 

or innocent. 

Primary 8()Urces 

Only primarl' source evidence is acceptable evidence_ Seconda.ry 
sources - .n.o,rmally, studies by scholars who themselves use 

primary sourct~s - are 11ot evidence, though they can be very useful 
for other purposes: for example, in identifying primary source 

30 In Russian only: Ferr (Furr), Grover, Vladimir L. Bobrov, Pravosudie Stalfna. 

Obzhalovaniu 11t podlezhit! Moscow: Eksmo, 2010, Chapter 2: 'c'Reabilitatsionnoe' 

moschenichesto,'1 cct 64-8'.4. 
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evidence and in providing interpretations of primary source 
evidence that can help in one's own interpretation of them. 

No primary source evidence is ''proof positive,, or ''a smoking gun." 
In historical study all primary sources are created by human 
beings, who have biases, prejudices, and memories that change 
over time. All primary source evidence must be carefully examined 
in the context of other prin1ary source evidence. This essential 
practice is called source criticism. 

Soviet Primary Sources 

Cold-war anticommuni.sts and Trotskyists sometimes claim that 
evidence originating from Soviet police; in.vestigation, prosecution, 
or judicial sources should not be ·used because it may be false -
obtained by threats to the arrestee, to his family· or friends, or by 
promises, perhaps false ones, of lenient treatment. 

However, all academic and Trotskyist researchers i.nto Soviet 
history of this period, use Stalin-era sources all the time. It is in 
principle invalid to use Stalin-era Soviet sources when they appear 
to prove what the researcher wants to find but to reject· them 
when they tend. to dismantle the Anti .. Stalin Parad.igm by 
providing evidence that Stalin did not commit some crime of 
which he has been accused. 

Trotskyists often recommend the many volumes on Sov·iet history 
of the Stalin period by the late Vadim Rogovin, a committed 
Trotskyist historian who n1ade no attempt to be objective. 
Rogovin's sources are almost exclusively Soviet .documents from 
the Stalin period. 

Many people believe that any stateme·nt - confession, accusa·tion, 
wh.atever - obtained while in police custody is useless as evi.d.ence. 
Mar.xist historian Roger Keeran has writte·n~ 

[Furr refe·rs to] the well-known confessions ana 
interrogations of the condemned ••A Furr never 
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ack·n.ow·ledges that confessions, pa.rticula.rly when. gi·ven 
under duress, are pretty useless as historical evidence.31 

French Marxist economist Frederic Boccara has said: 

I do not believe evidence obtai:ned from persons in 
police custody .. 32 

Many people are confused by, or even agree ·with, statements like 
these. It is importa,nt to examine such. statements in order to point 
out how and wh.y they are incorrect. 

Anyone, at any time1 can either be telling the truth; at.tempting to 
tell the truth (i.e. as they remember it or believe it to be.) but be 
mistaken; or be lying. This is the case whether or not a person is 
under arrest. 

* No evid.ence should ever be ''believed." ''I d.on't believe it'1 i.s not a 
category of scholarly analysis. Rather, it is an admission tha.t one 
does not have any idea h.ow to evaluate historical evidence. 

* It is essential to discard the false n.otion that persons under 
arrest are ''more likely to be lying11 than persons not under arrest. 
All statements, made under any circumstances, by all persons, 
mu_st be critically studied and compared. with other statements. 

* The fact that a perso·n claims to be telling the truth at one time, 
and then at some la·ter date claims that their first statement was 
false and. that they are telling the truth now, is not evidence that 
either sta.tement is true (or false). It is a ·basic error to accept the 
last statement a person made as true and all the previous 
statements as false, or vice versa . 

• 

31· 
1"Khrushchev Lied But Wha.t Is The Trutl1?1

' (review of Furr, Khrushchev Lied) , 
Marxism~Len.inism Today November 23, 201. 1. At 
https:/ /mltoday .. com/khrushchev-lied.-but-what-is-the .. truth/ 
32 Personal communication, No·vember 2, 2019. 
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Corroborating Evidence 

When we find sta.tements - fact-claims - made by different 

persons, at different ti.mes, in d.ifferent places, that agree with each 
other, it becomes more and more likely tha·t the statements are 

either true or reflect what the persons making the statements 
believed to be true. 

1'Forced 11 Confessions? 

In 2007 Stephen G. Wheatcroft, a historian speci.alizing in the 
Stalin peri.od, wrote that a statement by Mikhail Frinovskii, one of 
Nikolai Ezhov's top lieuten.ants, w·as ''forced.'1: 

Accordi·ng to Frinovskii's forced statements taken after 
his arrest ... 

Of course there are grave doubts as to how we should 
treat these forced depositions ... 33 

Wheatcroft does not explain why he thinks th.at Frinovskii's 
confession statements are ''forced'' or what he means by ''forced." 
Nor does he explai·n why he thinks that there a·re ''grave dou.bts." 
about how to deal ·with them, what those ''grave doubts,, might be, 

or in fact how to ''treat'' them. He simply quotes them, and states 
that they may or may not be truthful. 

In reality1 there is no evidence that Frinovskii's statements were 
''forced>' - assuming that this means false and obtained through 

to.rt.ure, threats, promises, et.c. Does Wheatcroft assume that 
persons under arrest do not make any stat.ements that incriminate 
themselves unless they are <'forced'' to do so? Tha·t would be 
stupid, Persons under arrest may make truthful statements, 
i·ncl·uding seJf ... incriminating s·tatements, for any number of 

reasons. 

~~3 Wheatcroft; (iAge11cy and Terror: Evdokimo·v and Mass Killing in Stalin.'s G·reat 
Terror," Australian journal of Politics a11.d History~ Volume 53, Number 1, 2007, p. 

42. 
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But why, the11, does Wheatcroft call Frinovskii's confession 
statements ''forced'' in this case? I surmise he does this because 
Frinovskii~s state·ment tends to exculpate Stalin of guilt for Ezhov's 
mass murders and repression in the so-called {'Great Terror." This 
evidence threatens to dismantle t'he Anti--Stalin Paradigm, which 
controls research on Soviet history. 

In this same con·fession statement Frino·vskii admits that Ezhov 
and he himself, Ezhov's second-in-comma.nd, did indeed have 
NKVD men torture false confessions from defendants: 

The investigative apparatus in all departments of the 
NKVD was divided into ''investigator-bonebreakers'', 
''bonebreakers'', and 'rordinary1

' investigators .... 

With such methods the investigation.s supplied the 
names. 

' 

In my opinion I would speak the truth if I declared, in 
general, that very often the confessions were given by 
the investigators, and not by those under in.vestigation. 

Did the leadership of the People's Commissariat, that is I 
and Ezhov, know about this? We knew. 

-- How did we react? Honestly speaking - not at all, and 
Ezhov even encouraged it~:~4 

These confessions f1~om .Frinovskii's statement have often been 
quoted by mainstream researchers as evidence that many 
innocent defendants were tortured into signing false confessions. 

34 ''TO THE PEOPLE'S COMMISSAR FOR INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE UNION OF 
SOVIET SOC. REPUBLICS - COMMISSAR OF STATE SECURITY 1ST DEGREE BERIA 
L.P.From the arrested s·uspect FRINOVSKY M.P.STATEMENT. Lubia11ka. Stalin I 
NKVD -NKGB- GUKR 11SMERSH", 1939- niart 1946. Moscow, 2006, p. 46. English 
translation at 
https: / /msuweb.n1ontclai·r.edu/ ""flrrrg/research/.frinovskyeng.html Russian 
original at https: / / msuweb.montclair.edu/ ,..,.,furrg/researcl1/ frinovskyru.html 
Choose text encod.ing Cyrillic (Windows). 
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But the rest of Frinovskii's statement includes his confessions that 
the defendants in the Moscow Tri.a1s really were gu.ilty. These parts 
are 11ever quoted. 

Like all evidence, the fact-claims in Frinovskii's statement must be 
carefully identified and, where possible, checked against other 
evidence we now possess~ When that is done, it is clear that 
Frinovskii was not lying. 

The Fallacy of ''Torture1
'35 

The claim is sometimes made that someone was tortured i11to 
making a false confession. However, a claim unsubstantiated by 
evidence is not itself evidence. Even if we could verify that a 
person was tortured a11d subseq.uently confessed to a crime, that 
would not establish that the confession was false or that the 
person was innocent. of that crime. Torture has historically been 
employed to extract truth as well as to elicit false testimony. 

In theory, ·torture is outlawed in. all legal systems so that the ·police 
and investigators will actually do some investigating, solve Cl"imes, 
and. catch criminals, instead of simply ·torturing innocent persons 
into confessing to the crimes they are supposed to solve. Torture 
of defend.ants is also outlawed to protect the individual suspect, so 
that he or she is not forced to falsely confess to crimes they did not 
commit. 

But h.istorians are no·t involved in a judicial process. No one1s 
freedom is at stake. In the case of the history of the Stal:in period in 
Soviet history, all the historical actors are dead. Dead persons have 
no rights that need defending. w·orks of historical research are not 
trials. Historians' co.nclusions are n.ot verdicts. 

35 See also Furr, Khrushchev Lied, Chapter 10: '.:Torture and the Historical 
Progblems Related To I·t.11 
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The Fallacy of ''Everyone Knows It'' 

Arch Getty, a pron1inent American scholar of Soviet history, has 
stated: 

Had I1e [Oleg Khlevniuk] focused on th.e source base of 
Jansen and Pet.rev's book, for example, he would. have 
noted that their most sensational revelations, 
comprising more than one in seven of the footnotes, are 
from the NKV:D interrogations of Ezhov and his 
henchmen. As everyone knows, these stories were 
invented by the police and beaten out of the accused.36 

This statement is false~ Getty does not ''k11ow'' this. No one ''knows'' 
this. There is no evidence to support this statement, and a good 
deal of evidence to disprove it. Ezhov did ren.ounce his confessions 
after the end. of the investigation and at trial_ But that does not 
prove he was lying first and telling the truth later, any more than it 
proves the reverse. 

What resea.rchers supposedl.y ''know'' - and, accordi11g to Getty, 
ought to say - is that Ezhov's con·fessions of guilt are false. Why? I 
think it is because in them Ezhov is very clear that he was 
deceiving Stalin and the Soviet leadership~ For example, in a 
confession stateme.nt of August 4, 1939, Ezhov stated: 

The [Soviet] government, understandably, had no 
conception of our conspiratorial plans and in the 
present case proceeded solely on the basis of the 
necessity to prolon'g the operation without going into 
the essence of how it was carried out. 

In this sense, of course, we ·were deceivi.ng the 
governm.ent int.he most blatant manner.:17 

36 J.. Arch Getty) uTo ·the Editors.1
' Kritika: Explorations in .Russian and Eurasian 

History 5, 1(Winter2004), p. 233. 
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Getty's statement is an example of the Iogica.l fallacy of 
''argumentum ad populum,'138 This is the fallacy that because many 
people - in this case, presumably, historians of the Soviet Union -
believe a stat.em.e11t is tru.e, then the statement must be true, or at 
least is ''more likely'' to be true. (It might also be classified as an 
example of the fallacy of ''argumentum ad lapidem,'1 or ''appeal to 
the stone''39 -- dismissing a claim as absurd without demonstrating 
proof of its absurdity.) 

The evidence we now .have substantia.tes the essence of Ezhov's 
and Frinovskii's confessions and those of others of Ezhov's men. 
This evidence i.s consistent with the hypothesis that the mass 
murders of July, 1937, through approximately September, 1938, 
misna.med ''th.e Great Terror," were the result of Ezhov's own 
conspiracy against the Soviet state. These ·murd.ers were a 
conspiracy not by but again.st Stalin. We discuss th.is evidence 
more fully in Yezhov vs. Stalin.40 

Argument by Scare Quotes 

Sometimes the denial of evidence that is inconvenient for the Anti
Stalin Paradigm is expressed in the use of scare quotes. A good 
example is Matthew Lenoe's book The Kirov M·urder and Soviet 
History (Yale University Press, 2010). I examine and critique 
Lenoe's fault.y use of evidence and incorrect conclusions in The 
Murder of Sergei Kirov. History, Scholarship and ·the Anti-Stalin 

:17 ,.'From the tran.scri.pt of the interrogation of the accused Ezhov Nikolai 
Ivano·vich. 4August1939,11 Nikita Petrov, Mark Jansen. ''Stalinskii pitomets'' -
Nikolai Ezhov. Moscow; ROSSPEN, 2008, p. 368, English t.ranslation at 
'https:/ /msuweb.montclair.edu/ rvfurrg/research./ ezhov080439eng.h.tml Russian 
text at 11ttps:/ /msuweb.montclair.edtt./"' furrg/researcl1/ ezhov08043 9ru.html 
(choose Text Encoding Cyrillic (Window·s). 
38 See ·11ttps:/ / en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ A.rgumentu.m~ad_popu.lum 
~~)See https:// en,wikipedia.org/wiki/ Appeal_to_tl1e_stone 
40 Grover Furr, Yezhov vs. Stalin, The Truth About M·ass Repressions q11d the Sow 
Called /'Great Terror' in the USSR. Kettering, OH: Erythr6s Press & Media> LLC, 
2016, 
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Paradi91n. A detailed examination of the fallacy of ''argument by 
scare quotes1

' may be found there in Chapter 4, pages 87 ff. 

In the edition of his translation of one of Marshal Mikhail N. 

Tukhachevsky's confession stateme·nts, Steven J. Main writes: 

The large part of thi.s arttcle consists of a translation - to 

the best of this author's k·nowledge for the first time :in 

E:nglish .. of what is purported to be Tukhachevsky 's 

'testimony', concerning hi.s alleged role in the so-called. 

an·ti-.Soviet Trotskyite military organizat.ion, the 

'existence' of which allowed Stalin the e.xcuse to launch 
his bloody purge ... 

The 'evidence' again.st the Red Army's top personnel 
began to accumulate ... 

Using the recently gathered 'evidence', Voroshilov ... 

Tukhachevsky's alleged 'guilt' ... Tukhachevsky's alleged 
.. ~ . , con1ess1on ... 

Regardless, ho·wever of whether, o·r not, the 'confession• 
was genuine, the 'plot' had been unmasked ... 

. 

'Testimony' of M.N. Tukhachevsky41-

Apparently the scare quotes are supposed to alert us to t·he fact 

t'hat he, Main, does not accept this testimony, evidence, existence, 

etc., as genuine. But Main makes no effort ·to try to verify his 

suspicions by studying Tukhach.evsky's statement in the context of 

o.ther evidence we now have. Like Wheatcroft, Main uses the 

confession while at the same time implying that it is not reliable. 

But in fact he has no idea at all how reliable (or unreliable) it is. He 
' 

does not ·try to verify it or to disprove it. 

41 Steven J. Main, ('The Arrest and 'Testin1onyt of Marshal of the Soviet Union M.N. 

Thkhachevsky (Ma.y~June 1937). The Jo.urn al or Slavic Military Studies) Vol. 10, 
No.1(March1997), pp, 151-155 and passim. 
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The reade.r is left to wonder: ·why does Main think Tukhachevsky1s 
confession might be false? He does not claim outrigh·t that it is 
false, that the evidence it presents is phony. He only su.ggests, 
repeatedly, that it might be false. But to con.cede that the statement 
might be false, is also to concede that it might not be false - tha.t. it 
might be true. But to concede that would be a violation of the Anti ... 
Stalin Paradigm - violation of a virtual taboo. 

If Tukhachevsky's statement is true - and today we have a great 
deal of evidence to corroborate it .... that would go a long way 
towards overturning the Anti-Stalin Paradigm. It would mean that1 

in arresting, trying, and executing Tukhachevsky and his high
ranking military accomplices, Stalin prevented the Savi.et Union 
from militarily allying with Nazi G·ermany, fascist Italy, and 
militarist-fasci.st Japan. Such an a.lliance would have completely 
changed the balance of ·power in the world in favor of the Axis 
powers and had an incalculable effect on world history. 

***** 
All text in boldface is the aut.hor's, unless otherwise specified, 
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Chapter 1. Documents published in 

Politbiuro i Lev Trotskii, Kniga 2 

Prague, 2013 

This essay examines a collection of documents that has important 
implications for the study of Leon Trotsky's activities during the 
decade of the 1930s; for our understanding of the Moscow Trials 
of 1936-1938; and for the h.'istory of the Soviet Union. during the 
period of Joseph Stalin's leadershipx 

Politbiuro i Lev Trotskii is a two-volume collection of documents 
' 

from former Soviet archives. Almost all are published, and thus 
made available to researchers, for the first time. These volumes 
were published in a very small printing and are very hard to 
obtain. They are from the Central Archive of the FSB, the Russia.n 
successor to the NKVD, as the commissariat (= m·inistry) was 
called during most of the period in question. 

There are no ground.s to doubt that these documents are genuine. 
The editor) Oleg B. Mozokh.in, is the chief researcher for the FSB. 
He has published a. number of important collections and studies of 
documents from the former NKVD, including important studies of 
the repression and violence perpetrated during the 1930s by this 
agency of the Soviet government. We don't know w·hy these 
specific d.ocuments were ch.osen for publication, out of the man.y 
thousands still in the archive. 

The significance of these documents is as follows. 

* They constitute yet more important evidence that the pretrial 
interrogations in the 1936 and 1937 Moscow Trials were not 
''fabricated'' in any way by the NK.VD, were not forced upon the 
defendants. Instead, all the evidence we now have supports the 
hypot.hesis that these trials were genui.ne, in that the Prosecution 
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believed the charges they brought again.st the defendants, while 
the defendants testified what they wanted to testify. 

* They are confirmed by evid.ence from outside the USSR, 
particularly evidence from Trotsky's own papers in the Harvard 
Trotsky Archive. 

* They con.fi.rm, and are confirmed by, other evidence from former 
Soviet archives. 

The purpose of this a:rticle is to demonstrate the truth of these 
conclusions, and to draw further conclusions from them t:hat allow 
us to understand certain historical questions related to Trotsky's 
conspiratorial activit.ies. 

Direct Evidence that Defendants' Confessions 
Were Not Coerced 

Confession of l.N. Smirnov of January 151 1933 

I.N. Smi11 nov was the leader of the Trotskyists within the USS.R. 
This is confirmed by Sedov's letter to Trotsky of sometime in 1932 
(hereafter referred to as ''Sedov1s 'bloc' letter'') discovered by 
Pierre Broue in the Harvard Trotsky Archive in 1980l 

La lettre a l'encre sympathique de Leon Sedov fait 
apparaitre l'existence des groupes suivants : le groupe 
trotskyste d'U.R.S.S. ( << notre fraction >>), les << 

zinovievistes >>, le groupe d'l. N. Smirnov, le groupe Sten
Lominadze, le groupe << Safar(ov)-Tarkhan(ov) >>, << les 
droitiers >>et<< Jes liberaux >>. (Broue 1980 p.7)1 

In the following statement, apparently the first he made after his 
arrest1 Smirnov denies any oppos"itiona.l activi.ty whatever. He 
claims that he only retained doubts about the success of 

1 I.N, Smirnov is identified as the source of the information in the Sedov· to 
Trotsky "bloc letter in Documents Nos 1. and 2, reprinted in Broue 1980, pp. 34,.36 
from the Harvard Trotsky Arcl1ive. 
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collectivization and industrialization and spoke about these 
doubts with a few ''former'' Trotskyists now reinstated in the 
Party, as Smirnov himself had been, and. with a few others who had 
not been reinstated. When asked about th.e large archive of 
Trotskyist materials found at his home Smirnov replied that he 
had kept them only because th.ey contai.ned some letters from 
Trots.ky and from other ''former Trotskyists'1 and that he had. 
intended to burn them. (20) 
' 

Th.anks to Sedov's ''bloc'' letter we know that Smirnov was lying to 
conceal his clandestine Trotskyist activities. Therefore it is clear 
that this statement was not coerced - Smirnov made it voluntarily. 
At the August 1936 Moscow trial Smirnov claimed that h.e ''did no 
work'' in the Trotskyist underground. 

Smirnov: I listened to those instru.ctions and. 
communica.ted them to the centre. The centre accepted 
them but I did not take part in its work 

... I did not officially resign from the bloc, but actually I 
did no work. (Report 1936, 81, 85) 

Smirnov's trial te·stimony is what he chose to say. It was not forced 
upon him. We shall cite much more evidence that the defendants 
testified as they chose to do. 2 This is evidence that the confessions 
at t.he First Mosco·w Trial were not fabrications, faked or otherwise 
forced upon the defendants by the prosecution. There would be no 
reason for the prosecution to ''force'' Smir.n.ov to deny that he had 
continued to lead the underground Trotskyists. If the prosecution 
were ''forcing'' confessions at all, they would have forced Smirnov 
to say that he had indeed continued to lead. the Trotskyist 
underground. 

This collection of documents, together with the testi:mony at the 
First Moscow Trial, does provide much evidence tha.t Smirnov 
remained in the leadership of the underground Trotskyists in the 

2· For an extended study of this question see Fu.rr, Moscow Trials. 
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u·ssR, and th.us that his claim that he {'did no work'' was false. It 
follows from this that Smirnov's testimony at that trial 
represented what he wanted to say. 

More Evidence That Confessions Were Not 
''Forced'' 

A. Konstantinov 

According to a report to the Politburo dated January 20, 1933 by 
Genrikh Jagoda, Assistant Chai.rman of the OGPU (predecessor to 
the police function of the N'KVD), A.A. Ko.n.stantin.ov, a :member of 
Smirnov's underground Trotskyist group, opposed formi.ng a bloc 
with the Rights because he and others felt that the Rights could not 
be trusted. 

(Iagoda) Recently we received information that not long 
before the liquidation of ·the ''.Union of Marxist-Leninists'' 
a ques·tion stood before the Smirnov group about a bloc 
with the Rights. On December 2 of this year 
Konstantinov ... stated. that 

''The question of a bloc with the Rights did stand 
before us, but we, of course, were decisively against a 
bloc with the Rights. On the one hand, the Rights a·re not 
a resolute group, they are cowardly and will not stick. it 
out to the end, and on the other han.d, they only have a 
temporary need of us as a group that would be able to 
help them in underground work. And generally, in the 
event of victory they will crush us .. ~." (38) 

We know that Trotsky approved o·f such a group at exactly this 
tim.e, 1932 (Sedov '(bloc'' letter)~ The OGPU:i would ha.ve no reason 
to invent a lack of willingness by Trotskyists to bloc with the 

II 

3 In July, 1934, the OGPU became part of the new N'KVD, or People's Co.mmissariat 
for Interna.l Affairs. 
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Rights, This confession, therefore, reflected what Konstantinov 
wanted. to say. It was not forced on him nor fabricated. 

8. Areksandr lvanovich Shemelev 

r ·rots:kyist Aleksan.dr J:vanovich Shemelev confessed on April 5, 
1936 that his group had heard from Sedov, through Goro·vich (who 
bad met with Sedov in Berlin) that Trotsky wished to ''ustranit''' or 
''ubrat''' - ''remove'' -- Stalin. We know that this discussion did take 
place because it occurs in the Sedov--Trotsky correspondence in 
the Harvard Trotsky Archi·ve" But Shemelev said. the exact word.s 
might have been ''liquidate'' rather than ''ustranit'11 or (('ubrat'. '' 

:It is s.ignifica11t that Shemelev refused to claim that Sed.ov's order 
was to forcibly remove (i~e. to kill) Stalin. Shemelev states only 
that he understood Sedov's order in that way. (221) This would 
make no sense if the NKVD had been trying to ''frame'' - generate 
false accusations a.gainst - either Shemelev or Sedov~ Had the 
NKVD been 'I.framing'' t·he Trotskyists they would have tried to 
force Shemelev to claim that Sedov had ordered Stalin killed_ So 
the NKVD did not force Shemelev to make this statement. 
Therefore, this interrogation reflects what Shemelev wanted to 
say_. 

C. NikoJai lsaakovich Gordon 

In an interrogation of October 20, 1.936 Trotskyist Nikolai 
Isaakovich G.ordon said that he had been told by Aleksandr 
Georgievich Beloborodov, a leading Trotskyist in Smirnov's group, 
that Smirnov was the person who had direct. contact with Trotsky 
on behalf of the group_ (321) This is confirmed by the Sedov ''bloc1

' 

letter. 

Gordon also revealed the following: 

... the Trotskyists and Zinovievists in Rostov w·ere united 
into one organization which, upon the instruction of the 
united Trotsk.yist ... zinovievist center, were preparing 
t.errorist a.cts against the leadership of the VKP(b) and 
the Soviet. government. (320) 
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Thanks to the Sedov bloc letter and the other lette1 .. s f1·om the 
Har·vard Trotsky Archive that were published by Braue ir1 1980, 
we k11ow tl1at Gordon's testimo11y here is acctrrate. Sn1irn<1v did 
lea.d. ·t.he Trotskyists, a11d tl1.e bloc consisted of Trotsl<yists} 
Zino·vievists, and some other op}Jositionists tl1at were not fi1--11·1Iy in 
eitl1e1-- of these tvvo ca1nps. 

T'his, in tu1"r1, suggests that his :f'u1--ther statem.ent about its t,e1--ro1~ist 

aims is also acct11~ate. We vvill explore tl1e issue of Trotskyis1n and 
terrorisn1 below" 

D. The Verification of Mikhail Sergeevich Ivanov 

Docun1ent No( 291 ('385-386) is a request dated December 19, 
1938 of a certair1 Sobol 1ev, a political of'ficer of tl1e border guards 
of t.l1e NKV.D concerntng one of l1is me11 named Mikhail Sergeevich 
Ivar1ov, According to Sobol'ev, Ivanov had expressed Trotskyist 
i.de<1s i.n 1923-24 and was no·w being investigated fot"' hc.1.ving 
sig11ed the join.t oppositionist ''Pla·tform of the 83'' in .1927. lvanov 
clain1ed tl1at he was not the ''Mikhail Sergeevicl1 Iva11ov'' - a 
cornmon Russian name -... wl10 had signed this opposition 
state1nent. In Document No. 292 dated December 22, 1.938, 
Aleksandr N. Poskrebysl1ev, head of Stalin's cl1ancery, certified 
that NKVD man lvanov was co1.,rect: the ''M. Ivanov'' who had 
sig11ed the ''Platfoi~m of the 83 1

' was a different person. 

Serious Investigation, Not a Rush to Judgment 

This is evitience that a serious investigation. l1ad taken place. A 
per~son accused of being a hidden Trotsl<yist was not simply fired 
from ·his job, much Jess arrested or imp14 isoned. Rather1 the 
allegation was invest.igated. and, in this case, disprove11. 

This was importa11t, for by this time Trotskyism had been 
outlaw·ed within the USSR as a terro1"'ist and espionage 
organization rather tha11 a political te11dency. Docu111ents in this 

· v·o1u1ne co11tain plenty ()f e·vide11ce to C()D.firm this charge. We will 
exe:1n1ine so111e of ·tl1em. lJelow" ~ 
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Confirmation by Evidence from Outside the USSR 

Many statemen.ts made in the interrogations and d.efendants' 

statements in this volu.111e can be confirmed by other evidence we 

now possessl The NKVL) could not have fabricated this evidence 

because it originated fron1 outside the USSR. 

Statements Confirmed by Documents in the 
Harvard Trotsky Archive 

A. ''Remove Stalin)' - ubrat'1 ustranit', ustranen.ie 

Towards the end of 1932 Sedo'' and Trotsky discussed the slogan 

''remove Stalin." Braue discusst~s this in his 1980 article, in the 

subsection titled ''Trotsky et le mot d'ordre 'Chasser Staline''' (20-

22), and Broue identifies the rele·va.nt documents in the Trotsky 

Ar·chive.4 Broue's convenient summ .. ary notes that Trotsky rejected 

this demand at that time. 

The documents in PiLT2 show that discussion and disagreement 
over this slogan - in Russian, ubrat', ustranit', ustranenie - took 

place in Opposition ci·rcles in the Soviet Union at the same time. 

Party member Vasil'ii Ivanovich Dzhoev's stat.ement of ca. Jan·uary 
_ 2, 1933 says that Gassiev, another Trotskyis·t, declared that ''this 

leadership must be removed (''ubrat''') (25)x 

lagoda's Report 

In a report to Stalin dated January 20, 1933 OGPU chief Genrikh 

Jagoda reported, inter alia, that a new letter from Trotsky had. 
been received by Sm:irnov's group in. mid-October C:eit.her October 

17 or October 15). In it -- unexpectedly for Jagoda -- Trotsky said 

''The slogan ' ubrat.1 Stalina'' is not our slogan. 'Down with the 

personal regime' - that is not right." (37) 

4· 10248. These are excerpts fro·m letters sent to Sedov. The autl1or possesses 

copies} obta.ined from the Trotsky Archive at ·the Rought.on Librar5r> Harvard 

University. 
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This sta.temen.·t i·n Iagoda's report agrees completely with the 
documents found by Braue in the Harvard Trotsky Archive (TA). 
We have discussed this in. Trotsky's 'A1nalga1ns'~5 

At the J·anuary 193 7 trial Karl Radek testified that, in his 
letter of the Spring of 1932, Trotsky had said tha.t once 
''union'' with the Zinovievists had ·been achieved ''the 
q.uestio11 of removing the lead.ership'' would. have to be 
raised, This te·rm - 'lremove Stalin11 

-- can be partially 
traced in both the Trotsky-Sedov correspondence of late 
1932 and in Astrov's confession and confrontatio.n. with 
Bukharin of J·anuary 1.937. 

w ·e say ''partially traced'' because, in reality, only 
excerpts - called ''vyderzhki'' or ''vypiski'' at. the top of 
each document - .from the correspondence on this 
subject remains in the Tro·tsky-Sedov correspondence in 
the Harvard Trotsky Archive. Evidently these excerpts -
all have been retyped in a uniform manner - were 
p1~epared by a. secretary, probably Jean van Heijenoort, 
for possible use at the Dewey Commission hearings in 
Paris, which. took place later than those in Mexico. 

The full texts of these letters is not in the Archive. They 
have been removed at some t.ime_ This is further 
evidence of what Getty called the ''purge'' of the Trotsky 
Archive, involving incriminating materials. 

Braue outlines the discussion between Trotsky and 
Sedov concerning the use of this slog·an. in several of his 
published works. In the documents we have, Sedov 
appears to have been the more ardent partisan o·f the 
slogan ''remove Stalin.'' Trotsk.y agreed with the concept 
but in October 1932 told Sedov that they should not 

5 See the sections in Chapter Five) "The Slogan 'Rem.ave Stalin'1'' 1. 31~135, and 
((The Slogan 1Remove Stalin' in the Trotsky Archive," 135-141; also see Furr, 
Moscow· Tria.ls1 108-1.18, 
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adopt 'it as yet, in order not to alienate other potential 
allies.(j Broue concedes that ''we do not know which one 

convinced the other'' (Leon Sedov 81). Writin.g i.n 
Russian Rogovin puts quotati.on marks around the 
phrase: ''ubrat' Stalina.''7 

Rozenfel'd 

Many other passages confirm that the same slogan was later 
interpreted to mean ''kill Stalin.', Boris R.ozenfel'd, Kam.enev1s 
nephew (the son of his brother) said that his father and Kamenev 

had told him that the only way t'he opposition could come to 
power was by the ''removal (ustranenie) of Stalin.'' (1.85) This 

sounds like a reference to the same interrogation of the young 
Rozenfel'd.~3 In this previously published interrogation Rozenfel1d 

uses the term ustranenie and also the word ''terror'' (terror) to 

describe his own convictions and those of his father and others 

about Stalin. 

Dmitriev 

On April 5, 1936, .F.M. Dmitriev, a Trotskyist, confessed that 

Shemelev, a fellow Trotskyist, had said to him. ''at th.e beginning of 

193 5'' that ''one of the leaders'' of the Trotskyist organiza·tion had 

recently told him that ''the leadership of the [Trotskyist] 

organization considered essential the forcible removal 
(''ustranenie,') of Stalin. (225) Shemelev also testified that the 

directive ·to use ''terrorist'' methods to ''remove'' ( ustranenie) Stalin 

came from Smirnov as well. (281} 282)x 

Birkengof 

We find yet more striking confirmation of the ·truthfulness of the 

interrogations contained in this volume in an interrogation of 

clandestine Trotskyist Aleksandr Il'ich Birkengof of May 23-25, 

6 Brot1e, Trotsky et. le bloc 20-22; Broue, 1'Liova le 'fiston1
'' 15. 

7 Rogovin, 1937, Ch. 44. 
8 Published in the collection Lubianka 1922-1936, .P.P· 628 .. 631 
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1936. Birk.engof testified that he had been i.n direct. touch with Yuri 
Gav·en, wh.o had himself met with Tro·tsky personally, Birkengof 
testified that :in December 1932 Gaven communicated the 
following to 'him: 

Gaven informed me that he had established contact with 
I.N. Smir11ov) leader of the Trotskyist 011ganization i·n the 
USSR, that the sit.uation in the organization was tense 
since Smirnov had reason to think. that arrests w·ere 
imminent, and Gaven specifically told me that Smirnov 
himself ex.pected to be a.rrested. .. . By the way, J_N. 
Smirnov really was arrested soon thereafter. (298) 

This corresponds exactly to ·what Sedov reported about Smirnov 
and his group to Trotsky in his ''bloc'' letter. Sedov referred ·to 
Gaven. with a pseu.donym. Braue discovered that Trotsky ha~ lied 
when he denied that he no contact with Gaven. 

Gaven est << Soro.kine, comme Holzman est << Orlov >>,( et 
Smimov << Kolokoltsev >>, dans la correspondance de 
Sedov et de son pere. 9 

Gaven i.s <<Sorokin,1
' as Holzman is ''Orlov'', and Smirnov 

is '(Kolokol·tsev'', in the correspondence between Sedov 
and his father. 

We discuss Gaven and his testimony in more detail below. 

No Fabrication 

The NKVD interrogator tried to get Bi.rkengof to admit that by 
'
1removal'' Birkengof mean.t ''terror," i.e. assassination. Bu.t 
Birkengof refused to admit this and this refusal was reported in 
the interrogation transcript. (300). This is good evidence that 
Birkengof was not forced to confess. No·r did the NKVD forge or 
fabrica.te a false interrogation. 

9 Bro·ue> 'lComplements a un article sur Jes trotskystes e·n ·u.R.S.S,i' CahL T 24 
(1.985), Here, Broue concludes that Sedov had n1et with Gaven. 
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8. The Bloc of Trotskyists and other Oppositionists 

We know about the bloc of Trotskyists, Zinovievists, Rightists, and 
other oppositionists from the Sedov ''bloc') letter and the Sedov ... 
Trotsky correspondence in the Harvard Trotsky Archive) Pierre 
Broue dates this exchange to 1932. The Sedov ''bloc'' letter refers 
to the bloc as something that had been in the planning for some 
time. 

This bloc is mentioned in numerous documents publi.shed in 
PiLT2. In late 1.932 or very early January 1.933 Vasil.ii Ivanovich 
Dzhoev .informed the GPU of a conversati.on he had had with 
childhood friend and current Trotskyis·t Ilia K. Gassiev. Gassiev 
informed Dzhoev a·bout the Trotskyists' desire to ''remove'' 
(ubrat) the Party leadership. 

Dzhoev stated that Lominadze, one of the ''other1
' oppositionists, 

was also a member of the group and ·that Zinoviev and Kamenev 
were leading the ''Trotskyist11 (sic) group. Each of these details is 
confirmed in the Sedov-Trotsky correspondence in the TA 
originally identified by Broue in the Sedov <'bloc'' letter: 

. 

Le r K•• ] (15) est organise. 11 comprend les zinovievistes, 
le groupe Sten--Lominadze et les trotskystes (anciens << ••• 

>>) . •• La declaration de Z. et K. ( 1.8) sur la faute tres 
grave qu'ils ont comm.ise en 27 a et.e faite lors de 
pourparle1"'s avec les notres sur le bloc, juste avant la 
deportation de Z. et de K. (Braue 1980, p.3 6) 

[The bloc] has been organized. In it have entered the 
Zinovievites, the Sten ... Lo1ninadze group and ·the 
Trotskyists (former''[ capitulators]'' .... The declaration of 
Z. and K. concerning their enormous mistake in f27 was 
made during negotiations with our people concerning 
the bloc, immediately before the exile of Z and K. 

Dzhoev added that Rykov had been ''partly'' drawn into it, but 
Bukharin had ''not yet'' been drawn in. He also stated that the bloc 
was working in the military, and that their goal was a coup d'etat. 
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Dzhoev .repeated many of these claim.s in an interrogation of 
January 7} 1933, also included i.n this volume~ (25--28) 

When arrested and interrogated Gassiev admitted the existence of 
the underground organization, Lominadze's participation, Rykov's 
participat-ion in its leaders.hip along with ''perhaps'' that of 
Zin.oviev and Kamenev (30--.31). As we saw above, Lominadze is 
named in the Sedov-Trotsky correspondence~ In his 1980 a.rticle 
Braue speculates that the ''droitiers'' ( = ''Rightists'') would 
probably be Bukharin, Rykov1 and Tomsky~1·0 

In the light of the much later ''Tukhachevsky Affair'' it is 
noteworthy that Gassiev testified that Sem.ion Mikhailovich 
Budyo.nny and Mikhail Nikolaevich T·ukhachevsky, both later 
promoted to marshal of the Soviet Union, were ''close to us'' in 
their sentiments. (30) Wh.en arrested and interrogated in May
June 1937 Tukhachevsky testified at great length about his 
conspiracy with Trotsky and hi.s followers. We have a grea·t deal of 
other evidence of his, and the military conspiracy's, ties to the 
Rights. Thus Gassiev's testimony is confirmed in part by Sedov an.d 
Trotsky, while Tukhachevsky's later admissions are con.firmed in 
part by Gassiev. In another chapter in the present book we 
e.xam.ine the role of Trotsky in some of the confessions and 
statements by Tukhachevsky and his co ... defendants. 

Iagoda's introductory letter to Stalin of January 20, 1933, in which 
Jagoda revealed that Trotsky had at that time rejected the slogan 
''ubrat' Stalina'' (see above) also stated that ''Sm.i.rnov1s group'' -
that is, the undergro·und Trotskyis·ts - had also been discussing a 
''bloc with the Rights." (38) The Sedov-Trotsky ''bloc'' 
correspondence confirms this. 

Naumov-Lekakh 

In an interrogation dated October 4, 1934 David Bo.risovich 
. Naumov-Lekakh, a T1~otskyist, said that th,e Trotskyists were trying 

if} Braue, 1980, pp. 12 .. 13. In d.ocument No. 2 in l1is .Appendix Bro·ue quotes a 
letter from Trotsky to Sedov ·that refers to the ''droitiers." (35~6) 
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to unite all opposi.tionists of whatever stripe -vvho were 
disillusioned with the Pat.,ty's political line. (144) fie revealed th.at 
the bloc wit.h the Rights l1ad bee11 discussed since 1930. The '1bloc'' 
exc.hange betwee11 Trotsky a11d. Sedov t11 ·tl1e Trotsky Archive 
confi.rn1s that ·by 1932 the bloc had bee11 u11de1-- discussion for 
so:me t.irne. 

Nau.mov.-.Lekakh also discussed the Tf(Jtskyists' cooperation with 
u·krainian Nationalists) who he said \Vere stro11ger in Ukraine than 
were the Trotskyists. Collaboration of u11derground Trotskyists 
with Ukrai11ia11 na.tionalists is also (iiscussed. in Ivan Serov,s 1956 
report to the Molotov Co1nmtssion, a document \Ve study closely in 
Furr, Collaboration, Chapter 4. . 

In a st1bsequent interrogation of December 26, 1934 Naumov-
Lekakh mentioned among other matters that the Trotskyists in 
Moscow \Vere \"larking with the organization of RightsJ specifically 
·with -Riut,i11 .. (141-145). 

Bervitskii-Varfof omeev 

Trotskyist Aleksa11dr Arse11'evich Be1·v1tskii-·Varfo1omeev, 
interrogated on October 26, 1934, ,revealed, that dur~in.g the fi1~st 
half of 1932 he and at1 associate ·had discussed the need. for 
{'representatives of the Right--Left. bloc to establish con.crete 
contacts vvith Syrtsov." (1,59) 

Lominadze 

Lon1inadze, a.lso mentioned in Sedo·v's ''bloc'' lett:er, is named ma11y 
times in these d.ocurnents. His associc_1te oppositionist Ian Sten's 
nan1e crops up once, in a11 int.e.rrogatio11 of the Trotskyist 
Aleksandr Gavrilovich Kolodin of March 8, 1.936. Kolodin identifie.s 
Sten as a ''close acquaintance 1

' of G.F. Dtnitriev, leader of Kolodin1s 
Trotskyist grou·p. Dmitriev told 'Kolodin that St,en, a former 
Comintern wo1'"ke·r, wa.s in agree.n1e11t wit.h them. (21. 4) Sedov also 
nan1es Sten in his ''blc)c 1

' letter to Trotsky. 

Le [ ... ] est organise. 1.1 comprend Jes zi11ovievistes, le 
g1.,oupe Sten-Lon1inadze et Jes trotskystes ( ancie11s << .•. >>) 
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f:The bloc] has been organized. In it have entered the 
Zinovievites, the Sten-Lominadze group and the 
Trotskyists (former''[ capitulators]''. (Broue 1980, 

Terror 

On February 28} 1936 Trotskyist Ivan K. Fedotov testified that 
'<terror'' - assassination - was the tactic chosen by the Trotskyist 
underground in the USSR. Fedotov said th.at he had heard. fro·m 
fellow Trotskyist Ku1~t Miuller about Trotsky's directive for the use 
of ''terror'' against the Party leadershi·p (206). The goal of 
assassinating Stalin, Molotov, Voroshilov, and Kirov was to clear 
the path for the return of Trotsky, Zinoviev and Kamenev to 
leadership of the cou.ntry. According to Fedotov, Furtichev had 
in.formed. him in early 1934 that the bloc was to act in Leningrad, 
where the bloc was the strongest. Fedotov understood that this 
meant an at.tempt to kill Kirov~ (207)1( Kirov was indeed murdered 
on ·oecember 1, 1934. 

Interrogated on April 26, 1936 Trotskyist Efrem Mikhailovich 
.Bocharov testified about the activities of the Trotskyist-Zinovievist 
group. In 1930 the Zinovievist Bakaev told him that the goal of the 
Trotskyist ... zinovievist group was to take power ''and bring 
Trotsky, Zinoviev and Kamenev to the lead.ership of the country." 
(253) 

On October 17, 1936 Dmitri Ignat'evich Matveev, a Rightist, 
testified that in the Spring of 1932 Uglanov, one of the leaders of 
the Rights, had been carrying on discussions with Kamenev about 
forming a 'bloc between the Rights and the ''Trotskyist .. zinovievist 
organization'' for ''joint struggle against the leadership of the 
VKP(b)." This confirms the Sedov .. Trotsky correspondence which 
Braue dated to 1932. In the ''bloc1

' letter Sedov reported that the 
bloc with the Zinovievists was co11firmed but that the Rights had 
not yet entered it. (31.5) 

Sokol'nikov 

This volume inclu.des one interrogation of Grigori.i Iakovlevich 
Sokol'nikov, w·ho was to be one of the two major d.efendants in the 
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January 1937 Mosco\v Trial. There is much of interest in this 
docume11t, which mainly concer11s Sokol'nikov's contacts with 
British representatives on bel1alf of the Trotskyist-Zinovievist
Rightist co11spiracy. In it Sokol'nikov confirn1s tl1at this 
orga11ization plan.ned to bring to power a gove1~nme11t consisting of 
Rykov an.d. Bu.kha1 .. in, (:Rightists.); Kcimenev and Zinovi.ev 
(Zinovievists); <:ind Piatalzov and himself, Sol<ol'nikov 
(Trotskyists). Trotsky would take c.harge of the Party, thot1gh 
possibly not immediately after the seizure of power since Trotsky 
was ''politically compromised in the eyes of the broad masses," b11t 
that Trotsky would assume the Party leadership ''as soon as the 
situatio11 is solidified~'' (325) 

Sokol'nikov's descriptio11 of the existence and leadership of the 
Trotskyist-Zinovievist-Rightist con.spiracy is cc)nfirmed i11. general 
terms by the Sedc>v-Trotsky corresponclenc,e about the ''bloc'' as 
well as by otl1er evidence~ It, is yet, <:1nother exa111ple of the gener~ll 
tr'uth that we l1ave no evidentiary reason to believe that tl1e 
statements made by clefenda.nts in the Moscow Trials were 
fabricated and every reason to conclude the opposite - tl1at they 
represent wl1at the defendan.ts wanted to say.1··1 

These are the l<inds of statements that have been widely dismissed 
as fabrications by those who contend that ·the Moscow T1,ials were 
f'rame-ups. In reality, all the evidence we now l1ave tends to 
confirn1 that the inter1 .. c)gations and s·tate·ments made by a.rrested 
suspects are genLtine and 1--epresent \Vhat tl.1e persons mal<i11g 
them wanted to state. 

Political Activity Cont.inued in Political Isolators 

In his 1980 article announcing the existence of the bloc of 
Trotskyists, Zinovievists, and other oppositionists, the Sedov 
''bloc'' letter and Sedov's corres.ponde11ce with Trotsky a.bout t11e 
bloc, Pierre Braue claimed that ·tl1e bloc was ''epheme1 .. al'' and 

ti. We discuss tl1e important q1restion of Moscow 11 rial testin1ony in m.ore deta.il in 
Furr, Ar11a 1gams. 
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cam.e to an end early in 1.933 when the leaders of the Trotskyist 
movement were arrested to be imprisoned. in the Verkhneural'sk 
political isolator. But Braue ha.d 110 evidence that the bloc had come 
to an end, nor that political a.ctivi.ty was not possible in the poli·tical 
isolators. 

We know that Braue w·as incorrect. In fact, years later Braue 
himself admitted that political activity continued in th.is ·political 
isolator. In his obituary of Ante Ciliga, pu'blished in 1993 in his 
own journal Cahiers Leon Trotsky Braue wrote~ 

Arrested in 1930 he was imprisoned in the isolator at 
Verkhneuralsk where he participated in ·the life o.f the 
'B olsh evi.k-Leninist co 11 ective.·'~12 

A number of Rights and Trotskyites, I.N. Smirnov among them, 
were imprisoned in this same isolator at the same time as Ciliga. 
Ciliga was imprisoned at ·verkhneural'sk from Nove·mber 1930 to 
July 1933. Chapters 4 through 11. of his memoir The Russian 
Enigma testify to the very lively political life there and the 
privileges the prisoners enJoyed. As Braue himself i1oted, Ciliga 
testifies that the faction.s among the prisoners, including the 
r ·rotskyists, continued their activities there. 

The documents in PiLT2 show evidence of this political activity! In 
a report to Stalin dated Ja.nuary 1-- 3, 1933, Genrikh Jagoda, at the 
time Vice-Chairman of the OGPU·, quotes Trotskyist M. Novikov 
testifying to the political activity at Verkhneural'sk even before the 
arrival there of I.N. Smirnov an.ct the Trotskyists arrested and. 
imprisoned at. the same time. (32) This corresponds with what 
Ciliga writes. 

In an interrogation dated December 17, 1934, Trotskyist Isai 
Davidovich Fal'kevich testified abou.t the words of a . certain 
Rappo_port, who had recruit.ed him to the Trotskyist organization 
atthe end of 1931: 

12 Broue, ''Ante Ciliga (1898-1992), ir Cahiers Leon Trotsky no( 50, 1993, 121-122. 
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He also told me that in the political isolator itself the 

Trotskyists were always fully informed on questions 

about .new instructions from Trotsky and about the 

activities of Trotskyists i·n various places. (124) 

Interrogated on April 29, 1936, Trotsk.yist Mikhail Georgievich 

Saf ianov testified that at the end of 193 S he and others had been 

told by She·melev, who had recruited him in 1933, that ''terror'' 

was now necessary against Stalin: 

Sh.emelev set before us in the most frank manner the 

question of the transition to terrorist forms of struggle 

against the leadership of the VKP(b) and in the first 

place against Stalin,~N He said that this directive came 

from I.N. Smirnov, who was a supporter of terrorist 

means of removing [ustraneniia] Stalin. (281) 

Smirnov had been in the Verkhneural'sk political isolator since 

early 1933. At the August, 1936, First Moscow Trial Smirnov 

claimed that he had ''done no wor·k," not participated in, the 

activities of the Trotskyist bloc while in prison. 

Therefore we now have a good deal of evidence that Braue was 

wrong to assume that the bloc of Trotskyists, Zinovievists, and 

other Oppositionists ended when many of its members were 

arrested at the beginning of 1933. In fact, there never was any 

evidence at all to support Broue's contention. Why} then, did he 

insist upon it? 

It appears that Bro·ue's assertion was a ''tell.', A loyal, lifelong 

Trotskyist, Braue sl1owed considerable courage in revealing the 

existence in the Trotsky Archive of the Sedov-Trotsky 

correspondence that proved that the ''bloc'' of Trotskyists, 

Zinovie·vists, and other oppositionists) had indeed existed, and that 

therefore Trotsky and Sedov had lied, over an.d over again, by 

denying that there was or could have been any such. bloc with 

'' capitulators." 

Braue could. have stolen or destroyed the evid.ence that Trotsky 

had lied, and especially the very damning evidence that the ''bloc'' 
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of Oppositionists had really existed. It was Arch Getty who 
discovered the evidence that someone had ''purged'' the Harvard 
Trotsky Archive of m.aterial that incriminated T·rotsky. Since then, 
we have identified more evidence of the ''purging'' of the archive. 

O.n. the basis of t'he evidence now available, we concluded i.n 
Trotsky's 'Amalgams' that the person who did. the ''pu.rging'' was 
probably Jean van Heijenoort.13 Broue and van. Heijenoort were 
close frie.nds. In publishing the documentary evidence that the 
''bloc'' had existed despite Trotsky1s and Sedov's repea.ted and 
fervent denials Braue was not only ca.lling Trotsky and Sedov liars, 
but also his friend van Heijenoort. 

Braue certainly knew) and must have feared, the serious 
im.plications of this discovery for his commitment to Trotskyism, If 
''Stalin'' - the Soviet prosecution in th.e Moscow Trials - had been 
telling the truth about ·the bloc while Trotsky was lying, anyone 
might wonder: What else was Trotsky lying about? What other 
charges made by the Soviet prosecution were true? Did the Soviet 
prosecution perhaps tell the truth about the bloc's terrorist 
conspiracies and fascist ties? If Trotsky· and Sedov had been lying 
about the bloc, could they have been lying about these charges 
too? 

For a historian to make a definitive assertion of fact about an 
historical question of vital importance to himself without any 
evidence t.o base it on is a sign that he is facing some c.ritical issue. 
We assume ·that Broue assert.ed that the bloc came to an end with 
the arrest of I.N. Smirnov and a number of other undergrou.nd 
T:rotskyists in early January 1933 because he wished to salvage his 
image of Trotsky an.d the Soviet Trots.kyist.s as the innocent victi.m.s 
of a frame-u·p. 

13 Fu·rr1 Trotsky's 'Amalgams', Chapter Six, pp. 149-156. 
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Phony Capitulations 

r.: '"1 
,) J 

Pierre Braue accepted t11e Soviet contention that l.N. Smirnov and. 
otl1er T1~otskyist oppositionists had fa.lsely l .. enou11ced thei1~ 

oppositionist views a11d l1ad falsely vowed tl1at they would 

support the Party's positions - a process that Trotsky and others 
called ''capitulation.'1 Broue even wrote that ''everyl1od,y)' kn.ew 

that these capitulations we1"e fraudulent, a tactic to continue 

oppositional activity from a position witl1i11 the Party itself. (POS 

104) 

In this instance too Braue failed to trace the implications of his 

position. For one thing, it n1eans that there is no reaso11 to doubt 
the ad111issions by Zi.r1oviev, K.am.enev, a11(l tnany others tl1a.t: they 
had falsely capitulated, Statements and inte1~rogations in PiL 1~2 
confir1n many more false capitulations. 

Prior to arresting l.N. Srnir.nov, leader of the Trotskyist 
underground in the USSR, and a number of other Trotskyists, 
Jagoda sent a report to Stalin tha·t inclu.des the followi11g: 

According to facts uncovered by our agents, amo11g the 

former Trotskyists who declared their break witl1 the 

Opposition at one time or another the group hea.ded by 
Ivan Nikitich Smirnov, comJJl~ising about 200 former 

active Trotskyists, merits special atte11tion. 

This group is essentially the ideological and 

organizational center of those who supposedly 
abandoned the Trotskyist oppositio·n and, upon their 

retur11 from exile and politic~1l isolato·rs i~e11ewed their 

counterrevolutionary activity. 

rfhe grC)Up of Smir11ov beg(lll its formation at th.e 

moment of his declaration of break with the Opposition 

which he signed together with M. Boguslavskii. This 
document, despite the fact that it was changecl twice by 

Smirnov after discussion with the Party Cont.rol 
Cotnmission, still ren1ai11ed a co11venient cover for 
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Trotsk.yis·t hypocrites [literally, ;'two-faced persons'1
] ••• 

[T]h.is docum.ent does not con.tain any qualification of all 
p1"'evi.ous activity of the Trotskyists as 
counterrevolutionary and contains a n.umber of ''rubber'' 
formulations by which a Trotskyist-hypocrite can e.asily 
include his disagreements with the Party~ 

M. N ovikov, a former active worker o.f the underground 
technique of the Moscow Trotskyist center (exposed as a 
hypocrite) in his confessions given to the OGPU on April 
19} 1930 explained the massive exodus from the 
Opposition of those Trotskyists imprisoned in the 
Verkhneural'sk political ·isolator in this way: 

''In. arguments with a group of supporters of the Radek .. 
Smilga declaration we were stronger ideologically~ After 
that group was freed, there was complete unanimity in 
the isolator. 

The draft of I.N. Smirnov's declaration that we received 
made a great impression. We thought that Ivan Nikitich 
was following this political line with L.D.'s (Trotsky's) 
agreement and we were all eager to take the same Ji·ne. 

I.N. Smirnov organized the exiled Trotskyists to 
renounce [t.he opposition] by means o.f signing this 
declaration, and openly agitated for a hypocritical 
capitulation. 

In 011e of his documents Smirnov directly advocated t.he 
necessity of making a declaration of renunciation [of the 
opposition] on the grounds that the longe:r it was 
postponed) the more difficult it would be to do. 

'We must sign this declaration. This is the most correct 
document; there are no others. When people start to 
write individ·ually, who knows what ·they will write. For 
example} Grinchenko (former m.ember of the Moscow 
Trotskyist center) wrote that the social composition of 
the oppositton was non-proletarian. By doing this he 
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slandered the whole moven1ent as petty-bourgeois. 
Undoubtedly, it wasn't ... '' (32) 

Novikov went on to explain that the Smirnov state1nent ciid not 
admit that its own views were anti-Party, but that the Pa1--ty had 
begun to carry out th.e program of the Trotskyists. (,32 ... 33) 

Jnstead of composing individual lett.ers of their own, dozens of 
Trotskyists signed the Smirnov letter. Novikov's - that is, 
Smirnov1s -- explanation of this curious fact makes sense. If each 
Trotskyis·t had been required to compose a convincing letter to 
explain his or her political views and how they l1ad. changed, to 
explain why they had joined the Trotskyist opposition and then 
give their reasons for renouncing it) the Party Control Commission 
(PCC) - ';Stalin'' - would have obta'ined a great dea] of i.nfor1nation 
about the Trotskyist movement. They would have bee11 able to 
compare these many accou11ts with one another .. They wou.ld 
probably have learned many thi11gs, including names that the 
leaders of the Trotskyist movement preferred to keep secret and. 
other details. 

So it appears that Stalin and t.he Party leadership showed 
considerable leniency in accepting a collective document instead 
of insisting upor1 individual sta·tements and individual decisions 
about reinstatement to Party membership. Wjth the benefit of 
hindsight, we ca·n no·w see tl1at this was a. serious error on their 
part. It greatly facilitated false capitulations, renewed Party 
metnbership, a11d an easy conti11uation in conspiracy for the 
Trotskyist underground. 

In an interrogation of F·ebruary 11, 1934, Trotskyist Anna 
Pav1ovna Lifshits admitted that she had given a statement of 
breaking with ·the op·position to the PCC in 1931. a.nd said: ('This 
break of n1ine was not sincere.') She met with two others who also 
knew that her break. with the opposition had bee11 hypocritical. 
(102) Later in the same inte1~rogation Lifshits agai11 mentions her 
fraudulent renunciation of rf.I"Otskyism. C.111) 
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E·vi.dently some Trotskyists did make individual dishonest 
i'break·s'' with Trotskyism, perhaps unknown to other Trotsky.ists. 
At an interrogation of November 27, 1934, Trotskyist .Boris 
San1oilovich Rappoport-Dar'in stated; 

My break wit'h the Trotskyists in the isolator in 1930 
was hypocritical, with the goal of continuing 
counterrevolutio11ary Trotskyist activity. (177) 

This tactic may have been designed to create another, more secret 
level of Trotskyists - th.ose believed by other phony capitulators to 
have rea.lly capit.u.lated. 

On Ma·rch 8, 1936 Aleksandr Gavrilovich Kol.odin, a Trotskyist 
formerly exiled and then allowed to return, stated the following: 

Question: After your release from ex·:ile did you continue 
to carry out your T.rotskyist activity? 

Answer: Yes, even after my ·exile was over I continued to 
rema.in a convinced enemy of the ·vKP(b) and of Soviet 
power and remained ·with my Trotskyist convictions. I 
hated the leaders of the VKP(b) and the Soviet 
government and conducted active T11 otskyist work. I 
rejoined the Party for hypocritical purposes. (212) 

All this evidence of false capitulations, which even Braue agreed 
did take place, discloses a lie or ''amalga·m'' by Trotsky himself. 
Throughout the 1930s Trotsky con.tinued to proclaim that those 
who had ''capitulated'' were his enemies and that he refused to 
have an.ything to do with them. Therefore, Trotsky claimed, the 
Soviet prosecution, press, and representatives generally were 
lying when they clai.m.ed. that many of his followers had capitulated 
dishonestly. 

To e.xplain their claims of false capitulation Trotsky resorted to 
asserting that they had been either tortured or threatened into 
saying these things, In fact we see that these statements fit the 
facts, . and. it was Trotsky} not th.e Trotsk.yist defendants a.t the 

' ' 
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. 

Mos-cow Trials, w·ho was lying. Trotsky's lies fooled the Dewey 
Commission and ma:ny others, a·nd s·till do,. 

Yuri P. Gaven 

In 1985 Braue announced the discovery in the Harvard Trotsky 

Archive of evidence that in late September or October 1932 Sedov 
had indeed met with Yuri Gaven.14 Braue had discovered evidence 
in the TA that Tro·tsky, who had de11ied a.ny con.tact with Gaven, 
had in fact met secretly with him and had probably · given hi.m a 

messa.ge for the Trotskyists within the USSR. (POS 105) This was 
one of the accusations made during the Firs·t Moscow Trial~ 

Trotsky and Sedov always firmly denied this and claimed that the 
Soviet prosecution was lying about this. 

PiLT2 contains one interrogation of Gaven dated April 23, 1936. In 
it Gaven admits to meeting with Sedov in Berlin at the end of 1932, 
to. receiving a letter from him signed by Trotsky, and to handing 
this letter on to I.N. Sm.irnov. In thi.s interrogation th.e NK.VD 
investigators did not ask ·Gaven about the contents of the le·tter, 
only to whom he dis·tributed it. But the NKVD did. not fail to do this. 
As of October, 2019, we have one further interrogation o·f Gaven in 
which he describes t.his letter to s·mirnov as containing only 
instructions for Trotskyists within the u·ssR to rejoi.n the Party, in 
order to obtain influence in i.t. We will examine it in a future study. 

J·n an i.nterrogation of May 25, 1936, A.I. Birkengof had quite a lot 
to say about his contacts with Gaven in Trotskyist work ... It was 
evidently from Gaven that Birkengof had learned about the arrests 

of I.N. Smirnov and many other underground Trotskyists in early 
1933. Birkengof admitted that Gaven had told him that th.e only 

way ou.t of the current situation was the ''removal'; ( ustranenie) of 
Stalin. He refused to speculate about what ''removal'' meantA 

14 Broue1 "Complements a un arti.c1e sur les trotskystes en U.RxS.S,11 Cahiers Leon 
Trotsky 24 (1985), 63~72 . 
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We would like to know the contents of Trotsky's letter which was 
given to Gaven by Sedov and. which Gaven then handed on to I.N. 
Smirnov. In a·n interrogation of April 29, 1936 Mikhail Georgievich 
Saf ianov) a Trotskyist, stated that Gaven had transmitted 
Trotsky's directives to carry out the ''forcible removal'' of Stalin" 

Q.uestion: Did you receive instructions of a terrorist 
nature from anyone else, other than Shemelev? 

Answer: In 1934 Gidlevsky informed. me about his visit 
to Gaven and informed me that Gaven considered the 
''forci.ble removal'' of Stalin to be absolutely essential, as 
the most expedient means of struggle under current 
con.ditions. Gidlevsky told me that these instructions 
were received by Gaven from abroad and came from 
Trotsky. (282) 

This does not nece·ssarily mean that the letter Gaven carried to 
Smirnov in 1932 advocated Stalin's ''forcible removal.') We have 
seen that in 1932 Trotsky was hesitant to advocate this. It does 
appear to mean that by 1934 Gaven, on instructions from Trotsky, 
was advocating terror again.st Stalin¥ 

In a i~eport to Stalin of September 9, 1936, Jagoda told Stalin that 
Trotskyist Gidlevsky had told another Trotskyist (Safianov) ·that 
instructions had been received from Trotsky through Yuri Gaven 
that Stalin must be ''removed by · force ,, (nasil'stvennogo 
ustraneniia) (278; 282). 

If Gave11 or Birkengof had been tortured or forced to falsely 
confess, why would the text of their interrogations not say that 
they were advocating terror? This is yet more evidence that the 
NKVD was not fo:rcing false confessions on the arrested 
oppositio11ists. 

Matveev's Interrogation 

PiLT2 includes one interrogation of Dmitrii Igpat'evich Matveev of 
October 17, 1936. Matveev was not a Trotskyist but a Rightist. In 
it, after initially denying everything, Matveev ad.mits that in th.e fall 
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of 193 2, at the Moscow apart.ment of u·glanov, another Rightist, a 
meeting was held where U glanov and others stated that they cou.ld 
no longer rely on economic difficulties to bring the S·talin regime 
down and therefore h.ad decided t.o resort to terror .. ·rhroughout 
the in.terrogatio.n Ma.tveev stoutly denied that he hi.mself agreed 
with terror, claiming that he left the meeting because h.e rejected 
it- The interrogator did not believe Matveev's disavowal of terror 
but Mat.veev persisted in 'his refusal t.o confess that he supported 
terror. 

We can check this confession in at least two ways. Matveev does 
affirm that he heard in. the spring of 1.932 about the negotiations 
''between the Rightists and the Trotskyist-Zino·vievist organization 
for joint struggle against the Party leadership." He then said that 
he knew when the bloc had been formed.: 

Question: From whom d.id you learn about the bloc of 
the Rights with the Trotskyist .. zinovievist organization? 

Answer: Uglanov told me about the meeting with 
Kamenev and about the establishment of contact with 
t'he Trotskyist-Zinovievist organization during t'he same 
springof1932. (315) 

This is confirmed by the contents of the Sedov ';bloc'' letter and to 
Broue's analysis of the Sedov ... Trotsky correspondence during 
1932. (Braue, 1980) 

We can also check the accuracy of ·Matveev's interrogation by 
comparing it to the statement by fellow Rightist, a resident not of 
Moscow but of Leningrad, Valentin ·N. Astrov. In an im:portant 
interrogation of January 11, 1937, Astrov said that, together with 
othe·r young Rightists, Matv·eev had advocated terrorist methods 
against the Party leadership since 1931. 

MATVEEV said that the main task was to remove 
(ubrat) Stalin by any means, including terror. (Lubianka 
1937-1.938 20). 
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w ·e have studied this statement of Astrov's in some detail in 
Trotsky's 'A1nalgams' and in Trotsky's Lies_ Astrov lived into the 
post-Soviet period, until the summer of 1993. Astrov twice wrote 
tha·t he was treated respectfully by the NKVD and that they had not. 
forced him to invent anything. Moreover, the only statement in. his 
interrogation that he retracted was ·his assertion that Bukharin 
had explicitly called for the murder of Stalin. 

Astrov's retraction of this accusation may well have been false. It 
was certai:n.ly unpopular in the late 1980s, during the ''Bukharin 
boom'} when Gorbachev was using Bukharin to portray Stalin as a 
murderer of innocents, to claim that it was really Bukharin who 
had been advocating terror. Yet thanks to the memoirs of Jules 
Humbert-Droz, a Swiss communist and close associate of 
.Bukharin's in the 1920s, we know that Bukharin and some of his 
supporters were conspiring to murder Stalin as early as 1928 :t5 

To sum up: ln October, 1936, Matveev agreed that in 1932 the 
Rightists ·were talking about killing Stalin. But Matveev denied that 
he himself advocated or agreed with this tactic. On the basis of 
accusations by his fellow Rightists th.e NKVD believed Matveev 
was lying and really had been advocating ·terror. Matveev stuck to 
his denial in this interrogation, and the NKVD went on to another 
su.bject. Matveev was not compelled i.n any way to confess to 
advocating terror. This is yet more evidence that the suspects 
te.stified as they chose (whether truthfully or not) and were not 
forced to make fa.lse statements to incrin1inate themselves an.d/or 
others. 

Yet Astrov claimed. that Matveev had been explicitly advocating 
terror as early as 1.931. And when he had the chance.1 Astrov 
refused to recant his statements to the NKVD, with the exception 
of his statement that Bukharin had explicitly advocated terror. 

:i.5 See Fu·rr, Trotsky's 'Ama1gams'i c·hapter 8, or Furr, .Moscow Trials, Chapter 8, 
for a detailed discussion of Hu.mbert-Droz's r emarks. 
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Trotsky and Terror 

In the early 199.0s, not long after the demi.se of the USS.R, Oleg 
Tsarev and John Costello obtained access to the NKVD file of 
Alexander Orlov, who had been the resident head of the Soviet . . 

NKVD in Republican Spain du.ring the Spanish Civil War, and ·to 
certain other NKVD materials. Among those other materials were 
at least some of the reports sent back to his NKVD handlers by 
Mark Zborowski, a young NKVD agent who had managed to 
become a close confident and coworker of Leo·n Sedov. In reports 
from 1937-38 Zborowski reported that Sedov had urged the 
assassination of Stalin even while he and Trotsky were publicly 
denouncing ''terrort' as a. political strategy that Trotsky had never 
and would never countenance.1·6 

The reports and confessions in PiL T2 contain many references to 
Trotskyists' plans for ''terror'' - assassination - against Stalin and 
Bolshevik leaders. In this section we will examine the claim that 
instructions to carry out terror came from Trotsky him.self. 

The February 28, 1936, interrogation of Trotskyist Ivan Kuz'mich 
Fedotov is important in this connection. Fed.otov's is the first 
mention of the tactic of ''terror'' of all the confessions and 
statements of Trotskyists in this collection. He said that in 1935 he 
had been in touch with Valentin Ol'berg before the latter's ar·rest 
and knew abo·ut Ol'berg's intention to kill Stalin. Ol'berg was one 
of the defendants in the first Moscow Trial of August 1936. 

Valentin Ol'berg told me that one of his tasks was to get 
in touch with the Trotskyist organization [i.n the USSR] 
and to really [real'no.] prepare and carry out the murder 
of Stalin u.pon Trotsky's order. (205) 

But Fedotov said that the Trotskyists had been making terrorist 
plans before this. He testified that he had worked from November 

1.6 Zborowski's reports on Sedo·v are studied in Furr Amalgams, Chapter 13, and. 
Furr, Trotsky's Lies, Chapter 2. 
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1933 to the end of January 1934 with a certa.in Miuller. Miuller 
was a Trotskyist w·ho was demoted from leading work in the 
German Communist Party because of his Trotskyist vi.ews but had 
somehow managed to come to the USSR and was ·working in an 
automobile factory in Gorky, where Fedotov met him. 

Miuller said that he was in touch with. the leadership of the 
Trotskyist inovement in Berlin and was leading Trotskyist work 
within the USSR. Then. Fedo·tov said: 

Miuller told me that the removal (ustranenie) of the 
leadership of the VKP(b) could only be accom.plished 
through terror, and that the transition to terrorist 
struggle against the Party leadership was begin carried 
out according to a directive that came straight from 
Trotsky. 

Fedotov continued: 

I in turn told Miuller that there was a Trotskyist terrorist 
organization in Gorky comprised of reliable persons. 
(206) 

Previous defendants had testified, and even Braue agreed, that 
Trotsky and Sedov advocated the ''removal'' (ustranienie) of Stalin 
and the Party and government leadership. But they had refused to 
state that this meant forcible removal. That admission is made for 
the fi.rst time in these documents. Since Fedotov said that he had 
told Miuller that a Trotskyist terrorist organization already existed 
in Gorky we know that the i'turn to terror'' had taken place some 
time earlier than November 1933 - January 1934. 

Fedotov said that Furtichev, a. prominent Trotskyist with whom 
had had talks during February-March 1934, had seconded 
Miuller's views about the necessity of terror against the Party 
leaders in order to bring Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev to the 
leadership of the country. (2 08) 
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Later in the same interroga.tion Fedotov returned to the subject of 
Valentin Ol'berg's role, which. he said he learned of from Ol'berg 
himself in August 1935. 

Ol'berg put before me his the plan of action. 

He said that Trots.ky considers that our people in the 
USSR are very busy with propaganda of Trotskyist 
views. That this will not decide the outcome of our 
struggle with the Party leadership. 

The most. basic and most i·mportant thing to do is to 
carefully organize and. carry out the murder of Stalin. 
This will be the alarm that will raise the masses to 
decide all the other quest.ions and will permit us to 
concretely decide the question of the return of Trotsky 
to the leadership of the country. (209) 

'Miuller's name comes up a.gain in the in.terrogation of Iakov 
Abramovich Furtichev dated May 4, 1936~ When asked about his 
discussions with Fed.otov conc.erning terrorist activity Furtichev 
replied: 

For Fedotov--te·rrorist plans w·ere not new. He told me 
that whe.n he was still working at the automobile factory 
he had met a certain Kurt Miuller, wh.o had at one time 
been a leader of the German Komsomol but had been 
removed. from this work beca.use of his Trotskyist views. 
According to Fedotov Mi·uller gave Fedotov a directive of 
Trotsky's concerning the necessity of preparing te.rrorist 
acts against the Party leaders a.nd in the first place 
against Stalin. (271) 

Kurt Miuller features in a n·umber of additional interrogations of 
Trotskyis·ts that have been made public recently. 
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Shemele·v 

In his interrogation of April 5, 1936, arrested Trotskyist Aleksandr 
Ivanovich Shemelev m.entioned T.rotsky's instructions for terror 
several ti.mes. 

I wish to inform the investigatio11 that that during 
previous int.errogations I co.ncealed some substantive 
matters concernin.g the inst.ructions which I receiv·e.d 
from Sedov (through Gorovich) and from I.N·. Smirnov 
and A. Safonova (through Adish) ... When I gave my 
previous confessions about the "instructions that 
Gorovich received in Berlin from Sedov I concealed from 
the i.nvestigation the following: ·when h.e returned from 
Berlin in 1932 Gorovich told me that in Sedov's opinion, 
along with diligent work to gather our ca.dre, it was 
essential to set and to carry out the main task, which 
consisted. of the removal (ustranenie) of Stalin, and that 
this was Trotsky's directi.ve. 

Shem elev was careful to qualify exactly what he heard: 

Let me say that. I will not guarantee that the word 
''rem.ave'' (ustranit'J was used. It is possible that he used 
the word ''liquidate,1

' ''remove'' ( ustranit') or ''get rid of' 
(ubrat'). But I remember very well: that the meaning 
was the necessity of the forcible removal 
( nasil'stvennogo ustraneniia) of Stalin. (221) 

This testimony of Shemelev's confirms the reports of Mar·k 
Zborowski that Sedov was privat.ely advocating terror against 
Stalin at the same time that he and Trotsky were de.nying, 
repeatedly and in the st.rongest ter~ms, that they would ever 
consider adopting the tactics of te1 .. ror. Here Shemelev claims that 
Sedov was advocating violence as earl·y as 1932, though. perhaps 
without being completely explicit. If thi.s is true, it would be 
another issue about which Sedov and Trotsky wete lying, to be 
added to those that Bro·ue, Getty, and I have discovered. 
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It is significant t-hat Shemelev did not insist that he had heard any 

specific· word, much less that. ''ter:ror'' or assassination w·as 

expl.icitly mentioned. Instead, he i·nsisted that. these were 

underst1ood but not spoken. If the NKVD had been compelling him 

to incri1ninate Trotsky or Smirnov, why would. they not have 

forced him to be more dire:ct? This is yet more evidence that, in 

this case, Shemelev's testimon.y was what he wanted to say·, rather 

than son1e lie that the investigators were forcing upon him. 

Shemele·v testified that in February or March1 1933, he had had a 

talk with another Trotskyist, Dmitriev} in the latter's apartment. 

Dmitriev of course understood abou.t whom i'abroad'' we 

were talking, although I did not explicitly tell him that I 

meant the contact with Trotsky. He was very interested 

in my declaration about 1'occasions'' abroad, got quite 

excited., and asked~ ''What-do they think abroad?'' I reply 

to him more or less as follows: '''Abroad they ·think that 

the main thing is to liquidate Stalin." Dmitriev very 

openly answered that he thought the same thing and 

that he and. his group (ego edinomyshlenniki, those who 

agreed with 11im) had arrived at an analogous 

conclusion. It was completely obvious for us both that 

we were talki11g about the forcible re·moval 

(nasil)stvennogo ustraneniia) of Stalin. (222) 

Shemelev also talked about his co11tact with the Trotskyist Adis.h: 

Adish was the contact man for the members of our 

organization of [I.] N. Smirnov and A. Safonova .... But I. 

concealed from the in.vestigation that Adish transmitted 
to me Smi.rnov's and Safonova's evaluation of the 

situation in the Party and country) and speaking about 

the perspectives of illegal work told me that Safon.ova 
,assigned me to tra11smit the view of I.N" Smirnov that if 
we could find a man (or a group of men) prepared to 

deal with Stalin, then under the present circumstances 

that would be the best outcome) and an act both 

politically and historically justified. (222-223). 

• 
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Shemelev then said that he went to meet with Dmitriev again} 
<'with . the k.nowledge that Dmitriev and his group were precisely 
·what we needed in order to carry out. Sedov's and Sm'irnov's 
directive.'' 

From my talks with Dmitriev, especially from the last 
one, it ·was completely clear to me that he correctly 
understood the esse:hce of the directives of Sedov and 
Smirnov in relation to the liquidation o.f Stalin. (223) 

Gurevich 

On May 18, 1936 Trotskyist Khaskel' Gesselevich Gurevich was 
interrogated. According to the accompanying report to ·Stalin by 
Jagoda Gurevich had been named by Va.lentin Ol'berg.17 

Gurevich's story is an interesting oneA He had been arrested in 
Berlin by the Gestapo} whom Gurev·ich told that he was a 
Trotskyist and was going to the USSR to plan terrorist acts against 
the Party leadership. Hearing this the Ges·tapo released him on the 
condition that he inform them abo·ut d.evelopments in the 
Trots.kyist organi.zation1s terrorist plans. This made G·urevich an 
agent of the Gestapo and, in the eyes of Soviet authorities, a 
German spy. 

Some writers have dismissed. the possibility that any Jew could 
have been a Gestapo agent, either because no Jew would. agree to 
be one or because ·the Gestapo would never recruit a Jew. 
Gurevich's story demonstrates how this kind of thing could. 
happen: blackmail, ·plus a mutual interest in opposing the Stalin 
regim.e, could produce thi.s kind of alliance. Karl RadekJ though of 
Jewish b.ack.ground and a professed internationalist, was so 
enamored of Germany that, in the words of Nazi diploma·t Gustav 
Hilger, ;'We could always count on him to help u.s when it was a 
question of dealing with difficult situations in our dealings with 

1·7 This interrogation of Gurevich has recen·tly been published in facsimile ..... 
http://istma.t.in.fo / files/uploads/ 605 78 /rgaspi.._f.17._op . 171._d.224~protokoly _d 
oprosov _gurevic.ha.pdf 
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the Soviet regime. 18 Radek eve11 famot1s1y told the violent Nazi 
Gaule.i·ter Erich Kocl1 ''TJ1ere are son1e fi11e lads in the SA a11d SS.''19 

Gt1revicl1 clain1ed that he had l"eceived instr·uctions directly from 
Leor1 Sedov in Berlin: 

Frida Grebe2c> k11ew ·tl1at I was in. contact with the 
T1·ots.k.yist organization in Berlin and. in Leipzig, ancl 
k11e-vv abot1t my contact with Leon Sedov, and also 
knew that Mikhail Bykhovskii and 1 had an assignment 
f1·om the Trotskyist organizatio11 to prepare and to carry 
out in the Soviet Union te·rrorist. acts against the Party 
Ieade1~s . 

... Yes, I must admit. that ... at the beginning of June 
[1.933] one of the Gestapo workers questioned me 
concerning the question of my Trotskyist activities and 
contacts ·in Germany. I ad1nit,ted at this interrogation 
that I was a member of the Trotsky organization and 
was in contact in my activity with Sedov, Ol'berg, 
Fridman, Bykhovski.i, and others, and that I was 
assigned by the organization to go to the USSR in 
order to prepare terrorist acts against the leaders of 

. the Party. (289) 

In the same interrogation of October 20) 1936 N.I. Gordon stated 
that in 1933 he had. heard directly from Belobo1 .. odov, one of the 
leaders of the Trotskyist g1~oup in the USSR wl1ose senior leader 
was I.N. Smirnov, that Tr·otsky had urgecl a ''transition'' to terrorist 
acts against Stalin and those associated with him: 

::s '' ... konnten \Vir in1mer auf ihn recl1ncn, \'Venn es darL1m ging, uns in 
schwie1·igen Situationen bei unse1·e11 Ver'handlungen n1it der Sowjetregierung zu 
helfen.1' Gustav Hilger, Wir und der Kre1r1/: Deutsch. -Sov~fetische Bezieh ur1gen 1918-
1941 : E'ri1111et~unge11 eir1 es' deutscher1 DitJlo1nc1ten . Berl:i11: At,henaun11 1955} 80. 
19 Gerl1.<:1rd Reitlinger, '' IJast of tl1e War Criminals.)) Comn1entary 2 7, 1 
(January,1959), 33. 
20 Gurevich's wife. 
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Accordin.g to Beloborodov, Smirnov} Mrachkovskii, and 
Ter .. Vaganian formed the Trotskyist center and. were in 
direct contact with Trotsky. Smirnov maintained the 
contact with Trotsky. Beloborodov said that Trotsky 
firmly insisted u.pon the tra11sition to decisive actions in 
the struggle agatnst Stalin. I asked Beloborodov ·what 
that means - that is, how should these active me·asures 
find expression? Beloborodov answered: ''It means the 
transition to terrorist acts, first of all against. Stalin, and 
then al.so against his closes·t associates." At the same 
time Beloborodov said that although .this really is the 
most extreme form of struggle, we had no other way out, 
because we could not rely on the masses, and any 
further delay would mean the strengthening of Stalin's 
position. (321) 

Smirnov was arrested during the first few days of January, 1933. 
This means that Trotsky had begun to advocate the m.urder of 
Stalin by sometime in 1933 at the latest. 

Thi.s corresponds with what G·aven had told Birkengof in early 
1933. It also corresponds with what Radek testified at. the January, 
1937, Moscow Trial a.bout the letter he received from Trotsky in 
February early March, 1932 .. Birkengof refused to say that Gave:n 
had specifically recommended ''removing'' Stalin by violence. 
Radek testified that in his letter Trotsky did not explicitly mention 
violence, but th.at h.e, Radek, understood that violence was what 
was meant since the·re was no other way of getting rid of the Party 
leadership. 

Trotskyist Involvement in the Murder of Sergei 
Kirov 

When Sergei Mironovich Kirov, the First Secretary of the 
Leningrad city and oblast' Party, was murdered on December 1., 
1934, th.e crime was soon traced to an underground Zinovievist 
groupK These men were quickly arrested, interrogated, tried, 
convicted, and shot. In January, 193 S, Zinoviev, Kamenev) and 
others in Moscow were tried and convict.ed of knowing about the 

• 
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existence of this Leningrad Zinovievist group and not informing 
the authorities. They· were sentenced to prisoni21· 

At th.e end of December 1934 Trotsky published s·ome articles in 

which he claimed that his name had come up becau.se the Stalin 

regime was trying to_ pin the blame on him since he) Trotsky, was 
the more important figure. We have studied Trotsky's writings 
about the Kirov murder in detail in Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and 

Trotsky's Lies:. 

We know Trotsky lied in these writ.ings because ·we know from 

Sedov's ''bloc1
' letter that he was already in a bloc w.ith the 

Zinovievists, among others. Yet Trotsky always publicly denied i.t. 
At that time (1934-1935) the Soviet authorit.ies did not accuse 
Trotsky of direct complicity in the murder of Kirov. Nor did they 

yet know about the bloc that had been formed in 1932. The 
Zi·novievists did not reveal that they were in a b'loc with the 
Trotskyists. 

The question arises whether the Trots.kyists, and. Trotsky himself, 

were involved in the planning of Ki·rov's mu·rder and if so, to what 

extent. This was one of the charges at the first 'Moscow· Trial, the 
''Zinoviev-Kamenev'' trial, of August, 1936. Until the pu.bl.icatio11 of 

this collection we did not have other evidence that the Trotskyi.sts 
and Trotsky himself w·ere accomplices to Kirov's murder. 

Trotskyist Ivan Aleksandrovich Maslennikov, interrogated o·n April 
26, ·t 936, testified that he knew from anothe.r Trotskyist that the 
·rrotskyists in Leningrad. were in touch with the Zinovievists who 

murdered Kirov and tha.t the Trotskyists had been. planning 
similar acts. 

I did not know about any plans to carry out terrorist 
acts. I knew on.ly that the Trotskyist organization had set 
for its goal the mu1"'ders of members of t'he ·Politburo and 
of Stalin above all ... As soon as December 1934, just two 

21 See Furr, The Murder oj'Sergei Kirov, for a tl1orough. discussion of this a.nd 

rela.ted conspiracies. 
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or three d.ays aft.er the murder of S.M. Kirov} in the room 
of the Dean of the Faculty of Natural Sciences, Nilender 
told n1e that Kirov's n1urder had been organized by ''our 
people'' (i.e. the Trotskyists ) . 

. ). [F]rom my talk with Nilender I understood. that the 
preparation of the terrorist act against S.M. Kirov had 
been known to Nilender~ 

Question; What specifically di.d Nilender tell you about 
the contact of you.r Trotskyist counterrevolutionary 
organization with the participants in the murder of S.M. 
Kirov? 

Answer: Nile.nder did not tell m.e anything about this 
directly, but from his words I very clearly understood 
that our terrorist organization was in contact ·with the 
Leningrad group. (249-250) 

In his interrogation of May 4, 1936, Furtich.ev testified about the 
connection between the Trotskyists and Zinovievists in the 
murder of Kirov: 

, ... In. the spring of 1934 Bocharov told me that ·he had 
heard from ·Bak.aev that the Trotskyist-Zinovievist 
organization was planning to mu·rder Stalin i.n Moscow 
and Kirov i:n Leningrad, and were forming special 
terro·rist groups for this purpose .. (272) 

On May 27, 1.936, Moisei Nau.movich Iakovlev, a Zinov.ievist} 
confessed that the Zinovievists had ties wi.th the Trotskyists. In 
June 1934 (305), Kamenev had told him that the Zinovievist and 
Trotskyist groups were ·united. 

Kamenev said that the union of the Zinovievist 
organization, headed by me, with th~ Trotskyist group of 
Zaidel' fully cor.respond.ed with the plans of the Moscow 
Zinovievist organization. At the same time Zinoviev told 
me that on this same ·basis, terro·rist struggl-e against the 
Party leadership1 the Zinovievist center had long since 
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united with the Trotskyist organization of I.Nx Smi.rnov -
Mrachk.ovskii. 

Question: Did Kamenev tell who personally was in the 
united Zi·novievist-Trotskyist center? · 

Answer: Kamenev said that in the united ce·nter of the 

Zinovievist-Trotskyist organization were Zinoviev, 
himself - Kamenev, Bakaev, Smi.rnov, Ter-Vaganian and 
Mrachkovskii. (306--307) 

In the interrogation cited above (October 201 1936) Gordon said 

the following: 

In 1934 I met twice with Glebov-Avilov ... In an outburst 

of anger Glebov-Avilov told me that the Stalin. regime 
could ·not be removed (ustranit) by democratic means, 
some other determined measures were necessary. And 
then Glebov told me that direct orders had been 
received from the Trotskyist--Zin.ovievist center in 
Moscow to prepare terrorist acts against the Party 

leaders and that we should start with Stalin. (322) 

Thus we now have a good deal of testimony that the Trotskyists 

were accessories to the murder of Kirov,. This confirms the 

testimony at the First Moscow Trial of August 193 6, where it is 

one of the mai.n charges against the defendants. It was also a major 

charge against some of the defendants in the Second Moscow Trial 

or Trotskyist trial of January) 1937. 

Trotskyists and Terror 

We have already noted that the first confession in these 

documents in which a Trotskyist acknowledges that the goal of the 

Trotskyists in the USSR was ''terror'' - the assassination of Soviet 

leaders - is that of Ivan K.~ Fedotov of February 28J ·1936. However, 

there must be earlier confessions by Trotskyists, for Nik.olai 

Ezhov's draft· report to the Central Committee plenum of June 

193 5) i'On the CEC Apparatus and Comrade Enukidze''22 had 

already stated that this was the Trotskyists' goal. 
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Concerning the direct participation of the Trotsk.yist 
center abroad in the organization of terrorist work in 
the USSR speak the confessions of the leader of the 
Trotskyist terrorist group of mili.tary workers 
Cherniavskii. Cherniavskii who, as we stated above, 
during his trip abroad established contact with. active 
Trotskyists, confessed during the investigation about the 
task which he received from the Trotskyist Raskin: 

'' ... Raskin stated that in the USSR the Trotskyists have 
valuable cadre and that inside the country there is a 
favorable situation for the development of Trotskyist 
work. 

In 1933 Raskin told me that for Russia the Trots·kyists 
had t·he task of the largest possible development of 
separate groups of sympathizers( 

Together with that work it was necessary to create 
cadres of persons capable of the most determined and 
ex·treme forms of struggle with the Party. He explained 
·to me that he considered that it was essential to create 
terrorist groups for the murder of Stalin and other 
leaders oft.he Pa.rty, that this activity could be the m .. ost 
practical mean.s .for the return of Trotsky to the helm of 
state (k kormilu pravlenia),'' (185) 

'Ezhov qu.otes another Trotskyist, Novozhilov, who a.lso quoted 
Cherniavskii on the necessity of murdering Stalin. (187) 

.z2 An ea.rlier draft of tl1is report. wit.h t11e sa.me title dated April 3, 1935 was 
printed in 2003 in a voll1me of documents, (Lubianka 1~22-1936 No. 518) Tl1is 
doclr·ment was not called a jfreport" but ratl1er a con1munication to all members 
and candidate member of t'he Party, and bore the names of Stalin, Molotov, and 
Kaganovic·h as well as that of 'Ezhov. lt concerned onJy the terrorist groups, 
includ.ing Tro·tskyl.sts groups 'but also Zinovievists, :in t11e Kremlin, the ''Kre·mlin. 
Affatr" of 1935. None of the quota·tions cit.ed above are in this earlier version, 
\Vl1ich is t11erefore rea.11)1 a different docun1ent despite its identical title. 
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.Ezhov quotes other excerpts in this draft report from confessions 
of a1 .. rested Trotskyists about the goal of terror . 

... [T]he Trotskyist Azbel' described the ideological pla·n 
of his organization in this way: 

''All the dissatisfied elements in the country are 
frightened. It is possible to stimulate the dissatis.fied 
elements to active struggle against the leadership of the 
Party only by means of terror. We saw all the evil was in 
Stalin and the.refore we believed. that by means of h.is 
murder, that of the most influential and deciding person 
in the country, we could cause confusion among the 
current leadership of the Party and stir up to the 
struggle all those elements dissatisfied with the existing 
regime.'' (186) 

This report of Ezhov's is called a ''draft'' (proekt). We don'·t know 
whether a final draft based upon it wasp.resented to the June 1935 
CC Plenum. lt does show· that by June 1935 the NKVD had been 
told of terrorist ·plans by Trotskyist gro·ups. 

Valentin Ol'berg 
I 

According to Arch Getty, 

Sometime in the first days of 1936, Ezhov had received a 
mandate from Stalin to reopen the Kirov assassination 
investigation. He [Ezhov] later said that for Stalin . 

. 

somet.hing ''did not seem right'' about th.at investigation, 
and Ezhov was charged with taking a new look . 

... His [Ezhov'~] train of investigations began with the 
arrest on 5 January 1936 of V.P. 01,berg, who within a. 
month confessed to being a Trotskyist agent dispatched 
to the u·ssR by Trotsky to organize the assassination of 
Stalin. (189--190) 

Here Getty is following the account in the Gorbac.hev-era journal 
Izvestia TsK KPSS) a journal devoted to Gorbachev's dishonest 
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attempt to attack Stalin by declaring t.hat no 
existed. 

> • consp1rac1es ever 

Thanks to the publication of PiL T2 we now have additional 
info1--mation about Ol'berg and his activities that generally 
corroborates what Getty wrote. The firs·t mention of Ol'berg and 
his conspiracy in t.his volume comes not from Ezhov but from 
Iagoda, at that time still the commissar of Internal Affairs ( = head 
of the NKVD). These documents are from the NKVD archive} where 
materi.als gathered by Ezhov, who was not yet head of the NKVD, 
might not have been filed. 

On Februa.ry 28, 1936, Iagoda sent to Stalin a.n inte.rrogation of 
Ivan Kuz'mich Fedotov, a Party member, clandestine Trotskyist, 
and head of the Gorky Pedagogi.cal Institute. Fedotov confessed. 
that he had hired. Ol'berg as a teacher after Ol'berg had 
approached him in mid-August, 1935, and had inad.e it clear t.o him 
that. he had been sent by ''the old man'' (starik), the name 
Trotskyists called Trotsky, and had told Fedotov about the latter's 
ties with ot.her Trotskyists. 

Fed.otov continued: 

When I asked him who he was this unknown. person said 
his name was Valentin Ol'berg and told me that he had 
arrived in th.e USSR illegally on a false Honduran 
passport with assignments from Trotsky, whose 
emissary he was. 

To my question whe·ther he had any contacts in Gorky V. 
Ol'berg told me that he had first sent his brother Pavel 
Ol'berg, an engineer and a Trotskyist, to Gorky at the end 
of 1.934, i·n case he needed to explain his arrival in Gorky 
by the desire to visit his brother_ 

Valentin Ol'berg told me that am.ong his assignments 
was to con.tact the Trotskyist organization and really 
prepare and carry out the murder of Stalin as ordered by 
Trotsky. (205) 
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As we stated above, aside from Ezhov's report of Ju.ne 1935 this is 
the first mention of terrorist goals in this collection of documents. 
It is also confirmation of Ol'berg's own confessions which 
appare:ntly ·began ''a month a.fter his arrest.''23 

As we have already· seen1 Fed.otov testified tha.t he had learned in. 
1933 from Kurt Miuller that Trotsky had given the order to 
murder Sta.lin (206). We also saw above that Fedotov said that in 
1933 he had told Miuller tha.t there was a ''Trotskyist terrorist 
organization', in Gorky. The word 1'really11 (real'no) w·hich Fedotov 
said that Ol'berg had used probably reflects the fact th.at this 
organization had not yet done anything to fulfill its task of killing 
Stalin. 

Getty continued: 

His [Olberg's] wife testified that Ol'berg had received 
money and false passports from Trotsky's son Sedov and. 
other Trotskyists in .Paris and Prague. (190) 

Getty must have seen this in an archival document as it is not in 
the issue of lzvestiia TsK· KPSS ·he cites in the same note. The 
pres,ent volume, PiLT2, contains a single interrogation of Ol'berg's 
wife Betti, dated April 26, 1936. It contains a number of important 
matters. 

For one thing it states that Betti Ol'berg was a Ho·nd.uran citizen. In 
fact she was a German citizen. Further interrogations of Betti 
Ol 1berg and of other Trotskyists, revealed that s·he and her 
husband bought the false Honduran passports with the combined 
help of the Nazi Gestapo and of Trotsky's son Leon Sedov. Clea.rly 
the investigation had not discovered this fact at the time of this 
in.terrogation. We now have more interrogations of Valentin 
Ol'berg, Betti Ol'berg, and other Trotskyists, and ·will examine 
them a future stud.y>: 

23 s . · ee l zv. TsK KPSS No,8, 1989, p. 82. 
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Here are some excerpts from the interrogatio11 of Betti Ol'berg in 
the volume. It is clearly not the one seen by Getty since i·t does not 
discuss the obtaining of false passports and money. · 

In reality Kurt Rovel, wh.01n I knew to be a Trotskyist, 
was also connected in Trotskyist work while still i11 

Berlin with my husband Valentin Ol'berg, and had come 
to the USSR at the beginning of October, 1935, wit'h 
Trotskyist assign.ments. 

Kurt Rovel was in contact at that time with me and with 
the Trotskyist Fella Slomowitz. Fella Slomowitz was in 
turn in contact wi.th Sedov. 

Fella Slomowitz was assigned by Sedov to send Kurt 
Rove! to the Soviet Union with instructions to contact 
my husband Valentin Ol'berg in Gorky, Karl Boshted.t in 
Moscow, and Gurevich in Leningrad. Kurt Rovel was 
supposed to alert all three men in Sedov's name to the 
necessity of carefully organizing and carrying out 
terrorist acts against Stalin i.n Moscow and Zhdanov in 
Leningrad. 

The ter1"'orist act against Stalin was to be prepared} 
acco1~ding to Sedov's instructions1 by the terrorist group 
in Gorky headed by Valentin. Ol'berg and by persons 
connected to Karl Boshtedt in Moscow. .. 

Gurevich and the terrorists connected to him in 
Leningrad were to prepare the terrorist act against 
Zh.danov~ 

The murders of Stalin and Zhdanov were intended for 
the May Day demonstrations of 1.935. Kurt Rovel was 
supposed to alert Ol'berg, Boshtedt and Gurevich about 
this. (251) 

In a confession of April 25, 1935, Mark ~L'vovich Elin1 Party 
Secretary of the town of Dzerzhinsk in the Gork.y region, admitted 
to obtai11ing a job for Ol1berg. Evidently this means that Fedotov 
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had to get Party approval for Ol'berg since the latter was to teach 

the history of the revolutionary movement.24 

This volume also contains one interrogation of Pavel Ol'berg d.ated 

May 5, 1936. He was Valentin Ol1berg's brother and a chemist also 

employed in Gorky. 

I 

Q·uestion: When did Valen.tin Ol'berg join the German 

Communist Party? 

Answer: In about 1928. 

Question: And the Trotskyist organization? 

Answer: From 1929 to 1931-32, that is until he was 
expelled from the Party, he carefully concealed his 
contact with Trotsky and Sedov~ He was expelled after it 
was discove.red that he was a Trotskyist .... 

Question: What were Valentin Ol'berg's political views 
before joining the Communist Party, that is before he 
finished gymnasium in Brunswick (Braunshveig)? 

. 

Answer: He was a confirmed monarc.hist, .. 

Question: How long did Ol'berg live i.n Prague? 

Answer: He lived in Prague from the summer of 1933 to 
the end of 1934. About that time he obtained a 
Honduran passport and, as I have stated in my earlier 
confe~ssions, he went to the USSR in order to organize a 
terrorist act against s·talin, upo.n th.e ins·tructions that he 
had received from Leon Sedov. 

Question: Did he go directly to the USSR from Prague? 

24 Russian Wikipedia page on Ol1berg at 
https://ru,wikipedia.org/wiki/011b6epr,_BaJieHTHH_IlaBJIOBHtJ 
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Answer: No, at first he went to Berlin., where he 
remained for 2-3 months, and then from Berlin he went 
to the USSR .. w 

Question: Accord.ing to your confession., first, V. Ol'berg 
did no·t return to Germany in 1933 because he feared 
repression. Second, he lived in ·Prague as a political 
emigrant from Germany. Why did he then go from 
Prague to Berlin again? We ask you to tell the truth. 

Answer: I admit that my confessions were untruthful. I 
concealed from the investigation the fact that I knew 
that Valentin Ol1berg had contact with the German 
secret police (Gesta.po). 

Question: Who told you about this? 

Answer: Valentin Ol'berg informed me. 

Question: Why did he tell you? 

Answer; When Valentin 01,.berg arrived in the USSR in 

March, 1935} I asked him repeatedly in conversations 
with him why he was not fearful of returning to Berlin 
from Prague. At first he was silent about this, answered 
me with empty phrases such as 1'you will know 
e.verything in time.'' At that time, as I have said in 
previous confessions, I was actively helping V. Ol'berg to 
prepare a terrorist act, bringing him a weapon from 
Gorky to Moscow, and. Valentin Ol'berg treated me with 
great trust. One time wh.en I ask.ed V. Ol'berg again ho·w 
it was that he risked to go to Berlin and was not afraid. 
for his wife Betti who was even then in ·Berlin, he told 
me that he had ties to the Gestapo ~~~ 

Q·u.estion; Relate in detail everything that Valentin 
Ol'berg told you. ~ 

Answer: He told me the following: Soon after the fascists 
came to power in 1933 he was called to the Gesta·po. 
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During the fairly Iengt,hy interrogation and ·after threats 

of a severe bea.ting and of then being sent to a 
concentra.tion camp Valentin Ol'berg confessed in detail 

about how Trotsky and Sedov were sending him to the 
USSR for underground work, they offered him to 
collaborate ·with the Gestapo, a.nd he agreed. 

Question: What assignment did Valentin. Ol'berg receive 
from the Gestapo? 

Answer: The Gestapo confirmed Leon Sedov's 
assignment about the necessity of travelling to the USSR 
to make contact ·w·ith th.e Trotskyist underground. After 

he had completed this assignment Valenti.n Ol'berg was 
to receive further instr·uctions fron1 the Gestapo ... 

Question: What. else? 

Answer: During his first trip to the USSR in 1933 
Valentin Ol'berg was not able to con.tact the Trotskyist 
organization and get himself settled in the USSR. Then 
he went to Prague, from where he confirmed his 

. contact with the Gestapo. Whe.n he received the 
assignment from Sedov in 1934 to go to the USSR in 
order to prepare a terrorist act against Stalin, he 
informed the Gestapo about it. Then he received an 
assignment from the Gestapo to accept this ass·ignment. 
[from Sedov] and before he went to the USSR to go to 
Berlin for instructions. 

Qu.estion: Who helped V. Ol'berg obtain a Hond.uran 

passport in Berlin? 

Answer: The Gestapo helped him get the passport. He 
received the money to buy the passport, the sum of 
13,000 Czech crowns, from Leon Sedov. Besides that, 
before his trip to the USSR he also obtained money from 
the Gestapo. He did not tell me how much he received 

from the Gestapo. (274-5) 
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In h.is interrogation of May 18, 1936 a.lready referred to above 
G·urevich admitted that he had ·told. the Gesta.po that he was a 
member of the Trotskyist organization and was in contact with 
Sedov, Ol'berg, and others. When the Gestapo questioned him 
about their plan to organize terror Gurevich told him that Ol"berg 
had already entered the u·ssR and tha·t others were to follow·. Then. 
the Gestapo proposed that he also collaborate with them. (289) 

Gurevich revealed that the undergrou:nd Trotskyist group also 
planned to assassinate Andrei Zhdanov, who had replaced the 
murdered Sergei Kirov as First Secretary of the Leningrad Party. 

I was cautioned by the Gestapo employee that as 
someone di.rectly connected with the terrorist plot I 
must not have direct conta.ct with the couriers who 
arri.ved in. the USSR. This contact would be maintained 
through Frida Grebe. ... Through Grebe} and in 
connection ·wi.th my ass'ignme11ts, I also gave to the 
Gestapo information about the preparation of the 
Trotskyist organization in Leningrad for a terrorist act 
a.gain.st Zhdanov. (290) 

Trotskyist Terror 

During 1936 the number of underground oppositionists 
uncovered. and arrested by the NK.VD increased dramatically as 
more and more of those arrested named others. Many of these 
arrested oppositionists admitted that they were i.nvolved. in 
terrorist - assassinati.on - consp.iracies. We will cite some 
examples here. 

As we ha.ve seen, it was in late May, 1.936, that Birkengof confessed 
that in ·Feb1 .. uary, 1933, Gaven. had told him that the ''forcible 
ustranenie'' (removal) of Stalin was the only possible course of 
acti.on .. In th.e confession of May 27, 1936,2.5 cited above Moisei N. 
Ia.kovlev admitted that the Trotsky.ist and Zinovievist underground. 

25 This interrogation is a.Tso printed in Lubianka ·1 gzz ... 1936, pp. 759-7 63. 
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were u11ited in l.Jeningrc1d. He further aclmitted involvement in 
terror plots: 

i 

Ka111enev came ·to Leni11grad i11 Ju·ne, 1934. Kamenev and 

I were conJ1ected by our 1nutual cc)unterrevolutio11ary 
activity in the Zi11ovievist organization and I we11t to him 
to tell hjm about the situation in the Leningrad 
organization a11d tel get frc)m Kamenev di.rectives f 01 .. 

future work. 

Kan1enev liste11ed to 1ne a11d discussed with me the 
situation in the Leningr~ad organization and then gave 
rne the decisio11 of tl1e center about organizing struggle 
against the Party and gc)ve·rn1nent leaders by ineans of 
te".rror. 

He asked me what I thought about tl1is and wl1en he had 
received my positive r1 eply he rnade a direct 1)roposal 
abotit the necessity of preparing a terrorist act against 

KirO\' in Leningrad a11d told me tl1at. at the same ti1ne t11e 
Moscow 011 ga11izat.ion was preparing an atten1pt on. 
Stalin .. .. 

Kament~V told me that under the present circumstan.ces 
the onl)' possible n1ethod of struggle against Stalin was 

terror. A.ny otl1er avenue of struggle, Kamenev said, 
would inc!Vitably mean that they would. smash us. The 
only chanc:e for success lay in terror. I.;or this i~eason, 
while we still had tl1e forces } we had to use this last 
remaining 111eans. (304) 

lakovlev went on to discuss the plan to kill Kirov, saying that 

Kamenev had askeLi him directly whether he was i11 touch with the 

undergrot1nd Zi.11o·vievist grou.p of K()tolynov-Ru1niantsev in 
Leningrad. This \vas the group t11at did carry out the mu1~der of 
Kirov on December 1, 1934. (305) 

On June 23, 1936, Efirr1 A. Dreitser) later a defendant in the August, 
19 3 6, <'Zinoviev-Kamenev'' Moscow Trial) confessed that i11 19 34 

Mrachkovskii, one of the 1'1~otskyist leaders a11d also a defendant i.11 

• 
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the same trial, had directed him to 01 .. ganize ('battle groups'' 
(boevikh grupp) to prepare terrorist acts against .Party leaders_ The 
trial transcript states that th.is ha.ppened in the spring of 1933, not 
in 1934, but otherwise has all this in.formation (August 19, 1936, 
evening session). This may be the reason these confessions are not 
included in the present volume. 

We have cited a number of other terror confessions by Trotskyis·ts 
in other chapters in the present book~ 
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Chapter 2. Trotsky'" and the Nazis, Fascists, 

and Ukraini.an Nationalists 

Introduction 

We have seen that there is a lot of evidence that the documents in 
PiL T2 are not the result of fabrication but represent what th.ose 
under interrogation chose to testi.fy~ Soviet authoriti.es did not 
attempt to force these prisoners to lie. 

In Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and The Moscow ·Trials as Evidence we 
have devoted a lot of attention to verifying the Moscow Trials 
testimony·. We found that the Mose.ow Trials testimony is 
;'genuine11 

- a shorthand way of saying that whenever we can check 
a statement made by a defendant in 'the Moscow Trials against 
independent evidence, it turns out that the defendant1s statement 
represents what he chose to say. Usu·ally they stated the truth. 
Where we can show that defendants lied, in each case they did so 
in order to make themselves appear less guilty, not more. 

In the previous chapter we studied the materials in PiLT2 with a 
vi·ew to checking and verifying the statements m·ade there 
whenever possible. The result· was the same: these materials are 
''genu.ine'' in that they reflect what those who made them wished 
to say, We have excellen·t evidence that the NKVD was not 
fabricating them in any way. 

Therefore, to the extent that Piatakov's testimony in his Statement 
to Ezhov agrees with statements in PiL T2 we can conclude that 
Piatakov's statements in that document are also genui.ne - that 
they represent what Piata.kov chose to testify. We analyze 
Piatakov's Statement separat,ely in another chapter o.f the present 
book. 
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''Against Stalin All Means Are Good'' 

.In his cc)nfessi<J11. C)f Octobe1~ 17, 1.936 D.I. Mt:itveev s;;1'id that at a 
meeting of the Rights in the fall of 193 2 (314) Ches11okov, a fellow 
Rightist, had stated ''against Stalin all means are good." (315) This 
is what Trotsky told Piatakov duri.ng t11eir meeting in N orwa.y: 

''.Re111ember, i·n this struggle all means are good a11d 
every ally is useful. Here we must not sand on ceremo11y 
and live by old memories." (LD 270) 

The Rights were in the political bloc with the Trotskyists. 

Opposition Ties with German Firms by Trotsky's 
Order 

ln his confessio11 of October 14, 1936 Aleksei Aleksa11dr1 ovich 
Shestov, later a defendant at the Seco11d Mosco·w T1 .. ial, the 
''Piatakov-Radek'' trial, of January 1937) stated that he worked 
with 011ly o·ne Ge1~man firn1, Deilmann (Fr6lich-Klupfel-Deilma11n) 
"on director orclers from Sedov and Smirnov.'' (331). Deilmann 
was to m.ai11tai11 C<)ntact between tl1e Trotskyists in th.e Kuzbass, 
where Sl1estov worl<ed as a11 enginee1--, and the rl,rotskyists abroad. 

This was confirn1ed by the interrogation of Mikhail Stepa11ovich 
Stroilov of October 16, 1936, who had been told that th.e Deilmar1n 
f"irm ''helped the 'l,rotskyists abroad in thei1" work." (350; 353) He 
had lear .. 11ed in Moscovv that Iurii Piatakov favo1~ed the German 
firms ''Borsig'' and ''Den1ag'1 even though tl1eir products were 
much mo1 .. e expensive tl1a11 those of other firms. 

From talks ii1 Berlin with different comrades: Zubkc)v of 
Soiuzugol' i11 the Do11.bass; N ekrasov of Soiuzzolo·to; with 
an enginee1-- f'rom Solil<amsk who was working under the 
direction of a comn1ission fron1 Glavkhim I can't recall 
l1is name but I know l1im very well by his face - I learned 
tl1a.t such Cier.~man fir'111s as ''Borzig'' c.1.11d ''De111<:1g'' for 
some reason enjoyed Piatakov,s special favor. 11 hese 
fi1~ms received large 011 ders for the deJivery to the Soviet 
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Union of compressors, cranes, compacting machinery, 
pumps, etc .. , at prices no less than 25% above the 'bids of 
0th.er, no less solid firms. The compressors of the 
''Borzig1

' firm were 20% more expensive than those of 
other German firms. The seemed very strange to many 
people, and some were even i11dignant. · 

In one official meeting in Piatakov~s office in Berlin one 
of the officials said that ''Borzig'' and ''Demag'' were very 
expensive firms and couldn't we avoid them. Piatak·ov 
nervously interrupted him and with malice threw out 
the following phrase: 'lYou do not understand a thing. 
You forget that the most important thing is quality~'·1 

I remember that one engineer from Solikamsk 
complained to me that the orders for lifting machines 
were gi.ven exclusively to the ''Demag'' firm by Pi.atakov's 
directive and that he very much. regretted throwing the 
20°/o-25°/o of the cost of the lifting machines out the 
window, and said: ''I don't understand why Piatakov has 
this inexplicable and strange 1o·ve for the ''Demag'' firm. 
(333) 

This corresponds to what Piatakov revealed. about the origins of 
this arrangement. 

Also in 1931 a·bout 3 weeks after my first meeting with 
Sedov I.NJ! Smirnov told me that despite the fact that we 
had agreed not to meet, Sedov wanted me to meet with 
hi.m again and that he, Sedov, would await me the 
following day at the same place and time. 

The next day I went to the same cafe. This time our talk 
was brief. Sedov immediately raised the quest.ion of 
money. At first he said, ''You understand, Yuri 
Leonidovich, that for this work we n.eed money. Can you 
get money?'' I answered that I had no possibility at that 
time. Then Sedov said that he had such possibilities but 
that it wou.ld be hard to do it withou.t my help. He 
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vvanted n1e to give as many orders as possible tc) the 
firms ''De-111ag'' and /'Borsig'' and not to fuss over pi .. ices; 
he himself wot11d ar1 .. ange with th.e firms abol1t. these 
co11dttions. ''Obvio·usly you will have to pay too m.uch1 

but the money will go for our work, since we 11ave 
some ki11d of agreeme11t \Vi.th rep1·esentatives of these 
fir111s." I cl.id. this , ('LD 245_) 

111 Trotsky's Amalgams) ancl in The Moscow Trials As Evide11ce we 
(1uoted fro1n Ameri.ca11 i11ining engjneer John D. Little·page's 
writings i11 his articles i·n the Saturday Eveni11g Post and h.is book. In 
S.,earch of Soviet Gold~ Littlepage refers to and thereby confirm.s 
Piatakov's confessio11. For exa1npl.e1 Littlepage wro·te: 

A1nong other thi11gs, tl1.e commission in Be1·lin was 
bl1yi11.g several dozen mine l1oists, ra11.ging fron1 100 to 
1,000 horse ... power. . . . The commission as.ked for 
quotatio11s cln the basis of t1fennigs per kilogram~ After 
some discussion, the Ge14 ma11 concerns lateI" mentioned 
in Pyatakov's confession reduced their prices betvveen 5 
an.d 6 ·pfen11igs per kilogram. When I studied these 
proposals, I discovered ·that the firms had substituted 
cast-iro11 bases weighing severa.l tons for the light steel 
p.t~ovided. in. the specificc:1tio11s, which wot1ld reduce the 
cost of prod·uction pe1-- kt1og·ram, but. increase the weight, 
and therefore t11e cost to pu1--cha.ser~ . 1-

Littlepage confirms Piatakov's i'sweetheart cl.ea.ls'} witl1 the German 
f.irms. His accou11t is the str·ongest kin.d of con.firmation of 
Piatakov' s testim any,. 

Trotsky and the Germans 

Pia.takov 111.ade it. clear .. that Trotsky felt it was essential tc) make 
agreeme11ts with Ger1nany and Japan if t.he Oppositio11 was to have 

:i. J(1h·n D. 'Li·ttJ epage \1\/itl1 Dema1·ee Bess) (1Red vVrecke1·s in R·uss'ia,)' SEE)Jan.tiary· 1, 
'.1938, p. 53 col. 4. 
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any chance either of retaining power, if it managed to seize power 
through its own efforts, or of taking pow·er) if its own efforts 
proved insufficient to seize power. 

Trotsky said that in the struggle with Stalin we can in no 
way ignore relations between governments~ Once we 
understand that Stalin's scheme of building socialism in 
one country is an. empty and dangerous scheme1 then we 
too in our struggle with Stalin must not slide to the 
position of ''one country.'1 

This struggle inevitably is interconnected with our 
relations with capitalist states~ It would· be stupid to 
think that it is possible to assume power wit.hout 
securing a benevolent attitude of the most important 
capitalist governments, especially o.f the most aggressive 
ones) such as the present governments of Germany and 
Japan. It is completely essential even now to have 
contact and agreements with these governments. He, 
Trotsky, has taken the necessary steps in this regard. He 
demanded from Radek and Sokol'niko·v, who had the 
requisite possibilities, to put out feelers for the essential 
contact along these lines with the official representatives 
of these powers, and to support whatever he" Trotsky) 
was carrying out in practice. 

In this connection, as I seem to remember, Radek. told 
me about some kind of conversations of his with 
Germans (I cannot recall the na.mes of these Germans), 
from whom it was clear that Trotsky had made some 
arrangements with the German government. (LD 258) 

Of course, to reach agreements with Germany alone 
would be risky, since withou.t a corresponding En.glish 
and French counterweight. Germany would put feet on 
the table and it would be very tough for us. Therefore in 
his practical steps he, Trotsky, is carryi11g ou.t 
simultaneous preparatory work in different directionsl 



Concerning German.y, tl1.ere matters are essentia.lly 
set.tled: 

He, Trotsky, had. secured a favorable attitu.de of th.e 
Ge1~111an fasc'ist gove1·n1nent i11 case the blc)c cc)mes to 
power ... 

Of course this favorable attitude was not due to ~lny 
special sympathy toward.s tl1e bloc but to real inte1 .. ests. 

At tl1e basis of t11e agree1nent lies an appeal to the 
German governr11ent t<) help tl1e bloc co1ne t.o power. On 
his part Trotsky pr·on1.ised in the event of corning to 
power t() nial{e very concrete concessions, stipulated in 
ad.vance, to Germa11y. (LD 267) 

In his Oct.ober 16, 1.936 interrogation St1~oilo·v testified that he 11ad. 
worked with Germa11 agents si11ce 1932( Tf.his vvor~k· \Vas 
c~oorcii11a·t.ed with Shestov, fc>1 .. the Trotskyists. 

Son1me1~egge1· sugg·est.ed tl1at .r pu·t Shebest(J in contact 
·vvit-11 the Trotsk.yist Shestov, V\1ho was supposed to give 
J)ract.ical help to Ge1 .. man diversionist agents on the 
spot ... I clid n.ot personally tell Son1meregge1 .. and. Fless 
a·bout my tal}{s with s·hestov. It \Vas Sommeregger who 
told rne Shestov ·was a. Trotskyis·t. (3 53) 

()n October 21, 1936, Vlad.itni1" Mil<hailovicl1 Andreev was 
i11terrogated by N"KVD i.nvestigators. A f'orn1er Tsarist o.fficer and 
tnini11g e11gineer, Andreev was a membe1" of a fascist c)rganization 
t,hat ·worl<ed witl1. Trc)tskyists~ .He 11ad bee11 recruitecl in·to tl1is 
fascist organizatio11 by a certain Pes11ekhonov, an. eng'ineer whom 
A.ndreev identified as h.aving bee11 i11volved i11 the Shak·hty affai1--. A 
certai11 Peshekhor1.ov· is indeed mentioned thr--ee times in tl1e 
·published mater·ials l)ll tl1e Shakl1ty t11 ial of 1928.2 Andreev 
clescribeci Pesl1ekh<)11ov as a fervent adrn ir1 er of Hitler . 

.$ 

2 .)l1ctl<l1 tinskii prot~s'ess 1.92 8 9. Pod,gotovka:, pl"<)Vede11ie1 ltotqi. Kl1iga 1. M.: 
R.OSSPEN) 2 ()1 :1.) pp, 400 ! 407 f 4.os. 
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He told 1ne ·tl1at ou1-- orga.11izat.il)l1. w·as foun(ied by t 'he 

Ge1 .. 1nans and that all our subvei--sive work was carried 

out under direct orclers that ca1ne fron1 Germany. The11 
he told n1e tl1at the Germa11s did not c>11ly 01·ganize a11d 
di14 ect our wo1~k but pa1 .. ticipated :in it themselves actively 

and practically. ''Wo are worki11g for the Ger1nans," said 

Peshekhonov, ''for tod.ay Germ.any is the only country we 

can rely 011 as a fo1"ce opposing the con1·n1unist 

dictatorship. We must do \'\!hatever we can to help turn 

this oppositio11 into active i11vasion.,, (3 75) 

In Septe1nber, 1936, Peshekhonov told him about a setback 

suffered by his fascist organization: 

In our counter1 .. evoltttiona11 y gro·up were} in adciitior1, the 

following persons: the director of the ''Ce11tral'' n1ine 
Nosl<ov, t,l1e cl1ief of tl1e 6t11 sect·ion of the mine Shubin, 
and the chief of the 4t11 section, Kurov ... ) 

Question: What d.id Peshekr1onov tel1 you abol1t them? 

Answer: f-Ie said that it would now be harder for n1e to 
do my work since a very hard blovv had been dealt 

agains·t o·ur c ... r grou·p. I asked: W.hat b}()·w? Peshekhonov 
answered that while I had bee11 on leave Noskov and 

Shubin were no longer in our group and Klrrov had to 

temporaril.Y stop all c-r work because he was also u11de1 .. 
suspicio11. I was very surprised si11ce,. hea11 ing the names 

Noskov, Shubin, and Kt1rov, I recognized them as 

members of the Part.y. I said to Peshekhonov: ''They 
are communists, aren't they?'' Peshekhonov 
answered me: ''They are not communists, but 
Tr·\otsky.ists, and communists and Trotskyists are as 
dift~erent from one another as day from night.'i 1 still 
did 11ot understand Peshekho11ov and asked hi1n to 

exp la.in. 

Then P'eshekh()fiOV told me that the 1,rotskyi.sts played 

an espE.'cially active role in our orga11ization, In their 
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hostility a11d venge~1nce against the Party they would 
stop at. 11othing and were connected vvith our 
organizatic>n throl1gl1 Stroilov and together with tis vvere 
car1~ying out an act.ive role ag~1inst th.e Party and agai11st 
construction in th.e country. Tl1en l1e told. me that duri11g 
nly leave (I had been on leave between the beginning of 
June and the end of August the Trotskyist activity of 
Noskc)V and Shltbin had bee11 exposed and both had been 
expelled fron1 the Party· and removed from work. Kurov 
·was also in danger a.nd. in the i11terest of self
preservation he had to tem1Jor·a1~ily re1no·ve himself from 
c·-r ·work, (377) 

Andreev went on to describe some of the sa.botage carried. out by 
tl1is joint fascist~ Trotskyist group, including the following: 

Question: The explosion of September 23, as a result of 
which 9 n1iners were killed a.nd 15 injure(f - was tl1at 
co111n1itted by your fascist.-Trots kyist grou·p? 

Answer: Yes, it's true, the explosion of Septen1ber 23 
V\'3S tlte act of o·u1~ fascist~Trotskyist group. (379) 

1'his is co11sis·te11t with Piatakov's testitnony about the Trotsky·ist. 
acti·vities in the Kuzbass~ 

3/ To Shesto·v, who1n I did not k11ow· personally but had 
l1eard tl1at he \Vas a reliable pe1--son, I told Trotsky,s 
policies, although I knew that he already knew· 
everything fl"'Ol11 I.N. s ·mirnov. 

11

0 Shestov I entrt1stecl the resu1"rection of the 
01"'ga11izc1tion in the Kuzbass. I brought to Shestov's 
attention. th,1t there vvas one of Trotsky's loyal men - ·N. l. 
Mttra.lov, tl1at Vladi1nir Kossio1"' was also there 
somewl1ere, and t.ha.t he shot1ld., while.~ observing the 
r1ecessary caution} see who of the Trotskyists in Siberia 
could be draw11 into t11e orga11ization. I told Sl1estov that 
the basic thrust of his worl< in the K·uzbass was sabotage 
and that for this work he \vo·uld have to attract, 11ot only 
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Trotskyists but also persons of anti-Soviet orientation 
from the engineering and techn.ical personnel. (LD 244) 

The Trotskyists' Bloc with Ukrainian Nationalists 

On November 15, 1934 Pavel Postyshev, first secretary of the 
Communist Party of Khar'kov city and oblast' (province) 
committee and second secretary of the C,P, of the ·ukraine, and 
Vsevolod Balitskii, Commissar of In.ternal Affairs of the Ukrainian 
SSR, sent a letter to Stalin concerning Iurii Mi.khailovich 
Kotsiubinskii, former official of the Council of People}s 
Commissars, former Commissar of Agriculture, former Chair of the 
State Planning Agency of the Ukrainian SSR and - important in this 
context - supposedly a former Trotskyist. Kotsiubinskii was a.gai.n 
under arrest and charged with still being a Trotskyist~ 

In this letter Postyshev and Balitskii quote from the interrogation 
of the Trotskyist David Borisovich Naumov-Lekakh, wh.o stated 
that 

[T]he bloc of the Trotskyist organization in the Ukraine 
with the Ukrainian nationalist ... deviationist elements 
meant that, in practice, fron1 the very beginning of the 

. . 

Trotskyist orga'nization) that the Trotskyists ·waged no 
struggle against the Ukrainian nationalist-deviationist 
elements, but rather supported and .defended them as 
far as they could ... (120) 

This information is repeated in more detail by the Trotskyist Boris 
Samoilovich Rappoport ... Dar'in, in an interrogation of December 
21, 1934. What follows is a short passage from this lengthy 
testimony: 

In its practical work during the period 1931--1934, the 
counterrevolutionary Trotskyist organ.ization was in a 
bloc with the Ukrainian-nationalist elements, with Right 
antiparty groups, and also used however it could the 
remnants of the Menshevist organization. (135) 
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Nau1nov we11t on t(1 sa.y ·t1:1at Kot.siubinskii l1ad told 'hin1 th.at 
collabo1~ation between the Ukrainian na·tionalists in the J1 a1'ty a11.d 
the T1"otsl{yists had gone c>n since 1926--27. (1:36) The text of th.e 
inter1 .. ogation C)f Naumov, atta.ched to the letter, gives much tnore 
detail about tl1is Trotskyist-Ukt"'ainian nationali·st bloc. (143--146). 
r ·he T1~otskyist bloc \Vith the u·krainian 11ation.alis·ts is also b1,.iefly 
discussed i11 the interr .. ogation. of Elia Aronovich Sh·teinbe·1"'g of 
Noven1ber 26, 1934. (165) 

In his inter1--ogatio11 of February 281 1936, T1--otskyist Iva.n 
Kuz)1nich Fedotov said that in the lJkrai11e he had been in co11tact 
with a certai11 Mukhtn, a member of a Trotskyist gr(>Up in Kiev. 
Accord'ing to Fedotov: 

Mukhin told me that. he was a member i11 ·Kiev of a 
T1 .. otskyist ter1--orist group that carr·ied out work together 
\Vi th u·kraini.an N a.tionalist.s. (2 09) 

O·n May 3, 1936 Nikande1~ Emel'ia11ovicl1 Mil 1gevskii) a Trotskyist, 
testified th.at he mai11tained contact v\ri·th the Trc)ts.kyist group in 
Kha11 'kov th.rougl1 a certain Gofman. 

Quest.i.on: ·what concretely did Gofn1an tell you about the 
WOI"k of the Trotsl<yist orga11.ization in t'he ·ukraine? 

Answer: When I met witl1 Gofman in tl1e spring ()f 1935 
he told 1.ne tl1at between the Trotskyist. 01~ganiza.tion and 
the Uk1~ainian nationalist. organizatior1 headed by 
Ny1.,chuk tl1e1~e was an agreeme11t on a platform of joint 
str11gg1.e against Soviet power. (2 77) 

Pi.atakov testified that in 1931, after meeting witl1 Sedov in Berlin 
a11d agreei11g to retur11 t() cla11des·tine Trotsky·ist act:ivity, he had 
returned tc) the USSR a.11d taken '(conc:rete steps to resurrect cl 

Trotskyist orga11izatio11 in the Ukraine,'~ forming s Trotsl<yist 
cent.e1·, of vvhich Kotsiubinskii was a member. (LD 243-4) 3 

~1 Passage,.s l11 Gtrked ''LD" plus a 11un1ber ir1dicate tl1e page ("list dela>'1 page of the 
file) of t'he cop yr of .Pia.takov~s stateme11t in the Central Arc·h.ive of the FSB (== 
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During his secret visit to Trotsky in Norwc:1y in December) 1935, 
Trotsl<y hac.-I outli11ed to Piatakov the cc)11cessions that l1e, Trotsky, 
had bee11 obligect to n1ake in return t~o1~ Ge1--m.an support} C)11e of 
which was as follows: 

In the event. that the ''nationalist forces'' of the Ukr·ai11e 
s.ho11l(i wa11t to separate fro1n the U.S.S.R. not to 
oppose this. (LD 268) 

In 1939 and 1940 Trotsky published three essays defending 
Ukrai11ian i11dependence. We note the1n i11 the chapter in the 
present volume on Piatakov's Statement to Ezhov. Since at that 
time no left 01~ s·ocialis·t Ukrainia11 inciepende11ce .moven1en·t 
existed, it is obvious that Trotsky's essays \Vere a signal to 
Germany, who sponsored the 011ly Ukrainian nationalist 
movements of any kind - far-right, violently pro-Nazi 
orga11.izations tl1at co1nmitted atrocit.ies 01.1 an e110.r·n1ous scale 
duri11g and after World War 2 -- that he, Trotsky, could be counted 
on to preserve his pro-German stance on this issue. 

Opposition Plans to Take Advantage of Economic 
Difficulties 

On December 26, 1936, Nau1nov told i11vestigators: 

At the end of 1931, Kotsiubi11skii told me that he and the 
leading Tr(>tskyists in Moscow wi.th whom. he was 
talking, believed that the econon1ic dif'ficulties which at 
that time were appearing jn the areas of 

industrialization and agriculture .,. confirmed the 
erroneousness of the Party's policy and the necessity of 
organizing the 1,rotskyist fl)t"ces fo1 .. struggle again.st the 

Party) and there must be no delay in for1ning a 

Trotskyist organization. (143) 

Federc.11 SecL1rity Service), \t\'l1ere NKVD materials a11 e stored. Cornplete details at 
the beginning of tl1e text of Piatakov1s Statement to Ezhov in the Appendix.) 
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Naumov repeated this reliance of the Trotskyists and Ukrainian 
nationalists on economic difficulties several more times (145-6). 

In an April 26, 1936} confession Zi.novievist and member of the 
Zinovievist-Trotskyist bloc Efrem Mik·hailovich Bocharov said that 
the bloc had counted on the USSR's economic difficulties in the 
early 1930s to cause the Stalin regime to fall and return its leaders 
to power. 

While Bakaev was in Gorky the activists of the 
organization regularly met in his apartment - F·urtichev, 
me, ·socharov, Ol'khovskii, Gorokhov, a·nd others. At 
these get .. togethers we discussed., in a Trotskyist spirit, 
the politics and actions of the Party and Sovie·t. 
governme11t. We paid much attention to collecti·vization. 
We counted upon the failure of the Party's policies in the 
first place on this front. Bakaev put before the 
organization as the main task the u.nificati.on and. 
preparation of cadres of Trotskyists and Zinovievists 
who, after the failure of the Party's policies, could take 
power into its own hands in an organized manner and 
bring T·rotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamene·v to the leadership 
of the country. (253) 

Bocharov went on to say that by 1934 the success of the Pa.rty's 
econ.omic program led the Zinovievist-Trotskyist 'bloc not to drop 
its opposition but instead to turn towards ·violence - ''terror.'' 

In January 1934} when I was at Bakaev's he told me tha·t 
the situation in the country had changed. dramatically. 
Through a slanderous evaluation of the means by whi.ch 
the Party and Soviet government had achieved the 
realization of the line it had laid out, Bakaev conceded 
that t.he basic difficulties had. been overcom.e by the 
Soviet government and. that now we canno·t any longer 

~ 

hope for the failure of the Party and the Soviet 
government. Bakaev emphasized that the new situ.ation 
did not mean that our orga.n.ization should stop its 
activity. He said only that the methods of struggle 
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against the Party must be changed. He said that the 

Zinovievists and Trotskyists could count on success only 

if the Party leadership was removed (ustraneno) by 
force_ In this connection he proposed as the basic task of 

the Zinovievist-Trotskyist organization a terrorist 

struggle against the Party leadership. (254) 

In his confession of October 201 1936, D.I. Matveev echoed these 

views: 

Until 193 2, we, the leadership of the organization of 
Rightists (both the nationwide [soiuznyi] and Moscow 

centers) relied principally on the difficulties that the 

country was e.xperiencing. We h.oped that the leadership 

of the Party would not overcom.e these difficulties and 

on this basis we considered that our main task was to 

preserve o·ur cadres through d.uplicity [i.e. false 

capitulation] so that we could then step forward when 
the right time came. 

I must admit, however, that even during this period 

certain members of our organization manifested 

putschist attitudes . 

... At the end of 1932, when the Rightists were convinced 

that relian.ce on difficulties was no good, that the Party 
had dealt brilliantly with all the difficulties, Uglanov, in 

the name of the central group, directly set before us, the 
members of t·he Moscow center of Rightists, the question 

of the necessity to turn towards terrorist methods of 

struggle against the Party leadership and against Stalin 

in th.e first place. (314) 

This is the same reason cited by defendants at the First Moscow· 

Trial of August 1936. For example, Reingol'd, one of the 

defendants, testified as follows: 

Reingold: In 1932, Zinoviev, at Kamenevvs apartment, in 

the presence of a number of members of the united 

Trotskyite-Zinovievite centre argued in favor of 
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resorti11g to terror as f'ollows: althougl1 terror is 
incompatible with Ma14 xism, at the prese11t moment 
these consideratio11s must be abando11ed. There are no 
other methods available of fighting the leaders of the 
Party and the Gover·nme11t at the present time. Sta.Jin 
combines i·n himself all the strength and firmness of the 
present Party leade11 sl1ip. rfhe1--efore Stalin must be put 
ot1t of' ·the way in the first plac.e. Kamenev enlarged on 
t}1is theor·y and said that tl1e former .method.s of fighti11g, 
namely, atten1pts to \vin the n1asses) combinations with 
the leaders of the Rightists, and banking on economic 
difficulties, have failed. That is why the only method 
of struggle available is terroristic acts against Stalin 
and his closest comrades-in-arms, Kirov, Voroshilov, 
Kaganovich, Orjonikidze, Postyshev, ·Kossior and the 
others. (Report 1936, 55). 

To judge from the confessions quoted above it was so1netime in 
early 1932 that the Oppositionists ·realized that t.he Stalin regi·me's 
economic program of C(J1lectivization and industrialization was not 
going to lead to collapse, the discrediting of the leadership, and the 
dema11d to rett1rn the former Opposition leaders to power. 

In his statement to Ezhov of September 19-20, 19361 Piatal<ov 
statecl that Trotsky had already corne to this same conclusion by 
the summer of 193 ·1, w·hen 'his son Leon Sedov n1et with Ptatakov. 
T1--otslzy h'1d. co11cluc.led that the Oppositio11 Wt)uld now have to rely 
upon other st14 ategies such as te1~ror and the hel·p of foreign 
capitalist states. 

After that Sedov went on to outline vvhat he called ''the 
new methods of struggle.'' 

1'rotsky rules out any possibility at the present stage of 
any mass anti-Stalin movement. Stalin has succeeded in 
s·urviving ·the difficulties and. we must f1 .. ankly admit that 

.J' 

we have missed the time. 
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'(If we waste time now we \'\Till defi11itively lose all our 
cadres) and that will be the deatl1 of us. 

For that reaso1111ow at the tip of' the needle must be put 

1) the terrorist struggle of tacitly conspiratorial 
groups against the main leaders of the party and 
government 2) active opposition against all the 
practical work of the party and government a11d 3) the 
discred.iting in every possible way of Stalin's 
undertakings, especially on the economic front ... Just as 

Sn1irnov hacl. d.one, Sedov again men.tioned briefly one 
fundament.al position of Trotsky's ... ''We cannot,'1 Sedov 
transmitted Trotsky's views, ''regard our struggle in an 
isolated manner. To keep our struggle in one country is 

just as absurd as Stalin's desire to build socialism in one 
country. Th.erefore we ca.nnot swear off questions of 
relat,ions between states and relations with capitalist 
states." ' 

... At that ti.me Sedov did not go into n1ore detail about 
this question. It is possible that Trotsky specially 
instructed Sedov to only n1enti()Il this bt1t. not to go into 
any details. (LD 241-2. Emphasis added) 

Nikolai lvanovich Muralov 

A leadi11g Trotsl<yist in the 1920s, Muralov had ·been expelled from 
the Party in December, ·1927, presumably in connection with his 
participation in the Opposition demonstration on the tenth 
anniversary of the Bolshevik Revcllution, and a letter to the 
Congress, vvhich he cosigned with Khristian Rakovsky and with 
which Karl Radel< associated hin1self, in w·hich the signatories botl1 
renounced factio11alism and insisted that they would continue to 
argue for their views \Vithin the Party. (XV s''ezd 1247, 1317, 

1338) 

According to the biographical i11formation now available Mu.1--alov 
wrote Stalin twice, in December, 1935) and January, 1936, 
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renouncing Trotskyisn1 ancl cisl<ing fo1"' reinstateme11t in t11e Party. 
Documents in PiL 1"'2 s·how that by February, 1936, Mur"'alov v\ras 
already named as a lea.ding T1"'c)tskyist in t.he K.uzbass. 011 Febrllary 
21, 1936, Vasilii Nikolaevicl1 Rakov, a Trotskyist, stated in a 
confession that after his J~elease f1 .. on1 a political isolator he l1ad 
spoken with Muralov in A11gust, 1.935, to get fu1 .. ther in.structions in 
Trotskyist activity. C.234) As we have seen, the Opposition's 
political activity continued unabated in the political isolators. 

In an interrogation of March 15, 1936, another Trotskyist, Viktor 
lgnat'evich Demchenko, also said that from August, 1.935, he had. 
been actively rec.rutted by Muralov, whom. he had previou.sly· 
known to be still a T·rotskyist. (236-7) On the strength of these a11d 
perhaps other accusations Muralov was arrested on April 17, 
1936.4 Thereafter Muralov was named a.s one of tl1e Trotskyist 
leaders in the Kuzbass area by Shestov5 

In his statement of Decernber~ 19-20, 1936, Pia·tako·v identified 
Muralov several times as one of the leading Trotskyists in tl1e 
Kuzbassl 

3/ To Shestov, whom I did not know personally but had 
heard that he was a reliable person, I told Trotsky.ls 
policies, although ·r knew that 11e already knew 
everything from I.N. Smir11ov. 

To Sl1estov I entrusted t.he resurrection of tl1e 
organization in the Kuzbass. I br·ought to Shestov's 
attention that there was one of Trotsky's loyal men - N.I. 
Mura1ov ... (LD 244) 

4 See the Russian Wikipedia pc1gc on Muralov at 
https~/ /ru.wikipedia.o·rg/wiki/.M.ypaJioB,_lJtt1<:0JiaH._JitBe:lH(>BHq clnd the 
biograp.hicaJ page at tl1e 011line biog·rapl1'ical dictionar·y clt " 
http:/ /WW\'V.hrono, rt1/bi ograf /b io_m /n1 t1ralov _11i. J)h p 
5 Interrogations of Shestov of Octohe1· 14, 1936 and October 16, 1936, PiL T2 329 
and 339, 
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I said that I did i1ot ha·ve detailed .i.nformation about the 

work of the Trotskyist center (Smirnov-Mrachkovskii) 

outside Moscow, but that in carryin.g out Trotsky's 

directive we had formed a center of the Trotskytst 

organization in the Ukraine, which was in contact with 

me personally_ This center already had peripheral 
groups and was setting about preparing terrorist acts. I 

also reported that work. on the creation of a Western 

Siberian center had begun, where Mura1ov led the active 

work ... (LD 248) 

Accordi_ng to Piatakov, during his meeting with Trotsky in Norway 

in December, 1935, Trotsky spoke highly of Muralov: 

About Muralov Trotsky expressed his satisfaction, ·that 

he was one of the few who had ·never yielded his 
position and was actively working. (L.D 270) 

Muralov was one of the defendants in the Second Moscow Trial, 

the ''Pi.atak.ov-Radek'' trial, of January, 1937. At trial he testified 

that I.N. Smirnov had informed him in 1931 about Trotsky's turn 

to terror. (1937 Trial 216 .. 7) 

Conclusion 

In t.he present chapter we have shown that the materials in PiL T2 

can be employed as a check by which we can verify Piatakov's 

Statement to Ezhov of December 19-20, 1936. The PiLT2 materials 

do indeed confirm many of Piatakov's affirmations in his 

Statement. 

This constitutes the best evidence we know of that confirms that 

Piatakov really did fly secretly to confer with Trotsky in .December, 

1935, as 'he testified during the second Moscow Trial of January, 

1937. 



Chapter 3. Defeatism, Terrorism, 

Assassination, Collaboration 

On December 21, 1934 Trotskyist Rappoport-Dar'in testified that 
the lea.dership of the Trotskyist group supported Trotsky's 
''Clemenceau'' position: 

Among the mem.bers of the leading center the question 
of the tactics of the Trotskyist organization in the event 
of war was also discussed. All me:mbers of the leading 
center stood on the position of the well-known slogan of 
Trotsky's about the Clemenceau tactic, i.e. of ·not 
stopping the struggle against the leadership of the Party 
in the event of war, but of sharpening the struggle and 
using the war to overthrow the Party leadership. (136) 

Trotsky had used the example of Clemenceau to justify continuing 
to attack the Soviet leadership d.uring wartime as Clemenceau had 
criticized the French government in wartime because of France's 
poor leadership in the conduct of the war.:1 Clemenceau had taken 
the helm of the French state in November 1917 - had become both 
Prime Minister and Minister of War..,_ in the face of defeatism and 
cond,ucted the war against the enemy with renewed vigor. These 
underground Trotskyists wanted the ou.ster of the Party and 
government leadership and their replacement by Trotsky and 
other oppositionistsl 

t See Trotsky's essay of September, 1927 titled "The 'Clemenceau Thesis1 and tl1e 
Party Regime'> 
https;/ /www.marxists.org/ a,rch.ive/trotsky /19 27 /09 / cle·menceau.htm 
A. draft of the Russian o·riginal is at https://www.you ... books.com/book/Yu-G
Felshtinskij/Kommunisticheskaya ... Qppozi.cziya-V-Sssr-19i31927~Tom It was 
forme·rly at 
http://web.mit.edu/fjk/www /Tro·tsky /sochineniia/1927 /1.9270924.html but 
appears to be ·there no lo11ger. 
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But Trotsky's analogy was flawed. For Clemenceau the primary 

goal was not at all to gain office for himself, b·ut to win the w·ar~ In 

the case of Trotsky and his supporters, it was the other way 

around. For Trotsky and 'his followers, anticipated war was ·to be 

welcomed as an opportunity to get rid of the Stalin leadership and 

take power for Trotsky and the Opposition. 

A numbe·r of oppositionists testified that they welcomed the defeat 

of the USSR in a war with capitalist states. On January 13, 1933, 

Illarion Konstantinovich Gassiev, a Trotskyist, said: 

In a conversation with Dzhoev I said that if in the near 

future 

1) ''The Soviet Union is in a war, then the organization 

should take a defeatist position and organize support 

within the country :for the side that invades the Soviet 

Union." (31) 

Trotsky argued that this ''Clemenceau thesis'' was not really 

defeatism since its goal was not the defeat of the USSR but the 

replacement of its leadership in. order to win a wa·r that appeared 

in 1927 to be on the horizon. Presumably the Stalin leadership 

would have proven itself unable to defeat one or more invaders. 

Thus the Zinovievist Vinog:radov, as quoted by Ezhov in .his report 

of June 1935 to the Central Committee Plenum, had testified; 

We proceeded from the position that war with the 

imperialist states, a. war that would come sooner or 

later, and the situation within the country which w·ould 
give rise to the war, will create favorable conditions for 

broad demonstrations with. the demand of returni:ng to 

the leadership of Zinoviev, Kamenev, and others of the 

Zinovievist movement. (1.86) 

Piatakov test.ified that, in November, 1931, after his meetings with 

Sedov in Berlin and his return to the USSR, he had received 

through Shestov a letter from Trotsky himself. Among Trotsky's 

othe·r instructions was one about defeatism~ 
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4/ We must take the coming war i.nto account and 
occupy in relation to the war an unconditionally 
defeatist position, and by means of preliminary 
negotiations with governments of capitalist powers (also 
mak·ing use of the contradictions ·between them) 

guarantee for ourselves favorable relation.s in ca.se of our 
coming to power as a result of the war. (LD 24 7) 

Piata.kov said that he had visited Trotsky in Norway in December, 

1935. In January, 1936, Radek received a letter from Trotsky and 
shared its contents with P.iatakov. According to Piatakov Trotsky 

repeated h.is insistence on defeatism: 

As regards the w·ar, L. D. Trotsky spoke of this very 
explicitly. From his point of view, war is inevitable in the 
near future~ In this ·war the defeat of the ''Stalin 
government'' ·was inevitable. He, Trotsky, considered it 
completely essential to take a markedly defeatist 
position in. this war. 

Defeat in war would mean. the downfall of the Stalin 
regime and for this very reason Trotsky insisted upon 

the creation of cells in th.e army, in the broadening of 
cont.acts among the command staff. He proceeded from 
the position that defeat in war ·would create a favorable 
opportunity in the army as well for the return of himself, 
Trotsky1 to power. He considers that the bloc's coming 
into power can certainly be hastened by the defeat of the 
U.S.S.R, in war~ 

Trotsky pointed out in this regard t·ha·t especially, 

counting upon def eat in war) it was necessarily in 
advance to reach agreemen·ts with the appropriate 
bourgeois governments (I do not recall whether 
precisely only the go·vernments of German and Japan 
were mentioned in this regard). It seemed to him that he 

./! 

would. be able to reach a.greements at the same time 
with opposing groupings of bourgeois governments and 
maneuver upon their contradictions. Trotsky 
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understood that we must not rely in a naked an.d o·pen 

way upon agreement w·ith Germany and Japan) and 

therefore he gave a plan of playing upon contradictions. 

(LD 258-9) 

w·e may doubt whether, as Trotsky claim.ed, Stalin and the Soviet 

leadership had maliciously misconstr·ued his remarks about 

Clemenceau. After all, Clemenceau had not been a defeatist, but the 

·opposite. He had assumed power to replace leadershi.p that he 

viewed as defeatist. For Clemenceau. it ·was French vi.ctory, not his 

own coming to power, th.at was primary. 

But Trotsky's position was not the same as Clemenceau's had 

been_ Trotsky and the Trotskyists meant the ''Clemenceau thesis'' 

as a means by which Trotsky and the Opposition could return to 

power, rather primarily as a ·tactic to snatch victory from defeat in 

wartime. On the contrary, Trotsky and the Trotskyists welcomed 

Soviet defeat~ But this mea.nt that Trotsky's p·osition was no 

different from the ''Stalin', interpretation of it. -- a form of 

collaboration with an invader -- treason. 

Plans for a Coup 

There are two references in. PiLT2 to plans by Soviet Trotskyists 

for a coup d''etat against the Stalin regimek One is in the statement 

by Vasilii Ivanovich Dzhoev of January 2, 1933, which he made to 

the Secret .. Political Section of th.e OGPU in disclosi·ng his 

knowledge of Trotskyist activities. Dzhoev s·ummarized what his 

friend Gassiev had told him in 1931, including the following: 

Kozhennikov also takes part in the activities of our 

organization, therefore, and. there is also correspond.ing 

work going on. We think that our seizure of power will 

be carried ou.t without resort to armed force - there in 

the center they are isolating the leadership and. in 

general the whole POL-ITBUROx (26) 

Assuming .Dzhoev was telling the t,ruth, Trotsky's plans m·ust have 

evolved over time. Three years later, on March 9, 1936, Trotskyist. 
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Aleksandr Gavrilovich Kolodin confessed about plans for an arn1ed 
coup d'etat against the Soviet regime: 

The members of our count.errevolutionary group also 
discussed the question of th.e preparation of an armed 
uprising against the Soviet government. (216) 

Th.is last reference to plans for a coup d'etat echo Trotsky's plans 
as related by Piatakov. During their December, 1935, mee.ting in 
Norway Trotsky insisted that a coup d'etat was the only ·way the 
Opposition could come to power in the USSR. By late 1935, 
Tro·tsky was insisting on the maximum use of violence. 

Trotsky also expressed the same extreme degree of 
dissatisfaction d·uring my report about the terrorist acts 
th.at were under preparation. ''These are all 
preparat.ions, just preparations! You are not dealing with 
this question. seriously enough. Rem.ember that without 
a whole series of terrorist acts, which must ·be carried 
out as soon a.s possible, the Stalin government cannot be 
overthrown .. For this is a. question of a coup d'etat. A 
mass uprising, he said, is one thing, for which, evidently, 
there is no bas.is now, and. a coup d'etat is something 
el..se." 

''This is the diff~erence, I note, that many do not 
understand. They are u.naware that the methods of a 
coup d'etat differ fundamentally from the methods of 
organizing a mass up1--ising~ I stand now precisely on the 
position of a coup d'etat ... (LD 263) 

Trotsky continued: 

'' .... It is clear that if in the very near future w·e are not 
successfu.l by one means or another in carrying out a 
coup d'etat, then a prolonged period will set in, years of 
the ·mon.strous existence of tl1e Stalin state, supported by 
its economic successes, by new politically inexperienced 
young cadre) who will consider this regime natural, to be 
taken. for granted . ... That means the first and main thing 
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is the implaca.ble struggle with S·talin and his state. In 
this struggle we must en1ploy everyt.hing, t'he sharpest 
methods of preparation for a coup d'etat and, in. the first 
place, ·terror, diversions, and sabotage. On th.is basis we 
must educat.e our cadre, and not on the basis of rotten 
conciliation and compromise, the tendencies to which I 
discern in my supporters who live in the Stalin state." 
(LD 264, 266) 

Trotsky's Collaboration with Britain and France: 
Sokol'nikov's confession 

We have already seen that on December 12, 1936, Sokol'nikov 
confessed that on April 13, 1934, he had been approached by 
Japanese Ambassador Ta.mekichi Ota, who told him about 
Trotsky's agreement with the Japanese government.2 Ota was not 
named at the Second Moscow· (Trotskyist Center) trial of January} 
193 7. The corresponding passage in Sokol'n.ikov's tria.l testimony 
was disguised In such a way that the country in question could not 
be identified. 

Sokolnikov: I had a conversation with ·Kamenev in the 
beginning of 1934. During this conversation Kamenev· 
informed me about the defeatist position taken by 
Trotsky and about his own defeatist views. Incidentally, 
one defini·te result of this conversation ·was that 
.Ka·menev warned me that someone might a·pproach me 
with inquiries. 

Vyshinsky: Who might do this? 

Sokolnikov: The diplomatic representa.tive of a certain 
country. 

2 The passage in which Ota is nan1ed was first publisl1ed in lzvestiia TsK KPSS 9 
(1989), p. 45. It w·as reprinted in Reabilitatsia. Politicheskie protsessy 30-50 kh 
godov (Moscow, 1991), 228-9. 
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Vyshinsky: Kame11ev \Varned you abc)ut this? 

Sokolnikov: Yes, Kamenevwa1 .. ned me about tl1is. 

Trotsky1s 'Lies 

Vyshi11sky: Did Kamenev tell you \v·hat inquiries would 
be acid.ressed to yott? 

Sokol11ik·ov: Yes, he told n1e tl1at I ·wol1ld be asked for 
confi1"mation of" the fact that the i1egotiations wl1ich were 
l)eing car1 .. ied 011 by Trotsky abroad were not being 
car .. ried. on by him in his ow11 name, but that behind 
Trotsky the1"e really was an organization of which he 
was the rep1 .. esentative. 

Vyshinsky: You were to co11firm this if inquii--ies in this 
se11se were addressecl to you? 

Sokolnikov: Yes. 

Vysl1i11sl<y: Such a q·uestion was addressed to you? 

Sokolnikov: Yes, in the iniddle of April after one of my 
official talks with the representative of a certain country 
with whom I had frequent meetings in connection with 
n1y official dt1ties. The conversation took place after the 
official talk was over, wl1en the inte·rpreter .. s had 
withdrawn to the neighbouring room. While I W<lS 

showing my ·visitor to the dO()f he asked n1e whethe1 .. I 
ki1ew tl1a.t Trotsky had ad.dresseci certain proposals ·to 
his goverr1111ent. I confirmed ·tl1at this fact was }{nown to 
me. He asl{ed further whether these proposals were 
serious. 1 confirmed this too. He asked whether this was 
n1y ow11 pe1~sonal opinion. I said that this \Vas not only 
iny opinion but that of my f1~iends as well. I understood 
this question of his as a confirmation of the fact that t}1e 
gc)vernment of that count1 .. y l1ad really received 
Tr"'Otsky's proposal and wa11ted to make sure that 
Tr·otsky's p.roposa1s were really ·· ·kno\vn to the 
01.,gc-1nization and that Trotsky's righ.t to conduct these 
negotiations ·was not dispt1ted. (1937 Trial 148-9) 
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Sokol'nikov also told Pi.atakov about Ambassador Ota's approach 

to him. Piatakov on.ly mentions Ota's name in the ·briefest manner, 

in passing, in h.is December 29-30, 1.936, state1nent to Ezhov. 

Also, Sokol'nikov told me that he had a talk with the 
Japanese, with Ota, I think, from whi.c·h it wa.s also 

clear that Trotsky was carrying on negotiations with 

representatives of the Japanese government. (L'D 257) 

As we have pointed out, Trotsky had informed Sokol'nikov about 

hi.s, Trotsky's, agreement with Hess} second only to Hitler in the 

Nazi Party. We have no testimony that any official of the German 

government confirmed. this. Here, however, we hav·e testimony 

that a representative of the Japanese government confirmed. 

Trotsky's collaboration with Japan. 

There is no I"eason to think that Piatakov said this out of any force 

or compulsion. It is excellent evidence that Sokol·'nikov really told 

him this. 

This, in turn, constitutes strong evidence that Trotsky had not 
simply lied about having contacts with the Japanese (_perhaps to 

impress his followers) but th.at Trotsky really· had collaborated 

with the Japanese. In a future work we will publish an.d stud.y 

Khristian Rakovsky's detailed account of h.is negotiation with. 

Japanese officials on Trotsky's behalf. 

Sokol'nikov's testimon.y here is also confirmed by a brief quotation 

from. an earlier interrogation dated ·necem.ber 12, 1936, eight days 

earli.-er than this one, which is reproduced in Georgi Dimitrov's 

diary: 

Inte.rrogation of Sokolnikov, 12 December 1936: · 

Question.: Thus, the investigation concludes that Trotsky 

abroad and the ce:nter of the bloc within the USSR 

entered in.to negotiations with the Hitlerite and Japanese 

governments with the following aims: 
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First, to .provoke a war by Germany and. Japan agal11st 
the USSR; 

Second, to promote the defea.t of the USSR in that wa1-
and to take advantage of that defeat to achieve the 
transfer of power in the ·ussR to [their] government 
bloc; 

Third, on behalf of the future bloc government to 
g·uarantee territo1 .. ial and economic concessions to the 
Hitlerite and Japanese governments. 

Do you confirm this? 

Reply: Yes, I confirm it. 

Questio11: Do you admit t·hat this activity by the bloc is 
tantamount to outright treason against the motherland? 

Reply: Yes, I admit it~:i 

Howeve1~> the interrogation of Sokol'nikov of October 20, 1936 
published in PiLT2 provides testimony that did not arise during 
the January 1937 trial~4 

Sokol1nikov's testimony concerning discussions with the British 
Prime Minister through the intermediation of a journ.alist, Talbot, 
a11d a Mem.ber of Parliament, Boothby, is not alluded to in the trial. 
The two men concerned are no doubt: 

* Stafford. C, Talbot, former professor of Russian an.d editor of the 
journal British-Russian Gazette and Trade Outlook. Talbot was 
named as a clandestine contact for the ''bloc'' by Arkadii P. 
Rozengol'ts, a defen.dant at t.he Third Moscow Trial of March 1938: 

8 The Diary o,J'Georgi Dimitrov 1933--1949. Introduced and edited by Ivo Banac 
(New ·Haven, CT: y·ale University Press, 2003), 43. 
4 We have reproduced an English ·translation of tl1is interroga.tion in the 
A,ppendix. 
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VYSHINSKY: So since 1.923 you, accused R.osengoltz, 

began to supply espio11age infor111ation to foreig11 states? 

ROSENGOLTZ: rI,hat is right 

VYSH IN SKY: P1~oceed. 

· ROSENGOL,.fZ: .I must also s·tate, a.ltl:1o·ttgh I said it in m.y 
testimony during the preli1ninary investigation, that in 
1926 I gave information to Fa11 bman, an English 

journalist5, \'\Tho at the same time \Vas a Trotskyite. This 
was in:form.atio11 con.cern.i11g the foreign policy of the 
U.S.S.R. Af'ter tl1at, dut"ing 1932-35, I gave inforn1ation 
abo11t orders placed abroad to the editor of the ''British
Russian Gazette,}' Talbot, who ca1ne to me on his behalf. 

N O\V as regards wrecking activities . I wa11t to state tl1at 
in these w1~ecking activities our aim was tc) .help Ina.inly 
Germany, and partly Japan. 

Since Talbot was also the ''founder and first President of the 

Assoc.iation of British Creditors of Rt1ssia''6 he had a special 
interest in settling th.e Russian debt left ()Ver frorn Tsarist times. 
This is reflected in Sokol'nikov's description of his 1934 meeting 

with Talbot. 

Then TallJot asked me whether I could tell him 
sometl1ing abot1t the possi'bility of recognizi11g the 

prerevolutiona14 y deb·ts. I told hin1 tha·t on this q·u.esti()Il 
the government of the bloc would also be ready to make 
significant concessions and to make proposals 

acceptable to the English government ... Sumn1i11g up 
our talk Talbo·t said tl1at l1e considered the question of 

5 Probably Michael F'arbn1an, a British journalist who covered Russia. See, for 
example, Far·lJman's Interview wi.th Lenin of October·, '.l.922, f)t·intec.i in Pravda 011 

Noven1ber 10, 1922. Online at 
l1ttps:/ /www.marxists.org/ arch.ive/1enin/wo rl<s /19 2 2 / oct/ 2 7.htn1 
6 See ''Debt Payment Plan Proposed to Soviet.'' 1 .. he New York Times J)ec. 8, 1927 p. 
6 
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the debts to be very importan.t and I aga.in reaffirmed to 

him the readin.ess of the gover·nment of the bloc to make 

serious co·ncessions on this question. (326; seep. 190 ... 1) 

'<Boothby'1 must be Robert Boothby, MP. He had been 

Parliamentary Private Secretary to Winston Churchill when 

Churchill was Chancellor of the Exc.hequer. Conservative Stanley 

Baldwin was British Prime Minister after June 7) 1935. 

There is no reason that the NKVD would have compelled 

Sokol'nikov to testify falsely to this material, w·hich was never 

used . . Nor is there any evidence at all to suggest that Sokol'nikov's 

testimony here or elsewhere, or in fact that of ai1y of the Moscow 

Trials defendants, was forced upon them. This is additional 

evidence th.at Sokol'nikov's testimony is genuine - that Sokol'nikov 

really had undertaken these talks, and that Trotsky really had been 

negotiating with the British. 

This testimony is consistent with other evidence. Piatakov testified 

that at their meeting in Norway in December, 1935, Trotsky had 

told him that he had established contact not only with Germany 

(Hess) and ''with the Japanese government'' but also ''with some 

conservative circles'1 in England. 

In F.rance the con·tact was with the ''Comite de Forges'' 

and with banking circles. ·1n England, with some 

conservative circles. (LD 268) 

According to Piatakov Trotsky· had. stressed tha.t it was essential to 

·reach agreements with England and France as well, in order to 

balance them off against Germany and Japan, not to become too 

dependent on the latter. 

Trotsky further wrote that we must not limit ourselves 

only to the German and Japanese. We must secure 

benevolent relations w·ith other governments too (like 

the English and French.), especially from the p~rspective 

of the possibility of extremely strong pressure from the 

German a11d Japanese quarters ... (LD 258) 
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Of course, to reach agreements with German alone 
would be r·isky, since without a corresponding English 
and French counter\veight Germany \.Yould put their feet 
on the table and it -vvould be very tough for us. Therefore 
in his practical steps he, Trotsky, is car1 .. ying ou·t 
sim.u.ltaneot1s preparatory wo11 k in different directio11s. 
(LD 267) 

Sokol111ikov's testimony about his i1egotiation with the British is 
consistent with what Piatakov testified about what Trotsky told 
him. 

The cot1ntries that posed the most imminent military threat to the 
USSR were Germany and Japa11. Agree1nents \Vith England, as here, 
and France, were necessary iJ1 order to balance against 
agreements wjth German.y and Japan. 11 he1"efore, this interrogation 
of Sokol'11ikov also offers additional inclirect evidence of Tro·tsky1s 
n.egotiatior1s with German.y and Japc.1n. 

Sokol'nikov's testimony about the projected economic and political 
prog14 am of the bloc in power is also consistent with Piatakov's 
testimony in his s·tatement to Ezhov. Piatakov wrote that both 
Kamenev and Trotsky had told l1in1 that ''retreat1

' to capitalism 
would be necessary if agreements witl1 powerful foreign powers 
were to be concluded, while such ag.r·eements were themselves 
essen·tial eithe.r to help the bloc CC)me to power or, if it came to 
power by its owr1 eff arts, to consolidate its power in the cc>t111try. 
Acco1 .. ding to Pia.tak.ov, Kamenev told him .in 1932: 

Yesterday1s disag1-;ee1nents cannot be an obstacle to our 
agreeme11t today, if today we have a common goal. And 
this common goal is: 

1/ The overthrovv of Stalin a11d the liquidation of the 
Stalin regime; 

2/ the rejection of the builcling of socialism in 011e 

country and, consequently, tl1e appropriate change of 
eco11omic policy. On t11ese two points \Ve i--eached 
agreement with the Rights very easily." 
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To my question what '{change of economic policy'' mean 

Kamenev, with his characteristic aplomb, answered: 

'"Well, you .know, we will concretize i.t when we are in 

power. Only one thing is clear: we will have to retreat, 
in order to weaken the internal situation and eq·ualize 

the external.'' 

''Yes, yes, Yuri Leonidov:ich, I know that you co11cern 

yourself little wit·h questions of international poli.tics. 

But inasmuch as you may possibly have to continue the 

business that we are now doing, it is necessary tha.t we 

be informed." 

''Keep in mind tha.t, without the essential agreem.ent 

with the gover.nment of the capita.list powe1--s against the 

Stalin government, we will not come to power. It is 

essential for us to secure a favorable attitude towards 

us, and that means we will have to make concessions 
to them_ But about that we must have already in 

advance ha.d confidential talks with the governments of 

these states, and th.at is happening now. Radek and 

Sokol'n·ikov will inform you in more detail." (LD 248--9) 

Trotsky had used similar language in his talk with Piatakov in 

Norway in December 1935: 

i'This means that we must retreat. This must be firmly 

understood. Retreat to capit,al.ism. How far, on what a 

scale, it is hard to say now - it will only be possible to be 

m.ore concrete after we come to power." 

''You see, -- Trotsky continued ~ on this point about a 
retreat w·e have agreed with the Rights and my directive 

about the bloc with the Rights was not. just tactically 

necessary, but correct in principle, all the more since 

they have fully admitted the necessity of terrorist, 
diversionist, and sabotage means of struggle against 
Stalin.'' (LD 2 6 9) 
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At the Jant1ary, 1937, Moscow Trial, Piatakov, Sok.ol'nikov, and 

Karl Radek all testified about Trotsky's commitment to a ''retreat'' 

t.owards the restoration of ca.pitalis.m. 

As for the retreat, Trotsky w·:rote that Radek and I were 
mistaken in thinking that t·he retreat would be 
inconsiderable ~ ... we would have to retreat very far, and 

on this was based the bloc, not only with the 
Zinovievites, but also with the Rights. (193 7 Trial 38-
39) 

. . . In this connection also it would be necessary) for 
considera.ti.ons of home policy, to effect a fairly big 

retreat, in addition to concessions to foreigners .. Radek 

quite justly :mentioned this retreat in town and country, 

such as perm.itting capi.talist trad.e and so forth. To put i~ 

simply, Trotsk.y explained that tt would be a very serious 

retreat. This is exactly what he said~ you and Radek are 
still und.er the sway of the old ideas of 1925-2.6 and you 

are unable to see that in esse:nce our comin.g to power 

will mean that we will have to retreat. very far in the 
direction of capitalism. (193 7 Trial 65) 

Karl Radek outlined how Trotsky's views changed between 1934 

and 1935: 

VYSHINS'KY: Three facts: the April letter of 1934, the 

December letter of 1935 and Pyatakov's meeting with 

Tro-tsky· in December 1935,, How was the question put in 

Trotsky's letter in 1934? War, ·working for d.efea.t.? 

RADEK: Yes. 

VYSHINSKY: A return to capitalism in substance? 

RADEK: No, a return to capita.lism is not raised in the 
letter 

'VYSHINSKY: No? What then? 

RAD EK: A retreat which we then thought .... 
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VYSHINSKY: To wl1ere? 

RADE.K: To the positions of t.l1e NEP, wi.th ind11stry 
strengthened i11 compariS()ll with wl1at it had bee11 
befo1~e 1928. 

VYSHINSKY: A retreat towa1~cts strengtl1en.ing wha·t 
elements? 

RADEK: A retreat \Vh.ich \Vas to restore a part of the 
capitalist elements as vvell, but this retreat, if cornpared 
with the state of things i·n 192 7 - there w·cJ·uld lJe a 
possi.bility ct·u1"'i11g this retreat, on the one hand, of 
admitti11g capitalist restoratio11, but at the san1e tin1e of 
stre·ngthening ind·ust.ry, tl·1anks to the ·F11~st F_ive .. Year 
Plan, the state .far1ns a11d pa1~t o·f the collective farms -
tl1at is to say, w·e would hav·e ~ln economic base on which 
in my opinion a proleta1--ian gover11ment could have 
maintained itself. 

VYS.HINSKY: So a pro1etarian governmen.t could still 
have maintained itself? But. the tendency vvas to go 
backwa·rd? 

RAD EK: The tendency· was to go backward. 

VYSHINSKY; In 1935 t.his stood out n101~e clear1y in 
comparison with '.1934? 

RAD EK: In 193 S the question was l~aised of going back 
to capitalism. 

VYSHJNSKY: To wl1at lin1its? 

RADEK: What Trotsky proposed was without any limits~ 
To su.ch limits a.s the en.emy ini.ght req.ui.re. (193 7 Trial, 
122) 

,According to Sokol'nikov the Tf()tsl<yist.s uhderstooci that they 11ad 
110 choice; it was retreat 01 .. be crushe(i: 
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SOKOLNIKOV: ... We considered that fascism was t.he 
most organized form of capitalism, that it would 
triumph, would. seize Europe and stifle us. It was 
therefore better to come to terms with it, it was better to 
consent to a compromise in the sense of retreating 
from socialism to capitalism. c·1937 Trial, 151) 

The hypothesis that Trotsky did advocate the ''restoration of 

capitalism'' as Radek, 'Piatakov, and others asserted, is also 

consistent with much other evidence we now possess. 
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December 19-20 

This lengthy statement was obtatned f11 om the FSB Archive in mid-
2015. As of Septen1ber, 2019} it is also avai1able in an iden.tical 
copy, retyped, t~rom RGASPI.1· We will study it carefu.lly as it 
contains much tnformatio11 abou.t Trotsky's co11s ·pirato1~ial 
activiti es. 

Trotsky, then Khrushchev, then Gorbachev, an.d researche1.,s under 
their direction, have claimed that the defendants' statements a11d 
confessions were false. But there has neve11 been any evidence tl1at 
the pretrial or trial statements of Piatak.av or of any of the 
defendants at the three Moscow trials were lies - that the 
defendants ·were forced b·y to1--tl1re or threats to moutl1 sta·tements 
they and ·tl1e i1rosecution l<new were u11true. 

In volume one of this study, Trotsky)s 1Arr1algams', and again, in a 
revised version in The Moscow Trials As Evide11ce, we have verified 
that the Moscow Trials testimony is reliable by cl1ecking against 
independent evidence ma11y of the assertions that the defendants 
made in their testimony. In tl1is light of this verification, 
allegations that the defendants' statements and confessions were 
false are simply wrong. They should not be accepted and should 
never pass unchallenged. Stich claims are not evidence. 1,hey a1~e 
exa111ples of t'he lo gt cal fallacy of· ''a·rgu111er1t by aut.h()rity." 

It 11as bee.n convenient to both icieological anticommunists and 
Trotsl<yists to ''believe'' - accept as true - the claim that the 
def end ants were forced to repeat falsel1oods co11cocted by the 
prosecution. For this reason we will begi11 our exan1ination of 

1 TsA FSB. '£{ ~33835 . (Delo No. 3257 on tl1e a11 rested Piatakov Iut~it Leonidovich 
an.d. <Jtl1e1·s); RG/\SPI . . f.1. 7, op.171. d .. 263 . 11 . 43 ... 7 6. See t~l1e ft1.ll text, i11. Englisl1 
transla.tion, in tl1e Append.ix. 
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Piatakov1s statement with some considerations which o·ught to 

lead. any objective researcher to acce·pt that th.is document 

represents what Piatakov himself wished to say. 

Gol'tsman and the ''Hotel Bristol'' 

Du·ring the first Moscow Trial of Augu.st, 1936, defendant Eduard 

Gol'tsm.an claimed that he had travelled by t.rain from. Berlin t.o 

Copenhagen i.n November, 1932, and that he had met Leon Sedov, 

Trotsky's son, in the lobby of the ''Hotel Bristol," after which he 

and Sedov had proceeded to visit Trotsky. A number of people, 

including Trotsky h'imsel.f, pointed out almost immediately that 

there was no ''Hotel Bristol'' in Copenhagen in 1932. This fact led 

Trotsky, then the Dewey Commission, to conclude that Gol'tsm.an 

had been lying~ 

In 2009 Swedish research. Sven .. Eric Holmstrom published ''New 

·Evidence Concerning the 'Hotel Bristol' Question in the Fi.rst 

Moscow Trial of 1936.'12 On ·th.e basis of meticulou.s research 

Holmstrom concluded that Gol'tsman must have mistaken the 

name of the adjacent cafe ''Bristol'' for that of the hotel. 

Holmstrom's conclusions have now received striking veri·fication. 

Documents from Gol'tsman's NKVD investigation file released in 

2015 reveal that the NKVD checked up on th.is question before the 

trial. The NKVD investigators determined that no hotel named 

''Bristol'' existed in Copenhagen. in 1932, but that it was easy to 

mistake the name of the cafe for that of the hotel. 

On August 2, 1936 the Foreign Division of the Main Directora.te for 

State Security (GUGB) reported as follows to the Chief of the Secret 

Political Division of the NKVD: 

According to the official references works / guides to the 
city of Copenhagen / telephone directories in the 

2 At https://ojs.libra·ry.ubc.ca/index,php/c1ogic/article/view /191568/188679 
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Foreign Division of the GUGB NKVD i10 hotel ''Bristol'' 
exist.ed eith.er in 1.932 01-- exists in 1936. 

However, i11 Cope11hagen there is c.1 small cafe ('Br·istol'' 
above which is located the hotel ''Grand Hotel 
Copenhage11,'' Since t·he ''Grand .Hotel'' l1as a sig11 that is 
not very noticeable ~:ind the cafe ''Bristol'' has a sig11 in 
large gold letters on a black background n1a11y casual 
observers take the hotel ''Cirand Hotel}' as the ''Bristol.'' 

The cafe ''Bristol'' and the hotel ''Grand Hotel'' are 
located v·ery close to the Copenhagen train station and 
existed it1 1932 as th.ey do toclay. 

Gol'tsn1an was asked whether he could have made this error and 
admitted that it was possible. Gol1tsman also accurately described 
the cafe's sign an.d. said. that it was right outside the hotel entrance 
and that tl1e cafe and hotel lobby communicated with each o·ther. 

As SEDOV and I l1a_d arranged in advance i.n Berlin I went 
directly from the station to the hotel ''Bristol." 

This hotel is situated near the station) a.bout a f'ive ... 
minute walk away. My meeting with SEDOV took place 
in the vestibule of the hotel, from w·hich we went to the 
cafe situated on the first floor of this same hotel. 

No\v I r·e1nember preci.sely that at the entrance to the 
caf·e there was a black sign 011 \Vhic·h in large gold letters 
it said ''Bristol.'' 

Question: Wa.s this perhaps tl1e na.me of the cafe, not of 
the h,otel? 

At1swer: Perhaps, but I I"emember well the sign ''Bristol'' 
above the cafe, and this caf e is situated next to the 
vestibule of' the hotel.3 

8 Gol'tsman fi le TsA I;SB R-3383 3 Delo No, 3z5·7. See tl1e Appendix for tl1e full test. 
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This is ex.actly wha.t Holn.1strom concluc.ied on the l1asis of a careful 
study of the evidence he l1ad gathered. It prov·es that Go1 1tsn1an 
was not lying about. the ''Hotel Bristol." He had si111ply n1ad.e an 
unde·rstandc1ble error, C)ne tha·t, according to tl1e Co·pe11l1ag·e11-
based NKVD men, ''many casual observers'' made. 

For our present purposes, this set of docurnents proves that the 
NKVD did not ''f orce 11 Gol'ts1nc1n to mouth phony co11f essions¥ 
Rather, the NKVD men did what invest.igators are supposed to do. 
They took Gol'tsman's testim.ony and tried to veri.fy it .. When they 
discovered the discrepa11cy in G·ol'tsm.an's testimo11y, t11ey asked 
him about it and recorded his com1ner1t. 

In Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and in The Moscow Trials., As Evicience we 
show that, whenever we can independently check stateme11ts 
made by defendants in the Moscow Trials, we find, that the 
statements are genuine - that is, the defendan,ts testified what 
they wanted to testify. The Gol'tsrnan - ''Hotel Bristol'' d()cuments 
constitute yet more evidence of tl1is. 

There is a. great deal of other evidence tl1at C()fI1 oborates the 
confessions and statements by Moscovv Trials defe11dants. We will 
discuss some of it in this chapter; more such eviden.ce is exami.ned 
in other c}1apters. By contrast, we have ·no evide11ce a·t all that 
Moscow Trial defendants were compelled to make false 
statements. 

Corroboration of Piatakov's Testimony 

We possess other corroboration of the genuineness of Piatakov's 
testimony before and at t.rial. In 2002 the trar1script of tl1e 
December 7, 1936 ochnaia stavka> or face-to-face confrontation, 
between Piatak.av and Nikolai Bukha·ri11 was pu.blished. There 
Piatakov named BL1kharin as a participant in the Zinovievist: ... 
Trotskyist-Rightist network. of conspiracies, as he a1so did i.n the 
statement of December 19-20, 1936, whicl1 we examine here. 

Prese11t at this ochnaia stavka were Kliment. ·E. Voroshilov, People's 
Commissar for Defense; Sergo Ordzhonikidze, ·People's Commissar 
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fc)r Heavy Indust1~y an.d. Pia.takov,s immediate superior; Nikolai 
Ezhov, Cc)mmissar for Internal Affai14 s and, as such, head. of' th.e 
NKVD; Stali11; and Bt1kl1arin hi1n.self. Bukha.rin insisted that 
Piatakov was lying only in J"'egard to his own., Bul<h.arin's, gt1ilt but 
n.ot otl1erwise. According to his wife, Anna ·Larina, Bukl1arin told 
her about. th.i.s och11aia stavka~ Decades late1"', IJarina in turn i-el(1.ted 
in 11er n1emoir a version of what she re.me1nbered of what he·r 
husband had told her~ From her a.ccount it is clea1~ that Bukharin 
did 11ot convey to his wife ·th.at the 1-est of Pi.atak.ov's testimony was 
f~1lse. 

n ·HTaKC)B roBopHJl, orrycTHB roJioBy, CTapaRcb 11a~()HhIO 
npHKpbITb r11a3a. B era ToHe qyscTBOBaJiocb 

03no6JieHH.e, o:-3JI06JieHHe, KaK cq:HTaJI H.11., rrpoTHB Tex~ 
K·To ero cnyrnaJI, He rrpepbIBa51 a6cyp~Hhitt crreKTaI<Jib, 

'-" 

He OCTaHclBJIHBa5I HeCJibIXaHHhlH rrpOI13BOJI , 

- !Op.HR JleOHH~OBHqJ o6o5ICH:HTe, crrpoCMJJ 
ByxapttH, ~ qTo Ba.c sacTaBJIJieT o .roBap11BaTb caMoro 

ce6J.1? 

HacTyITHJia. nay3a. B 3TO BpeMJI Cepro Opp;)KOHHKH~3e, 
'·' cocpe,n;oToqeH.HO I1 H3YMJI8HHO CMOTpeBillHH Ha 

Il.HTaKOBa, noTp51CeHHbJ'H H3r.1yqeHBbIM BHAOI\-1 H 

.ITOKa3aHHRMH' CBOero )J;851T8JibHOf() I1(JMOI1'1HHKa, 

npl1.TIOJKH.B Jiaf);OHb K yxy (Cepro 6brJI .rnyxoBaT), 
cnpocH.Jl: '. 

- · 1-f eyJKTO Ball1H TIOKa3aHH5l p;o6pOBOJJIJHbI? 

- Mon noK.a3aHH.H: A06poBo;ribHbI, OTBeTHJI IlHTaK.OB. 

- A6conIOTHo Ao6poBoJibHbr? ell\e c 6oJibIIIHM 

y f];HBJJeHHeM cnpocHJI Op~JKt)HJ1Klfti;3e, Ho Ha 

IlOBTOpHbIH Bonpoc orrBeTa He I10CJI€AOB3JJO. TOJibl<O 

JlHillh Ha npou;ecce B CBOeM nocJie~HeM CJIOBe D.HTaKOB 

cyMeJI cKa3arrb: '' .BcHKOe 1-raKa3aHHe, KaKoe Bbr 

Bb.I 'HeceTeJ 6yAeT .rrerqe, qeM caMblH cpai:<1~ npttsHaHHH
11

1 

lleM H p;,aJI OOHHTh, 'tJTO ero rroKa3aHH .~1 BbIHy:>KµeHHbie. 



fioqeMy /Ke B 1·y MHHYTY1 nepe,n, sceMH l.fJieHa.tY1H 
·rron11ToI0.PO, IlHTciKOB He J)eillttJTC}l cKa3aTb r1paB~y· 11 

paccKasaTb, qTo c HMM IlJJO~eJibIBaJIH, 'Y.eM AoBeJIYI ero 

AO TaKoro COCTO.HHHH, lfTO OH e,[(Ba ~ep>KaJICH Ha HOrax? 

t(o KOH~a 3Toro nocTHq1) HeB03MO)KHO. Ho, otJeBH)::(H·o) 

I1HTaKoB noHHMaJI, '-ITO nocJie OYHOH cTaBKH eMy 

rrpH~eTCH BepHyTbCH He K ce6e ~OMOH 11 CHOBa 

Hat.IHYTCJI a,[\OBbI MYKH B 3acT·eHKax HI{B~. Bo3MOIKHO, 

Me~HQHHCKHe cpe~CTBa napaJIH30Ba1111 ero 

BbIAaIO~YIOC51 BOJJIO. 4 

Piatakov spol<e, his head lowered, trying to cover his 
eyes with 11is palm. In his tone one could feel hostilit.y, 
hostility, as N.l. [Bukharin] believed, against those who 
were listening to hin1 without interrupting the absurd 
spectacle, not stoppi11g the unheard-of caprice. 

~ lurii Leonidovich, explain, asl{ed Bukharin, what 
has compelled you to slander yourself? 

A ·pause enstied. During this time Sergo Ordzl1onikidze, 
wl1.o vvas looking at Pia.takc)V \Vitl1 co11centration and 
a·mazemen·t, shaken by tl1e haggard <-lppear·ance and. the 
confessions of his assistant, put his hand to his ear 
(Sergo was rather deaf) and asl<ed: 

-Are your confessions ·really voluntary? 

- M·y confessic)ns are volunta1 .. y, answered Piatakov. 

- Absolutely volunta.ry? Ordzhonikidze asked with 
even greater astonishment, but no answe1 .. followed. the 
repeated question. Only at the trial, in his last ·wc)rds, did 
Piatakov dare to say: ''Any punish1nent you could inflict 
will be easier than tl1e fact itself of admitting guilt,'' by 
whicl1 he n1ade it clear that his confessions were made 
throttgh compulsion. 

4 Anna Larina} 1Vezabyvaemoe. Moscow: APN, 1989, 328. 
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But w·l1y> in tha.t momentj in. front of all the member"'s of 
the Politburoj did Piatakov i1ot da1--e to tell the truth and 
tell vvhat ha11pened to hi.m were doir1g, vvhat drove him. 
to such a state that l1e could hclrdly stand? It is 
impossible to comprehe11d this completely. But, 
obviously, Pyatakc)v knew tl1at after the conf11 ontatio11., 
l1e would not return. ·to his home and. the hellisl1 
torme11ts begin. would begin again in the dungeons of the 
NK.VD. Perhaps medication paralyzed. his extrao.rdinary 
will. 

Larina was convinced that not just Piatakov, but all th.e det-enc.iants 
at all the Moscow trials we1~e innocent. Bt1t she l1ad no evidence to 
tha.t effect. She assiimed it, evide11.tly because Piatakov accused her 
ht1s·b~111d Bt1kl1arin of involvem.ent in the bloc of conspirators. 
Today we possess a gt~eat deal of evidence that Bukharin \Vas 

incleed 011e of the leade11 s of tl1e bloc of oppc)sitionists that 
includecl Zinovievists, T11 ot.s.kyists, and Rights. 

Piatal<.ov testified abo·ut t.l1e activities of the bloc. He does not 
·mentio11 the participatio11 of the Zinovievists, perhaps because it 
was not relevant to his testimo11y a.gainst Bukharin, perhaps for 
some other reason_ We ca·n be sL1re that Ordzhonikiclze believed 
Piatakov's testimony because \Ve have the partial text of a talk ·he 
ga.ve to the heads of the chief directorclt.es of the Commissariat of 
Heavy Indust1~y on Febrtta1~y 5, 1937 in ·which he complains 
bi.·tter~ly abo·ut Piatakov's deceitfulness.5 

Piatako·v's Statement of December ·19-20 1936 

This is the lclnges·t pret.rial text of material from Piatakov's 
investigation file t.hat we now pclssess. It is not a11 it1terrogation 
but a statement, zaiavle11ie. Fu1 .. ther evidence that it was made 

5 English transiatio11 in. Getty· & N·aun1ov) 292-294. The Russia.n version of 
01·dzhon'iktdze's speech was 11ot avai.lable wl1en Getty a.11d Nau1nov wrote in th.e 
1a.te '90s. lt wa.s fi.11ally pl11Jlished in 2011. ai1d is i1ow online at 
l1ttp;//.istmat.i11fo /node/ 48634 
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voluntarily comes from the beginning of what appears to ha.ve 

been the next interrogation of Piatakov1 that of December 23, 

1936. 

Questio.n: You have submitted a sta.tement in the name 
of the People's Commissar of Inte·rnal Affairs com. 
EZHov·, in which you outline your criminal activities in a 
more detailed and systematic ·manner and, in particular1 

tell a.bout your personal ·meeting with Trotsky~ 

May the investigation consider this sta.tement of yours 
as an official i11vestigative document? 

Answer: Yes, in writing this statement in the name of 
People's Commissar EZHOV I intended th.at it be 
included among the investigative materials.6 

No objective student could conclude from this text, or from the 

evidence cited above, that Piatakov's testimony had been put into 

his mouth, or tha.t he had been fo1 .. ced to lie according to a 

narrative composed by som.ebody else. Piatakov's testimony 

represented w·hat he chose to say. 

Confirmation of Piatakov's statement 

Much of what Piatakov says in this Stateme.nt can be co11firmed by 

other documents we now possess. 

The Bloc of Trotskyists, Zinovievists, Rightists, and other 
Oppositionists ~ 

We know this bloc existed because evidence of it was di.scovered 

in 1.980 in the Harvard Trotsky Archive ·by Pierre Braue. Piatakov's 

statements about it agree with wh.at we know from the Trotsky 

Arch.ive documents written by Trotsky and Sedov. Piatakov's 

Statement is yet more evidence that Broue was wrong in claiming, 

6 "Protokol doprosa Piatakova> Iuria Leonidovic.ha -- ot 23 dekabria. 1936 goda.11 

LD 272. 
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withoti·t a11y evidence) that the bloc was j'ephemeral." Piata.kov 
insists that the bloc aimed at terror - political assassination - from 
the outset and contin·ued this aim, along with that of sabotage, 
1111til its membe1"'s were arr·ested.7 

Confirmation of Trotsky's Policy of Terror 

Piatakov's State111ent confir1ns the claims made by Mark 
Zborowski, \vhom Sedov tried to recruit to kill Stalin and who 
exp1~e.ssed the view that the assassinc.~tion of Stalin was all that was 
11ecessary for~ the Stalin regime to collc_lpse. We ha·ve studied 
Zborowski's reports ir1 previous books.8 

111. lits first C(Jnfession statem.ent, made on June 2, 1.93 7) Nikolai 
Bukharin affirmed that T1 .. otsky was ''always urging assassination'': 

RADEK info1~n1ed me that 1"ROTSKY was always urging 
the use of terror ... 9 

Piatakov's testi1nony that Trotsky was urging sabotage) This 

confirms .Bukharin.'s clajm i.n hi.s first confession~ 

I remember yet another important conversation in 
which RADEK vaguely related that some ki·nd of new 
directives on both internal and external politics had 
bee11 received fro1n Trotsky. I remember that 1 was 
a11gered by this w·ay of generally treating any commands 
by rfrotsl<y, to wl101n4£ll the Trotslzyites related as 
almost to the military commands of a unitary command 
center, RADEK hinted to me that this was a question of 
son1e so1--t of new negotiations of T1"otsky' s vvith 

'"' We 'l1ave studied this discovet~y, tl1e i'Sedov 'bloc 'l etter," in Furr, Amalgan1s, ar1d 
Mosco\V Trials. 
H Fur1~, Amalga111s1 Chapter·s 3 and 13; Trotsk.y,s Lies, Cl1ap ter 2; Moscovv Tria1s1 

C11a1)ter 3. " 
q Grover· Furr and Vlaclim·ir L. Bobrov, ''Nikolai Bukl1arin's First Staten1e·nt of 
Confession in t11e Lubianl<a,,j Culti1ral Logic 2007, p. 37. At 
l1tt1)s:// ojs.li,br·ary. ubc.ca/in.dex.1Jhp / clogi.c/arti.cle/view /1917 45 
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Germany or wi·th England, but limited himself to this, 

having told me abou.t Trotsky's directive concerning 

sabotage. 

Trotsky and the Ger·mans and Japanese 
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Piatakov's testimony about Trotsky's clain1 that he had made deals 

with Nazi Germany and Fascist Japan corroborates the substa·ntial 

testimony from Soviet sources that we have studied elsewhere.:to It 

is also confirmed by our analysis o.f Ivan Serov's report.'·1:1 There we 

demonstrate that Rakovsky must have been telling the truth when, 

in his statement to the prosecution, he said that he had met wi.·th 

high-ranking Japanese officials and agreed to be a go-between for 

Trotsky.12 

It is confirmed by Rakovsky in confession statements published in 

2005 i:n a Bulgarian historical journal.13 And it is also con.firmed by 

the rece.ntly printed investigation materials in Politbiuro i Lev 
Trotskii t, 2. We examine those docume.nts in the present volume. 

Trotsky and the Trotskyist Conspiracy in the Army 

Piatakov wrote that Trotsky put special emphasis o.n recruiting in 

the Red Army (LD 266) and considered Vitovt K. Putna and Vitalii 

M. Primakov as ''a very valua.ble contact and it must be 

strengthened and developed in every way." (LD 270) Both men 

were co-defendants in the ''Tukhachevsky Affair,, trial of June 11, 

1937 a·nd were ex:ecuted together with Tukhachevsky an.d the 

others. Both Putna and Primakov described their commitment to 

Trotsky and their activities on behalf of Trotsky>s conspiracy, The 

sections of Marshal Semion Budyonny's letter to Marshal Klement 

Voroshilov that deal with Trotsky are examined in Chapter Nine of 

Trotsky's 'Amalgams'. We now have many of Tukhachevsky's own 

1° Furr, Leon Trotsky's Collaboration ivith. Germany and japan (hereafter TC). 

i t See TC, Chapter Four. 
12 See the extensive discussion in TC Chapter 4. 
13 We wi.11 study these statements in a future book. Rakovsky was Bulgarian. 



confessions. Moreover, we now possess the t.ranscript of the trial 
of Tukhachevsky and others of June 11, 1937, which w·as 
declassified in May, 2018.14' 

Trotsky and the United Front 

In his journal of' exile, Bit1lleten 1 Oppozitsii (Bulletin of the 
Opposition) No. 32 of December 1932 Trotsl<y seemed to be 
calling for a (.'united front'' with the Social-De1nocr~ats. Bt1t 
Trotsky's attitude tovvards the ''united front'' was an equivocal 
one. Fel'shtinskii and Che1~niavskii) Trotsky's sympathetic Russian 
biographers, conclude that he wanted a ''united front'' only with 
the rank-and ... file, not with the S-D leaders, though he did not call 
them ''social-fascists'' like the Comi11tern w as doi11g. (120) This is 
also the tenor of Trotsky's essay ''In. What Does t.he Er.ror of the 
German Comn1unist Pa.rty's Cur1 .. ent Political Line Reside?''1·5 

In other articles T.rcltsky was clearer~ <-lbout his call for a U11ited 
Front with the Social-Democrats : 

I proposed to the German Communists to carry out the 
policy of a united front. The Communists ought to 
propose to the Social Democrats and to the trade unions 
led by them a prog11 am of cooperative, practical struggle 
against the at.tack of the f·ascists. The Social .Democra.tic 
masses quite since11 ely desi11 e to wage such a st.ruggle. If 
the leaders t4 efuse, they wi.ll compromise the1nselves i11. 

the eyes of their ow11 supp<)t1 ters. If the leade11 s agree} th e 
masses, in practical actic)n, will go beyond tl1eir leaders 
and st1pport tl1e Communists. (''Answers to Questi()ns by 

l -t As of this writing) December 29, 2-01.8, these are 
ht tp://istmat.info/ nod.e/5910!3 and 
l1ttp:/ /l c.:i nder.odessa.lt a/doc/r·gaspi~1 7.171 . 392_process_tuhacl1evskcJgo.pcl f It is 
not yet c.1v·ailable in text format, 1nuch less pt1bl)shed in book forml an.(i l1as r1 ot 
been t rat1slatecl. 
15 B.O. No. 27, Mar·ch 1932. Tl1e English tra11slation I ''For a vVorkers' tJr1 ited Ft"()nt 

Against Fascism," is misleading. Trotsl<.y is very careful not to call for L!nity with 
the Soci al~Democrati c Party itse'lf - the Jeadersl1ip. 
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the New York Ti111.es,'' Februa:r·y 13, 1932. WLT 1932, p. 

49) 
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Tr·otsky never advocate(! a ''united front)' in the formation of a 

government. as the Comintern did in France and Republican Spain. 

According to Piatakov, 1~rotsky's view, as com1nunicated through 

Radek, \Vas hostile to the ''united fr·o11t'': 

Besid.es this tl1ere were a.lso d.irectives abot1t the 

Con1intern. I did not remember them well and now recall 

them vaguely. I seem to remember that it was a question 

of a very ''left'' for1nulation against the united front in 

France. lJnfortunately this part of Trotsky's directives 

did not stick in my memory. (I-' D 259) 

Piatakov admits his 1nemory was faulty on this point. But Piatakov 

also said that, of course, Trotsky cou.ld not publicly reveal his 

conspiractes with the capitalist powers. Trotsky had said that he, 

Piatak.ov, sho·uld not be troubled by the fact that 

much of what 11e was abou.t to say must not only not b e 

mad.e public (and therefore I should not be surprised 

·that i11ucl1. of it ·will contradict what is said i·n his 

;'Bulletins'1
), but also must not be made known to wider 

circles of his supporters in the USSR. (LD 264; emphasis 

added) 

We know fro1n examination of the Trotsky Archive that Trotsky 

lied in his public wrjtings when he thought it expedient to do so.16 

In fact Trotsky vigorously denied in public the very policies that he 

was pu1--si11g in pt"ivate, such a.s l1is conti.11u.ed co11tact with 

''capitulators,'' his approval of the bloc with other Oppositionists, 

and the use of ''terror'' 01" violence a11d assassination. 

Trotsky's policy of a conspiracy· (lf assassina.tion and sabotage 

against th e Soviet Union in alliance with Germany, Japan, France 

16 For deta.ils see the discl1ssion in Furr A1nalgams and Furr, Trotsky's Lies. 
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and Great Britain, and of agreements to help the German General 
Staff to defea·t the Red Army in wartime, was not. compatible with a 
''united front'' aga.i·nst Germany. No doubt this accounts for his 
seemingly ''very 'left''} position against a United Front against 
Germany: the Germans naturally opposed it, so Trotsky did as well~ 

$oviet Economic Successes Necessitated Terror, 
Sabotage and Defeatism 

r ·his was the position of the Zinovievist assassins of Sergei Kirov. 
As we have shown:1·7, there is no basis at all to think that they were 
''forced1

' to say this by the NKVD. The Trotskyist and other 
arrestees whose statements and interrogations are published in 
PiL TZ also repeatedly ref er to thist 

Trotsky an.d the clandestine Oppositionists were relying upon. the 
social stresses of collectivization and industrialization to somehow 
cause the s·talin regime's collapse. When this did not occur they fell 

back upon force: plans for a coup d'etat with attendant murders of 
Stali.n and his highest associates, coupled with defeatism and 
sabotage in favor of the i·nvader in the war with one or more 
ca.pitalist states which they were sure would. break out sooner 
rather than later. 

The fact that no collapse occurred and ·that collectivization and 
rapid industrialization appeared to have been successful enough 
caused. disruptions amon.g the participants in the bloc of 
oppositionists. Evjdently some of them were motivated more by 
fear that Stalin's policies were leading the USSR to ruin. than either 
by the conviction that Trotsky's th.eory of ''permane.nt revolution,, 

was correct) or by hatred of Stalin himself,. Piatakov, Radek, and 
Rakovsky were among those who were no· friends of Stalin or his 
concept of how to build socialism :in one country. But they were 

ultimately unwilling to unite with Nazi Germany and fascist Japan, 
bring about the defeat of the USSR i.n war) see the USSR split into 
smaller parts, and end up united with the fascist powers. 

1'7 See Furr, The Murder of Sergei Kirov, 
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Trotsky's Theory of ''Permanent Revolution'' 

Trotsky himself stuck to his theory that it was impossible to build 

socialism i11 a single cou11try. At first he believed that Soviet 

society W()t1ld. either C(lllapse un.der tl1e econon.1ic and social strain 

of simultaneous collectivizatio·n, famine, and industrialization, or 

would beco1ne ungovert1able due to rebellions and the disaffection 

of the A1 .. 1ny. This proved not to be so, as Sedov told Piatakov: 

T1--otsl<y rules out c.=tny possibility at the p1~esent. stage ()f 
any mass anti-Stalin n1ovement. Stalin has succeeded in 

surviving the difftc·L1lties and \Ve must frankly admit that 

we have missed the time. (LD 241) :18 

Trotsky concluded ·tha·t the str .. u.ggle against Stalin's pr~oject of 

socialisn1 i11 one country should also be international. From that. he 

drew the further conclusion that the Trotskyists and their 

Opposition allies would have to make arrange1nents with Germany 

and Japa11, 'the capitalist states most likely tel attack the USSR and, 

to counter<:lct the Ger1nans and Ja·pa11ese, witl1 Bri·tain a11d ·France. 

First Smirnov, then Kamenev told Piatakov about this. 

But neither Piatakov nor Radek were able to fully grasp the 

i1nplicatio11s of this policy as T·rots1{y saw the.m. So they decided 

·that Piatakov should meet with Tr~otsky, He asked. Trotsk.y again at 

their meeting i11 Norway in December, 1935, and 'frotsky 

expatiated upon his ideas in grec.1ter detail. (Smirnov, LD 238; 

Kamenev1 LD 250; Radek, LD 259; Tt"otsky LD 267) 

The ma1n poi11ts of 1'1,otsky's lecture to Piata.kov are quoted in the 

transcript of the January 1937 Moscow Trial.19 Sometimes 

Piatakov's stateme11t provides the sot1rce of quotations j11 the trial 

transcript that are otherwise not identified. For example, 

Vyshinsky satd the following: 

Js Also see tl1e discussion C)f-·tJ1is passage i11 Cl1apter Twc), a bove. 
19 Tl1e page i1umbers t o this s·tateme11t of Piat akov,s as cited by Prosectrtor 

Vysl1tnsl<y ir1 t·he transcript of tl1e f an.ua.ry 1937 trial arc t l1e same as in the text 

we have obt ained. Tl1ey· a re inc1 uded it1 t11e English tra nslc1 t ion, 
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Incide11tally, in l"egard to this BL1lleti11 of tl1e rI'rotsl\:yite 
()pposition, Pya·takov told us t·ha·t Trotsky had said to 
him: ''Do not take ever~yt.hing \'Ve sa.y in the Bi1lletln at its 
face value. Beal" in rnind that we ca11not sav in the 

"' 
Bulleti11 all that we say to you, and dema11d of yo·u. 
Understand tl1at someti1nes, perhaps, 'in this B·u.lletir1 we 
shall say thi11gs which are the opposite of what we 
cie1nand of you. (1937 Trial 508-509). 

The parallel passag·e in Piatakov's Statement is as follows : 

He mentioned once clgain the difference between the 
preparaticln of a coup d1etat and a mass uprising and in 
this connection much of \Vhc1t he was about ·tc) say mt1st. 
11ot only not be made public (_a11d therefore I should not. 
be surprised that rnuch of it \Viil contradict what is said 
in his ''Bulletins''), but also rnust not be m.ade known to 
wider circles of his suppo1--ters i11 the USSR. (LD 264) 

In Trotsky 1s 'Amalgams 1 and Trotsky's Lies we have established that 
Trotsky lied in his writings) includi11g i11 his Bulletf 11, ·\iv-.hen he 
considered it expedient to do SCJ, Piatakov's Sta.teme11t, and his 
claim as quoted by Vyshin.sky here, are consistent with ·that. 

Ukrainian Independence 

Accordi11g to Ptatakov, Trotsky said that the Gern1ans demande·d 
that a new government led by the Oppositiontsts should ~1llovv t'he 
Ukraine to separate fron1 the U.S.S.R.: 

3. In the event that the· i'n.ationalist forces )' of tl1e Ukraine 
should w·ant to separate from the U.S.S~R. not t.o 
oppose this. (LO 268) 

Piatakov testified to tl1is duri11g tl1e t·r·ial ~ 

But in return the fa.scists are to receive the following 
con1pensation: a general t~avourable qttitude to\vards 
Ge1 .. man i11terests and towards the· German gove·rnment 
on all questions of international policy; certai11 



te1"l"itorial concessions would have to be made, and these 

te1~ritoria1 concessio11s have bee11 defined in particular, 

n1ention was 111ade of territor·ial concessions in a veiled 

form which were called ''11ot resisting Ukrainian 

natio11al-bot11·geois forces in the event of their self

determinatio11." 

Vyshinsky: Wl1at do es that mean? 

Pyatakov: It n1ea11s in a veiled forn1 what Radek spoke 

about here: sl1ou1d the Gern1ans set up their Ukrainian 

gove1·11ment, ruling the Ukraine not through their 

Ger·man Governor-Gene1~a1 but perhaps through a 

hetma11 at any rate, should the Germans ''self

determine'' the Ukrai11e the Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc 

will not oppose it. Actually, this meant the beginni11g of 

the d.is1nem.berment of the Soviet Union. (1.937 Trial 64) 
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In 1939, Trotsky published four articles in which he advocated 

independence for the Ukrain.e. The first, ''The Ulzrainia.n Question," 

is dated Apri1 22, 1939, pL1blished first (i11 English) on May 9, 1939, 

and in the July, 1939, issue of the B.0.20 ''Independence of the 

Ukrai11e and Sectaria11 Muddleheads,'' is dated July 301 1939, but 

apparently fi1"st published in mid -September, 1.939, in English and 

in the B.O. issue of' October, 1939.21 ''Democratic Feudalists and the 

Independence of the Ukraine, '' is dated August 5, 1939, but was 

fir·st publisl1ed on October 31, 1939, i11 English a11d also in the 

October issue of the B.O.l 2 The last article, '1Stalin Temporary 

Ho]der of tl1e Ukraine,'' is dated September 18) 1939, published on 

October 24, 1939, and not in the B.0.23 

21) V\TL T 19 38-1939, p. 413) n. 296; 11 ttp '. / / \veb.mit.edu / fjk/ \iVWW / FI/ BO / B0-

77.shtn1l 
21 WLT1939--1940, p. 426 n. 48; ·11ttp://wcb.mit.edt1/fj.k/www /FI/BO/B0-

79.s11t111l 
22 WLT 1939-40, p. 429 n. 71; ibid. 
i 3 WL T 1939-40, p. 431 n, 88. 
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111 the lig.ht of Piatakov's Stat.ement and the 1937 Trial testimo11y 
Trc)tsky's articles i11 support of Ukrainian independence may be 
interpreted in twt) ways: 

* Trotsky presents these articles as a Marxist-Leninist analysis of 
the nation.al question from his own strongly anti-Stalin, anti-Soviet 
per.spective. 

* I-I'owever tl1at may be) ·the cc.~11 to separate the Uk·r~aine from tl1e 
Soviet Union is consistent with what Piatakov and othet"S describe 
as Trotsky's recognition of the necessity to permit Ul<rainian 
i1atil)nalists forces friendly to Ge1~ma11y to secede f·1,,om tl1e U(S.S.R. 

w·11ich of' tl1ese interpretatio11s best fits the facts as we k11ow the1n? 
They are not mutually compatible because of the complete lack of 
any left., working-class based Ukrainian nationalist inovement. 
Trotsl<y's appeals to Ukrainian ·revolutionaries so11nd u.nrealistic if 
i1ot deliberately 1nisleading, for all the Ukrajnian naticlnalist 
organizations were far-Right, pro-German a11d Nazi-like. 

Any independence for the Ukraine would mean a pro-Nazi, 
intensely· anticommu11ist a11d anti ... worl<ing class state, a base for 
Hitler. Therefo1~e it seeins likely that these a·rticles co11stituted a 
covert message to the Germans that) despite the setbacks suffered 
by his Soviet-based suppo1 .. ters} Trotsky remained ready to 
concede Ukraine to Germany in case of war. 

''By Any Means'' 

Acco1<ding to Piatal<ov's account Trotsky emphasized that in the 
struggle to u.nseat Stalin <'all means were good.}' 

In relation to tl1.is we must rt1tl1Iessly cast aside 
prejudices of any kind. (LD 241.) 

1/ The central task is not the resurrection of an 
organ.ization for the sake of organizatio.n, ·but its 
resurrectio11 f'c)r the purpose of liquid<1t.in·g Stalin and his 
closest supporters (in the letter it was said '''S' und 
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Konsorte11 mit allen Mitteln aus dem Weg rauemer1) ... 1' 

(LD 246) 

((Remember, in this struggle all means are good and 
every ally is useful .. . 11 (LD 2 7 0) 

1.37 

Tl1is concept was widely spread among Trotsky's firmest 
su.p1Jorte1 .. s in the Sovlet Union .. It is mentioned repeate(ily in the 
intet"rogations a11d statements printed in PiLT2. 

Sokol'nikov and the Japanese 

011e pre-trial interrogation 'by s()'kol'nikov }1as been published in 
PiLT2. We have put its text in the ''Appendix'' s~ction and will 
consider it in the present volume. Other pre-trial mate1"ials fro·m 
Sokol'nikov have now been made available 011line. 

In a section tha·t has been published t·rom c111othei~ inter·roge:1t.ion 
Sokol'nikov identifies the Japanese diplomat wl10 contacted hi111 
about Japan's contacts with Trotsky as ''Ota.'' 

..• t<) tl1e file was associated a copy ()f notes o.f a talk 
between G. Ia. Sokol'nik.ov, who was at that time the 
vice-com·missar of Foreig11 Affairs, with the Japanese 
ambassador Ota of April 13} 1935 on the question of the 
petroleum, fishing, and anthracite concessio.ns on 
Sakhalin [Island]. At the preliminary investig<:1tion a11d at 
the t1"ial G. Ia. Sokol'nikov confirn1ed t11e fact of tl1is talk 
and stated that after the talk he supposedly had a short 
conversation \!\'ith Ota on tl1e st1bject of L.D. Trotsky's 
pro·posals to the Japanese government. The contents of 
the conve1"satio11, as it is reflectecl in the transc1--ipt of the 
interrogation of G. Ia. Sokol'nikov of December 12) 1936, 
was as follows: 

Sokol'nikov: ... when Ota and the secretary of the 
em'bassy were about to leave, Ota stopped awhile. At 
that tin1e both interp1-;ete·rs had already left my o·f'fice. 
Taking advantage of this oppo1 .. tunity Ota, while I 
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escorted him to the door, exchanged a few sentences 
wit,h me. 

Question: Please repro·du.ce your conversation with Ota, 
word for word, as ·far as possible. 

Answer: Ota asked me: ''Are you a.ware that Mr. Trotsky 
has made certain proposals to my government?'' I 
replied: ;'Yes, I have been informed of this." Ota asked: 
''How do you appraise these proposals?'' I replied: ''I 
think the proposals are quite serious." Then Ota asked: 
''Is this only your personal opinion?1

' I replied: ''No, this 
is also the opinion of m.y friends.'' On this point our 
conversation ended. 

Question; Did Ota return to the question of contact 
between the bloc and the Japanese government after 
that? 

Answer: No. This conversation with Ota took ·place at the 
very end of my negot.iations with him. Shortly after that I 
stopped worki.ng in the NKVD and did not meet with Ota 
again. (R-PP 228--229) 

In another fragment of a pretrial interrogation quoted by D.imitrov 
in his diary Sokol'nikov confirms Trotsky's conspiracy wi·th 
Germany a·nd J·apan. We have reproduced this passage in Chapter 
Two, above. 

Piatakov Confirms Sokol'nikov's Claim 

As we have already noted,24 Piatakov's statement to Ezhov 
contains an important addition to the evidence of Trotsky's 
collaboration. with the Japan.ese. Piatakov confirmed that 
Sokol'nikov had. told him about this meeting 

24 See Chapter Two, a.bove. 
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Also, Sokol'nikov told me that h.e had a talk witl1 the 
Japanese, with Ota, .I think, from which it was also clear 
t11at Trotsky was carrying o·n negoti.ati.ons with 
representatives of the Japanese government. ('LD 257) 
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Piatakov's confirmation here is very significant . . Pi.atakov made it 
in passing, without any emphasis, in an almost oftband manner~ 
The.re is no indica.tion that it ·was ''forced'' from l1im or ''scripted'' 
by the NKVD. 

Therefore, there is no room for doubt that Ota approached 
Sokol'nikov. And that means that there can be no doubt Trotsky 
was conspiring with the Japanese. Elsewhere we discuss other 
evidence of Trotsky's contacts with t.he Japanese.25 

Trotsky's Explanation of the Need for Sabotage 

According to Piatakov) during his December 1935 m.eeting with 
Trotsky in Norway he informed Trotsky that the latter's d.irective 
to engage in the sabotage of the burgeoning Soviet economy had 
not met with a sympathetic response by Trotskyists within the 
Soviet Union and that he, Piatakov, and Radek did not really 
understand the reasons for it either. After heaping a mountain of 
abuse upon Piatakov Trotsky explai·ned that the real reason for 
convincing his supporters to engage in economic sabotage was not 
to damage the economy: 

I understand very well - said. Trotsky, for example - that 
small groups of Tr.otskyists cannot at this moment 
substantively change the course of economic 
development. But that is, in fact, not necessary. (LD 262) 

He then explained. that it was n.ecessary to train Trotskyists to hate 
everything Stalin was doing no matter how positive it might 
appear, or those cadre would ''dege,nerate'' - be won over to the 
Stalin policy of industrializing the U.S.S.R. 

25 See Furr; Trotsky>s Collaboration., C.hapter 4, a.nd a later chapter in the present 
volume. 
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Unless we carry out this tiirect.ive the degenerati·on of 
the Trotskyist cadre is inevitable) their assimilation by 
the Stalin regin1e is inevitable, and that means our 
collapse together with the colla.pse of the Stalin state. 
(LD 263) 

Between these two sta.tements T1 .. otsky evoked a comparison or 
parallel between what he, Trotsky, was ad.vacating and the 

position of the Bolshevik Party during the late Tsarist period. 

Trotsk.y cited Petr Struve and Mikhail Tugan-Baranovskii, who 
were advocating t 'he industrialization of R11ssia about the time that 

Lenin was concerned wit.h the same questions, roughly 1895-

1,900. According to Piatakov, Trotsk.y said the following: 

You recall the attit·ude of Marxists towards the 
d.evelopment of capitalism in R.ussia_ We all con~idered 
that a progressiv·e fact. But the positions of Struve and 
Tugan-·Baranovskii, called to the service of capitalism, 
are one thing, while the position.s of Lenin and the 
revolutio·nary part of social-d.emocracy, which were 
organizing t'he future gravedigger of capitt:1lism, are 
another. ·we must be the gravediggers of the Stalin state. 
(LD 262 .. 263) 

Trotsky said that, like the Bolsheviks of the Tsarist pet"'iod, he too 

considered ·the industrialization being carried out by Stalin to be a 
positive thing: 

I will not deny that from the point of view of the 
country's development it is good that new factories a1 .. e 
being built. (LD 263) 

It is hard to understand why Trotsky· used this comparis on. 

Trotsky was trying to draw a parallel between his own aims and 

those of Lenin, whom both he and. Piatakov admiredl But Leni.n 
and the Bolsheviks opposed terrorism and sabotage in the . strugglt~ 

against capitalism in R.ussia, while Trotsky wa~ advocating both 
terroris1n and sabotagei Trotsk.y's analogy appea1"s not to support 
his policies but, on the contrary, to refute them. 
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Then Trotsky drew a conclusion completely at od:ds fro:m that of 
the Bolsheviks: 

But the task~ of Trotskyi.sts does not consist in building 
factor·ies, but in organizing forces against Stalin ~1nd his 
regime, whose collapse is. inevitable. For this, cadre at"e 
:needed. These cadre will inevitably degenerate .if all they 
do is participate in positive workl That is the essence of 
m.y di·rective, and you cannot seem to understand it at 
all. (LD 263) 

Evidently .Piatakov did not understand how ·this example was 
supposed to help him convince the Trotskyist cadre to engag·e in 
sabotage a.nd terror. 

Not Mass Action and Revolution 1 but Conspiracy 
and Coup d'etat 

According to Piatakov Sedov, and then Trotsky, repeatedly 
stressed that the opposit:ion could not ho_pe to organize mass 
action - that is, revolution - against the Stalin regime. At one of 
the·ir 1931 meetings in Berlin Sedov spoke to Piatakov as follows: 

After that Sedov went on to ou.tline what he called '<the 
new methods of st.ruggle." 

Trotsky rules out any possibility at the present stage of 
any mass anti-Stalin movement. Stalin has s·ucceed.ed in 
surviving the difficulties and we must frankly admit t.hat 
we have missed the time. 

('If we waste time i1ow we will definitively lose all our 
cadre, and that will be the death o.f ·us. 

For that reason now at the tip of the needle must be put 

1) the terrorist struggle of tacitly conspiratori.al grou·ps 
against the main leaders o.f the party an.d governme:nt 2) 
.active opposition against all the practical work of the 
party and government and 3) the discrediting in every 
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possible way of Stalin's und.ertakings, especially on the 

economic front. (LD 241) 

At their December 193 5 meeting in Norway Trotsky told Piatakov: 

' ... R.emember that without a whole series of terrorist 

acts, whic.h must be carried out as soon as possible) the 

Stali11 government cannot be overthrown. For this is a 

question of a coup d'etat. A mass uprising, he said, is one 

thing, for ·which, evidently, there is no basis now, and a 

coup d1etat is something else." 

''This is the difference, ·r note, that many do not 

und.erstand. They are unawa.re that the methods of a 

coup d'etat differ fundamentally from the methods of 

organizing a mass uprising. I stand now precisely on the 

position of a coup d'etat an.d therefo.reJ in the deciding of _ 

questions of tactics, I have rejected formulaic 

instructions, deve_loped under other conditions, applied 

to other tasks." (LD 263) 

He mentioned once again the difference between ·the 

preparation of a coup d'etat an.d a mass uprising and in 

this connection much of w·hat he was about to say must 

not only not be made public (and t.herefore I should not 

be surprised that much of it will contradict what is said 

in his ''Bulletins''), but also must not be made known to 

wider circles of his supporters in the U.S.S.R. (LD 264) 

Piatak.ov said that the Soviet masses had been won to the task of 

construction and so would be hostile to sabotage: 

;'The sharpest possible line of delllarcation must be 

drawn between us and all those who a.re tied to Stalin 

and his state~'' 

''However, we must do this not by means of public 

statem.ents, propaganda, and. explanations. Such 

statements at the present moment would not meet with 

sympat.hy from the masses. On the contrary, we would 
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be co1npt()m.ised and dest.r(Jyecl before vve could do 
a11ything at all. The organization cannot be built on this 
basis. Tl1at would mean to doom it in adva.nce. For in fact 
the masses are 11nde1-- a psycl1osis of co11st.ructio11, which 
they falsely accept as the construction of socialisn1. To 

con1e out openly now against this cons truction means to 
d()Offi our efforts.'' (LD 265) 
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Here Trotsky clarified the difference betwee11 Lenin's and the 
Bolsheviks' strategy during the Tsa.rist period, and Trotsky's 
strategy in the 1930s. The former r~elied. 011 a mass i--evolution a.nd 
the overthrow of capi.talism. r ·rotsky, however, r'ealized that he 
coLtld not do that, since t11e masses were basically won t.o 
cc)nstructi11g socialis111 ( 01~, as Trotsky sc1id, wl1at th,ey believed ·was 
socialism) through industrialization. 

Return to Capitalism 

With .no possibility of relying on the Soviet masses, the only means 
remaining to the bloc and to Tro,tsl<y were terror and sabotage. 

Moreover, Trotsky realized that before seizing power the 

opposition would have to make agreements with the n1ajor 

ca·pitalist CC)Untries so that, if they managed to ove1~throw the 
Stalin regime, tl1e capitalist count1~ies ·would not simply thr~ow 
them out and divide up the Soviet Union amongst themselves. 

1'We ca11notJ'' Sedov t1·ansmitted Trotsky's views, ''regard 
our struggle in an isolat.ed manner. To keep our strt1ggle 

in one count.ry i.s just as absu.1"'d. as Stalin's desire to build 

socialisn1 i11 one country. Therefore -vve cannot swear off 
q·u.estions of relations between states and relations ·with 
capitalist states.'' 

- Sedov to Piatakov in 1931 (LD 242) 

4/ We must take the coming war into accoL1nt and 
occupy in rela.tion to the w·ar an u11conditio11aliy 
defeatist position, and by means of prelimir1ary 
negotiations with gover111nents of capitalist .powers (also 
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making use of the contradictions ·between them) 

guarantee fo.1" ourselves favorable relations in case of our 

co·ming to power as a result of the war . 

.. Trotsky's letter to Piatakov of November 1931 (LO 

247) 

<'Keep in mind that., without the essential agreement 

with the government of the ca.pitalist powers agai.nst the 

Stalin government, we will not come to power. It is 

essential for us to secure a favorable attitude towards 

us, a.nd that means we will have to make concessions to 

them. But about that we must have already in advance 

had confidential. talks with the governments of these 
states, and that is happening now. 

- Kamenev to Piatakov) end of 19 3 2 (LD 2 51) 

'{Military conflict with capitalist states is inevitable. I do 

not doubt that the result of such conflict will be 

unpleasant for the Stalin state. We must be prepared at 

this moment to take power in.to our hands." ''Of course, .... 

emphasized Trotsky - we must und.erstand that the 

seizure of power under these conditions means 

agreemen·ts with t.he corresponding capitalist states (for 

example with Germany, Japan, and others) on the basis 

of substantial concessions to them, including territorial 

concessionsx 

- Trotsky to Piatakov at their meeting in Norway in 

December 1935 (LD 267) 

''This means) it will be necessary to retreat. This must be 

firmly understood~ Retreat to capitalism. How far and to 

what degree, it is difficult to say now this can be made 

concrete o·nly after we come into power." 

~Trotsky to Piatakov} Norwa.y Decembe·r 1935 CLD 269) 
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The capitalist powers that were capable of invading the Soviet 

Union, and therefore those with which Trotsky must make 

agreemen.ts, were clearly· Germany, Japan, Britain, a.nd France. 

Concerning Germany: 

Trotsky said that in the struggle ·with Stali.n we can in .. no 

way ignore relations between governments. Once we 

understand that Stalin's scheme of building socialism in 

one country is an empty and dangerous scheme, then we 

too in our struggle with Stalin must not slide to the 

position of ''one cou·ntry." 

T·his struggle inevitably is interconnected with our 

relations with capitalist states. It would be stupid to 

think that it is possible to assume pow·er without 

securing a benevolent attitude of the most import·ant 

capitalist governments, especially of the most aggressive 

ones, such as the present governments of Germany a11.d 
Japan, 1.t is completely essential even now to have 

contact and agreements with these governments. He, 

Trotsky, has taken the necessary steps in this regard .. He 

demanded from Radek and Sokol'nikov, who had the 
requisite possibilities, to put out feelers for the essential 

contact along these lines with the official representatives 

of these powers, and to support wha·tever he, Trotsky, 

was carrying out in practice~ 

In this connection, as I seem. to remember, Radek told 

me about some kind of conversations of his with 

Germans (I cannot recall the names of these Germans), 

from whom it was clear that Trotsky ·had made some 

arrangements with the German government. (LD 257. 

Emphasis added.) 

He, Trotsky, had secured a favorable attitude of the 

German fascist. government in case t'he bloc came to 

power. 
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Of course this favorable attitude was not due to any 
special sympathy to·wards the bloc but to real interests. 

At the basis of the a.greemen.·t lies a.n appeal to ·the 
German government to help the bloc come to power, On 
his part Trotsky promised in the event of coming to 
power to ma.ke very concrete concessions, stipulated tn 
advance, to Germany. (LD 267) 

Trotsky,s Conspiracies with Germany, Japan, 
Britain, France 

Specific concessions to Hitler's Germany were then enumerated 

(LD 267~268). Trotsky assured Piatakov; 

These principles of the agreem.ent, as Trotsky related, 
were finally elaborated and adopted during Trotsky's 
meeting with Hitler's deputy Hess_ (LD 268) 

During the Second Moscow Tria.l of January, 193 7, Radek stated 

that he had learned about Trotsky1s negotiations with H.essy (1937 
Trial 132) It is not clear from this passage in the trial transcript 

whether Radek had heard about these ne.goti:ations only from 
Pia.takov or whether Trotsky's letter that Radek said he had 

received in early January, 1937, had also mentioned them. 

Sokol'nikov made it clear that he heard about Trotsky's 

negotiations with Hess from Piatakov~ 

Vyshinsky: You spoke to Pyatakov after he had returned 
from abroad? 

Sokolnikov; Yes, That was in January 1936. Pyatakov 

told me that Trotsky had been negotiating with Hess. In 
these negotiations Hess was empowered to put forward 
demands which conce-rned not only German 
interests but also the interests of another country~ 
Pyatakov told me that he had understood Trotsky to say 
that these were negotiations on a number of questions, 
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an.d that a.greement, had been reac.h.ed on them. (1937 
Trial 152). 

The ''other country1
' was certa.inly Japan. Concerning Japan: 

... Sokol'niko·v told me that he ·had a talk with the 
Japanese, with Ota, I think, from which it was also clear 
that Trotsky was carrying on negotiations with 
representatives of the Japanese government. (LD 257) 

. 

In just ·the same manner he had fully established contact 
with the Japanese government. (LD 268) 
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Tamekichi Ota was Japanese Ambassador to the USSR between. 
1932 and 1936. Unlike the previous case, where He.ss and his 
puta.tive agreement with Trotsky was mentioned during the trial, 
Ota's name never came up du.ring the trial. 

So.kol'nikov's claim that Ota .. had contacted him concerning 
Trotsky1s agreement with the Japanese government was made 
public only in 1989.26 Therefore Piatakov had heard about Ota. 
from Sokol'nikov before the latter's arrest on July 26, 1936 
(Piatakov himself was arrested on September 12, 1936). 

There is no basis to think that Sokol'nikov would have lied. to 
Piatakov about Ota's words to him. Therefore this passage presents 
good additional evide11ce that Trotsky really had con.spired with the 
Japanese~ 

Concern.ing Bri.taii:i and France: 

Of course, to reach agreements with Germany alone 
would be risky, since without a corresponding English 
and French. counterweight German.y would put feet on 
the table and it would be very tough for us. Therefore in 
his practical steps he, Trotsky, is carrying out 

26 See Izv TsK KPSS 9 (1989) p. 45; reprinted in R .. pp 228~9. 
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simultaneous prepara.tory work in different directions. 

(LD 267) 

Furthermore Trotsky i11formed me that at the same ti.me 

he had s·ucceeded in establishing businesslike contacts 

with leading persons of Great Britain and France .... 

Trotsky also mentioned that the latest negotiations wit.h 

the Germans we1"'e conducte.d in the presence of the 

English and the French. 

In France the contact was with. the ''Comite de Forges'' 27 

and with banking circles. In E·ngland, with some 

conservative circles. C.LD 268) 28 

Given Trotsky's premises and his goals, his logic ·here, as described 

by Piatakov, appears sound. Once he had ru.led out the possibility 

of a mass uprising or revolution agains·t the Stalin regime, there 

remained only assassination (terror) and a coup d'etat. War with 

powerful capitalist states would i~esult either in social disorder 

following a coup or through military action by the capitalist states 

themselves. 

If no coup took place, then defeatism in war w·ould remain as a 

tactic. Under any of these circumstances prior agreements with the 

major capitalist countries were all necessary either for seizing 

power (with the help of the invading capitalist powers) or for 

retainin.g it (.if a coup were successful). 

This outline of Trotsky1s plan for wartime is confirmed by a 

number of other sources including Marshal Tukhachevsky's 

confession statement, Marshal Budyonny's report ·to Marshal 

Voroshilov about the trial of th.e ''Tukhachevsky Affair'' defendants, 

the transcript of the trial of Tukhachevsky and his co-d.efendants, 

and Ezhov's. interrogatio.n of April 26, 1939. We have discussed 

·27 On tl1e Con1ite des Forges see tl1e article at ~ 

11ttps:/ / en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Con1ite_des_forges and at the correspond.in.g 

French Wi'kipedia page. 
Zf~ A. longer passage from this sam.e quotation i.s in Cha.pter Two, above, 
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Budyonny's report and Tukl1achevsky's confession in Trotsky's 

'Amalga1ns' and Trotsky's Lies29• 

In his interrogation Ezhov said: 

Koestring touched on the NKVD. He said: ''In the general 
plan of the tasks we face, the People's Commissar for 

Internal Affairs must play a determining role. Therefore 
for the success of the coup d'etat and our seizure of 

power you mu.st c·reate in the NKVD a broad 

organization of those who agree with you, and it must be 
united with the mi.litary men." Koestri.ng declared that 

these organizations} in the army and in the NKVD} mu.st 
be prepa.red in such a way as to guarantee united action.s 
at the outbreak of ·war towards the goal of seizing power.30 

Persons Incriminated by Piatakov 

In addition to the well-known Moscow Trials defendants Piatakov 

named a number of persons (all men) whom he said w·ere 

mentioned to him by Trotsky in· the course of their talk in Norway 

i.n December 1935. 

I just add that among the individual perso·ns mentioned 
in the course of this talk by Trotsky were: Rade·k, 

Sokol'nikov, Serebriakov, Muralov, Beloborodov, 
Rakovsky, Budu Mdivani, V.M. Smirnov, Sa.pronov, 
Bukharin, Rykov, Tomsky, Uglanov, Preobrazhensky, 
Putna, Primakov, Kresti·nsky. (LD 270) 

29 Fu.rr, An1algams, Cl1apter 9; TL Chapter 9. 
~0 Transcrip·t of the Interrogation of t11e Prisoner (lit. 'Arrested. Person') Ezhov 

Nikolai lvanovich. of April 26 1.939.11 L·ub"ianka 1.939 .. 1946, 62. At 

htt.ps~//msu\veb.montclair,edu/ "'furrg/research/ ez.hov042639eng.html T·he 

Russian text is online at 
https: / /msuweb.montclair.edu/ r-..> fu.rrg/research/ ezhovru.h t.m.1 (Text encoding 

Cyrilli.c - Windows). 
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Of these a number had not. yet. ·been arrested by the date of 

Piatakov's Statement. Rakovsky was arrested on January 27, 1937; 

Bu.kharin and Rykov on February 27, 1937. Evgen.iy A. 

Preobrazhensky was arrested on December 20, 1936. This was 

possibly a direct result of Piatakov's namin.g him. But the 

investigation had to have additional testimony against him, so 

perhaps the date is just a coincidence. Nikolai N. Krestinsky was 

not arrested until May 29, 1937. In December 1936 Timofei V. 

Sapronov ha.d been confined i·n the Verkhneuralsk political isolator 

on a previous charge. He was not rearrested in connection with the 

Trotsky conspiracy until Au.gust 10, 1937. 

Piat-akov's Motive 

It shou.ld be noted t.hat in his Stat.ement Piatakov does not praise 

Stalin or h.is policies. Nor did he do so at trial, even in his final 

statement, or in his post-.sentence appeal. Nowhere did Piatakov 
claim that he now agreed that socialism in one country was -

possible, or that un.der Stalin the Soviet Union had followed the 

correct path to socialism and that now, at last, he realized that. 

Neither Ra.dek nor Sokol'nikov, of whom we have only their trial 

· testimony, said that they now realized that Stalin's course was the 

correct one. All of them claimed that they regretted following 
Trotsky onto the path of ·terror and sabotage. All were in accord 

that the greatest crime was abetting Trotsky1s alliance with the 

fascists. 

The same is true of Rakovsky, and we have more evidence about 

him. We have some of his pretrial testimony. We also possess 

some documentary evidence about his post .. trial imprisonment, 

information that we do not have about Radek and Sok.ol'nikov 
(Piatakov was executed on February 1, 1937v:~ 1) It is evident that 

Rakovsky remained hostile to the Stalin regime and continued to 
protest against it while in prison.:)z We will also devote a separate 

. 

chapter to them in a future book. 

./J 

31 http://lists.memo.ru/ d2 7 /f408.h.tm#n86 
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T.his failure to claim that Stalin's policy was correct is not 
consistent with any hypothesis that these men were forced to 
make false confession, or that they we1~e trying to say what would 
be most pleasing to their captors in :retur.n for some kind of 
lenie11cy for them, their fa1n.ilies, etc. Other defendants, like 
Kamenev, did praise Stalin~ Shestov, who asked to be executed, in 
his final words to the court praised Stalin ''who holds and carries 
the banner of Mar.x, Engels a·nct Lenin in his strong, firm hands." 
(1937 Trial 562) But most of the defendants did not~ 

Moreover} we know t·hat some of them did not confess all that they 
could~ ·Radek, for exa·mple, praised Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky 
(1937 Trial). Yet 'he mu.st have been aware that Tukhach.evsky was 
part of the 'bloc of conspiracies against the Soviet state and was in 
con.tact with Trotskyl Radek named Vitovt Putna, who had 
pre·vious been exposed by others. Bu.t he said nothing about Vitaly 
Primakov. We know that Piatakov, trying to convince the Politburo 
of his i11nocence, had offered to shoot the defendants at the 1936 
Moscow Trial with his own hand including, if guilty, his own wife.33 

Bukharin and Jagoda, at least, knew about Ezhov's participation in 
the network of conspiracies. Neither one exposed him, at a time 
when doing so could have stopped the h.uge mass murders of the 
{'Ezhovshchina'' and saved ·perhaps hundreds of thousands of lives. 

Conclusion 

Piatakov's statement offers an account of the Trotskyist 
conspiracy, including important facts abou·t Trotsky's personal 
leadership that has not been available before. 

*As we have shown here, it simply cannot have been ''scripted'} by 
the NKVD or prosecution~ It represents what Piatakov chose to say_ 

82 We discuss tl1.ese issues in TC, Chapter Fo·ur .. 
33 ''Extract from J.V. Sta1in's presentation (Dec. 1936 CC Plenu.m),'' Voprosy Jstorii 
1; 1995, 9~11. In English translation at 
https://msuweb.mon·tclair.edll/ -"'furrg/ research/s·talinonoppsvi11995.ht ml 
Online, in Russian, at http;//www.memo.ru/ history/1937 / Vl9501.htm# _VPJD_9 
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* It confirms Piatakov's and Radek's accounts in their testimony at 
the second Moscow Trial of January 1.937. 

* It confirms th.at Piatakov did indeed make a secret visit to 
Trotsk.y in Norway in December 1935_ 

* It confirms Trotsky's collaboration with both Germany an.d 
Japan. 



Chapter 5. Trotskyr in the Transcript of the 

Tukhache,rsk,r Affair Trial of une 11, 1937 
.,; 

In May and June> 1937, eight high ranking military commanders of 

the Soviet Union wer.e arrested. The most famous among them was 
Mikhail N'ikolaevich Tukhachevsky, one o.f the five m.arshals of the 

Soviet Union. The case is often called the ''Tukhachevsky Affair'' 

after him. The others were Iona E. Iakir, Ieronim P. Uborevich, 

Avgust I. Kork, Robert P. Eidem.an, Boris M. Fel'dman, Vitalii M. 
Primakov, and Vitovt K .. Putna .. 

All of these officers confessed very quickly to various cha.rges 

amounting to treason. They were put on trial on June 11, 1937·, 

sentenced to death, and executed immediately. 

On February· 25, 1956, Nikita Khrushchev delivered his infamous 

''Secret Speech''1 to the XX Party Congress of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet. Union. In it he accused Joseph Stalin and) secondarily, 

Lavrentii Beria, of serious crimes, principally of the frame-up and 

execution of leading Party members. Khrushchev specifically 

sta.ted that the Party leaders whom he named in his Speech and 
w·ho had been executed during the 1930s had in fact been 

innocent, falsely framed on Stalin's orders. 

Later in 1956 Khrushchev convened a high~level commission, the 
''Molotov Commission," to study this issue. Balanced between 

former long-time associates of Stalin and supporters of 
.Khrushchev, the Molotov Commission did not agree to 
''rehabilitate''2 - declare :innocent - mo.st of the defendants in the 
three public Moscow Trials of 1936, 1937, and 1.938v 

1· In Russian: ''Zakrytyt Doklad," or '"Closed Report," in that guests at the XX. Pa·rty 

Conference w·ere not invited to hear Khrushchev read it. 
2 ((Rel1abi.litation1

' mean·t the decla.ration that a person had been improperly· 

convicted (and, usually, executed). Rehabilitations were rarely, if ever, based on 
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The commission members did agree to declare innocent Marshal 

Mikhail Tukhach.evsky and the seven other military commanders 

tried and executed with him. 

KoMHCCH.H TaK.me cqHTa.eT, l.JTO o6BHHeHH5I, 
BbIABHHYTbie npoTHB TyxaqeBcKoro, .HKHpa H APYrHx 

ocy?K;:t;eHHhIX no AeJiy <<BoeHHo-cpalllHCTcKoro 
garoBopa>> B HIOHe 193 7 roAa, .HBJIHI-OTCJI 

Heo6oCHOBaHHhIMH H f];OJI)KHhI 6bITb c HHX CH.HTbl,B 

The commission also considers that the charges against 

Tukhachevsky, Iakir and other convicts in the case of the 

''Military Fasc'ist Conspiracy'' in June 1937 are 

unfounded a·nd should be removed from them. 

Th.is appears to have been a compromise. Khrushchev's men 
wanted the rehabilitation of all the accused, while the former 

Stalin associates probably wanted no rehabilitations at all.4 

At the XXII Party Congress in. October, 1961, where Khrushchev's 

people a·ttacked Stalin with even more venom (and also attacked _ 

his pr.incipal s·upporters Molotov, Malenkov, Kaganovi.ch, and even 

Voroshilov. Afterwards, from 1962 until he was deposed in 

October, 1964, Khrushchev authorized a large number of books 

evidence. See the quota.tion from t.he .fervently anticon1munist scholar Marc 
Jt1n.ge} in the Introduction. 
3 i'Za.pi.ska Kom.issii TSK KPSS pod Predsedatel 1stvom V. M. Molotova v TSK K'PSS 
o Predstavle11ii Vyvodov po Rassmotrennym Materialam.1

' (j1Note of the 
Comn1ission of the CPSU Central Comn1ittee under the Chairma·nship of V. M. 
Molotov to t11e CPsu· Central Comm.ittee o·n the Presentatio·n of Conclusi.ons on 
the Materials Considered11

) December 10, 1956. RKEB 2, 207. 
4 We know that Iv·an s·erovJ K11ru.shche·v' s man as Ch.air oft.he KGB, withheld 

doc·un1e·nts from the Con11nission. See Furr, The Murder of Sergei Kirov) pp. 128 ff. 
Ev·en Ma·tthew· Lenoe, v\rhose \Vor·k on tl1e Kirov· n1urder is incompetent and 

dish.onest in m.any respects, ·recognizes t11a.t Serov - meaning, of course, 
Khru.shchev too - deliberately deceived the ·Molotov· Commission. On May 21, 
197 4, Molotov to Id Feliks Chuev t11at Tuk11achevsky had indeed been a 
loat:hesome a.·nd. very dangerou.s traitor. Sta sorok besed s Molotovym. Moscow: 
1<Terra."1 1991~ 30. 
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and articles praising the Tukhachevsky Affair defendants and a 
great many others who had been executed during the late 1930s~ 

Under Brezhnev, Andropov, and Chernenko, few rehabilitations 
took place, virtually all of these unpublicized. A year or so after 
Mikhail Gorbachev became :First Secretary of ·the CPSU (March, 
1985) he bega.n to sponsor a flood of ''rehabilitations'' and also a 
large number of books and articles concerning the Tu.khachevsky 
Affair defendants, 

Since Khrushchev the innocence of Tukha.chevsky and his co
defendants, along with a gr.eat many other military, Party, and 
other figures executed during the 1930s, has been taken for 
granted.5 However, . neith.er under Khrushchev nor under 
Gorbachev, nor since then, has any evidence been discovered that 
might support the contention that the Tukhachevsky defendants 
were innocent. 

A great many documents from former Soviet archives have been 
publis.hed since the end of the USSR in 1991~ These documents 
permit us to see that many - even, quite possibly, all - of the 
Khr·ushchev-era and Gorbachev-era accusations against Stalin are 
lies. A large amount of prtmary source evide·nce has been 
published that points to the guilt of Tukhachevsky and his co,.. 
defenda.nts. But the central documents - the investigation files, 
including interrogations and confessions of Tukhachevsky et all, 
and especially the transcri·pt of the trial of June 11, 19 3 7, remained 
top ... secret, inaccessible to all researchers. 

The Tukhachevsky File Is Declassified 

In 2017 Tukhachevsky's investigative file was quie·tly made 
available to researchers, in that it-is available to be studied at the 
FSB Archive in Moscow. In May, 2018, the transcript of the 

5 To give a recent example: in his 2017 book Stalin .. Waiting for Hitler; 1929-1941, 
Stephen Kotkin simply claims: "in this case there was no military conspiracy.11 

(377) For a critical st11dy of Kotkin's dis.honest and i·ncompetent bookr see Furr, 
SW. 
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Tukhachevsky trial was publish.ed, again without any 
announceme11t, on one Ukrainian and. one Russian internet si.te.6 

A study of Tukhachevsky's inv·estigative file and the trial transcript 
will be sufficient to prov·e to any objective student that 
Tu.khachevsky and. the com·mand.ers convicted a.nd executed with 
h.im were guilt.y beyond doubt. They all confessed their guilt and 
gave detailed, a·n.d. interestingly differentiated, confessions. 

Trotsky in the Tukhachevsky Trial Transcript 

Our specific in.terest in this article is the trial transcript and the 
additiona_l evidence it contains that Leon Trotsky did indeed 
collaborate and conspire with the Germans and Japanese against 
the Soviet governmen·t. I have discussed much important evidence 
of Trotsky's collaboration with tl1e fascists in my 2017 book Leon 
Trotsky 1s Collaboratf 011 with Germany and japan: Trotsky's 
Co11spiracies of the 1930s, Volume Two. Sin.ce that book was 
published, much additional evidence of Trotsky's Naz·i and 
Japanese collaboration has come to light. Other chapt.ers in the 
present study examine so1ne of this extensive evidence,. 

Numbers in parentheses in this chapter are to the pages of the 
172-page Russian-language transcript of the trial of Tukhachevsky 
et al~ of June 11, 193 7. I have translated into English only those 
passa.ges from the transcript that concern Trotsky specifically. 

A translation of the whole transcript is beyond. the scope of this 
specific study. I do not think it would add 1nt1ch to the discussion 
of Trotsky's fascist collaboration. Objective students will 
·understand that the testimony· of the accused in this trial, coupled 
with the vast amount of evidence from other sou.rces that confirms 
it, cannot have ·been faked in. a11y way by ''Stalin,'' iJe. the Soviet 
government. 

(;For links see th.e foot11ote 111 Chapter Four. 
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Denial of the Evidence 

In the case of Tukhachevsky, and in the case of Leon Trotsky, t~here 
is a great deal of outright denialK Some people, primarily 
anticommun.ists and Trotskyists, wi.11 insist that all this eviden.ce 
1nust ·have been faked and ''planted;' by the Stalin regime, on the 
grounds that ''Stalin was evil, so he must hav·e bee11 falsely 
accusing these people and Trotsky too}'' and/or ('Trotsky was a 
true, principled revolutionary ·who would never ha·ve done the 
terrible things the defendants accuse him of." Such persons are not 
interested in the truth and will not be more convinced 'by a 
translation of the complete transcript than by the selections I 
provide ·here. 

Indeed, no conceivable evid.ence would convince them. To such 
persons, evid.en.ce is irrelevant; all that coun.ts is ('faith'' an.d. 
''political correctness." This is ·the ''argument from i.ncredulity,;' a 
well·known and flagrant logical fallacy which, however, is 
ubi.quitous among anticomm.u.nists, including well-known 
scholars, and among Trotskyists. It is common because it is 
essential to the retention of what I call the ''Anti--Stalin Paradigm'' -
a false historical framework ·that can only be maintained through 
denial, prevarication, and fallacious reasoning. 

Thematic Approach 

The analysis below focuses on the :most important themes 
concerning Trotsky's activities that are to be found in the 
Tukhachevsky Affair trial transcript. l have chosen. to study ·the 
trial ·tra.nscript here rather t'han the Tukhachevsky investigation 
file in part because of its inhe1~ent interest. 

An additional and important co11sideration is the nature o.f the 
ci1 .. cumstances in which these defendants gave their testimony. 
These men knew that this trial was their last chance to assert. tha.t 
they had been falsely accused, ''framed,t' tortured or threa·tened 
into making false confessions. If they had really ·been innocent, 
they surely would have made this known in some way at this triali 
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It is futile to claim t.hat persons accused of capital crimes and who, 

moreover, have confessed thetr guilt during interrogations, would 
·restate ·their guilt in the strongest ·terms at t11 ial and in their last 

words to the court -- an.d yet be innocent victims of a frame-up. 
This is, of course, what the proponents of what I have called the 

.Ant.i-Stalin Parad.igm, anticommunists and Trotskyists, will in fact 
claim. 

But they will do so in defiance of all reason and logic. Co11fessions 
of guilt may, t1·n.der certain circumstances, be wrung by force or 

threat from innocent persons. But confessions of guilt themselves 

can never be evidence of innocence~ 

A claim of innocence is not conclusive evidence of innocence, since 

we expect that, in most cases, both the innocent and the guilty will 

profess their innocent< But these defendants did not claim that 

they were innocent. On the contrary: they admitted their guilt in 

the firmest and most convincing t.erms. Under these 

circumstan.ces, their confessions at trial must be considered to be 

the strongest possible evidence of their guiltk 

Defeatism and Fear of Defeat 

We have a great deal of evidence from other sources that Trotsky 
was pushing for the d.efeat of the USSR in war against Germany, 

Poland, Japan, or a combination of these powersk Trotsk.y's 

advocacy of defeat and defeatism is mentioned by at least fi.ve of 

the de·fendants~ 

·1aki.r: 

Tukhachevsky first, more or less definitively, told me the 

current weakness of our abilities, th.e unity of the fascist 
activities of Germany and Japan with Poland, were 

leading to a situation when we needed to destroy the 

existing order, and he told me th.en and t·here that he had 

contact with Trotsky and with the German General 
Staff. In either my first talk with Tukhachevsky or the 

secon.d, but in one of those talks Tukhachevsky, without 
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going into details, told me that Trotsky had set forth the 
essential assignment of strengthe.ning the ·work of the 
counterrevolutionary and anti-Soviet elements ·in the 
army, and that he, Tukha.chevsky} took upon himself the 
assi.gnment of organizing and uniting these anti-Soviet 
and counterrevolutionary eleme·nts. Further, 
Tukhachevsky laid out for me Trotsky's directive, 
agreed upon with the German General Staff and 
detailed to some extent by himself personally. (11) 

Tukhachevsky: 

Kork: 

In accordance with Trotsky1s instructions that it was 
necessa.ry to establish contact w.ith the German General 
Staff, in London in 1936 I ·ha.d a talk with General 
Rundstedt of the German General Staff. He ·told me that 
he knew I was leading a conspiracy and that he had 
instructions to talk with me. I said that the c.onspiracy 
indeed existed and that it was led by me. I asked 
Rund.stedt where the main forces of the German 
army would attack, and I referred to Trotsky's 
directive that we should organize defeat where the 
German army would be in action. ( 4 7) 

... the Red Artny would suffer such losses that would 
permit the Right-Trotskyists to come to power and take 
power out of the hands of th.e Stalin government. (86) 

Fe1,dman: 

I must return to Trotsky's directives. La.ter, when .from 
Trotsky's first directives, about which Mikhail 
Nikolaevich [Tukhachevsky] informed me, he went on to 
discuss the preparation for the defeat of the .Red .Army, 
he said. to me that he was doing this according to a new 
directive from. Trotsky, adding that all means are good 
in the struggle to achieve ou.r aims, in the struggle 
against Soviet po·wer. (142) 

1.59 
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When contact w·ith Trotsky had been set up through 
Putna, who l1ad been transf e1~red to London, tl1ere began 
talks about defeatisn1 ~·· (146) 

Trotsky's Collaboration With the German General 
Staff 

Iakir: 

Tt1l<hachevsky laid out for.. me Trotsky's directive, 
agreed upon with the German General Staff and 
detailed to some extent by himself personally. (7) 

Fe1' dn1an: 

Wl1e11 contact with Trotsky l1ad been set up throug.h 
Pt1t11a, who had l)een transferred to Land.on, tl1e1 .. e bega.n 
talks a.bot1t defeat.is1n> and. n1ethods of terror and. 
espi<)nage appeared - all this in order to overthrow 
Soviet power and guarantee Trotsky's coming t() power. 
Trotsky did not have real forces numbering in the 
t.housa11ds besides those that you see here and 
therefore whatever Trotsky dictated to us, the 
German General Staff was dictating. That's the way I 
see it and t·hat's the way we sl1ould put it. (146) 

Ubo.revich: 

The tria.l has freed me f1 .. om ·the nightmares of co11spiracy 
and the diabolical directives of Tukhachevsky, -- that is 
to say, of Trotsky, and the German General Staff, (155) 

Putna: 

Many people know that I was a different person) and for 
me now there is no other solace except that I was ()nee a 
different person. And no\v, in a very short time, in my 
o·wn internal feelings, I have i·eturned to my for~me.r self. 
I believe that in a sick organism, one that is decayi·ng, 
struck down as though by poisonous gases, in an 
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01~ganism rotted by Trotsky, whc) 1.ed me i11·to se1 .. vice to 
·the German General Staff ... (163) 

Trotsky and the "Palace Coup'' or Coup d'Etat 

Iakir: 

... Trotsky's di1 .. ective .(. came cio\v11 to the following. 
The fi1~st. pc>int of the program laid out lJy Trotsky was a 
coup d1 etat·, i-1repared by the '1M uscovites," the 
participa11ts in the counterrev·oluti.onary ant.i-Soviet 
Right-Trotskyist organization, who had. s·ucceeded in 
.feeling out and entering .into contact with a nu111ber of 
Kremlin.-based Chekists and with the immediate military 
guard. of th.e Kremli11 in tl1e person of the chief of the 
Kremlin military school Egorov. (7) 

Fel'dman: 

1,he1 .. e wer .. e talks, as I have explained, about a palace 
coup. Whe11 cor1tact with Trotsky had been set up 
thro·u.gh Putna, who l1ad l)een tr an sf erred to Londo.n, 
there began ·tall<:s about defeatism, and methods of 
terro1~ and esp.i.onage appeared _, all this in order to 
overtl1row Soviet pc)wer and guar·antee Trotsky's 
c:omi11g to power. (146) 

IUrii Piatakov, Trotsky's Representative in the 
USSR 

Iakir: 

1~he next assignment Tukhachevsky told me about was 
that he wou.ld inaintain diI"ect relatt()n.s with Trotsky 
and with the German General Staff. With the first, 
throu.gh Piatakov) an.d witl1 the second. through Putna .. 
('11-12) ' 

In pa1~t.icular, Tukhacl1evsky· told .me twice that he had 
received information from. Piatakov and spoke about 
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his talks with the Righ.ts} vvith. E11ukidze, and about one 
tall< with Bukharin. (13) 

Tukhachevsky: 

I n1entioned P1~in1akov. He told me that he was in contact 

with Pia·takov, who was tl1e leader of tl1e Trotskyist 
ce11ter in Mc)SCOv\t. Afte1~ that I got in·to personal contact 

\Vith Piatakov. 

Ul'rikh: Personal contact? 

Tukhachevsky: Yes. Then in 1934-35 Piatakov told ine 
of the plan of deter1ni11ed agg1--ession 'by the German 
army, which would be linked. witq the loss ·by tl1e USSR 
of Ukraine and the Primor'ye. J-Ie confirn1ed Trotsky's 
directive of 1934 that was set fort.h in a lett.er from 
Sedov and in oral fo1~n1 by Putna. Trotsky then gave me 
the assignment of activating t·he work as much as 

possible. Fina.lly Putna ar·ranged a meeting fo1 .. ine \vi·th 
Sedov in 1936. ( 46) 

Bliukher: Throu.gh whom, and how, were the tcllks 
concerni11g concessi.ons to German fascism of t-he 
·ukraine and of Pri1no1 .. 'y·e t:o Japa11? 

Tukhachevsky: lt was Piatakov who told me, so really .it 
\Vas Trotsky, tb1~o ·ugh Piata.l\ov, but it w·as Piatakov 
who personally told me this. (66) 

Primakov: 

In 1936 I spoke \vith Fe1'dman, and, w11en I arrived in 

Leningrad, with Ga1~'kavy, a11d then retained my 
Trotsl<yist contact with Piatakov, wit .. h wh.on1 I inet in 

the spring. 

Cl1ai1 .. ma11: D'id you systematically maintain contact with 

the leadership of the mili·tary cente1"' and the parallel 
Trotskyist center? 



Primakov: Basically I maintained contact with Piatakov. 
(129) 

[I asked] Tukhachevsky several times about his contacts 
with civilian counterrevolutionary organizations. Only in 
1933 or the beginning of 1.934 did he ·tel1 me that ·he w·as 
in contact with Piatakov. 

Contact with Piatakov helped carry out sabotage in the 
area of artillery armament from the viewpoint of 
lowering our orders. (138) 

Break Ties, Cut Off All Contract with Other 
Trotskyists 

Iakir: 

Despite the fact that Tukhachevs.ky repeatedly spoke to 
me about the necessity of the very greatest secrecy 
(Trotsky was repeatedly telli11g him this, saying that the 
military conspiracy and its participants must not in 
any case be connected with other ways and lines [of 
the conspira.cy]), contact took place all the same. (13) 

Tukhachevsky: 

I regard my entry into the o.rganization as of 1932 .... By 
the way, I always an.d at every occasi·on have spoken 
out against Trotsky during discussions, just as I have 
against ·the Rights. (3 7) 

Primakov: 

In. 1934 I received the directive from Piatakov to break 
ties with the Dreitser group and with the old Trotskyi.sts 
k••• (125) 

Tu.khachevsky· added that Trotsky's directive stated that 
the work of the military organization must be led 
extremely independently, not ·by any means to be in 

163 
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contact \Vith the anti-Soviet g1 .. oupings that exist in our 
country among civilian orga11izations. (137) 

Unity of the Rights and Trotskyists 

Uborevich: 

... rr·ukha.chevsky] begar1 by sh.owir1g the inevitability o.f 
our d.efeat in war agai11st Japan, Germany, and Poland, 
and our inter.nal difficu.lty. He began to t.ell me that he 
was heading an organization, that he had contact with 
the Rights and Trotskyists. (73) 

Kork: 

In 1931, when I began my talk with Tukhachevsky, he 
explai11ed the situation like this: we int1st 
unquestionably go vvith Rykov" It was not expedie11t at 
that time to tiefend Trotsky since he had lost au·thority 
i11 the country [the USSR]. But soon therea.fter, in. 1932, 
Trotsky was mentioned more a11d more often. And then 
in 1933, when the fascist coup took place in Germany, 
among those leaders under whose flag \AJe were 
supposed to go were Rykov, Bukharin, and Trotsky. 
Later Tukhachevsky bega11 to state, not by hinting but 
openly, that. in the eJ1d the political group that would 
come out on top was hard. to predict, wh.ether Rykov or 
Trotsky} ... (92) 

... I was shot t.hrough wit11 doub·ts and gave i11 to the vile 
sla11der of the Rights a11d the even viler activities of the 
Trotskyists, when the Rights and Trotskyists fused 
into one whole and plotted the most criminal acts that 
can come intc) a person's head. (157) 

Prin1akov: 
,1 

Tt1khach.evsky also said tha.t tl1ere was also co11tact wit .. h 
the Rights. To my d.oubtftil qu.estion - how witl1 the 
Rights '"? f~rom where? I knew· that Trotsky was leading 
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the conspiracy. Tukhachevsky a.nswered that now the 

separation between the Rights and Trotskyists has 
been wiped away, a:nd since this is useful for our 

general business, why not .have contact with the Rights 

also? (138) 

Trotsky's Collaboration with the Japanese 

lakir: 

... in one of the letters of Trotsky to Tuk:hachevsky 

Trotsky had pressed us to develop wo·rk in the Far 
East with the goal of contact with the Japanese for 

carrying out joint. activity o.f the Germans. (2 7) 

Fel'dman: 

Speaking of Trotskyist cadres in the Far Eastern 
Region, there were many of them, but I did not know 

any members of the conspiracy. (1.47) 

Tukhachevsky: 
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... the road of the group) that put me on the road of foul 

Right opportunism and of three~times cursed Trotskyism, 
that led to contact with German fascism and the 
Japanese general s·taff ... (154) 

Romm the Contact between Trotsky and 
Tukhachevsky 

Tukhachevsky: 

... when in 1932 Romm brought me Trotsky1s proposal 

to gather together the Trotskyist cadres, I agreed. (37) 

Then in 1932 Romm was sent from Trotsky. This was 

approximately in August or September. 

Chairman: What did ·he say to you? 
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Tukhachevsky: Romm gave me, in Trotsky's name, the 
assignment of 01 .. ga.11i.zing and. bringi11g together t11e 
Trotskyist cadre in tl1e ar·111y. (3 7) 

Trotsky Relied on Hitler's Coming to Power 

Tu.khachevsky: 

Later, in 1.933-34 ... Romm gave me an instruction of 
Trotsky's that we should evaluate Hitler's coming to 
power as a favorable factor a11d we needed to tal<e 
every meas·ure to st.rengthen fascist JJOWer ir1 Germa·ny. 

I should add that already in 1932 Romm had ·told r11e 
that Trotsky was counting on Hitler's coming to 
power and was sure that Hitler would support him, 
Trotsky, thanks to which \Ve could count upon t'he 
overthrow of Soviet _power. rfhen in 1933-34 'Romm 
confirmed to me that fascism supported Trotsky ... 
(37-38) 

Primakov: 

Wh.en i11 1933-34 Hitler can1e to power, we were given 
an official directive to stress our coolness towards the 
Germans at banquets. Tukhachevsky t()ld me that on 
Trotsky's directive, it was essential to let the 
Germans know tha·t his attitude tow·ards the 
Reichswehr remained just as good as earlier. (138) 

Trotsky's Son Leon Sedov 

Tul<hachevsky: 

[Piatakov] confir111ed Trotsky's directive of 1934 that 
was set fortl1 in a_ letter f1~01n Sedov and in oral form by 
PL1tna. Trotsky then gave m.e the assignment of 
activating t}1e wo.rk as mucl1 as possible. Finc.llly Put.na 
arranged a meeti11g fo1~ me with Sedov in 1936. ( 46) 



Putna: 

After the first discussions with generals Adam and 
Schleifer, when I reported to Sedov what I had 
achieved, I :received a second directive from Trotsky 
via Sedov that this first success was not enough ... (109) 

On my way to London I met with Sedov ... Through 
Sedov I received ·parallel instructions from Trotsky, 
which came down to this: I should resurrect my German 
contacts ... (112) 

Ul1rikh: Did you organize a meeting with Sedov? 

Putna: Yes, at the request of Tuk.hachevsky I organized a 
meeting with Sedov. (115) 

l.N. Smirnov, Leader of the Trotskyist 
Conspirators in the USSR 

Putna: 

... I stated. that in 1931 in Berlin Ivan Nikitich Smirnov, 
in a talk with me in the embassy building, told me that in 
order to show the Germans serious decisiveness of 
the Trotskyists towards collaborating with them} we 
needed negotiations with them. (108) 

Question: From whom did you have the authority to 
conduct talks with the German command? 

Putna: From the Trotskyist organization. 

Ul'rikh: In the person of whom? 

P·utna: I received it as a d.irective from Trotsky, through 
Sedov and Smirnov. (109) 
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Trotsky Agreed to Give Ukraine to Germany, the 
Primor'e7 to Japan 

Tukhachevsky: 

I mentioned Primakov. He told me that he was in contact 

with Piatakov, who was the leader of the Trotskyist 

center in Moscow. After that I go·t into persona.I contact 

with Piatakov. 

Ul'rikh~ Personal contact? 

Tukhachevsky: Yes. Then in 1934-35 Piatakov told me 

of the plan of determined aggression by the German 

army, which would be linked with the loss by the USSR 

of Ukraine and the Primor'ye. ( 46) 

Bliukher: Through whom, and how, were the talks 

concerning concessions to G·erman fascism of the 

Ukraine and of ·Primor'ye t.o Japan? 

Tukhachevsky: It was Piatakov who told me,. so really it 

was Trotsky, through Piatakov) but it was Piatakov 

who personally told me this. (66) 

Put.na: 

After the first discussions with generals Adam and 

Schleifer, when I reported to Sedov what I had achieved, 

I received a second directive from Trotsky via Sedov 

... A.long with this it was proposed that I specify what we 

promised gen.erally in the way of compensation. 

Chairman: Who is ''we1)? 

7 '{Prim or' e'' refers to tl1e An1ur ... Sakhalin region with its large petroleum deposits. 
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Putna: The Trotskyist organization. The 
organization promises, first, 
compensation ... 

Trotskyist 
territorial 

Chairman: What did you promise in exchange for help? 

Putna: The territory of the ·ukraine, (109) 

Trotsky and the German General Staff 

Tukhachevsky: 

Kork~ 

In accordance with Trotsky1s instructions that it was 
necessary to establis.h contact with the German 
General Staff, in London in 1936 I had a talk with 
General Rundstedt of the German General Staff. [See 
under subhead 1'Defeatism & Fear of Defeat'', above.] 

u·11rikh: You confessed t.hat during 6-7 years you carried 
out sabotage, counterrevolutionary work. One thing I 
don't understand is: Who was the boss? You mentioned 
the Trotskyist center, the center of the Rights, you 
have mentioned German circles. But who in fact was 
the boss, who gave the basic directives up to the present 
time; Rykov, Trotsky, or German military c'ircles? 

Kork: Under the circumstances that have been created 
most recently, the boss is the Germa·n General Staff. 

Ul'rikh: That mea.ns that your main boss was the German 
General Staff? 

Kor.k: Yes. 

u·l'rikh: The German General Staff - that is a concise 
answer. (101 

Putna: 
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At Trotsky's di·rection I conducted such negotiatio11s 
witl1 generals Schleifer and. Adan1, who had establisl1ed 
contact witl1 llS through Hoff111eiste1--. (108-109) 

Ul'rikh: With whom personally of the representatives of· 
tl1e Ger1nan command did yoL1 carry on negotiat.ions? 

.Plltna: With major Hoffmeist.er, Gener~cil Schleicher, a.nd 
General Ada1n. (111) 

In 1935} when I retur11ed to London from the USSR, 
Tukhachevsky info·rmed me abo11t the successes in the 
Kiev and Belorussian 111ilitary districts concerni11g the 
strengthening of aviation and of tank. formations a11d 
gave me instructions to pass this information 
however I could to the German General Staff. On my 
way to Londc)n I met with Sedov ... 

Ul'rikh: I did not tindersta11d - did you carry out your 
instructions and then return? 

Putna: N·o, before carrying out my instructions. Sedov 
gave me simiJa·r instructions from Trotsky. 

Ul'r.ikh; You had inst.ructions to pass information. Did 
you meet Sedov and give information to him? 

Putr1a~ I t1 .. ied, to pass t.he:m to the G·erman General 
Staff. (1. 12) 

Tukhachevsky: 

1 wish to clraw a conclusion for myself from this vile 
wo1·k that l1as been done. I wish to draw the conclusion 
that under t11e conditions of the victory cJf socialism in 
our country every grouping becomes an anti-Soviet 
group and every anti~Soviet groups becomes one 
with the vii.est Trotskyism, with the v'i.lest current of 
tl1e Rigl1ts. And since the1 .. e is no base for these t~orces 

within our country) then whether they wish it or not., 



these groups slide further, into contact with fascism, 
into contact with the German General Staff. (·153) 

Trotsky Advocated the Restoration of Capitalism 

Tukhachevsky~ 

... since there is no base for these forces within our 
country, then whether they wish it or not, these groups 
slide further, into contact with fascism, into contact with 
the German General Staff. This is the downfall of this 
counterrevolutionary work that was in its essence 
directed towards the re-establishment of capitalism 
in our country) C.153) 

Prima.kov; 

.. , whom did the fascist flag of Trotsky join together? It 
joined together all the counterrev.olu.tionary elements 
that we had. All of them, from the rags of the old officers' 
groups, to the Trotskyist group, with its vile terrorist 
direc·tives, with its practice of struggle against the ·Party, 
though the remains of the Zinovievists, everything that 
was counterrevolutionary in 'the Red Army - all were 
gathered into one place, under one flag, under the 
fascist flag in the hands of Trotsky. 

What means did this conspiracy choose that are 
unequaled in history? All means) from the blackest 
betra.yal, from treason, from the preparation of the 
defeat of one's own country through sabotage, throu.gh 
espionage, thro·ugh. terror, directed against the brain and 
heart of our country~ These are the means that the 
conspiracy chose. For what goal? For the restoration 
of capitalism. c·t65) 

Uborevich: 
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Chair1nan: Fo1~ whose benefi.t w·as all this done, for what 
state, for which classes did you ca1.,ry out your ar1t.i-

Soviet struggle? 

Uborevich: For ·the pL1rpose of restoring capitalism. 
(77) 

Trotsky Urged Sabotage and Terror 

Pri1na.kov: 

Contact \Vith Piatakov helped car1.,y out sabotage in tl1e 
area of artillery armament from the viewpoint of 
loweri.11g ot1r 01 .. de14 s. ( 138) 

What means did this conspiracy c·hoose that are 
unequ.aled in l1istory? All means, from the blackest 
betrayal, from treason, from the preparati.on of the 
defeat of one's own country through sabotage, 
through espionage, through terror, directed against 

the brain and hea1~t of our cou.ntry. (165) 

Fe1'dman: 

Wl1en contact wit'l1 Trotsky l1ad bee11 set up tl11--ough 
Put11a, who had been transfe1-red to London, tl1ere began 
talks about defeatisn1, and methods of terror and 
espionage ap1Jeared - all tl1is i11 orcle1 .. to overthf()W 

Soviet power and guarantee Trotsky's corning to power. 

(146) 

Tukhachevsky told n1e in 1.936 t·hat in carryi11g out 

Trotsky's directive about having recourse to terror, 
and i11 pa1.,tict1lar in relation to V 01'"oshilov, he gave su.ch 
a directive to Prin1akov in 1936. (142) 

Tukhachevsl<y; 

Tl1en in 1933--34 Romm confirmed to n1e tl1at fascism 
supported Trotsky, and therefore the latter demanded 
the c1ctivation of ou1~ work, especially in the a1.,ea of 
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organizing sabotage and terrorist activity in the 
army~ (46) 

Putna: 

Ul1rikh: How, then, did the Germans consi.der that the 
Trotskyist organization ought to show its strengths? I:n 
what way? 

Putna: This we thought would be activi·ties of a 
sabotage and terrorist nature. (1.42) 

Trotsky Plotted an Arm.ed Uprising within the 
USSR 

.Primakov: 

Chair.man [U.l'rikh]: Specifically, do you confirm your 
confessions about the preparation of a terrorist act by 
Trotskyist activists? 

Primakov: I did not give any such confession.s. I 
confessed about the preparation of an armed 
uprising. (1.23) 

Primakov: I had the following basic instruction: Until 
1934 I worked for the most part, as an organizer, in 
gathering Trotskyist cadre. In 1934 I received. the 
instru.ction from Piatakov to break off ties with. the 
group of Dreitser and old Trotskyists, who ·were 
assigned to prepar·e terro·rist acts, and I myself wa.s to 
prepare, in the military district where I worked, to 
foment an armed uprising that wou]d be called forth 
either by a terrorist act o·r by military action. This 
was the assignment I was given. The military Trotskyist 
organizational cent.er considered this assignment to be 
very important and 'its importance was stressed to me. I 
was told to break· any personal acquaintance with old 
Trotskyists, with whom I was in contact. (125-126) 
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P.t~imakov: I was instrt1cted. to seize Leningrad for the 
r1~otskyi.sts . 

Ul'rikh: But if Germany had inade war on tl1e USSR, for 
whom would you have seized Leningrad? 

P1 .. imal<ov: Fo·r Germany, (132) 

I remember that we talked in more detail on the eve of 
the tri.p to Ger1na11y (Tu.khc1ch.evsky was the head of the 
delegation.). We spoke about overthrowing Soviet 
power by means of an armed uprising and if tl1is was 
not successful in peacetime) the11 to hope for problems at 
the front that might lead to armed demonstrations 
i11sid.e tl1e country. Our r11ethod of worl< would be 
supporting Trotskyist ca.dres, suppo1 .. t for those 
commanders who had earlier belonged to the t ·rotskyist 
or Zinovievi st oppositio11, from among whom it would be 
easier to recruit people; ... (13 6) 

Trotsky, An Agent of Fascism 

Tukhachevsky; 

... in 1933-34 Romm confirmed to me that fascism 
suppo·rted Trotsky ... ( 46) 

Putna: 

Ul'ri'kh: How did he [German captain Salzman] re1Jay you 
fo1· th.is infor1nation? 

Putna: He did not repay me. I asked him, as an 
intermediary, to help n1e establish co11tact and to speak 
with Ribbentrop, because I had an assignment from 
Trotsky to establish contact with the Germans. (114) 

Fel'dman: 
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Iaki.r~ 

In this way, summin.g u.p, I must say that everything we 
did were actions that served the interests of the fascists 
and their agent Trotsky, whose will we were carrying 
out .. ) 

Trotsky did not have real forces numbering in the 
thousands besides those that you see here and therefore 
whatever Trotsky dictated to us, the German 
General Staff was dictating. Tha.t's the way I see it and 
that's the way we should put it. (146) 

I have already said that I had a long, good, honorable life 
before that moment when I fell i.11.·to the abyss, fell tnto 
the hands of the enemy, fel1 into the ·hands of the vilest of 
vile enemies that progressive humanity has, into the 
hands of that murderer, that agent of German 
fascism, Trotsky. (152) 

Eidema.n: 

I can now say without hesitation that I accept this harsh 
verdict so that with the last bit, the last minutes of my 
life, the last hours of my life to cover with curses that 
vile enemy of the people, Trotsky, agent of German 
fascism, because of whom I too became an agent of 
Ge·rman fascism. (161) 

Primakov: 

All of them, from the rags of the old officers' groups, ·to 
the Trotskyist group, with its vile terrorist directives, 
w.ith its practice of struggle agai.nst the Party, though the 
remain.s of the Zinovievists, everything that was 
counterrevolutionary in the Red Army - all were 
gathered into one place, under one flag, under the 
fascist flag in the hands of Trotsky. (165) 
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The second group to which I belong is the Trotsl<yist 
group. . .. the n1ost cursed grot1p in the conspl.r·a.cy 
beca·use it ha.s travelled ·t.l1e n1ost vile path, has the most 
vile school and has as its leader Trotsky, who 
demanded the fascist banner. (167) 

Conclusion 

The testimony of the Tukl1ac.hevsky Affair defe11dants is consiste11t 
with a grea.t deal of other evide11ce which we now possess that 
Leon Trotsky did indeed co11spi1~e \Vitl1 Hitler's Germany and 
fascist Jc.1pan to encompass his return to power in the ·ussR 
t.hrough assassination - t.he common Russian. term is ''terror)' -
sabotage, a coup d'etat against the Stalin leadership, and/ or the 
organized defeat of the Red A1 .. my in a war against invading fascist 
powers coupled with an armed insu.rrection, evidently in 
'Leningrad. 

This testimony is consistent with the evidence \Ve have collected 
and studied i11 the books Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with 
Gern1any and japan (2 017.), Trotsky's 1'A111algams'', and. TrcJtsky 's 
Lies'. 

It is also consistent vvith the testimony of the defendants in the 
three Moscow Trials. In Trotsky's 'A1nalgams ' and The Moscow 

Trials As Evjdence we have shown that inany of the fact ... claims 
made by defendants i11 their testimony at the Moscow Trials can be 
checked against other evidence. We also showed that in a few 
cases Moscow Trials defendants testified falsely, but in order to 
conceal crin1es tl1ey had committed that the prosecution did not 
discover. Thus we concluded that the Moscow Trials testim.ony, far 
frotn ha·ving been ''fabricated'' by the prosectition, is va'lici 
evidence. 

Trotsky denied the accusations that he had collabo1 .. ated with 
fa.scist Gern1a11 a11d Japanese leaders. But Trotsky would have 
cienied the accusations whether he were guilty of them or not. So 
his denials mean noth.ing - they are not evidence. 



Jn addition, we know that Trotsky lied. Unquestionably, he did so 
in order to conceal his conspiracies. Trotsky denied that a ''bloc'' of 
Rights and Trotskyists ex·isted. Yet in 1980 Pierre Braue, the most 
fan1ous Trotskyist historia11 of his day, discovered documents i11 
the Harvard Trotsky A1~chive that prove that such a bloc existed 
and that Trotsl<y had approved it. Trotsl<y swore that he had cut 
off all ties to those who ''capitulated,,' to Stalin, yet A1nerica.11 
historian Arch. Getty discovereci evid.ence in the sa1ne archive th.at 
Trotsky· did i11 fact contact some of these men. Getty also 
disclJVered that the Harvard ,.frotsky ArcJ1'ive hacl been ''purgedJ'1 

undoubtedly of incrim.inating materials. We refer the interested 
reader to our detailed study of these matters in Trotsky's 
Amalga111s' and Trotsky's Lies. 

We have good non-Soviet evidence that military conspiracies did 
t'hreaten the ScJviet leadersl1ip. American r·esearcher Alvin D. Coox 
revealed tha·t NKVD General Ge.nrikh S . . Litt.shl<ov, ·who de.fected ·t.o 
the Japanese in June1 1.938, p1~ivately tole! his· ] apanese mil.itary 
handlers that there \Vas indeed a conspiracy among the military 
leaders in the Soviet Far Eastern Army.8 SL1ch a cc)nspiracy is 
alluded to in the Tukhachevsl<y trial transcripts and in 
Tukhachevsky's ow11 co11fessions. 

We have the Arao document, and the confession of Nikolai 
Ustrialov, both of which i111plicate Tukhachevsky in conspiracy 
with th.e Ja.pan.ese. ~1 Ustrialov's cor1fession ties the Sovie·t-based 
Trotskyists to this collabor .. atic)n as well. All these ma.tters are 
thoroughly exan1ined in 11rotsky's 'An1algams' and The Mos~cow 

Trio ls a!:>· Evide11ce. We have the large amount of testimony in 'PiL T2 
that we explore in othe11 chapters of the present book. 

8 For a full()f cliscussion, see 'f7urr, The Murcler of Sergei Kirov, Cl1.apter 17. See '~lso 
Trots'ky1s 'Arnal,gan1s' Chapter 7; arid Th e Mos·co\rv Trials as Evidence, Chapter 7. 
9 For tl1e Ai~ao DoctJ111e11·t see 'Furr·1 Moscow '['rials,, CJ1apter 10i Furr, An1c1lgan1s, 
Chapter 1.0; Stalin. Waitir1g For, ,, the Tr·uth , Chapter 9, For· Ustrialov1s confession, 
see Furr, A1nalgan1s, Chapter 111 and Furr, 'I'rotskyls Lies, Cl1apter 11. 
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We know tha.t in early 1.937 Hitle1 .. 's i .. eg.i1ne was expecti11.g a 

military coup against the Stal.in governn1ent. On page seventeen of 
his book Mission to Moscow (1940) Joseph E. Davies noted that he 
was warned of stich a11 eve11t by a Ge1~man. official i111.937.1,() 

We have the Mastny-Benes note of' February, 1937, f11 01n the Czech 

national archives, in wl1ich. Czecl1 diplornat. Mast11y infor1ns the 
Czech president that a Ger1nan dipl()ffiat had told him that Hitler 
was no longer interested in a11. agreement with Czechoslovakia, 
since he expected a military coup in the USSR shortly. 1·1 We knovv 
that, in 1944, Heinrich Hi1nmler asl<ed Russian defecto1 .. Ge11eral 
Andrei Vlasov why Tukhachevsky's co1Jspiracy had failed. 12 

We have a great deal of eviden.ce that Tt1khachevsky and. the 

others were guilty. We have evidence tl1at 1"rotsky was i11deed 
conspiring with Gern1any and Japan. And in the trial transcript, -vve 

have the testimony tl1at Tukl1achevsl<y and the at.her 1nilita.r·y men 

were collaboratir1g w·ith Trotsky a11d with Germany clnd japan. 

There is no plausible scenario that could, account fo r all this 
evidence except that Trc)tsky, along with the Soviet i1·1ilitary 
co1nmanders, was indeed collaborating with Hitle1--'s gove1~nment 
and the Japanese militarists. 

·1o Quo·ted in S"tali11. w ·c1it i11g ···> 153 ~4, 

J.l See Fur·r, Amalgams, Cl1apter 71 and Moscow 'Trials, Chapter 7. 
12 See the quotatio11s by J-Iin1n1ler, Vlasov, and Goebbels i11 Grover Furr; "New 
Light On Old Stories A.l)ot1t t'v1arshal Tukhachevskii: So me Documents 
Reconsid.ered.}/ Russian History/Histoire Rus,<;e 1.3, nos. 2-3 (Surt11ner-Fall, 1986), 
303. Tl1is article can ·be retri eved 111 facsimile at 
11ttps:// mst1 V\reb.n1ontclajr.edu/ ,...., furrg/ ttlkl1pdf.pdf and in l1tn1l format at 
l1ttps ://111st1web .n1or1tcl~tir.edu/ ,_,·f urrg/tukh.html 



Conclusion 

President Putin's Remarks about the Start of 
World War II 

On December 20, 2019, Russi.an Pt"esid.ent Vladimir Putin gave a 

talk to I"'ep1 .. esentat]·ves of tl1e Co·mmonwealth of Independent 
S·tates (CIS). In ·that talk he .refuted the often--repeated falsehood. 

that the Soviet Union shared \vith rfitler1s Germany the 

r·esponsibility for starting World War JI.1 

.Putin cited more than thirty primary source docun1ents. None of 
then1 are secret. All of then1 have lc)ng been know·n to specialists in 
the history of' this ·period. r ·hese docun1ents show that it was 
Poland and the Western imperialist count1 .. ies that made the war 
inevitable by catering tc) Hitler and by rejecting all the Soviet 

Union.'s honest attempts to build collect.ive security again.st Hi·tler. 

Responses fron1 Polish and Western so11rces ·were qu'ick in coming.2 

In The Atla11til', anticommunist comn1entator Anne Applebaum 
called it {{Putin's Big .Lie."3 But whe:1t Putin said is not a lie: it is the 

trl1t.h. None of t.l1ese response.s co11f1-ionted) or even mentioned, the 

p1 .. imary source evidence that Puti11 cited. The reaso·n is clear: the 

documents do i11deed prove the guilt of' the governments of 

1 'l~l1e Rttssian text of P·uti111s talk is at 11ttps :/ /rg.ru/2019 /12/20/stenog14 an1m a
vystupler1iia-vladirnira-putina-11a-neformalnon1-sammite~sng.html The English 

version is a.t http: //en.kremlin.rti/events/presid ent/transcripts/62376 
2 :rh.e 1~cs:po11.He ot:- tl1e Polish :M·inist:1-y of Fore.ign Af:til:irs: 
11.tt.J?S :. : \\!\\!\\-. g()\~.-p 1/·\ve:b.: dy.p101nacj (l .stano\\'lS k o-1nsz-rp-\,10 be.c-.falszy\\·;1c.J1-
11~1 rra.c~ii-l1ist:c>ryczn )1c}1-pr·eze11to\\'a.11·yc.J1-przez--:t.eder<:lcje.-rosyj sk'.a :l' he 
E-nglish transJ ati(ln: hi tps : _; ~,-\,.\,. \\ .. gc)\ ,_p] -\\·eb./(i iplo1nac.; 1 /stat.e111.en t-oi~polish
n)fa-()J1-false-11arrati \:-es-·preseJ1 ted-by-·the.-rt1ssia11-federation 
3 ~t\ t 11.t. t .ps:/~"\\" \\"\'\" . tJ1e.,itluntic. co111 icle.a;:;_ arc.bi \ ·e , 2.0 20/ 0 l ,·pL1 tin-bl a111 e.s-poland

-\\, or ld-\\.-ar~ ii: 60442 6./ 
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Pola11d., the l.J.K., France, and eve11 the USA, in inollifying Hitle1 .. and 

refusing collective security. 

Instead of dealing fortl1right1y with the eviden ce the Polisl1 and 

Western responses called his re111arks ''Stalj11ist propaganda. '' This 

is true Plttin's remarks echoed the position of the Soviet 

government of the late 19 3 Os a11d the post-war period. 

In the dishonest world of anticommunist pr·opaganda, to term a 

statement ''Stalinist'' means that it does 11 ot 11 eed to be refuted. Any 

sta tement called ''S talinj st'' is assun1ed to be false} even when jt is 

true. 

Anyone who reads the text of· Pu·tin's remarks would notice this 

trick. But few people will do so. Many m ore will read the dishonest 

attacks by tl1e Polish gover11ment and anticomn1unist writers. 

The Academic History of the Stal in Period is 

Dishonest 

The mass media do not deal with researcl1. Tl1ey must pt1blish too 

quickly. Writers for the mass media rely ltpon legit1mated 

authorities sucl1 as academi.c experts. Writers of popular and semi

popt1lar worl<s, and authors of textbooks t~or use in schools and 

colleges, rely on academic historians too. 

The media and the publ1c assu1ne that academic authorities base 

what they write and say upon evidence. Bt1t in the field of Soviet 

history of the Stalin period, this asst1n1ption is 11ot valid. Certain 

fundamental falsehoods about Soviet hi s tory of this period cannot 

l1e qL1estioned, regardless of the evidence! To question, inuch less 

refute, th em is forbidden . Evid ence that contradicts this taboo is 

ignored, while false evidence is i11ve11ted, This is how th e Anti

Stalin Paradigm works. 

Tl1e co11clusions to be drawn from the primary source evidence 

are as firmly established as th ey are una cceptable - unacceptable 

to ''mainst11 earn'1 a11ticon1munist scholarship and to Trot skyists, 



Append.ix: Document. 1.8:1. 

and ·thereby, unacceptable in public discourse. Briefly, the 

conclusions are as follows: 

* The defendants in the three Moscow Trials of August, 1936, 

January, 1937, and March, 1938, were provably guilty of at least 

those crimes to which they admitted guilt. 

*The ''Tukhachevs·ky Affair'' commanders arrested in May, 1937, 

tried and executed in June) 1937, did ind.eed conspire to join forces 

with Nazi Germany to seize control over the u·ssR. 

* Leon Trotsky was indeed pro·vably guilty of plotting to mu.rd.er 
Sergei Kirov, Stalin, and other Soviet leaders; of conspiring wi.th 

the German General Staff and the Nazi leadership to overt.hrow the 

Soviet government and Party leadership, either ·by a coup d'etat or 

by aiding a German and/or Japanese invasion; and of conspiring 

with. German agents, Russian fascists, Ukrainian nationalists, plus 

his own followers, to sabotage various econ.omic enterprises in the 

USS.R in order to weaken Soviet defense. 

These are the same charges that were leveled by the Stalin 

government against Trotsky during the 1930s. They are the same 
as those that we1 .. e summarized very well in the famous book by 
Michael Sayers and Albert E, Kahn, The Great Conspi.racy. The 
Secret War Against Soviet Russia, first publis.hed in 1946, 

translated into dozens of languages and republished until 

Khrushchev's ''Secret Speech~1' 

We need to follow the log·ic of these facts, now thorou.ghly 

established through primary source evidence, in order to draw out 

the full implicat.ions of these facts. 

What If Trotsky Had Succeeded? 

Counterfactual history, also so·metimes ·referred to as 
virtual history, is a form .of historiography tha.t attempts 

to answer ''what if' questions known as co·unterfactuals. 

Black and MacRaild provide this definition; ''It is, at the 

very root, the idea. of conjecturing on what did not 
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happen, or what might have happened, in order to 
understand what did happen.r' (Wikipedia)4 

The Wikipedia entry conti.nues: 

One goal is to estimate the relative importance of a 
specific event, incident or personx 

Below I briefly outline two aspects of counterfactual history. They 
help to clarify the issues at stake in any objective, truthful study of 
Soviet history of the Stalin period. 

* What would the world have looked like if Trotsky's conspirac.ies 

had in fact succeeded.? 

* What would world history look like if historians recognized the 
truth and rewrote their histories accordingly? 

If Trotsky's Conspiracies Had Succeeded 

Trotsky's goal was to take co:n.trol of the Soviet Union~ This goal 
dictated the nature of his conspiracies, including his cooperation 
with the fascist powers. 

If Trotsky and his allies, the fascist powers, had overthrown the 
Stalin and the Soviet leadership, and seized control over the Soviet 
Union, there would have been ma.ny drastic changes. ·we will cite 
only this one: Hitler, Mussoli11i, and. the Japanese ·fascist militarists, 
the Axis powers, would have been immeasurably stronger. 

*Hitler an.ct, in the East, the Japanese would have had the immense 
natural and human resources of the USSR to use in their wars 
against the Western imperialist powers, especially the U.K., France, 
and the u·nited States, 

4 At https: / / en.wikipedia.01 .. g/wiki/ Cou11terfactual_h.istory (accessed 
January 25, 2020) 
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* The Western im·perialist powers might well have c·hosen to 
compromise with Hitler and t'he Japanese, rather than risk. an all~ 
out war against a very much stronger fascist enemy. After all, 
Britain and France were eager to go to w·ar against the USSR in 
early 1940, in alliance with pro-German .Finland, than they were to 
send their armies against Hitle1 ... 

Either scenario would have left fascism secure and in control of a 
great part of the world. Much, if n.ot most., of the w·orld would 
resemble F.ra.ncisco Franco's Spain - a murderous, viciously 
exploitative police state, maintained by fascist terror against 
everyo·ne who opposed fascist aims. 

The antiracist and a.nti-imperialist struggles for nationa.l liberation 
from imperialism would have been dealt a tremendous blow. The 
consequences fo·r the fates of hundreds of millions of the non-. 

white people in the world can hardly be overestimated. 

Hitler's stated goal in l
1General Plan East11 was to murder most. of 

the SI.avic peoples - tens of millions -- and keep the rest for cheap 
labor. The Nazis and t·heir fascist allies like the Vichy French and 
·ukrainian nationalists killed a.lmost half the world's Jews. Had 
Hitler prevailed, that number would have been 90 per cent or 
more_ 

All around the world, the labor movement would ha.ve suffered 
much more inte·nse repression. In a world much of which was 
directly ruled by fascists, while the rulers of the rest of the world 
temporized and collaborated wit.h the fascists, the standard of 
living of working people would have. fallen drastically, while their 
mortality would have s·kyrocketed. 

Human progress w·ould have suffered an enormous setback in 
every area of life. A great many persons alive today would never 
have been born at all. Most other people would be su·ffering far 
more exploitation and oppression. 

Trotsky, his supporters, and his co-conspirators like 
Tukhachevsky, Bukharin and Rykov, now at the mercy of their 
'jallies') the German, Japanese, British, and French ruling classes, 
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would. never h.ave been successful in retaining power in a 
w·eakened, shrunken uss ·R~ Tu.khach.evsky saw himself as the 
eventual ''Napoleon." At th.e Third Moscow Trial of April, 1938, 
Bukharin admitted that he and his fellow conspirators had no 
reason to believe that Hitler would remain faithful to any deal they 
mad.e with him. 

If Historians Recognized that Trotsky and the 
Moscow Trials Defendants Were Guilty 

The Soviet u·nion was able to defeat the fascist invasio·n because 
t.he chain of conspiracies, with Trotsky at the center and with the 
fascists providing the military· might, while the w·estern 
i:mperialists facilitated bothJ was smashed by the Stalin regime. 
The Soviet Union - ''Stalin'1 

- saved the world from fa.scism not just 
once, by defeating the Nazi juggernaut, but twice: the first time, by 
smashing the Trotskyist-Nazi-fascist-capitalist conspiracies to turn 
the Soviet Union in.t.o Hitler's ally. Understanding of this fact was 
widespread after World War II, when The Great Conspiracy 
be·came a worldwide best-seller. 

The Effects of Khrushchev's Lies 

The force that overthrew this understanding of history did not 
come from an.ticommunist h.istorians, but ·from within. Nikita 
Khrushchev's in.famous ''Secre·t s ·peech'' to the XX Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union began the process of denying 
the truth about the anti-Soviet conspiracies and Trots.ky's role in 
them.5 Khrushchev accelerated his -attack on the truth at the XXII 
Party Congress in. 1961. 

The lies of Khrushchev and his historical propagandists were 
avidly taken ·up by anticommunist historians around the world. 
Millions of communists, workers, s·tudents, and other anti-

5 For the evidence that Khrushchev's {'Secret Speech'' was virtually 
nothing but lies see Furr) Khrushchev Lied. 
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capitalist forces and poten.tial pro-com:munist. activists also 
believed Khrushchev. They would never ha.ve believed any overtly 
capitalist propaganda, no ma.tter how ''scholarly'' it appeared~ But 
th.ey· accepted the word of Khrushchev, leader o.f the Soviet 
Communist Pa.rty and the world communist movement. 

Inspired by Khrushchev's slander of Stalin, anticom.munist 
propagandists got to work. But their lies would never h.ave been so 
widely accepted, if Khrus.hchev had not loosed an army of pseudo ... 
scholars, phony historians, to add fa.lse details to h.is attack on 
Stalin. 

Within a few years K.hrushchev's propagandists had. accused Stalin 
of dozens of crimes and atrocities, Some, such as the ''Katyn 
Massacre,}' were real atrocities that had been committed by others 
- in the case of Katyn, by the German invaders and their Ukrain·ian 
na.tiona1ist allies. Others, like the great famine of 1932 ... 33, were 
natural events that were falsely blamed on ''Stalin's'' - the Soviet 
government's - policies. 

None of these accusations w·ere supported by primary source 
evidence. In 1962 Petr Pospelov, one of Khrushchev's top officials, 
told a convention of historians that they would not be permitted to 
go ·to the Party archives to search for evidence} but had to rely on 
the statements of top Party officials.6 Today, with the partial 
opening of former Soviet arch,ives, we know why .Pospelov did. this~ 
No evidence for the accusations against Stalin exists! On the 
contrary: all the evidence shows that Khrushchev and his men 
were lying. 

Within a decade of Khrushchev1s speech the Moscow Trials 
defendants were widely believed to have been innocent. Many 
people started to consid.er Trotsky a lone, courageous voice for 

6 See Politbiuro member Petr Pospelov's remarks to Party historians it1. 

Vsesoiuznoe soveshchanie o merakh. uluchshenia podgotovki nauchn,o.
pedagogichesikh kadrov po istoricheskim naukam. 18-2.1dekabria1962 g . . M: 
lzdatel1stvo "Nauka11

, 1964, 298-' quoted in .English translation in Furr, 
Collaboration, 8, 
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tr·ue communism against the ·monster Stalin. This remains the 
historical orthodoxy to this d.ay. 

Leon Trotsky's Guilt 

Though he n.ever admitted it, Khrushchev copied som.e of his 
flagrant lies about Stalin from Trotsky's writingk Anticommunist 
writers chose to believe Trotsky's lies, just as they chose to believe 
the lies of Khrushchevites. 

In 1956, Trotskyism was a ti.ny movement with little influence. 
Khrushchev's ''Secret Speech'' and subsequent avalanche of lies 
about Stalin changed that( To some people Trotsky now appeared 
to be the ''pro·phet'' that British historian and Trotsky admirer 
Isaac De·utscher ·had called him. Anticommunist writers now 
accepted -~ believed ... Trotsky's version of events, just as they 
''believed'' the lies of Khrushchev and hi.s men. For anticommunists 
and Trotskyists, this torrent of filth that the ''comm·unist'1 leaders 
we.re pouring over their own heritage was too good not to make 
full use of. 

Trotskyist groups soared in membership, as they claimed to be the 
''good'' communists. But they paid a price. Trotskyism became 
parasitical on overtly anticommunist scholarship. Trotskyists 
constructed a ''cult of personality'' around their hero, For them, 
Trotsky's wri·tings became the source of all political wisdom. 

Today, with the flood of primary source documents coming ou.t of 
former Soviet archives, we have the evidence to prove ·that Trotsky 
lied, flagrantly and frequently. As this and my previous books have 
demonstrated, we also have the evidence to prove that Trotsky 
was involved in serious conspiracies of sabotage, assas.sination, 
a·nd fascist collaboration. 

The Trotskyi.st movement had wedded itself to the professional 
anticomm.unist ''scholars1

' more firmly th.an ever. Trotskyist 
writers cite these scholars frequently, in defense of their own or 
T.rotsky' s assert.ions. It i.s clearer than ever that Trotskyism 
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functions as the ''left wing'' of conventional1 pro~capitalist 
a.nticommunism. 

Regardless of the evidence, Trotskyists ~- at least the leadership of 
Trotskyist groups ,.._ are never going to admit the truth. In this too 
they resemble the professional anticom·munist ''scholars." 

Not a ''Political Line'' But the Truth 

Anticommunists and Trotskyists will reject the research in this 
book, but not because of a·ny fault in that. research .. They will reject 
it because they cannot honestly· confront the evidence, and the
conclusions that follow from it~ They are not interested i·n the 
truth. Rather, they are promoting a political ''line'' - the A.nti .. Stalin 
Paradigm~ 

People who push a political ''line1
' instead of the truth tend to 

assume that everyone is acting in the same dishonest ma·nner and 
is promoting their political ''line ~ '' So they will call this book ''pro
Stalin," ''Stalinist," etc., as though I too am pushing some political 
''line.'' 

But they are wrong. I am n.ot promoting any political line or 
position. I am interested in the truth. I strive for objectivity as 
much as any scientist. I try hard to qu.estion my own biases and 
prejudices (everybody has them) and to give an especially 
generous reading to any evidence that tends to cast doubt on those 
prejudices or that tends to disprove th.e hypotheses J, have chosen 
to test in my research. 

For many years I have been diligently searching for evidence of 
crimes that Stalin committed. I have searched for them in the only 
legitimate way - by identifying, locating, obtaining, and. studying 
primary source evidence, and then by d.rawing logical conclusions 
from that evidence. Likewise, I have given Trotsky every benefit of 
the doubt in my research. 

No one asks .what Sherlock Holmes' politi.cs are. We just want him 
to solve the mystery! .In the same way, .my own political 
proclivities are irrelevant. ·Nevertheless, the results of my research 
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in this book, as in my other works, will be rejected by· those who 

are unable or l1n·willing to consider the possibility that their own 

preconceived ideas are mistaken. 

To all other readers - the vast majority - I subm.it this research) 

and the conclusions based upon it. I welcome your comments and 

es·pecially your criticisms. My email address is easy to find on the 

Internet~ 

Grover Furr 
February, 2020 
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.Appendix: Doct1ments 

Sokol'nikov Transcript of Interrogation of October 
20 1936 

Transcript of I.nterrogation of Sokol'nikov Grigorii Iakovlevi.ch, of 
October 20, 1936 

Sol<ol'nikov G.Ia., bo1 .. n 1888, born in city of Romny (fl)rme1" 
Poltava oblast'), until ar1-est the Vice-Con1missar of the Forest 
Ind.ustry, fo1-mer Canciidate Me111be:r of the CC VKP(b) and fc)1 .. me1" 
member of the VKP(b) since ·1905. 

Question.: In the transcrip·t of yot11~ interrogation of October 4, 
1936 you stateci that y<:)U established contact wi.t.h Bald.win. 
Through the English journalist. Talbot you told him about t.he 
existence and plans of the bloc and asked Baldwin to give support 
to the government of t·he bloc aft.er its coming tc) power. 

Did yot1 info1~m Talbot of the com.position of t.11e government ·tha,t 
the bloc i11tend.ed to form after its accession to po-vver? 

Ansvve1': When I me·t \Vith Talbot in 1934 he askeci ine to tell h'i1n 
the com.position of the gover11ment planned by the bloc, I 
ans\vered hirn that the bloc l1ad not yet dete1 .. mined t.he full 
compositio11. of the governn1ent as we con.side1 .. ed tl1is prematt1rej 

Howevet", as concerns the basic group of perso11s who would ente-r 
the go·ver11ment., tl1ere ·vvas com.rJlete unanimity. 

In this basic g1~oup vvould be included: Rykov, Ka.menev, Zinoviev,, 
Bukha,1'(i11., Pi<:1takov and I - Sokol'nikov. 

Talbot asked whc.1t dis·tribution of fu11ctions was {Jlan11ed. fcl1· the 
me1nbe.rs of the gover:nme11t grc)up. I answ·ered th.at no final ancl 
firn1 distribution. C)f fu11ctio11s could be determineci at tl1e p·r-esent 
moment, but for all of us i.t was witho·ut question that Ryko·v would 
be proposed as Cl1air111.an of the Council of People's Commissars 
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(Sovnarkom), Kamenev --Chairman. of the Council of Labor and 

Defense, and possibly also People's Commissar of Foreign Affairs, 

Piatakov - People's Commissar of Heavy Industry, I - Sokol'nikov -

People's Commissar of 'Fina.nee. 

To Talbot's question about who was planned as head of the Party 
leadership I. answered that by general agreement of all the groups 

in the bloc Trotsky would be at the head of the Party leadership. 
Here I cautioned Talbot that it. was possible that Trotsky would 

not be put at the head of the Party leadership immediately after 

the coup since he was politically compromised in the eyes of the 

broad masses" However, as soon as the situation had become 

strong enough) Trotsky would be at the head of the Party 
leadership. 

Questio11:· Did you tell Talbot ho·w the bloc intended to effect the 
coup and seize power in the USSR? 

Answer: Talbot himself asked me this ques·tion. I understood that 
he ·wanted to clarify the extent to which the bloc was a real power. 

I explained to Talbot that the bloc represented a serious political 

factor since it was the result of a political agreement between the 

Trotskyists, the Zinovievists, and the Rights, and thus it united all 

the opposi.tional forces. Thanks to this unity the bloc had very 

broad contacts in the country. 

To Talbot's question about what plan for seizing power the bloc 

had, I told him that I could not tell him these kinds of details. 
However, I told. Talbot that the bloc was relying on the forces of its 

supporters in the country, on the one hand, and on the other hand 

was counting on the possibility of disorganization and weakness of 

the Party leadership. 

I did. not consider it possible to inform Talbot about the bloc's 

plans more concretelyi 
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Question: What did you tell Talbot about the program of acti·vity of 
the government of the bloc? 

Answer; In my previous confession I have already said that I 
informed Talbot about the bloc's program, consisting i.n the 
rejection of the current ·policy of industrialization and 
collectivization. I explained that th.is meant permitting capitalist 
elements in the country's economy alongside the socialist 
elements. I stressed to Talbot that s.ince the current government 
has completely liquidated the capitalist elements in the country, 
the government of the bloc would be forced to carry out its 
measures gradually at first, developing its program more broadly 
as it becomes stronger in the country. 

I 326 / 

I told Talbot that it was essential to warn Baldwin about this so 
that during this first ·period. there should be no misunderstanding 
abroad of the program of the bloc and, as a result of this, a hostile 
attitud.e towards the gove.rnment of the bloc. 

Question: What concretely did you tell Talbot about the furt.he.r 
relations between the government of ·the bloc an.d the English 
government? 

Answer: Talbot asked me how the coming to power i.n the USSR. of 
the government of the bloc wo·uld affect Anglo-Soviet relations. I 
answered that the foreign policy of the bloc would unquestionably 
permit t.he removal of the friction that now exists betwee·n the 
English and Soviet governments by mea.ns of important 
concessions that would go far to meet the demands of 
conservative English circles in the areas of economic and political 
relatio.ns. 

I said that large orders would be given to English industry, that 
together with this the government of the bloc would agree to grant 
broad concessions to English ca.pital in the USSR. I brought to 
Talbot's attention the positive attitude of Trotsky, .Kamenev1 and 
Rykov to the broad development of concessions in th.e USSR -
these have lo.ng been well know.n .. Then Talbot asked me whether I 
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could tell hi1n something about the possibility of recognizing the 
prerevolutionar~y debts. I told l1im that on this question the 
gove1~111nent oft.he bloc would also be ready to make significant 
concessio11s and to make proposals accepta.ble to the Englisl1 
government. 

I also told hin.1 that 011 the (1uestion of the Comintern the 
governme11·t of the bloc would be ready to give all t11e necessary 
guarantees that it ·would completely refuse a11y help t() tl1e 
Con1inter11, 

Summing up 011r talk Talbot said that he considered the question 
of the debts to be very important and I again reaffirmed to him the 
readiness of the government of the bloc to make serious 
concessio11s on this question. 

On this poir1t my talk with Talbot of the end of the sun1mer of 1934 
ended. 

Qu.estion: Did you retur11 agair1 to these questions during your 
meeting with Talbot i11 the summer of 1935? 

Answer: As I have a.lready confessed in the transcript of my 
previous i11terrogation, ·when I met with Talbot in 1935 our talk 
con.si.sted, i11. the main, of his givin.g me Baldwi11's a11.swer. '"falbot 
told me tl1at th1'ough Boothby, a Conservative Member of 
Parliament ·who \vas very close to Baldwin) he had transmitted to 
Ba1dwin Talbot,s talk witl1 n1e i11 all its de·tails. Both Boothby and 
Baldwi11 had expressed great interest ii1 Talbot's report. Tl1rough 
Boothby Baldwin tasked Talbot to inform me that he would 
guarantee friendly relations wit.h the government of the bloc from 
t11e side of~ the governing conservative circles and exp1 .. essed 
satisfaction with the course of i11ternal and exte.rnal policies that 
would be carried out by the gover11n1ent of th.e bloc. 

At that san1e ti1ne Talbot told n1e that Baldwin considered it qu.ite 
possible ·tc:) gL1a·rantee the governn1ent of the bloc a loan and 
cred.its fro111. England unde.r the co11dition that tne government. of 
the bloc carrieci Ollt the politica.l and econon1ic program that had 
been indicated. 
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As I have already confessed, Talbot and I a.greed. to maintain 
contact during Talbot's trips ·t.o the USSR. Bu.t after this talk Talbot 
did not con.tact me anymore. 

Question: You say that you did not meet with Talbot any more. Did 
you try to contact him? 

Answer: I :made no attempt to contact Talbot since I expected that 
Talbot would come to the ·usSR in the spring or summer of 1936. 
He had expressed such a proposal during our talks. 

Written down accurately from my words) read through by me. 
(Signed; Sokol'nikov) 

Interrogator: Ass't Chief of the EKO* of ·the GUGB** of the NKVD of 
the USSR Major of State Security (Signed: Chertok) 

RGASPI, F.17. Op.171. D. 246 .. L.151~158. Copy. Typewritten. 

Handwritten note on the first page: Distribute to the members of the 
CC VKP{b) j, Stalin 

* Economic Divi.sion ** Main Directorate of State Security 

Note: Talbot is probably Stafford Talbot, former editor of the 
British-Russian Gazette and Trade Outlook. Boothby is probably 
Robert Boothby-, later Baron Boothby. Baldwin is Stanley Baldwin, 
British Prime Minister. 
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Piatakov Statement to Ezhov Dece·mber 19-20 
1936 • 

~pf·A.Cill··I. ¢. :l 7. 011. J. 71. ~ ;r .. 263. }JJJ .. 43~·7 6. (Russia.n State Arch.ive of 
Socio-Political History, fond 17) opis 171> d.elo 263) pages 43~76. 
'"I,his archive is i11 Moscow). Page i1umbers here ma11 .ked // / / 

·U.A <PCB. P-3383 5 . . t1e:io ~t-.:~ 325·7 no 06B111rcH-1rIO IT>rTaK.osa. IOp1151 

.Jl.eoF-111~0B1·1Y.a ir ;lp·yr·ltx. (Ce11tral A1,chive of the Federal Security 
Service. R .. 33835 (Case No. 3257 C()t1cerni11g the accusati()l1. 

against Piatakov, Iu1--ii Leo11idovich and others. This a1'"chive is also 
in Moscow). 

·1·0~1 l, flHCT' ;J;C·~7.a. c~~arrce; Jf!l) 23 7 (Volume 1, list of the fjle (= LD) 

237) 

//43// 

To the People's Commissar of Internal Affairs of the U.S.S.R. 

Com. N.I. Ezhov 

. My previous confessions in the course of interrogations about our 
criminal counter-revolutionary activity were fragmentary and 

incomplete. It is hard to pile all the filt.h up()Il oneself at 011e ti1ne. 

I have considered the entire co11rse of 1ny own 'ind m·y co-
participants' struggle against the party and the soviet state and l 
have decided that I inust finally a11d as completely as possible tell 
the whole t.ruth about our treasonous work \Vhich can 011ly be 
called betrayal of our count.ry. I was one of t'he leade1 .. s of that base 
and de·testable wo11k that we actively carried out duri11g t.he last 4 .. 
5 years against the party and the working class. 

I have only o·ne ·wish now - to tell eve1 .. ything I know as fully as 
possi.ble. n 

Therefore please permit me to return in this statement to a few 
st1bsta11tive incidents in our counter-revolutionary activity t.hat. I 
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touched upon earlier, so that I may tell about them more 
systematically and specifically. 

,1L Re!;)umption of contact wi.th Trotsl<y and renewal of my cr~min.al 

work 

My active Trotskyist work began again. in 19 31. 

LD 238 

1. have already confessed about my fra1ne of mind before 1.931 and 

will not return to this. 

In 1931 I happened to be in Berlin for purposes of my work-. At 

that same time I.N. Smirnov also arrived in Berlin for work duri.ng 
that summer. I.N_ Smirn.ov visited me at my room in Berlin an.d 

told me t.hat he had a meeting with Trotsky>s son L. Sedov and that 

Sedov had communicated to him a series of very serious direct.ives 

of Trotsky's. //44// 

Sed.ov briefly informed me about ''Trotsky's new orders,,, as he put 

it. In particular he told me that Trotsky thinks th.at the main task i.s 
the overthrow of Stalin and his closest associates by any means 
possible, and also the active opposition to all practical 

·undertakings of the government) espec.ially in the economic sphere,. 

Trotsky considers that the reconstruction on this basis of the 
Trotskyist--Zinovievist organization in the U.S.S.R. and the 
unification in one form or another o:f all force that can help to 
overthrow the ''Stalinist regime'' ·is the most essential task. 

At the same time I.N. Smirnov uttered. a phrase w·ho·se meaning 

became clear to me only much later: ''Lev Davidovi.ch believes that 

one of the basic causes of our previous defeat is that in our 
struggle we remained within the limits of the _ state alone and did 
not seek help from outside itl'' 

The renewed struggle will inevitably post internatio:nal questio·ns 
and we will decide these questions in the manner that is favorable 

to us.'' 
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Thus Smirnov inf o.rmed me that Sedov had been a.ssigned by 

Trots.ky to meet and talk with me and that he would bring the two 

of us together i.f I did. not object_ Sm.irnov himself urged me to meet 

with Sedov. 

I agreed. Smirnov said that Sedov would first contact me by 

telephon.e. Soon after that Sedov did in fact phone me. Our phon.e 

conversation was quite short; we a.greed on a meeting place. That 

same day I went to the ''Ca.fe am Zoo'' (.where we had agreed to 

m.eet) and there I found Sedov, whom I had known very well 

before. 

Sedov immediately told me that he was speaking to me not on his 

own //45// account but on behalf of h.is father L.D. Trotsky. When 

Trotsky found out that I was i11 Berlin he had given him the most 

strict instruction to meet with me at any cost a11d give me his, 

Trots.ky1 s, instructions. 

Sedov proceeded to expound wha.t he had. been i.nstructed to say. 

Of course I cannot repeat word for word what he said, but I give 

the essence precisely. 

''The struggle against Stalin is being renewed with new forceA It 

must be understood that Trotsky had not abandoned this struggle 

for an instant. A temporary lull had been ·unavoidable, caused by 

Trotsky's geographical movements~ Now the period of lull had 

ended. Contacts are being renew·ed. Within the country a new 

center was bein.g formed, with whi.ch he, Trotsky, was already in 

contact. A ·bloc with the Zinovievists was being considered.1
' 

''Trotsky considers it essential to form a unified organization, 

regardless of his concerns about Z·inoviev and Kamenev, who will 

undoubtedly attempt to 
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occupy the leading role in this bloc. This danger of course cannot 
be excluded if Trotsky's sup·po:rters play only an observer's role 
instead of the active work that tl1e present situation demands." 

''Trotsky knows that the Rights - Bukharin, Tomsky, and Rykov, 
had also not la.id down their weapons, and have only been silent. 
They have cadre, co11tacts, whole g1 .. ou·ps, sometimes very militan.t 
ones. It is not a problem that we had sharp disagreements only 
recently. These disagreements are n.othing in comparison ·with our 
co·mm.on anti-Stalin policy .. Indeed it was on the eve of the bloc 
with Zinoviev-Kamenev that we had very sharp battles with the 
''Leningradists,'1 with whom soon afterwards we //46// went 
shoulder to shoulder against Stalin." 

''As far as he, Trotsky, was aware, there were also other elements 
who were dissatisfied with the ·Stalin regime. We must d.raw them 
to us. We must unde:rstand that a very sharp struggle is beginning, 
not a discus.sion and not an exchange over principles, but a 
struggle for power. Therefore we must mobilize directly or 
indirectly all those forces that can collaborate i·n resolving the 
basic, the root task of th.e day - the task. o:f overthrowing Stalin 
whatever it takes and at no matter what cost." 

''We m·ust discard old prejud.ices. Today's policy is: ''Everything 
that is against Stalin is for us and must be mobilized." 

Trotsky demands and is convinced that I, Piatakov, will not decline 
active participation in this struggle." 

''He knows your tenden.cy to bury yourself in the practical business 
of the moment. This is completely impermissible now~ This 
intolerable passivity must end 
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- you understand that it is not I, but Lev Davidovic·h, who 
d d "t }I .eman .s i . 

I answered that I understood Trotsky's demand a.nd was ready to 
carry out his directive,'' 
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Sedov expressed his great happiness and declared with feeling: 

''Lev Davidovich has always had confidence in you. He has not 

doubted for a second that, if we act decisively and do not hesitate 

at extraord.inary methods of struggle, t'hen our success is assured.11 

After that Sedov went on to outlin.e what he called ''the new 

method.s of struggle." 

Trotsky rules out any possibility at the present stage of any mass 
//47 // anti-Stalin movement. Stalin has succeeded in surviving 
the difficulties and we must frankly admit that we have missed the 
time. 

''If we waste time now we will definitively lose all ou.r cadre, and 

that will be the death of us. 

For that re·ason now at the cornerstone [of our work - GF] should 
be laid the following: 

1) the terrorist. struggle of tacitly conspiratorial groups against the 
main leaders of the party and governmen.t; 2) active opposition 
against all the practical work of the party and gove1~nment; and 3) 
the discrediting in every possible way of Stalin's undertakings, 
especially on the economic front. 

In relation to this we must ruthlessly cast aside prejudices of any 
kind. At the same time it is m.ost essential to establish contacts in 

th.e army as broadly as possible. 

Just as Smirnov had done, Sedov again mentioned briefly one 

fundamental position of Trotsky's. 
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''We cannot,1
' Sedov transmitted Trotsky's views, 'iregard our 

struggle in an isolated man,ner. To k.eep our stru.ggle in one 

country is just as absurd as Stalin's desire to build socialism in one 

country. Therefore we cannot swear off questions of relations 
between states and rel.at.ions with capitalist stat.es,'' 
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To fear these questions means to issue a certificate of one's own 
poverty.'' 

At that time Sedov d.id not go into inore detail about this question. 
It is possible that Trotsky specially instructed. Sedov to only 
rnentio11 this bu.t not to go into any details. 

I charged. Sedov to give to Trotsky my request to concretize his 
directives ''about opposing practical w·ork'' a.nd ''discrediting all of 
Stalin's initiatives." I informed Sedov / / 48/ / that there were 
several Trotskyists in Berlin and that in case I departed Sedov 
could transmit these essential explanations of Trotsky's through 
one of them. And I na1ned them (besides I.N. Smirnov): Loginov, 
Sh.estov, Bitker, Moskale·v . 

• 

We agreed not to meet any more since meetings with me were a 
very risky affair. Sedov agreed. 

With this my first talk with Sedov ended. 

Abou.t m.y meeting with Sedov and the directives of Trotsky that he 
gave me I told at various times the Trotskyists who were then in 
Berlin: Loginov, Shestov, and Bitker. Separately, as I have already 
confessed, I had a substantive discussion about this question with 
Smirnov. 
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We both agreed then that upon his arrival in ·Moscow he would 
introduce all these directives of Trotsky's officially through the 
Trotskyist center. 

And co.ncerning me Smirnov then expressed the opinion that it 
was 11ot worthwhile to draw me into the center which the 
Trotskyist~Zinovievist bloc would create. 

''For we must have reserves, 1
' said Smirnov. Re-establish your 

contacts and gu.ard them. They will come in handy~ Later we shall 
see what we sha.11 do with them." 
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At that. time the question of a ''reserve') and ''parallel'' center had 
not yet been i--a.ised and. the idea abou·t it had only begun to be 

formed. in a foggy way. 

Here I would like to lay out mo.re fully my talks with Bitker, 
Loginov, and Shestov. 

1/ To Bitker I told everything in detail.// 49 // 

I had to consolidate Bitker behind me, since he in the past had 
been a person. very close to Trotsky, was closely tied to me 
personally, and in the future could undoubted.ly play an important 

role in the Trotskyist organization. 

Bitker agreed fully with Trotsky's policies and he and I arranged to 
discuss the practical implementation of Trotsky·'s d.irectives in 
Moscow. ,. 

2/ With Loginov, whom I had known very well for a long time, 
besides outlining Trotsky1s policies (during which I did not say 
anything about the ''internati.onal'' affairs) I agreed with him about 
con.crete steps to resurrect a Trotskyist organization in the 

Ukraine. 
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First of all we outlined a center consisting of himself, Loginov, N·, 
Golubenko, IA. Lifshi.ts, and IU. Kotsiubi11skii. Then we outlined the 
way of resurrecti.n.g the organization. We agreed th.a.t Trotsky's 
policies would be the basis6 and about these policies Loginov 
would tell Golubenk.o, Lifshits an.ct Kotsiubinskii, that they would 

begin to make contacts, but that there was no need to tell all of 
them about Trotsky's policies. We would have to t.est people for a 

long time and only after that, having been fully tested., so that there 
wo·uld not be any surprises, make the corresponding Trotskyists 

aware of Trotsky's real views. 

3/ To Shestov, whom I did not know personally buthad heard that 
he ·was a reliable person, I told Trotsky's policies, al·though I knew 
that he already knew everything from l.N. Smirnov. 
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To Shestov I ent.rusted the resurrection of the organization in the 
·Kuzbass. I brought to Shestov's attention that there was one of 
Trotsky's loyal men - N.I. Muralov - w·as there, tl1at Vladimir 
Kossior was also there somew.here, and that he should, while 
observing the necessary caution, see who of the Trotskyists in 
Siberia could //SO// be drawn into the organization. I told Sh.estov 
that the basic thrust of his work in the Kuzbass was sabotage, and 
that for this work he would have to attract not only Trotsky.ists but 
also persons of anti~Soviet orientation from the engineering and 
technical personnel. 

Moreover I told Shestov that it was possible that Sedov would 
assign him to transmit something to me, and that in that case he 
should pass .i·t all to me without delay. 

Shestov promised to do this. 
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Also in 1931about3 weeks after my first meeting with Sedov I.N. 
Smirnov told me that, despite the fact that we had agreed .not to 
meet, Sedov wanted me to meet with him again and that he, Sedov, 
would await me the following day at the same place and time. 

The next day I went to the same cafe. This time our talk was brief. 
Sedov immediately raised the question of money .. At first he said, 
''You understand, Yuri Leonidovich, that for this work we need 
inoney. Can you get money?'1 I answered that I had no possibility at 
that time. Then Sedov said that ·he had such possibilities but that it 
wou.ld be hard to do it without my help. He wanted me to give as 
many orders as possible to the firms ''Demag'' and. ''Borsig'' and not 
to fuss over prices; h.e himself would arrange with the firms about 
these conditions. ''Obviously you will have to pay too much, but the 
money will go for our work, since we have some kind of agreement 
with representatives of these firms. 1

' I did this. 

How Sedov conducted these operations with the firms I do not 
knowx 
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f 11 conclusion, Sedov informed me tl1at he had told Trotsky about 

ou1~ first talk, and \Vhile 11e did so alerted //51// Trotsky to n1y 

l1esitatio11 on the questio11 t)f sabotage. ''I <:11n expecting a letter 

f1~om my father. If I receive it before your depa11 ture ·r will 

i1111nediately give it ·per·sonally to you or, if' more convenient f'or 

you, throt1gh one of the Trotskyists you named to me earlier.'1 

I asked Sedov if an answer f'rom Lev Davidov'icl1 came) to transrn·it 

it to me th1--ough Sl1estov. 

l tl1ink. that 'is everything abo·L1t iny mee·tings i11 Berlin in 1931 . 
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ln the fall of 1931 I finished my duties in Berlin and returned to 

Moscow. 

After my l"eturn to th.e U.S.S .. R. I tl1i11k in November, 1.931, Shest.ov 

came to n1e at Vese11kha.7 He was returning from Berlin to the 

Kuzbass a11d had a letter from Sedov for me. r!ow he had brought 

tl1:is letter I did n.clt ask h.in1. The let.ter w·as in a sea.led envelope 

and on the envelope were only my initials: '<IU. L." 

Shestov handed me the lette1-- and said he had me·t with Sedov and 

was going to the Kuzbass. When I had unsealed the letter I was 

ve1·y surp1"ised: I l1 ~1d expected a note from Sedov but it turned C)Ut 

to be a letter fron1 Trotsky himself. The letter was writte11 in 

Ge1--man. and marked. ''L.T.', l know T.rt)tsl<y'[s 11a.ndwriti11g well and 
even without this Jnark I would have k11own that he had personally 
\V1~itten it. The lette1" was not in code (Trot.sky and I had no code). 

Jn this letter Trotsky expressed his satisfaction that I had 

'' disce1·11ed his insistence'1 

-- Dass Sie n1einen Forderungen 

nachgefolgt haben8 - and fo1·mulated his position. 

Trotsk.y wrote: 

,.. 'fl1e Supr·er11e Soviet l)f the .Nat ic>11al Econon1y, 
n 1~11at yotl h.i:1.ve follow·ed r11y den11:i.r1ds. 
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1/ The central task is not the resurrection of an organization 
//52// for the sake of organization" but its resurrection for the 
purpose of liq.uidating Stalin and his closest supporters (i·n. the 
letter it was said. '''S' und Ko:nsorten mit allen Mitteln aus de1n Weg 
rauemen)9 ••• 

2/ Positive collaboration with the regime is impermissible. It is 
essential to struggle against the regime, stopping at 11othing, to 
discredit in every way measures unde·rtaken. 
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by Stalin, and that means also to ruin the measu1~es he has 
undertaken (in the first place along economic lines); 

3/ We must un.conditionally st·rengthen the bloc with the 
Zinovievists, wh.o fully shared hisJ Trotsky's, policy. ·we must 
establish contact wit-h the Righ.ts; and feel out and unify all anti
Stalin elements both inside and outside the party; 

4/ We must take the coming war into account and occupy in 
relation to the war an unconditionally defeatist position, and by 
means of preliminary negotiations with governments of capitalist 
powers (a.lso making use of the contradictions betw·een them) 
guarantee for o·urselves favorable relations in case of o·ur coming 
to power as a result of the war. 

About these directives of Trotsky's at various t.imes I told Loginov, 
Kotsiubinskii) Golubenko, Drobnis, Norkin) Rataichak, Iulin, Bitker, 
and Boguslavskii~ 

I will tell about that separately. 

In the middle of 1932 I was again in Berlinl This time Sedov, 
having found out through the firm ''Demag'' that I was in Berlin, 
contacted me himself, on his own initiative, and asked for a 
meeting, for the reason that it was very necessary. We arranged by 

9 To get 'S' and his men out of the way by any m.eans. 
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telephone to meet ''at the same place'' - that is, in the ''Cafe a.m 

Zoo." 

Sedov asked me whether I had received Ti .. otsky's letter through 

//53// Shestov. I answered that I had., but tha.t this letter was 
unsatisfactory. Although Trotsky stated the q_uestions very 
concretely, he had said nothing substantive about perspectives 
a.nd. goals. I asked him to pass this on to Trotsky and say that his 
supporte11 s in the ·u.SxS~R. insistently demand an answer to the 

question about 
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the perspectives and goals of the struggle. This was especially 

important becau.se of the unusual nature of the means o·f struggle 

that Trotsky was setting into motion. 

Sedov promised to pass this on to Trotsky and, for his part, asked 

to give him information about the situation of the Trotsk.yist 

organization in the U.S.S.R. 

1· told him that Trotsky's directives were bein.g put i:nto effect, that 

in Moscow negotiations were taking place about the creation of a 

united Trotskyi.st ... zinovievist center and that terrorist groups 

were bei.ng formed .. 

''I k.now about that,". sai.d Sedov. I regularly receive news about the 

work in Moscow. I need to ·know what is being done in other 
centers of ·the U.S.S.R." 

I said th.at I did not have detailed informat'ion about the work of 

·the Trotsky.ist center (Smirnov-Mrachkovskii) outsid.e Moscow, 
but that in carrying out Trotsky's directive we had formed a center 

of the Trotsky.ist organization in the 'Ukraine, which was in contact 

wit.h me personally. This center alread.y had peripheral groups an.d 
was setting about preparing terrorist acts. I also reported. that 

work on the creation of a. Western Siberian center had. begun, 
where Mu.ralov led the active work, and that.1 Boguslavskii and 
Shestov led. work the·re too. However, I proposed to strengthen 

·th.is center and planned to transfer there, under one pretext or 
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another, Drobnis, whom Tro·tsky know·s very well and who is a 
very energetic} implacable Trotskyist. //54// 

Sedov repo11 ted that Trotsky was expressing th.e greatest. degree of 
dissatisfaction because the work ·was going sluggishly and was not 
d.eveloping with the necessary speed. ''We are losing time. And. 
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this is extre·mely harmful. It is necessary to force the development 
of the work. It is especially necessary to force the preparation o.f 
terrorist acts and actively deve]op measures of diversion, 
including acts of sabotage~}' ''For you know Lev Davidov1ch - said 
Sedov - he is burning with. impatie.nce and i.s consistently 
demanding activity, especially in the direction of terrorw'' 

Besides this, in this same conversation I raised. the question of 011e 
of Trotsky's articles, a.bout which I confessed on Decem'ber 13. 

The Formation of the Counter~Revoluti.onary Trotskyist ''Reserve'' 
Center 

At the end of 193 2, after my last meeting with Sedov, I had a 
conversation with Kamenev. 

On his own initia·tive Kamenev came to me at the Commissariat on 
some work-related pretext. 

I understood that this arrival of Kamenev was the establish.ment of 
contact with me according to Trotsk.y)s directive, although 
Kamenev did not mention ·this and did not make reference to I.N )( 
Smirnov. But from the na.ture of our conversation it was clear that 
Ka.menev knew about everything. 

Kamenev informed me tha.t the center h.ad been formed and it 
consisted of him., Kamenev, Zinoviev, Mrachkovskii, and I.N. 
Smirnov. Trotsky's directives about terror and sabotage were the 
basis of the creation of the bloc. 
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1,he cen·ter had decided not to b·ring into its membership me, 
Sokol'11ikov, Ra.clek., a11d Sere.briak.ov. They 11ad discussed this 
questio11 and decided to h.old us 'lin r .. ese1 .. ve." //55// 
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111 the event the center failed we would be required t(1 lead the 
wor·k ahea.d. H.e said that the question had. already been discussed. 
with Sokol'nikov, Radek, and Serebt"'iakov, ai1d decided ·positively. 

Ka1ner1ev further told me that the center had established contact 
\Vith the 'Rights (Bukharin, Rykov, rl,omsky). ''It would be good, ·
said Ka1nenev, --- if you 11ow· ha.d the necessary conta.ct with 
Bukhari11, with wh.on1 you have good relations.'' 

Wishing to be clear about how far Kamenev vvould accept 
Trotsl<y's di1 .. ectives) I pt1t the question to Kamenev: ''How doest.he 
cen·te1" conceive of the con·tact with the Righ·ts? Afte1" all, only 
recently we had very sharp disagreeme11.ts with them." 

Kamenev answered me~ ;'IU. L., when will you finally grow out of 
your scl1oolboy years and become a politician? Yesterda.y>s 
d.isagreements cannot ·be an obstacle to our agree·me11t today, if 
today we have a co1nmon goal. And this com·mon goal is: 

1/ the overthrow of Stalin a11d the liquidation of the Stalin regi1ne; 

2/ t11e reject.ion of th.e buildin.g of socialis1n in one C()Untry a·nd, 
conseque11tly, tl1e appropria·te change of economic policy. On these 
two poi11ts we reached agreeme11t with the Rights very easilyl,, 

To my question what ('change of· economic policy'1 inea11 Kamenev, 
with his characterist.ic aplomb, answered: ''Well, yot1 know, we will 
concretize it \Vl1en we are in power. Only 011e thing is clear: ·we vvill 
have to retreat, in order to weaken the internal situation and 
equalize the external." 

''Yes, yes, Yu1--i Leonidovich) l k11ow that you conce1 .. n yourself little 
.t 

witl1 questions of international politics. But inasmuch as you may 
possibly have to continue the business 
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that we are now doi.ng, it is necessary that we be informed." 
//56// 

''Keep in mind ·that, without the essential agreement with the 
govern.ments of the capitalist powers against the Stalin 
govern.ment, we will not come to power. It is essential for us to 
secure a favorable attitude towards us, and that means we wi.11 
have to make concessions to them. But about that we must have 
already in advance had confidential talks with the governments of 
these states1 and that is happening n.owk Radek an.d Sokol'nikov 
will inform you in more detail." 

In this way the ''reserve center'' was formed, which w·e later 
transformed into the 'jparallel11 center, about which I will say more. 

Somewhat later (as far as I recall it was at th.e beginning of 1.933) I 
also met with Radek. At that time I explained that Radek knew 
about the decision of the Trotskyist-Zinovievist center concerning 
the creation of the ''reserve center}' consisting of me, Piatakov, 
Radek, Sokol'niko·v, and Serebriakov. 

At that time Radek told me th.at. Mrachkovskii was dissatisfied with 
the great overrepresentation of Zinovievists in the center and 
posed the question of supplementing the center - it w·as a question 
of me, Radek and Serebriakov on one side, and Sokol'niko·v on the 
other. He, Radek, also thought that we had to correct this m.atter in 
someway. 

We, that is Radek and I, discussed this question and arrived at a 
different conclusion. Inasmuch as the decision about the ''reserve 
center'' had been taken, it was not worthwhile to disturb i.t. If we 
were to insist on a revision of the decision and on supplementing 
the center with us, that n.aturally would elicit reactions from the 
Zinovievists' side, and in the underground there might arise 
dangerous divisions and unnecessary arguments. 
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Therefore thoughts of entering the center were set aside. All the 

more since from considerations of conspiracy a ''reserve center'' 

was expedient in case of the failure of the basic center. / / 5 7 / / And. 

since in the ''reserve center'' the predominant influ.ence was with 

the Trotskyists, the thought arose of turning this ''reserve cent.er~' 

into a ''parallel center." 

We decided ·to consult Trotsky on th.ese questions. Radek took it 

upon. himself to comm.unicate our question to Trotsky and did this, 

as far as I know, through Romm, 

Trotsky responded. 

According to Radek Trotsky's answer came down to this; we 

should not under any circumstances create a conflict with the 

Zinovievists, that the bloc with them was an extraordinarily 

importan.t event in the whole st.ruggle against Sta.lin, and that this 

bloc must be maintained at all costs. 

However, Trotsky considered our proposal to be exped.ient and 

proposed that the 1'reserve center'' should immediately set to work . 

. In this way the vague idea about a parallel organization} expressed 

in 1931 by I.N. Smirnov, received its formulation in 1933 and was 

sanctio·ned by· Trotsky. 

Of course until the arrest of the Trotskyist-Zinovievist center the 

activity of the parallel center came down, in the main, to 

organization and preparation measures~ to be more precise, to the 

creation. of Trotskyist organizations where that was possible. 
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In connection with this, and also for reason.s of caution, the 

parallel center did not meet even. once in its full membersl1ip. 

Proceeding from these guidelines sanctioned by Trotsky I had, as I 

confessed earlier, a meeting with Serebriakov in Gagry at the end 

of 1933. Du.ri11g this meeting I established that Serebri.akov k·new 

about the ;1reserve //58// center'' and its membership, an.d tha.t he 

fully shared the thought of turning the ''reserve center'' into a 
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parallel center. I informed Serebria.kov in detail about Trotsky's 
policies, about which he was al·ready partly aware. Serebriakov 
said that his conta.cts remained and he} in accordance wit:h the 
com1non decision, would undertake to activate them . 

• 

About that time I also established a series of firm organizational 
contacts. Radek and Sokol'nikov had a series of contacts. In this 
manner by the begi.nning of 1934 there had. been set up not only a 
parallel center but a parallel organizat.ion. 

Of course this organization in its concrete forms was built on a 
basis of personal ties. In this way for example Rad.ek's or 
Serebriakov1s contacts were not transmitted to me, as I d.id not 
transmit my contacts to Radek or Serebriakov. We did th.is by 
mutual agreement. 

In this way also contact between mem.bers of the ''parallel center'' 
was maintained by means of persona] and very rare social get
togethers between themJ and not by means of joint meetings. All 
the more, since the ba.sic pri.ncipal policies were given by Trotsky. 
It need not ·be said that all Trotsky's directives, whether or not any 
of us had large or small disagreements with one or another 
directive, were accepted by all of us to be carried out. 
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During the first period after the arrest of the basic center we out of 
caution undertook: no activi.ty. From. the beginning of 1935 we, that 
is the ''parallel'' center, began to work more actively, carrying out 
the decision of the basic center that had been taken by them in 
193 2 concerning the formation of the ''reserve center." 

Here I mean not that. peripheral activity that we undert·ook earlier 
as I have already confessed, but //59 //activity of the center itself. 
In this respect the substantive moments were: 

1/ meeti:ngs of mem.bers of the center amongst themselves; 2/ 
attempts to convene a meeting of the center; 3/ Trotsky's 
directives. 
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During the first period of time we supposed. it possible to limit 

ourselves to arranging a system of separate meetings of members 
of the center among themselves. T.hus, I met during 1935 twice 
with Sokol'nikov, two or three times with Radek, also with 
Serebriakov, Moreover, I met with Tomsky who formally, though 
he was not a member of the center, but in essence it turned out 

that the center was put together with participation of the Rights. I 
knew that Sokol'nikov was in contact with Radek and also met 

with Tom.sky. It appears tl1at there were meetings between Radek 

and Serebriakov (and with Bukharin, of the Rights). 

The thought arose of co.nvening a meeting of ·the ce11ter togethe1'!· 

with Tomsky in order to work out a common line of tactical 

actions. 

This ·meeting) as I have alrea.dy confessed, did not ta.ke place. 

In vi.ew of this the sole and basic leading material were those 
di·rectives that came from Trotsky. 

It was these d.irectives th.at were, I repeat, the only leading 

materials, because the center did not have any worked-out 

positions of its own. 
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About Trotsky's directives of 1931 .. 1.932 I have already testified. 

After that, right up until my personal meeting with Trotsky in 

December 1935, his directions (except fo .r those t.hat went to the 
basic Trotskyist-Zinovievist center) came through Radek. About 

these directives Radek told me in 1934, 193 5 and the beginning of 

1936.//60// 

Trotsky's d.irectives to the '1parallel11 center. 

The line of contact with Trotsky was in Rad.ek1s hands. He would 

send written information to Trotsky and personally received. 
directives from him. True, in December 19·3 5 f had a personal 

meeting with Trotsky, but I will tell about that below. 
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It is hard for me to remember during which conversations with. 
Radek the latter informed me about. the corresponding directives 
of Trotsky's. I remember the essence of these directives, but I 
can·not precisely separate th.e reporti.ng about these directives 
according ·to the separate conversations with Radek. 

Concerning terror there were, strictly speaking, no further 
directives. There were only den1ands for the quickest carrying-out 
of directives given earlier_ Trotsky expressed impatience about 
slowness and insufficient activity. 

Further, there were repeated orders concerning the necessity of 
the active ca.rrying-out of sabotage. Trotsky explained that it was 
necessary to ed.ucate people in implacable hatred towards 
everything that Stalin initiated. Since concerning this question 
both Radek and I had hesitations, and since in our talks wi.th 
Trotskyists we often met with doubts and even more, 
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with disapproval, then we decided to question Trotsky especially 
on the specific question. 

Radek sent such a question an.ct at the beginning of 1936 the 
answer was received~ 

In this answer Trotsky stated the question very sharply: he ·who 
d,oes not understand that practical. opposition (as far as I can recall 
the word ''sabotage'1 was not mentioned1 but in essence, of course, 
the subject was precisely sabotage) to all //61// Stalin's 
undertakings is the essential and basic component of the whole 
struggle with Stalin in these new conditions, he does .not 
understand the first thing about his, Trotsky's, politics. 

He poin.ted out that this was not only a question of the quantity of 
the harm we caused, but of the education of cadre and of preparing 
them for a more serious clash) at the appropriate moment, with 
the ''regime of Stalin.1

' 
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On this question - wrote Trotsky - there must be no wavering. 

This is especially important in view of the fact that., as he was 

aware, the practical work of construction distracted} attracted, and 

drew many people to itself. This shows that people often do not 

see farther than their own noseJ do not see tomorrow, live only by 

the i·.nterests of today, are under the pressures of today's situation. 

He) Trotsky, draws our attention to the fact that he views practical 

opposition to Stalin's undertakings not as one of the less important 

methods of struggle, which one could simply reject, but as the 

most essential component part of the whole struggle against the 

''Stalin regime." 

On this ques·tion there m.ust be neither w·avering nor doubts. 

Before this there were directives on the qu.estion of the impending 

war and of relations between states. 
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These directives show·ed that those fragmentary instructions that 

had been tran.smitted to me in. 1931 by Smirn.ov and Sedov and 

about which Kamenev spoke to In.e in 1932 had much greater 

meaning than I realized at that time. 

Trotsky said that in the struggle with Stalin we can in no way 

ignore relations between governments. Once we understand that 

Stalin's scheme of building socialism in one //62// country is an 

empty and dangerous scheme, then we too in ou.r struggle with 

Stalin must not slide to the position. of ''one country." 

This struggle inevitably is interconnected with our relations with 

capi.talist states. It would be stupid to think. that it is possible to 

assu.me powe·r without securing a benevolent a.ttitude of the most 

important capitalist governments, especially of the most 

aggressive ones, such as the p·resent governments of Germany and 

Japan~ It ts completely essential even now to have contact and 

agreements with these governments. He, Trotsky, has taken the 

necessary steps in this regard. He demanded fr6m Radek and 

Soko1'nikov, w·ho had. the requisite possibilities, to put ou.t feelers 

for the essential contact along ·these lin.es w.ith the official 
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representatives of these powers, and to support whatever he, 
T·rotsky, was carrying out in practice. 

In this connection, a.s I seem to remember, Radek t.old me about 
some kind of conversations of his with Germans (I cannot recall 
the names of these Germans), from ·whom it was clear that Trotsky 
had made som.e arrangements with the German government. 

Also, Sok.ol'nikov told. me that he had a talk with the Japanese, with 
Ota, I think, from which it w·as also clear that Trotsky was carrying 
on negotiations with representatives of the Japanese government. 
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Trotsky further wrote that we must not limit ourselves only to the 
German and. Japanese. We must secure benevolent relations with 
other governments too (like the English and French), especially 
fron1 the perspective of the possibility of extremely strong 
pressure fro1n the German a·nd Japanese quarters. //63// Of 
course ·we must take into account that in relation to this we must 
make concessions, both te11 ritorial and of an economic nature. 

As regards the war, L. D. Trotsky spoke of this very explicitly. From 
his point of view, war is inevitable in the near future. In this war 
the defeat of the ''Stalin government'' was inevitable. He, Trotsky, 
considered it com.pletely essential to take a markedly defeatist 
position in this ·war. 

Defeat in war would mean the downfall of the Stalin regime and 
for this very reason Trotsky insisted upon the creation of cells in 
the army, in the broadening of con.tacts among the command staff. 
He proceed.ed. from the position that defeat in war would create a 
favorable opportunity in the army as well for the return of himself, 
Trotsky, to power. He considers that the bloc's coming into power 
can certainly be hastened by the· defeat of the U .S.S.R. in war. 

Trotsky pointed out in ·this regard that especially, counting upon 
defeat in war, it was necessarily in adva.nce to reach agreem.ents 
with the appropriate bourgeois governments (I do not recall 
whether precisely only the governments of German and Japan 
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were mentioned in this regard). It seemed to him that he would be 
a·ble to reach agreemen.ts at the same time with opposing 

groupings of bourgeois governments and maneuver upon their 
contrad.ictions. Trotsky understood that we must not rely in a 
naked and open 
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way upon agreement. with Germany an.d Japan, and therefore he 
gave a plan of playing upon contradictions. 

If we add up all these directtves it becomes completely obvious 

that this could be nothing else than yielding to the mercy of the 
victor, that is complete capitulation before advancing fascism in 

the supposition that these plans of Trotsky would be realized, of 

course. //64// 

Besides th.i·s there were also directtves about the Comintern. I did 
n.ot remember them well and now recall them vague.ly. I seem to 
remember that it was a question of a very 1'left'' formulation 
agai.nst the united front in France. Unfortunately this part of 
Trotsky)s directives did not stick in. my memory. 

All the directives about relat.ions between governments were 

received from Trotsky ct·uring the period 1934-1935t I have 

expounded them as they have remained in my memory from 
Radek's words. 

I just say that these directives of Trotsky's produced in me a 
feeling of oppression. I felt the desire to meet with Trotsky and to 

clarify his views more precisely. I did not allow myself to think 
t·hat he might be mistaken and believed. that there was something 

that I was failing to take into account. And during my meetings 

·with Radek both he and I e.xpressed ourselves in the same sense, 
that it was completely essential to see Trotsky and that I ha.ct to 

find some opportunity or other for this. 

As I recall, Radek especially emphasized the strange position that 
Trotsky took on i·nternational questions and said that it was 

necessary to somehow discuss th.ese questions with Trotsky. 
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What1s more, w·e both considered it impossible to take the 
responsi.bility upon ourselves and said. that perhaps we should 
discuss these questions in meeti11gs with the more prominent a11d 
trusted Trotskyists. 
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In any case, we both considered a meeting with Trotsky by one of 
us to be completely essen·tial. 

That is why, as soon as the chance presented itself I, despit.e all its 
risks, willin.gly took advantage of it i11 order to meet with Trotsky 
and have a discussion with him. 

Concerning my Personal Meet.i11g with Trotsky 

The situation was like this: 

In December 1935 I had to u.rgently go //65// to Berlin on 
business. 

There in our embassy I n1et with Dm. Bukhartsev, about whom I 
had k11own earlier from Radek that he, Bukhartsev, was in contact 
with Trotsky. 

I assumed that Bukhartsev wou.ld help me to have a meet.ing with 
Trotsky. 

However, from my conversa·tion with Bukharts.ev it became 
apparent that he had. known earlier about my forthcoming arrival 
in Berlin (this was known at the embassy) and had informed 

• 

Trotsky about i·t. The latter requested a personal meeting with me. 

Thus although by agreement with Radek I myself had intended to 
meet with Trotsky, the latter, after Bukhartsev's communication 
about my ar1~ival, anticipated my concrete steps in that direction 
and organized this meeting himself. 

A few days after m.y· talk with Bukhartsev an emissary from 
Trotsky arrived, with whom the same Bukhartsev put me in touch 
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(I don't know the name of this emissary. If I am not mistaken his 
name is either Gustav or Heinrich), with a short note from Trotsky. 
In it there were j·ust a few words that I co·uld trust. this person 
completely and the address on it was ''Yu. L.'' 

The note was not signed, but I know Trotsky's handwriting well 
enough. 

This emissary took on himself all the technical problems in 
sending me to Norway and I did not involve myself in his activities. 

On t'he following day early in the morni11g I took off with him in an 
airplane~ With 'him he had an extra passport on which I traveled. 
We arrived at a.n airport near Oslo. From there we went by car to a 
place with houses, where I met with Trotsky in a priva·te //66// 
apartment. The meeting lasted no more than two hours, and. then 
together with this Heinrich (or Gustav) I returned to the airport 
and from there on the same day and in the same airplane I flew 
ba.ck to Berli.n. 

The talk with Trotsky began with my information about the 
· situation in the ·u.s.S.R~ and in the Trotskyist organization. Already 
in this part [of our talk] I had to listen to a whole series of 
indignant. retorts about ''coward.ice," ''conciliation," ''fa.ilure to 
understand the essence of the questions," etc. They we.re caused 
by the fact that in my information I strove to tell Trotsky 
objectively what was happening in reality, because it seemed to 
m.e that insufficient and incomplete information. had led him to 
certain incorrect deductions. However} as our further conversation 
showed, it was not a question of insufficient information. 

Especially sharp replies were elicited by those parts of my 
information in which I expounded the undeniable, sizeable 
successes of the U.S.S.R. in the matter of industrial construction 
and collective agriculture. We must not fail to tak.e 
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these facts into account, I said. We must .not dismiss them, but 
accept them as the facts we should begin withi ''You. are 
exaggerating,'1 ''bureaucratic d.istractions," «''you have always 
suffered from the inclination towards 'positive work.' 
independently of the regime." ''You are turning away from 
politics," etc. With these replies Trotsky would constantly 
interrupt my communication of i11formation. 

Furt.her, I told 'him t·hat his directive about sabotage and diversion 
had for the most part not met with sympathy in Trotsk'.yist circles 
and that I in particular, like Radek, did no·t understand it well 
enough, although for understan.dable reasons - inasmu.ch as the 
directive cam.e from Trotsky - we were following it. Here Trots.ky 
exploded in a whole torrent of the most vicious and scalding 
remarks. 116711 He said that we were not able to tear ourselves 
from Stalin's umbilical cord, we were looking at things in a near
sighted manner, we were stuck by the psychosj.s of construction. 
and could not see further than our own nosesi We needed to 
remember that the question was not w·hether this or that factory 
would or would not be built, whether this or that collective farm 
would come to be, etc., but it was a question of the indoctrination. 
of cadre of Trotskyists, even a small number of them, in hatred 
towa1 .. ds everything that was now bei·ng done in the U.S.S.R~ 

''I understand very well - said Trotsky, for example - that small 
groups of Trotskyists cannot at this moment substantively change 
the course of economic development. .But that is, in fact, not 
necessary. 

You recall the attitude of Marxists towards the development of 
capitalism in Russia. We all co.nsidered that a progressive fact. But 
the positions of Stru.ve and Tugan .. Baranovskii, called to the 
service of capitalism, are one thing, while the positions of Lenin 
and the revolutionary part of social ... democracy, which w·ere 
organizing the future gravedigger of capitalism, 
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are anotl1er. We must be the gravediggers of the Stalin state~ 
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:l will not deny that from the point of view of the country's 
development it. is good that new factories are being built. But the 
task of Trotskyists does not consist in building factories, but in 
organizing forces against St-alin and his regime, whose collapse is 
in.evitable~ For this, cadre are needed. These cadre will inevitably 

. 

degenerate i.f all they do is participate in positive work. That is the 
essence of my directive, and you cannot seem to understand it at 
allJ 

Unless we carry out this directive the degeneration of the 
Trotskyist cadre is inevitable, their assimilation by the Stalin. 
/ /68// regime is inevitable, and that means our collapse together 
with the collapse of the Stalin state~'' 

Trotsky also expressed the same extrem.e degree of dissatisfaction 
during my report about the terrorist acts that were under 
prepara·tion. ''These are all preparations, just preparations! You 
a.re not dealing with this question seriously enough. Remember 
th.at without a whole series of terrorist acts, which must be carried 
out a.s soon as possible, the Stalin government cannot be 
overt.hrown. For this is a question of a coup d'etat. A mass uprising, 
he said, is one thing, for which, evidently, there is no basis now, 
and a coup d'etat is something else." 

''This is the difference, I note, that many do not understand, They 
are unawa.re that the methods of a. coup d'etat differ fundamentally 
from the methods of organizing a mass up.rising. I stand now 
precisely on the position of a coup d'etat and therefore, in the 
deciding of questions of tactics, I have rejected formulaic 
instructions, developed under other conditions, applied to other 
tasks. And. you there in ·the U~S.S.R. are often thrown off balance, 
find yourselves in thrall 
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to a formula, a scheme, ideas, that were developed to apply to 
0th.er conditions." 

A.fter I fi·nished my report I asked Trotsky how he assessed the 
situation and. how he imagined future developments. ''Is :it possible 
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that you do not understand? Strange, strange! It appears that I 
·have given enough instructions. I d.on't see any basis to chan.ge 
anything at all in my policies~ Your i11formation only confirms that 
I am right. And if it is necessary to draw .my conclusions, then 
there is only one: we must sharpen the struggle even more, 
broaden it even more, we must literally stop at / / 69 / / nothing to 
overthrow Stalin, overthrow this regime. J·t is clea.r that if in the 
very near future we are not successful by one means or another in 
carrying out a coup d'etat, then a prolonged period will set in, 
years of the monstrous existence of the Stalin state, supported by 
its economic successes, by new politically inexperienced. young 
cad.re, who will consider this regime natural, to be taken for 
granted.', 

I insisted on the necessity of a short exposi.tion by him, Trotsky, of 
his views. Trotsky thought a bit and warned that 1) h.e could not, 
in such a short time (I had very little ti.me at my disposal) fully set 
forth all of his ideas and 2) that not everything that he was going 
to say should be reported to his followers in the U.S~S.R« He 
mentioned once again the difference between the prepara·tion of a 
coup d'etat and a mass uprising and in this conn.ecti.on much of 
what he was about to say must not only not be made p·u.blic (and 
therefore I should not be surprised that much of it will con.tradict 
what is said in his ''Bulletins''), but also must not be made known 
to wider circles of his supporters in the U.S.S.R. 
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From the rest of the exposition of our talk i.t is evident that, 
apparently, even to me1 Trotsky did not state all the fundamental 
deductions he had made in proceeding from the viewpoint of the 
so-called ''coup d'etat~1' 

''The root of the question comes down to the fact - said Trotsky -
that socialism in one cou.ntry cannot be bu.ilt. All t.be efforts of the 
Stalin state (by the way, Trotsky a.voids saying 1'U.S.S.R.,'' ''Soviet 
Union)'' ''the Soviet state,,, and says ''the Stalin state1

') are doomed 
to collapse. This collapse is inevitable //70// unless we maneuver 
in time. The downfall of the Stalin state, if it occu.rs naturally) 
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u11der the pressure of the unbearable economic btrrden of 
industrialization and collectivization) on t'he one hand, and 
in ilitary, clash witl1 a capitalism th~lt is once again growing in 
strength, on tl1e other hand, will inevitably bury us too, if we allow 
ourselves to become identified, even in the smallest way, with this 
state. The sharpes·t possible line of de"Inarcation mus·t be drawn 
bet.w·een us a11d. ~-ill those who are ·tied to St~1lin and l1is sta·te. 1

' 

i'l1owever, \'Ve mus·t do this not by means of public staternents) 
propaganda, and explanations. Such statements at the present 
moment \Vould not meet with sympathy from the masses. On the 
cont1"ary, we would be con1promised and desti--oyed before we 
could do anythi.r1g at all. The orge,lnization cannot be ·built on this 
basis. rrhat \,YOUld mean to doon1 it in advance. For in fact the 
masses are under a psycl1osis of const11 uction, -vvhich they falsely 
accept. as the co11struction of socialism. To c.on1e out openly now 
agair1st this cclnst1~uction r11ea·ns to doom ou1~ efforts.'' 
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<'We must look to to·morrow. The line of· demarcation must be 
d11 e:1w11, ·theref'ore) in sec1"'et str·uggle against the Stali11 regime, so 
tl1at at the appro·priate time we ce:1n - wher1 it is necessary - step 
fo·rwa1~d openly and se:1y that we are not this Stalin state, we ·have 
been waging st1 .. uggle against it with all means available to us, 
incl1tdi11g terror, diversion, and sabotage.'' 

'{f r1 this - Trotsky returned several times to thi.s the1ne - is the 
esse11ce of my policy. That is wl1y I l1ave alw·ays and consistently, 
in the sharpest possible manne1-, rejected any positive //71// 
p ~1rticipation by my supporter .. s in the U.S.S.R) in practical work) 
tl1at is why I h ~lve always expr·essed dissatisfaction when it has 
been reported to i11e tl1at you, neve1"t.heless, continue to 
collaborate witl1 the Stalin government. That is absolutely 
intolerable('} 

('1~l1a.t mea11s the first and ma.i.n thi.ng is the impla.cable struggle 
with Stalin anci 11is state. In this struggle \Ve must employ 
everything, the s·harpest methods of preparation for a coup d'etat 
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and, in the first place) terror, diversions, and sabotage. On this 

basis we must edu.cate our ca.dre, and not on the basis of rotten 

conciliation and compromise, the tendencies to which. I discern in 

my supporters who live in the Stalin state." 

''It is especially important, stressed Trotsky, to have contacts in the 

Red Army. Mtlitary conflic·t with capitalist states is inevitable. I do 
not doubt that the result of such conflict 
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will be unpleasant for the Stalin state. We must be prepared at this 

1noment to take power in.to our hands." Of course, ..... emphasized 

Trotsky - we must un.derstand that the seizure of powe·r under 

these conditions means agreements with the corresponding 

capitalist states (for exa:mple with Germany, Japan, and others) on 

the basis of substantial concessions to them, including territorial 
• concessions. 

Of course, to reach agreements with Ge·rmany alone would be 

risky, since without a corresponding English and French //72// 

counterweight Germany would put feet on the table and. it would 

be very tough for us. Therefore in his practical steps he, Trotsky, is 

carrying out simultaneous preparatory work in different 
directions. 

Concerning Germany, there matte·rs are essentially settled.: 

He, Trotsky, had secured a favorable attitude of the German fascist 

government in case t.he bloc came to power. 

Of course this favorable attitude was not due to any specia.l 
sympathy towards the bloc but to real interests. 

At the basis of the agreement lies an appeal to the German 
government to help the bloc come to power. On h.is part Trotsky 

. promised in the event of coming to power to m.ake very concrete 

concessions, stipulated in advance, to Germany. 

According to Trotsky (I will not undertake to confess tha.t he told 

me everything) he was obliged to make the following concessions: 
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1. To guarantee a genera.lly favorable attitude toward.s the German 

government and ·the necessary collaboration with it in the most 

important qu.estions of a.·n international character. 
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2. To agree to territorial concessions~ 

3. In the event that the ''nationalist forces'' of the Ukraine should 

want to sepa·rate from the U.S.S.R. not to oppose this. 

4. To permit Ge·rman industrialists, in the form of concessions (or 

some other forms), to exploit enterprises in the U.S.S.R. which are 

essential as complements to German economy (iron ore, 

manganese, oil, gold, timber, etc., were meant). / /73 // 

5. To create in the U .. S.S.R~ favorable conditions for the activities of 

German private en·terpr.ises. 

In return the Germans would not object to the admission under 

certain conditions of concessions of ·English and French 

enterprises. 

6~ In time of war to develop extensive sabotage activities in 

enterprises of the war industry and at the front. These diversive 

activities are to be carried on under Trotsky's instructions, agreed 

upon with ·the German General Staff. 

These principles of the agreement, as Trotsky related, were finally 

elaborated and a.dopted during Trotsky's meeting with Hitler's 

deputy · Hess 

Furthermore Trotsky informed me that at the same time he had 

succeeded in establishing businesslike contacts with leading 

persons of Great Britain and France. 

In j·ust the same manner he had fully established contact with the 

Japanese government. 
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Trotsky also mentioned. that the latest negotiations w.ith th.e 
Germans were conducted in the presence of the English and the 
French~ 

In .France the contact was with the <'Comite de Forges'' a.nd wi.th 
banking circles. In England, with some conservative circles. 

''If> .... said Trotsky, diversionist, sabotage, and. terrorist activity 
attains such a scale that the Stalin lead.ers.hip is disorganized 
before the military clash, so much the better, we will co.me to 
power and. adjust our policy so that, 
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utilizing our agreements with the capitalist states, we will severely 
reduce the economic stress within. the country. 

''This means, it will be necessary to retreat. This must be fi.rmly 
understood. Retreat to capitalism. How far and to what degree, it is 
difficult to say now this can be made concrete only after we 
come into po·wer." 

''You see, -- Trotsky continued - on this point about a retreat we 
have agreed with the Rights and my directive about the bloc with 
the Rights //7 4/ / was not just tactically necessary, but correct in 
principle, all the more since ·they have fully admitted the necessity 
of ·terrorist, diversionist, and sabotage means of struggle against 
Stalin.'' 

''And I am aware that some of you have started to discuss the 
question of how far this unity might go." 

~'Let this be 'contact' at first - for we started in 1926 with. contact 
with the Zinovievists a.nd came to a unified organizatio:n (although 
with fractional subdivisions) - I th.ink that in the future our unity 
will be closer. Fo·r me it is completely obvious that in the futu·re 
government not only my supporters and the Zinovievists but the 
Rights will have to take a most active role." 

In conclusion, Trotsky once against showered those of us who are 
worki·ng in the ''Stalin state'' with a hail of reproaches for 
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insufficient activity, empty talk, absence of conc1 .. ete ter1 .. orist acts, 
etc.~ He st.ressed that the arrests of' Zinoviev, Kamenev, et al. not 
C)n}y int1st i1ot weal{et1 the work, bt1t 011 tl1e contrary must - as h.e 
said-· ''i.ncrease your energy a hundredfold.}' 
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''Remembe1 .. , in tl1is struggle all 1neans are go()d and every all.y i.s 
·useft1.l. Here \!\'e 111ust not sand on ceremo11y and live by old 
memories." 

I just add that a1nong the indivi(iual pe1--sons mentioned in the 
course of this tall< by Trotsky vvere·: .Radek, Sokol'nikov, 
SerelJriakov, Muralov, Beloborodov, Rakovsky, Bud.u Mdivan.i, V.M. 
Smi.rnov, Sapronov, Bukharin, Ryl<ov, Tomsky, Ugla11ov, 
Preo brazl1 ensky, P·trtna, P1 .. imakov, K'restinsky. / / 7 5 / / 

Concer11ing these pe1~sons there were tl1e follc)win.g C()nversations. 
About the first tl1ree there is nothing to sayv About Muralov 
Trotsky expressed his satisfactio11) that he \\tas one of the fe\V \vho 
had .never yieldecl his position a11d w·as actively wo1"'king. Wi·th 
Beloborodov Trotsky fir111ly insist.ed we n1.aintain close contact. 
~A.bout Rakovsky and Preobrazhensky he said that it was esse11tial 
that we talk \vith tl1em and. spur them 011 to work. 

About. B. Mdivani l1e said that l1e kne\v 11e \Vas developing the work 
in the Transc-aucasus. 

Conce_rn:i.11g V. Sn1i .. r11ov and. Sap1~011ov Trotsky spoke with the 
l1ighest degree of praise and expressed the thought that it was 
esse11t:ial to a1 .. range an escape fort.hem, ''because they are firm and 
detern1ined people.1' 

About Putna and Pri1nakov Trotsky said that this wa.s a very 
valuable co·ntact and it must be strengthened and develo1)ed in 
every way. 

Trotsky asl{ed rne to explai.n to \Vh.at ext~11t we cot1ld rely on 
K1 .. esti11sky~ 
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Wit'h Bu.kha11 in, Rykov, a.nd Toms.ky he demanded that we n.ot 
weaken our close organizational ties a11d regretted that Uglanov 
was not in. Moscow becau.se he was i'distinguished by practicality 
and. g·reat organ.izational talents.'1 
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With this my meeting with Trotsky ended. 

Upon my arrival in Moscow I soon met with Radek and told him in 
detail about my talk with Trotsky. This was in January, 1936. 
About that time Radek received. an answer from Trotsky that had 
evidently been written before my meeting with Trotsky. //76// 

X X. 

x 

I have tried to write down everything that I remember a·bout the 
shameful and crimina.l activity of t·he Trotskyist parallel center. It 
is possible that not everything that I have laid out here is 
sufficiently clear, 

Needless to say, if any questions occur to you concerning this 
declaration, I will give all the necessary explanations to t·he 
investigation,. 

19-2.0 :December 1.936 

Pi.ata.kov 
<sign.a.ture> 
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Concerning the accusation against Gol'tsman 
E.S. Vol. 1 

[QA <l>CE P.~33833 ,[(eJio NQ 3257 
no o6BHHeHH.IO f oJibIJ;MaH. 3.C. T. 1] 

L.D. 116 

Copy 
31July1936 

To: Chief, INO (=Foreign Division)1 GUGB (=Main Directorate of 
State Security) 

Commissar of State Security, 211<l rank· 

· TO COM. SLUTSKY 

I urgently request that you report to me w·hether in Copenhagen in 

1932 and today in 1936 there l1as existed/ ex.ists a hotel ''Bristol." 

I also request that you report to me at what distance from the train 

station the hotel 1'Bristol'' is located~ 

Chief of the Secret Political Division of the GUGB 

Com.missar of State Security, znct rank 

(G. MOLCHANOV) 

L~D. 16a 

TOP SECRET 

To the Chief of the Secret Political Division of the NKVD 

Commissar of State Security znct rank com~ Molcha:nov 

In answer to your request of 31 July of this year I report: 
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According to the official references works / guides tel the city of 
Coper1hagen / teleph<)ne directo1"ies i11 the Foreign Divisio11 of the 
GU.GB 'NKVD no }1otel ''Bri.stol'' existed c·ithe1-; in 1932 or exists in 
1936. 

Hovvever, in Copenhagen there is a small cafe ''Bristol'' above 
which is locatecl t~he hotel ''G1~and Hotel Copenhagen." Since the 
''Grand Hotel'' has a sign t,hat is not, very noticeable and the cafe 
''Bristol'' has a sign in la14 ge gold letters on a black background 
many casual observers take the h.otel ''Grand Hotel'' as the 
''Bristol." 

The c~1fe '1Bristol'' and tl1e hotel j(Granci Hotel'' are l(lcated ve1~y 
close to the Copenhagen train stati(Jfl and existed in 1932 as they 
do today. 

Yesterday vve received a teleg1~am from Copenhagen that confirms 
the accuracy of ·the above ,repor1 t. 

Chief of the 3 rd Section of the foreign Division of the GUGB 
Major of State Security/ Sili / 

<signature> 

2 August 1936 

No.250728 

L.D. 117 

Transc11 ipt of Interrogation 
GOL'TSMAN Edward Solon1onovich 

()f 1August1936 

GOL'TSMAN, E.S., born 1882, place of 
birth Krasnovitsy / Poland/, former member 

of the VKP(b) since 1903, expelled in 1936 
in con,nection with his arrest in the present 

case. 
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Question: In inte1~rogations of July 5 a11d 25 of this year you 

confessed that yot1r n1eeting with L. SEDOV in Copenhagen in 1932 

took place in the hotel ''Bristol." Do yotl rec.all precisely the name 

of the hotel i11 -vvhich you met tvith L. SEDOV in Copenhagen? 

Answer: If my merr1ory does not deceive me the n.a1ne of the hotel 
in Copenhagen whe1.,e I ·n1et wi.th L. SEDOV in 1932 wc.1s ''Bristol)'' 

Question: Describe the circumstances in vvhich you1 .. meeting with 

L. SEDOV too1< place. 

Answe1--: As I confessed earlier, I left Berlin from the Stettin station 

by an evening train ·that has a direct connection to Copenhagen. 

The train arrives in Copenl1agen at 8 or 9 a,1n. 

As SEDOV a11d I had ar1~anged in advance i.n Berlin l went directly 

from the station to the hotel <'Bristol. '' 

This hotel is situated nea1-- the station, about a five-.minute walk 

away. My n1eeting with SEDOV took place i11 the vestibule of the 

hotel, f1 .. om which we vvent to the cafe situated on the first fl.001~ of 

this same hotel. 

Now I reme·mber p14 ecisely that at the entrance to tl1e ca·fe there 

was a black sign on wl1ich i.n large gc)ld .letters it said ''Bristol.'' 

Question: Was this perhaps the n.ame of the cafe, not of the hotel? 

Answer: Perhaps, but l remember well the sign ''Bristol'' above tl1e 

cafe, and this cafe is sitt1ated next to the vestibule of the hotel. I 

seem to recall also tl1at or1 the otl1er side of the c,1fe in a locatic>n 

on the first floor of the hotel there \Vas a newspaper kiosk. 

Questi()ll:_ How soon did you go to TR01,SK.Y? 

Answer: SEDOV and I spent c.:1lJout an hour in the cafe, ha.cl 

breakfast, and then called a taxi and went to TR01.,SKY. I do not 

rememlJer the address of the building whe·re I met with TROTSKY. 
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Written down accurately from my words, read through by me. 
GOL'TSMAN 

Chief of th.e first section of the Secret-Political 
Division of the GUGB 
Major of State Security: <signatu.re> / SHTEIN / 

Interrogators: 

Assistant Chief of the 7 th section of the Secret Political 
Division of the GUGB 
Capta.in of State Security: <signature> 

I KOGAN I 
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Passages about Trotsky in the Transcript of the 
Tukhachevsky Trial 

Source: 

CTeHorpaMMa cyµ;e6Horo 3ace)J;aHHH C11el\HaJibHoro Cy~e6Horo 
I1p11cyT-CTBHH BepxoBHoro Cy,z~a. CCCP OT 11 HK)HJI 1.937 roAa rro 
f);eJiy 1.,yxaLJeBcKoro ·M,H., 5JI{Hpa 11.3.( H ;:i;p. 

Pr ACTIH ct>. 17, Orr. 171) f-(.3 92 JI.1 .. 172 

http://istmat.info/11ode /59108 

Transcript of the judicial l1earing of the Special Juclicial Sessior1. of 
the Sup14 eme Court of' the lJSSR in the case of M.N. Tt1k.h.achevs1<y, 
M.N., Iakir, I.E., etc. . ' 

RGASPI fond 1,7, opis 171, delo 392, listy 1-1.72. 

* * * * * 
Ia.kir: 

7 

In this way I approached th.e n1ome11t. ·wl1e11 after a. very serious 
illness of the liver in 1.934, 1"ukhach.evsky f.irst, Jnore 01" less 
definitively, told me the cu1~rent weakness of our abilities, the 
unity of the fascist activities of Germany and Japan with Poland.1 
were leading to e:1 sitt1ati(1n when we needed ·to destrc)y the existing 
(Jrder, ai1d he told me then at1d there that he had contact witl1 
Trotsky and with the German General Staff. In eit,her .n1y fi_1 .. st 
talk with Tukhachevsky· or the secon.d, but in o.ne c>f th.ose talk.s 
T·ukhacl1evsky, without goi.ng into d.etails, told me that Trotsky 
had set. forth t.he essential assignment of stre11gtl1ening ·the work of 
the counterrevolutto·nary and '-lnti-Soviet eleme11ts in the army, 
and that he, Tukhacl1evsky, too.k t1pon himself the assignment of 
organizing and uniting these anti-Soviet a11d counte1~revolutionary 
elements. Further1 Tukhachevsky laid out for me Trotsky1s 
directive, agreed u,pon with the German General Staff anci 
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detailed to some extent by himself personally,. [It is not clear to 

w·hon1 or what this p·ronoun refers: to Tukhachevsky, t.o Trotsky, 
or to the German General Staff.] This directive came down to the 
f ollo·wing. The first point of the progran1 laid out. by Trotsky was a 

coup d'etat, prepared by the ''Muscovites,,' the participants in th.e 
counterrevolutionary anti-Soviet Right-Trotskyist organization, 

who had succeeded in feeling out. and entering int.o contact with a 

n·umber of Kremlin-based Chekists and with the immediate 

military guard of the Kremlin in the person of the chief of the 

Kremli11 military school Egorov. 

11 

Iakir: 

I had information and knew that Lifshits and his organization, and 

also Appoga and the military men he was in contact with, had 

worked out a plan for a w·hole series of traffic jams at intersecting 

and major stations that would cause delays for the troops when 

they were being concentrated at the border ... 

This assignment- was given to us} a.nd the people of Lifshits 1s 

Trotskyist organization, and of Appoga's .military contacts, were 

prepared for it. 

The next assignment Tuk:hachevsky told me about was that he 

would maintain di.rect relations with Trotsky and with the 

German Genera.I Staff, With the first, through Piatakov, and with 

the 

1.2 

second through. Putna. 

w • • 

At our next talk Tukhachevsky told me th.at he had received from 

Trotsk.y a series of clarificatio.ns to his directive and his 

[Trotsky,s] agreement with the measures planned by our anti

Soviet organization. 
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13. 

Iakir: 

Despite the fact that Tukl1.c.1chevsky repeatedly spoke to me abou.t 
the necessity of tl1e very greatest secrecy (Trotsky was repeatedly 

telltng hin1 this} saying that the military conspi1~acy and its 
pa1~ticipants n1ust not in any case lJe con11ected witl1 other ways 
and lines [of the conspiracy]), contact took place all the same. 

True, it was episodic, rather ttnspecified, for the most part, about 
n1t1tual info1"matio11. In partic11lar, Tukhachevsky t.old n1e twice 

that he had received infoi~mation fr()m Piatakov and spoke about 
his talks with the Rights, with Enukidze, a11d about one tall< witl1 
Bul<harir1. · 

27. 

lakir: 

I have told you about Tukhachevsky's directives about how 
[conspiratorial] wo1 .. l< should be developed in t.l1e Fa1~ East. I said 
that during our talks about this we considered it essential to 
develop work in the Far East because in one of the letters of 
Trotsky to Tukhachevsky Trotsky had pressed us to develop 
work in the Far East w.ith the goal of contact with th.e Japanese 
for carrying out joint activity of the Germans. This is very 
important. 

31 

Dybenl<o: Did you k11ow tha·t Garna1 .. nik had been a Trotskyist 
s.i.11ce 19 21? 

Ial<ir: I knew that Gama1 .. nik had been a Trotskyist since 1921. 

3 7. 

Tukhachevs.ky 
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I regard my entry into the organization as of 193 2. , .. By the way} I 
always and at every occasion have spoken out aga.inst Trotsky 
during discussions, just as I have against the Rights)! 

I l. 

Finally, when in 1932 Romm brought me Trotsky's proposal to 
gather together the Trotskyist cadres, I agreed. Therefore I 
consider the beginning of the organization of our military 
conspiracy to be 1932. 

45 

Tukhachevsky 

Then in 1932 Romm was sent from Trotsky. This was 
approximately in August or Septem.ber. 

Chairman: What did he say to you? 

Tukhache·vsky: Romm gave me} in Trotsky's name, the assignment 
of organizing and bring'ing together the Trotskyist cadre in the 
army. Since I had already begu.n to do this, I agreed. I thought that 
it would be possible to attract a significant numbe·r of military 
commanders and to carry out Trotsky's directive. Later, i11 1933-
34 (I am not certain 

46 

of the exact date) Romm gave me an instruction of Trotsky1s that 
we should evaluate Hitler1s coming to power as a favorable factor 
and we needed to take every measure to strengthen fascist power 
in Germany. 

I should. add that already in 1932 Romm had told me that Trotsky 
was counting on Hitler's coming to power and was sure that 
Hitler would support him, Trotsky, thanks to which we could 
count u.pon the overthrow of Soviet power. Then in 1933-34 
Romm confirmed to me that fascism supported Trotsky, and 
therefore the latter demanded the activation of our work, 
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especially in the area of organizing sabotage and terrorist activity 
int.he ar1ny . 

. , . 

I me11tic)ned Pi·imak.t1v. He told me tl1at he was in co11tact with 
Piata.kov, wl10 was the leader of~ t'he Tro·tskyist center in Moscow. 
A.t~ter~ tha·t I got in·tc) pe1--son.a.l co11tact witl1 Piatakov. 

Ul'1~il<h: Personal con.tact'? 

Tukhachevsky: Yes. Then i11 1934-35 Piatakov told me of the plan 
of determined aggression by the German army, which would be 
linked with the loss by the lJSSR of Ukraine and tl1e Primor'ye. He 
confirmed Trotsky's di14 ective of 1934 that was set forth in a letter 
from Sedov and in oral form by Putna. Trotsky then gave me the 
assignn1ent of activc_lting the work as much as possible. Fin.ally 
Ptitna a1--r·angeci. a n1ee·ting for i11e with Sedov in 1936. 

47 

In accordance with Trotsky's instructions that it was necessary to 
establish contact \!\Tith the German General Staff, in London in 
1936 I had a talk with General Rundstedt of the German General 
Staff. He told n1e that he kne\1V I was leading a conspiracy and that 
he had instructio.ns t.o tall< with me. I said that the conspira.cy 
i11deed exist.e(i and that it was led. by me. I asked Rundstedt 
where t.he main forces of the German army would attack, and I 
referred to Trotsky's directive that we should orga·nize defeat 
where the German army would be in actio·n. I also asked 
Rundstedt when we could expect t11is intervention. He said tl1at he 
did not know wl1ere the main German forces ·would be, but he 
knew that we shou.ld organize defeat in the Ukraine. Concerning 
the beginning of the interventio11 Rundstedt told me that this was 
a question that was difficult to answer. It had been proposed to 
begin war in 1937, but the diff'iculties of forming the Reichswehr 
were too g1~eat t() ·begin a Ge·rman intervention in 1937~ In the 
developr.nent cJf this assignn1ent of Trotsky's a.nd Rund.stedt's 
after the war ga1nes in April 1936 an importa11.t discussion about 
planning the defeat took place between Iakir, Uborevich, and me. 
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66 

"Bl~1u.kher: Through °"''horn, a11d .ho,,·, ·\vere the tat.ks 

concernin.g c.oncessi,ons to G·erman fasc.ism. of the ·u kraine 

d f P . ' J' ? an o .. .. r1.mor ~~e to apa11. 

Tukhache,rsky: .I:t was .Piatak.ov '')'ho toJ.d me, so rea.l .. l\' i.t 'vas 
~ ' ,. 

·Trotsk~r, through Pi.atako\1
, ·but it \Vas :Pi,atako'' \vho 

personally told me this. 

70 

.Dybenko: Ac.cordi .. 11.g t .() Kork. ~ s test.im.o.n.y it is ob\.-i.ous t.ha.t tl1e 
Trotskyist organizat.ion and t.he. t.raitor Ryko\' vvTere the a11cil.Iary 
orga11s in orde.r to ·b1~.in.g out the d·ic.tato·rship of Tuk'l1.achevs·k.y. 

T·ukhachevs.k.y: N·o., I. think. the .. rec:1.I rel.ati.011s.11ip of f o.rces \\·as 

t~l1a.t. o·ur organizat.io11" our centc1~., c.001·dinated its ~i.cti\1ities \\'ith 

tl1.e organizat .. ion. of Ri.g]1ts a.11d Trotsk.)'·ists. 

73 

Uborevic.h: At the 'beginning of 1934 I did not have anti-Soviet 

ideas and, not knowing that Tukhachevsky was leadin.g that kind 

of work, I spoke up against 11is harmful [sabotage] plan t(1 01 .. ganize 

brigades instead of infantry divisions in the army. I remember well 

that in Marcl1 1935 l1e, i·n essence, set before me l1is whclle plan <)f 

political and military activities, his first variant. Then he began by 

showing the inevitability of ot1r defeat in war against Japan1 

Germany, and Poland, and our int,ernal difficult.y. He began to tell 

me that he was heading an organization) that he had contact with 

the Rights and Trotskyists. 

77 

Chairman: For whose be11efit was all this done, for what state, for 

which classes did you carry out your anti-Soviet struggle? 

Uborevich: For the purpose of r~.storing capitalism. 
' 
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81 

Kork: 

I personally was drawn into the counterrevolutionary Right
Trotskyist military organization in June} 1931. Enukidze recruited 
me to this organizatio·n. From Enukidze I received th.e assignment 
of contacting Tukhac.hevsky, Gorbachev, and Egorov ... 

86 

Kork: 

... the Red Army would suffer such losses that would per.mit the 
Right-Trotskyists to come to power and. take power out of the 
hands of the Stalin. government. 

92 

Kork; 

In 1.931, when. I began my talk with Tukhachevsky, he explai·ned 
the situation like this: we must unquestiona.bly go with Rykov. It 
was not exped.ient at that time to defend. Trotsky since he had lost 
authority in the country [the USSR]. But soon thereafter, in 1932, 
Trotsky was rne:ntioned more a.nd more often. And then in 19 3 3, 
when the fascist coup took place in Germany, among those 
leaders under whose flag we were supposed to go were Rykov, 
Bukharin, and Trotsky. Later T·ukhachevsky began to state, not by 
hinting but openly, that in the end the political group that wo·uld 
come out on top was hard to pred.ict., whether Ryko·v or Trotsky, 
and. tl1at w·e military men mu.st consider ourselves not as 
playthings in the hands of the politicians, but :must have the strong 
hand of th.e milita1~y man, and he began to lead the talks in the 
direction of Bonapartism. 

101 

Ul'rikh: You confessed that during 6-7 yea.rs you. carried out 
sabotage, counterrevolutionary work. ·one thing I don't 
understand is: Who was the boss? You mentioned the Trotskyist 
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center·, the center of tl1e Rights, you have 1nentio11ed German 
circles. But who i11 t~act was the boss, w·ho gave the basic directives 
up to the present time: Ryl<.ovl Trotsky, 0 1 .. German military 
circles? 

Kork: Under tl1e ci1·cums·tances that l1ave been c1 .. eated most 
rece11tly, the boss is the German General Staff, 

Ul~rikh: That means that your main boss was the German General 
Staff? 

Kork: Yes. 

Ul'rikh: The German General Staff - that is a concise a11swer. 

108 

Putna: 

... :1 stated that in 1931 in Berlin ·1.,!an Nikitich Smirno,·, in a 
talk ,,·i.th m.e. in the embass)· building, told me. that in order to 
sho'"' the Germans serious decisi\1eness of the Trotsk\rists 

~ 

towards collaborating with the.m, ''re needed negotiations 
"\ith them. 

At Trotsky's direction I conducted such negotiations with 
generals Schleifer and Adam, who had established contact 
with us 

109 

through Hoffmeister. After the first discussions with generals 
Adam and Schleifer, when I reported to Sedov what I had 
achieved, I received a second directive from Trotsky via Sedov 
that this first success was not enough, that it was necessary to 
agree with Adam and Schleifer more p1 .. ecisely about the 
extent to which Germany itself would take steps against the 
Soviet Union. In addition it was essential to clarify what help 
Germany could render to the Trotskyist organization in the 
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way of obtaining weapons, sup·plies, and technical means 
essential for arming Trotskyist cadres who were not in the 
army. Along with this it· was proposed that I specify what we 
promised generally in the way of compensation. 

Chairman: Who is ''we1'? 

Putna: The Trotskyists organization. The Trotskyist 
organization. promises, first, territorial compensation. 

Chairman: In the ·na.me of what institution, country, or state? 

Putna: In. the name of the Trotskyist organization. 

Chairman: Did they really have such. great influence [lit. great 

weight]? 

Putna: Judging from ·schleifer and Adam, they did not believe in 

any great power of this organization. The organization itself 

wan.ted t-o describe its specific weigh.t as rather significant, and 

therefore I received this instruction, which I carried out. 

Chairman: What did you promise in exchange for help? 

Putna: The territory of the ·ukraine. 

Chairman: Perhaps something else as well? 

Punta: I was not authorized to promise anything else. 

U'I'ri.kh: You were authorized to promise the German General 
Staff only the u·kraine? 

Putna: At that, time there were no talks a·bout the Far East. 

Question: From whom .did you have the authority to conduct 
talks with the German command? 

Putna: From the Trotskyi.st organization. 

UI.1rikh; In ·the person of whom? 
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Putna: I received it as a d·irective from T·rotsky, through Sedov 
and Smirnov,, 

11.1 

Ul'rikh: You promised at first to give i11formation, and the11 the 
Ukraine? Advance by the Ukraine - do I llnderstan.d co1--rectly? You 
saiti that you had promised to give the Germans t.he Ukrai.ne. 
Were the Germans satisfied with this? 

Putna: The Germans \Vere not satisfjed. They did not specify their 

promises, saying that this was premature and that tl1.e Trotskyist 
organization must demonst1"ate its st11 engths and possibilities 
through its activity inside the C(1untry. 

Ul'rikh: How, then, did the Germans consider that the Trotskyist 
organizatio11 ougl1t to show its strengths? In what way? 

Putna: This we thought would be activities of a sabotage and 
terrorist nature. 

Ul'rikh: With wl1om perso11ally of tl1.e 1~eprese11tatives of the 
German command did you carry on negotiations? 

Pt1tna.: With mc1jor Hoffn1e.ister, Ge.neral Schleich.er, a11d Genere:1.l 
Adam. 

112 

Ul'rikh: On behalf of whom did you ca.rry on these diplomatic 
negotiations with the Germans? 

Putna: On behalf of Trotsky. 

11.2 

Ul)rikh~ With who1n were you i11 contact directly from the 
leadership of the military Trotskyist organizatio11? 

Putna: ·with Tukhachevsky. 

Ul'rikh: What assignments did you receive in 193 S and 1936? 
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Putna: In 1935, wl1en I 1~et:ur11ed. to ·Lo11don t1~on1 th.e USSR, 
Tu'khachevsky infor1ned me about the successes i11 the Kiev and 
Belorussian military districts concerni11g the strengthening of 
aviation and of ta11l< formations a11d gave 1ne instt"Uctions to pass 
this inf'or1nation however I could ·to the German General Staff. On 
iny way to Londo11 I met with Sedov ... 

Ul;rJkl1: l did not understand - did yo11 car1--y out your i11structic>11s 
and then return? 

Putna: No, before carrying out my instructio11s. Sedov gave me 
similar instructions from Trotsky. 

Ul 1rikh: Yot1 had instructio11s to pass infor~mation. Did you meet 
Sedov and gi.ve info.rn1ation to hi111? 

Putna: I tried to pass them to the German General Staff. I did not 
give a11ytl1.i11g t<) Sedov. Throt1.gl1 Sedov I receivecl parallel 
instructions f1-;om Trotsky, whic·h came down to this: I should 
resurrect n1y German contacts a11d pay less attention to making 
contact with ·England ancl Americ,1, that I did. not have to bother 
with these matters, that there were persons who \Vere negotiating 
with England ... 

114 

Ul'rikh: How did he [German captain Salzman] repay you for 
this information? 

Putna: He did not repay me. I asked him, as an intermediary, 
to help me establish contact an.d to speak with Ribbentrop, 
because I had an assignment from Trotsky to establish contact 
with the Germans. 

115 

Ul'rikh: Did you organize a meeting with Sedov? 

Putna: Yes, at t'he request of Tukhach~evsky I organized a 
meeting with Sedov. 
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120 

Bliukh.e1"': Wi·tl1 wha.t Trotskyists in the regional center· were you 
in contact? Were you a mernber of the regional center? 

Putna: I knew that Mracl1l<ovskii vvorked in the regional center. I 
knew that. he was also in the ge11e1"'al Trotskyist center, but In.ever 
had the occasi()ll to meet with hin1. 

123 

Chairman: Accused Prim.a.kov) do you confirm the confessions that 
yot1 gave to t11.e organs of tl1e N KVD i11 May and June ()f this year? 
Do yott con.firm your Trotskyist anti-Soviet work? 

Primakov: ·Yes. 

Chairman: Specifically, do you confirm your confessions about 
the preparation of a terrorist act by Trotskyist activists? 

Primakov: I did not give any such confessions. I confessed 
about the preparation of an armed uprising. 

125 

Chairman: Did you hear Tukhachevsky's confessions? 

Primakov: Nothi,ng wa.s proposed to me except to 
a1 .. med ·uprising. 

• organize an 

Chairman: We are interested in what assignments you had 
from the Trotskyist military organization in relation to the 
organizat.ion of this uprising in Leningrad and in connection 
with this assignment of preparing a terrorist act. 

Primakov: I had the following basic instruction: Until 1934 I 
worked for the most part, as an organizer, in gathering Trotskyist 
cadre. In 1934 I received the instruction from Piatakov to break off 
ties w.itl1 the grou·p of Dreitser and old. Trotskyists, w.ho were 
assigned to p1~epare terrorist acts, and I myself was to prepare, 
in the military district where I worked, to foment an armed 
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uprising that would be called forth eit.her by a terrorist act or 
by military action. Th·is was the assignment I was given. The 
m·ilitary Trotskyist organizational center considered this 
assignment to be very important and its importance was 
stressed to me. I was told to break any personal acquaintance 

126 

with old Trotskyists, with whom I was in contacta: This is the 
reason that I moved away from Dreitser's group, this is why I 
worked at th.e assignment that had been given ·me. 

129 

Primakov 

In 1935 and 1936 I met with Tukhachevsky. In 1936 Kork arrived 

in Moscow. We met. In 1936 I spoke with Fel'dman., and, wh.en I 

arrived in Leningrad, with Gar'kavy, and then retai.ned my 

Trotskyist contact with Piatakov, with whom I met in the spring. 

Chairman: Did you systemati.cally maintain contact ·with the 

leadership of the military center and the parallel Trotskyist 
center? 

Primakov: Basically I maintained contact with Piatakov. 

1.31 

·u1'rikh: Wi·th whom did you propose to fight in Leningrad? 

Pri.makov: This was a traitorous armed uprising against the 

motherland and the government. 

131 

Ul'rikh: [Repeats the question] With whom did you propose to 

fight i.n Leningrad? 

Primakov: 1 proposed to fight against those infantry units that 

remained loyal to the governmen.t) against the OGP·u forces and 
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a.gainst the OGPU itsel:f, against the militia [police], against all 
forces that i~emai11ed loyal to the government. 

Ul'rikh: On whose behalf were you preparing to fight? Who was 
your boss? 

Primakov: For Trotsky and the Trotskyist center. 

Ul'rikh: Who was your boss, the Germans? 

Primakov~ I did not know about the Germans until the trial. 

u·l'rikh~ How did you propose 

132 

to act in the event Germany declared war on the USSR? 

.Primakov: I was instructed to seize Leningrad for the Trotskyists. 

Ul'rikh: But if Germany had made war· on the USSR} for whom 
would you have seized. Leningrad? 

Primakov: For Germany. 

135 

Fel'dman: I was recrui.ted to the center of the conspiratorial 
m.ilitary Trotskyist organization in the summer of 1932 by 
Tukhachevsky. 

136 

Fel'dman: .. ~ I remember that we talked in more detail on the eve 
of t.he trip to Germany (Tukhachevsky was the head of the 
delegation)A We spoke about overthrowing Soviet power by means 
of an armed uprisi.ng and if this was not successful in peacetime, 
then to hope for problems at the front that might lead to armed 
demonstrations inside the country\ Our method of work would be 
s·upporting Trotskyist cadres, supp.art for those commanders who 
had earlier belonged to the Trotskyist or Zinovievist opposition, 
from amo.ng whom it would be easier to recruit people; ... 
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137 

Prirnako·v .,. At my questio11 [·to Tuk.hachevsky], ·wJ10 is yot1r 
leader·? Are you the leader, a1~e yot1 the boss, or does so.meo11e 
c.iirect your wclrk? He a11swe1:'ed .me that it was Trotsky who led 
his vvo1~k, \Vith ·\vhom lie maintair1ed contact) but he did not yet tell 
ine the sout"'Ce of this con·tact. Tuk·hache·vsky ad.cled ·that Trotsky's 
directi·ve statecl tl1at the work of the 1nilitary organization must be 
led extremely ind.ependen.tlyJ not by any means to be i11 contact 
\Vith the anti-Soviet groLtpings tl1at exist in our coun.try an1ong 
civilian org'-lnizations. 

138 

Prim.ak.c)v: ... I vvas also interested (I conside1 .. ed r11yself n.ot the 
least spoke in the \vheel and had responsibilities, so I wanted to 
knl)W everythi11g) [and asked.] Tukhachevsky seve1 .. al times about 
his contacts with civilian counterrevcJlutl.()nary ()J"ganizations. Only 
in 1933 or the begin.11ing of 1934 did he tell me that he was in 
con·tact with Pic.ltal<ov. 

Contact \Vith Piatakov helped carry out sa.botage in the area of 
artillery armament from the viev\lpoint of lowering our orciers. 
Tul<l1acl1evsky also said that tl1ere was also contact with the 
Rigl1ts. To my doubtful questio11 ~ how with the Rights? From 
\vhere? I knew that Trotsky was leading the conspir'acy. 
1"(ukhachevsky answe1~ect that ~nc)w the separation between the 
R.i.ghts '1nd Trotskyists l1as been wipecl a.way·, and since this is 
use.f'ul f'or our general business, -vvhy not 11ave contact with the 
·Rights also? 

I will talk later about my practical work, a.11d .for now will remai·n 
on these facts: 

Wh.en i.n 1933 .. 34 Hitler came to power, we were given an official 
di.rective to stress our coolness to\vards the Germans at banq·uets. 
Tukhacl1evsky tolcl me that 011 Trotsky's directive, it was essential 
to let tl1.e Germans know that his attitude towards the Reichsw·ehr 
ren1_ained just as g(Jod as earlier. 
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Fel1dman: ... I m.ust return to Trotsky's directives. Later, when 
from Trotsky's first directives, about whic·h Mikhail Nikolaevich 
[Tukhachevsky] informed me, h.e went on to discuss ·the 
preparation for the defeat of the Red Army, he said to me that he 
was doing this according to a new directive from Trotsky, ad.ding 
that all means are good in the struggle to achieve our aim.s1 in the 
struggle against Soviet power. 

Here I must tell the court. that my collaborators, my former 
colleagues, if I may express myself in this way, are very squeamish 
in their conf essio11s about terror and espionage. 

Citizen Primakov, here you are clai·ming ·that aside from the a.rmed 
uprising in L.eningrad you did not undertake anything. It's strange 
that you do not mind speaking about an armed uprising and 
drowning in blood many thousands o.f workers, peasants, and 
collective farmers, but you cannot speak frankly about terror. 
Tukhachevsky told me in 1936 t'hat Jn carrying out Trotsky's 
directive abou.t having recourse to terror) and in particular in 
relation to Voroshilov, he gave such a directive to Primakov in 
1936. 

146 

Fel'dman ... In this way, summin.g u.p, I must say that everythin.g ·we 
did were actions that served the interests of the fascists and t,heir 
agent Tro·tsky, whos.e will we were carrying out. 

There were talks, as I have explained, about a palace coup. When 
contact with Trotsky had been set up through Putna, who had 
been transferred to London, there began talks about defeatism, 
and methods of terror and espionage appeared - all this in order 
to overthrow Soviet power and guarantee T·rotsky's coming to 
power. Trotsky did not have real forces numbering in th.e 
thousands besides those ·that you. see here and therefore whatever 
Trotsky dictated to us, the German Gene·ral Staff was dictating. 
That's the way I see it and that's the wa.y we should put it. 
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147 

Primakov: , .. Whether .. Trotsky would corne to power togetl1er 

with Rykov or En·ukidze, we did not discuss tl1is question and it 
played no role for us. What was important was to overthrow 
Soviet power. 

1.47 

Fel'dman: ... Speaking of Trotskyist cadres i11 the Far East.ern 

Region, there were n1any of' the1n, but I did not know any members 
of the conspiracy. As fo1 .. Lapin and the c)thers wl10 have been 

inentioned 11ere, ·they \Vere assigned to the Far .. East without 1ny 
knowledge. 

149 

Putna: I did not l1ave any d.irect contact with civilians concerning 

the conspiracy. I know 011ly one person whom I knew to be a 

member of the general Trotskyist center - Mrachkovskii. I 

thought that I could meet with him if the occasion reqL1ired it, but 

we never did meet. I did. not have any direct talks co11cer.ning 
civilia11 matters. 

152 

Iakir, last words: ... I have already said that I had a lon.g, good, 
honorable life before that moment \Vhen I fell into tl1e abyss, fell 
into the hands of the enen1y, fell into the han.ds of the vilest of vile 
enemies that progressive hun1anity has, into the hands of that 
murderer, that agent of German fascism, Trotsky-. 

I want you to believe that I, if I am not left with n1y 1)hysical forces, 
will die in complete tranqltility and i11 the understanding that l die 

with the most legal justification, that I have committed more 
[crimes] that I could I"'edeem with my death, and that you believe 
me in this, that I die wi.th a curse against Trotsky, German 
fascism, a11d with my last word of love toward the a1~my, towa.rds 

you, towards ·my ·rarty, to·wards Stalin, and towards my 

motherland. 
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153 

Tukl1achevsky, last words:· 

I wish to draw a conclusion for myself from this vile work that has 

been done. I wish to draw the conclusion that under the conditions 

of the victory of socialism in our country every grouping becomes 

an an.ti~Soviet group and every anti-Soviet groups becomes one 

with the vilest Trotskyism, with the vilest current of the Rights" 

And since there is no base for these forces within our cou.ntry, then 

whether they wish it or not, these groups slide further, into 

contact with fascism, into contact with the German General Staff. 
This is the downfall of this counterrevolutionary ·work that was in 
its essence dir·ected towards the re-establishment of capitalism 
in our country. 

1.54 

I want to say that I went through the civil war a.s an honest Soviet 

citizen, as an honorable Red Army soldier, as an honorable 

commander of the Red Army, that I fought for Soviet power 

without sparing any effort, and after the civil war I did likewise. 

But th.e road of the group, that put n1e on the road of foul Right 

opportunism an.d o.f three-times cursed Trotskyism, that led to 

contact with German fascism and the Japanese general staff, all 

this had not killed in me the love for our army, love for our Soviet 

cou.ntry, and while doing this foul counterrevolutionary business, I 

was also t-wo personsll 

155 

Uborevich last words: 

... in 1935 I com·mitted a military crime when I accepted the 

defeatist instructions of Tukhachevsky and for that I, as a soldier, if 

I had a thousand lives, would not be able to redeem my guilt with 

them. I beg the Party, the Soviet people, and the army forgiveness 

for my last and greatest crimes. 
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The trial has freed me from the nightmares of conspiracy and the 
diabolical directives of Tukhachev·sky, -- that is to say, of Trotsky, 
and the German General Staff. I die now with my· previous faith in 
the victory of the Red Army. They will prepare the Red .Army 
strongly tow·ards these victories. That is all! 

156 

Kork, last words: 

I wish to sa.y that, while I took the path of treason, of vile betrayal, 
the path of committing crimes for which there is no name, yet 
within me the whole time there continued to live some·thing else. I 
gradually became convin.ced of the profound delusio11 in which I 
found myself since 1931. I dtd not 

157 

believe in the correctness of the Party's general line, did not 
believe in. the correctness of Stalin's line, I was shot through with 
doubts and gave in to the vile slander of the Rights and the even 
viler activities of the Trotskyists, when the Rights and 
Trotskyists fused i.nto one whole and plotted the most criminal 
acts that can come into a person 1s head. 

160 

Eideman, last words 

I ask the court to believe one thing, that before I joined this 
organization I honorably, without any hesitation, gave all my 
strength to my native country. I lived together with t.he Party, I 
lived together with the whole country~ I began to ·slide downwards, 
to become corrupted, during the years of hardship, du.ring the 
years of the transitional period of 1930 and. 1932) I did not go to 
the Party with these doubts and waverings. I kept everything to 
myself. I began to become corrupted. Keeping within myself these 
waverings and the corruption, I fell into the hands of the most 
damned implacable enemy of the people - Trotsky. 

161 
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I feel now t11at I have retL1rned bacl< onto Soviet land, I can now say 
without hesitation that I accept tl1is harsh verdict so tl1at with the 

last bit) tl1e last tnintites of nly life, the last l1C)Ul"S of my life to cover 

wit}1 curses that vile enen1y of the people, Trotsky} agent of 
German fascism, because of wl1om I too beca1ne an agent of 

German fascism. 

162 

Putna) last words: 

The seed of corrupting Trotskyism was sown in me by those 
people who drew me to Trotskyism comparatively early. 1 

followed gradually and steadily almost the wl1ole path of 
Trotskyism fron1 tl1e beginni11g of tl1e f'actionalism against the 

Party leadership through tl1e transitio11 to illega1 methods of 
struggle against the Pat"ty, thr·ougl1 the transi·tiot1 to instr·uction 
more sharneful, more vile, and arrived in the camp of tl1e enemies 
of the Party, the state, the Red Army, and the country as a whole in 

1931 . 

• • • 

This process was at fir st also ratl1er painful for me, but I became 
stuck so far in the vile rut of Trotskyist ciecay, i11 my struggle 
against our cot111try and leadership, so deeply, and so consistently, 

that my normal hl1man courage, human bravery were i1ot enough 
to tear me out of this i~L1t. 

163 

Ma11y people l<now that I was a different pe1"son, and t·or me now 
there is no other solace except that 1 was once a different person. 
And now, in a very short time, in my own internal t'eelings1 I have 
returned to niy fo1 .. mer self. I believe that in a sick organis1n, one 
tl1a·t is decaying, strt1ck down as though by poisonous gases, i11 a11 

organism rotted by Trotsky, who led n1e into service to the 
German General Staff and to that coalition, in this orgar1ism) 
evidently1 there re1nain still some pockets that have J1ot 

completely died, that have given me the physical and moral 
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strengtl1 to tell the investigation and the court everytl1i11g that I 
k·nc)W a·bout this c11 iminal ac·tivity. 

164 

Primakov, last words: 

I.11 n1y last words, citize11. jtldges, I in·ust tell t}1e fi11al t.t~u.th about 
()Ur co11s11i1 .. acy, and tl1e fi.11al truth co11sists in tl1is, thc1t in the 
history of our revolution, and in the l1isto1~y of otl1er revol utior1s, 
the1 .. e has not been sucl1 a vile conspiracy 

165 

as ours, neit.he1~ in its goals, not in its membership, not in the 
means that the conspiracy chose for itself. Of whon1 does the 
conspiracy consist, whom did tl1e fascist flag o.f Trotsky join 
together? It joined tc)get}1er all the counte·rrevolu.ticJnary eleme11ts 
that we had. All of them, from the rags ()f the old officers' groups, 
to the Trotskyist group) vvith its vile terrorist directives, with its 
practice of struggle against t11e Pa1 .. ty, though the remains of the 
Zinovievists, everythi11.g that was counterrevolutio11a1--y in the Red 
Army - all were gathered int() C)Jle place, u11der one flag, tinder the 
fascist flag in tl1e l1ands of Trots.ky. That. is the n1ain thing. 

What means did this conspiracy choose that are unequaled in 
history? All means, from the black,est betrayal, from treason, from 
the preparatio11 of t·he defeat of one's ()Wn cour1try· through 
sabotage, through espionage, through terror, directed against the 
b1 .. a.in a11d heart of our cou11try. These are the means that the 
co11spiracy chose. For what goal? For the restoration of 
capitalism. What does the achievement of this goal mean, and by 
what path can this goal be reached) acting as our conspirators 
acted? There was one path: it was necessary to sh~tter the 
dictatorship of the proletariat, but o~ly a fascist dictatorship 
could shatter it. But this fascist dictatorship would be created in 
the form of a half-clozen Na1)oleons, but only that one Napoleo11 
wou1d become the boss who vva.s beneficial ·~ to ·the German 
General Staff. ·Because if the Red army were defeated and bled to 
death, the country would be deprived of force. So who then would 
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be boss if 11ot Hitler"s sta:ff? And who would. establish power in. the 
country besid.es Hitler's gen.eral staff' That was the goal to which 
our conspiracy was moving~ It was moving towards a fascist 
dictatorship, since from the ·half~dozen Napoleon's w·ould be 
chosen one w·ho was c·hosen by the ·path of treasonous defeatism, 
the path of .its vile preparation for the enemy. 

167 

The second group to which I belong is the Trotskyist group. If the 
first group acted by means of betrayal, thee second> Trotskyist 
group is the most cursed group in the conspiracy because it has 
travelled the most vile path, has the most vile school and has as its 
leader Trotsky, who demand.ed the fascist bannerl 

1.68 

Two more words about myself. I must say directly that I, a forme.r 
communist and former soldier of the revolution, thanks to the fact 
that I was mad.e into a Trotskyist, that I travelled the whole pat.h 
with them since 1932, I arrived in the fascist camp and I in despair 
see that I have arrived at a place than which there is nothing worse 
in the world. 
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